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ABSTRACT
Migrant literature in Quebec has always existed. However, in the late 1970s and the early 
1980s, a change occurred in the attitude of migrant authors. Instead of blending into Quebecois 
society and literature by adopting similar lifestyles and topics, they started retaining their 
cultural differences, and used their personal experience of displacement as material for their 
fictional literary work. During the 1990s particularly, the concept of transculture -  based on 
topics associated with migration such as dislocation and hybridity -  developed and began to 
challenge - within literary work at least - the existing cultural and geographical borders.
In this thesis, we will explore the work of four selected groups of migrant authors -  
namely French, Middle Eastern, Haitian and Jewish authors - and highlight the topics specific 
to each group. Coming from very different backgrounds, their reasons for migrating and their 
expectations about Quebec vary greatly. The French show characters who feel out of place in 
France because they are unable to accept the changes within their own society. They idealise 
Quebec and see it mainly as a bastion of traditional French values, which is bound to lead them 
to disillusion. Middle Eastern authors, mainly female, present characters originally migrating 
to Quebec in hope of a better material life, but who also found an unexpected liberation. In 
Middle Eastern novels, women are the true beneficiaries of migration because they discover 
independence through feminist theories and the support of laws that guarantee personal 
freedom. As for Haitian writers, they focus mainly on the topic of memory and attempt to hold 
on to the past through literary creation. Their work also questions the process of becoming a 
migrant and dealing with Otherness in an adoptive culture. Contrary to Haitians, Jewish writers 
express a fragmented sense of identity due to gaps in their personal and collective memories, 
an overlap between their national and Jewish identities, and their migration to a new country.
Despite their different origins, the four groups of authors have topics in common. 
Some novels depict the different steps to becoming a migrant and how individuals become 
disconnected from their cultures and lands of origin. Another part of migrant authors’ work 
shows the identity crisis that ensues from living in a foreign country and features some of the 
mechanisms that migrants adopt in order to cope with the new elements of their adoptive 
country and to retain their sense of cultural identity. Learning to compromise, they recreate a 
‘home’ in their adoptive country, but they also reinvent the borders between cultures and 
countries by combining elements from both worlds. Migrant authors show that dislocation 
renders individuals less dependent on national identity, and allows them a greater freedom and 
an increased role in the concept and composition of cultural identities.
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Introduction
Migrant writing in Quebec is far from being a new phenomenon, as Quebec - and more 
generally Canada -  is a country of immigration. The most famous example of it is probably 
Louis Hemon’s Maria Chap delaine, published in 1914, and contributing to the 
presentation of Quebec as a bastion of Francophone culture and values. The migrant 
contribution to national literature, however, has changed throughout the years. Clement 
Moisan and Renate Hildebrand, who have retraced the history of migrant writing since 
1937 in Ces Etrangers du dedans,l show that its goals and aims have varied in conjunction 
with migratory flows. Up until the late 1950s, migrants were predominantly of European 
extraction. Their views about culture and society were fairly similar to those of the 
Quebecois, and therefore, the literature produced by those migrant authors was in harmony 
with that of francophone local authors. They praise the hard-working men, fighting a 
somewhat hostile nature, and the virtues of women who bring up children in the ancestral 
traditions and catholic faith of the early French settlers. But, from the 1960s, migrants from 
other parts of the world started to arrive in larger number in Quebec. Coming from Asia, 
Africa, the Middle East or even the Caribbean, this new wave of migrants did not share the 
same Eurocentric cultural background, and often was (or saw itself as) the victim of 
colonialism. If, in most cases, they were themselves Francophones, they had not migrated 
to Quebec with a view to perpetuate francophone values, but rather to break free from 
oppressive regimes and make a better material life for themselves. As Regine Robin points 
out in her postface to a re-issue of La Quebecoite (1983), migrants move to Canada, not 
Quebec specifically, and, despite realising that Quebec is different from other Canadian 
provinces, they still want to benefit from the opportunities offered by a rapidly developing 
country and achieve their ‘American dream’. Whereas previous migrants had not stood out, 
this new generation of migrants began to define its difference from the dominant 
Quebecois culture.
The first ‘dissonant’ migrant voices were published in the 1970s, with the 
publication of works by authors such as of Emile Ollivier or Gerard Etienne. Their 
positions were eclipsed mainly by the proponents of the Quebecois movement for 
independence (some of whom had, in the 1960s, resorted to violence resulting in the crisis 
of October 1970), and by the political claims of the Quebecois people to have more power
1 Clement Moisan et Renate Hildebrand. Ces Etrangers du dedans -  Une histoire de Vecriture migrante au 
Quebec (1937-1997). Quebec: Editions Nota Bene. 2001.
2 Regine Robin. La Quebecoite. Montreal: Editions Typo. 1993. p.207-224
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over their Province regarding matters such as, for example, language and education. These 
claims resulted, among other things, in the Loi 101 in 1977, by which French became the 
official language of Quebec, then later, in the 1980 referendum, giving the people the 
opportunity to vote for independence. In the troubled climate of the 1970s, the focus was 
on the definition of francophone Quebecois identity and its opposition to anglophone 
Canadian domination. There was little room for migrant claims. In the aftermath of the 
referendum, in which 59.56% of Quebecois inhabitants voted ‘no’ to independence, 
Quebec had to rethink its political and cultural direction, its attitude towards Anglophones 
and Allophones in the Province, as well as its position within the Canadian federation. It 
was in this climate of defeat and cultural reinvention that migrant voices truly emerged. It 
is Regine Robin’s La Quebecoite, published in 1983, which best represents the emergence 
of migrant voices.3 Going against the tradition of describing the struggle of immigrants 
leaving their country of origin and settling in their country of adoption, Robin’s novel 
instead explores the effect of migration on one’s identity, the gaps in knowledge, the 
triviality of details that make one feel ‘rooted’, and the realisation of one’s own otherness. 
These themes describe the feelings of immigrants, but they also appeal to people living in 
the fast-changing world of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.
In this thesis, we have selected three groups of authors among the largest groups of 
migrants (to judge by their country of origin and their language of expression) who have 
published more than one novel or collection of short stories in Quebec after 1980, the year 
of the referendum. All selected migrant authors are francophone and have produced their 
work in French, as we feel that translation could be seen as an interpretation, an adaptation 
or even a reflection of the author’s original work. In order to identify migrant authors, we 
have used principally the work of Denise Helly and Anne Vassal, Romanciers immigres: 
biographies et oeuvres publiees au Quebec entre 1970 et 1990* and an article by Lucie 
Lequin and Mair Verthuy entitled ‘Repertoire de l’ecriture des femmes migrantes au
3 Clement Moisan and Renate Hildebrand stress the difference between the terms ‘immigrant’ and ‘migrant’. 
For them, the term ‘immigrant’ refers to narratives o f  geographical displacement, and people dealing with the 
pain and difficulties associated with their immigration. The term ‘migrant’ refers to a underlying narrative 
theory o f dislocation (o f cultures and borders, for example). Whereas immigrant writing is anchored into the 
geographical binary opposition o f here/there, migrant writing is characterised by its lack of material 
territoriality: authors and their characters live in an entre-deux or intermediacy, an imaginary country, which 
constantly evolves and combines several cultural codes. Moisan and Hildebrand point out that the preference 
for the term ‘migrant’ rather than ‘immigrant’ coincides with the evolution o f migrant literature itself and the 
realisation that its topics challenge the concepts o f  culture and origin as they have been traditionally 
envisaged. We will show that these tendencies are found throughout the selected novels.
4 Denise Helly et Anne Vassal. Romanciers immigres: biographies et oeuvres publiees au Quebec entre 1970 
et 1990. Montreal: Institut qu6b£cois de recherche sur la culture. 1993.
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Quebec 1960-1991’.5 In both studies, the criterion for authors to be included was for 
authors to have lived and published at least one piece of work in Quebec. To complete our 
list for the 1990s, we have contacted publishers in order to obtain the names, biographies 
and bibliographies of authors whose work was only published after 1990 and was therefore 
not included in the previous studies. Our list is not exhaustive, but includes well-known 
authors who have published work for several years in Quebec, and have been integrated in 
its national literature.
The first group we selected was that of French authors. As one of the founding 
peoples of Quebec, it is interesting to study how the input of the new generation of French 
migrants fits in with Quebecois society and literature. The second group is Haitian writers, 
whose migration to Quebec started in the late 1950s in conjunction with the beginning of 
the Duvalier dictatorship and has been constant since.6 With reference to this group, we 
want to examine issues such as race, politics and economic under-development and their 
influence on authors’ views about their country of adoption. The third group chosen here is 
writers from the Middle East (Egypt, North Africa and Iraq). These were selected because 
they all come from countries with similar totalitarian regimes at their time of migration. 
They share the experience of living in a minority (be it on religious, ethnic or gender- 
related grounds) within their own country prior moving to Quebec; and all have chosen to 
write in French, which is not their native tongue.7 It is important to mention that nationality 
was not the only criterion determining inclusion within a given group. Dominique 
Blondeau, for example, was bom in France but was raised from the age of fifteen in 
Morocco, where she worked before emigrating to Quebec. Her experience and the theme 
that she develops in her work led us to include her in the group of Middle Eastern writers 
rather than the French one. We also felt that a fourth group should be created to reflect the 
Jewish identity, expressed by authors of various nationalities.
The arrival of migrants always raises questions for the host country such as: what 
place should be allocated to migrants in the society of adoption? Should they be integrated
5 Lucie Lequin et Mair Verthuy. Repertoire de l’6criture des femmes migrantes au Quebec 1960-1991, 
Documentation sur la recherche feministe. 21, N°. 3-4 (1992), p.86-94.
6 Francois Duvalier came to power in 1957. His son, Jean-Claude, succeeded him in 1971. Their dictatorships 
were particularly violent, sustained by a security force, the Macoutes, who carried out arrests, tortures, 
assassinations, etc. and terrorised the population. Duvalier fils  was overthrown and escaped into exile in 
1986. For more information on the Duvalier regime, there are various websites that collect evidence and 
testimonies o f witnesses and victims. See for example: http://haitiechange.ifrance.com; http://www.haiti- 
progres.com.
The website http://www.ercomer.org/metropolis/proceedings/Montreal.html provides an extensive overview 
o f the distribution o f migrants in Quebec, according to nationality, settlement and time o f migration.
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or, on the contrary, able to retain their difference? How is their presence going to affect the 
society of adoption? For migrants, similar questions arise. What will be their place in the 
society of adoption? Will they be able to retain their cultural identity and remain in touch 
with their culture of origin? Will they be allowed to take a full part in the future of the 
country to which they are emigrating? If the questions raised are fairly similar, the answers 
and expectations are very different. From the 1970s onwards, Quebec’s policy is to 
encourage the immigration of francophone migrants (and migrants who speak one of the 
Romance languages) to boost the number of French-speakers in Quebec. Many of these 
migrants come from countries that were previously under colonial occupation and have 
fought it. Their attitude towards adopting and integrating another cultural model is 
therefore entirely different from the previous generations of migrants who readily 
consented to shed their differences. This new wave of migrants wishes to retain their 
cultural identities, while benefiting from the economic advantages that Quebec offers. In 
migrant literature, as we will see, this translates into the introduction of new linguistic 
elements, new references -  be they literary, religious or just trivial -, but also new themess 
such as exile, uprooting, and the experience of foreignness. There are also migrant critical 
publications such as Vice Versa or La Parole met&que, which analyse the new phenomenon 
of the migrant voice, i.e. one that claims its difference from the mainstream culture. 
Between the referendums, published critical work on migrant literature tended to confine it 
to the margin of Quebecois society. One thinks, for example, of Francis Pare’s Les 
Litteratures de I'exiguite or Simon Harel’s L ’Etranger dans tous ses etats -  Enjeux
o
culturels et litteraires. It seemed that migrant work was that of a minority, localised and 
contained. The critics of those years focus on the intercultural aspect of migrant work and 
what the Quebecois may learn from it. During that period, the theory of ‘interculturalism’ 
was predominant. Within our chosen corpus, these tendencies are reflected by the 
importance given to autobiographically-inspired novels, or novels that focus on the process 
of adaptation to the new lifestyle in the country of adoption and from which Quebecois 
people are entirely absent.
After 1995, there is a new wave in critical publications about migrant writing in 
Quebec. It seems that difference is accepted when it comes to migrant writing, but the 
focus changes slightly to how difference and the presence of foreignness affects the
8 Fran?ois Par6 . Les Litter atures de I ’exiguite. Quebec: Les Editions du Nordir, collection Essai. 1992.
Simon Harel (ed.). L ’Etranger dans tous ses etats -  Enjeux culturels et litteraires. Montreal: XYZ Editeur. 
1992.
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cultural identity of Quebec. The concept of interculturalism turns into that of hybridity and 
transculture. Studies try to track the effects of cultural mobility. Migrants are seen as free 
agents that mingle codes and are not tied down to one space, time or interpretation. They 
have a challenging effect on established cultural identities and behaviour that is seen as 
factor of change and regeneration in Quebecois society. Here one thinks of Simon 
Langlois’s Identite et cultures nationales - L ’Amerique frangaise en mutation, or Michel 
Venne’s Penser la nation quebecoise.9 But there is also an underlying worry regarding 
possible ‘contamination’ or infiltration of national Quebecois identity by the neo- 
Quebecois, as the concept of hybridity suggests that the idea of otherness has infiltrated all 
areas of society. There is a need to trace otherness and migrant influence (as in Genevieve 
Mathieu’s Qui est Quebecois?) or to justify it as being a historical factor, as in Clement 
Moisan and Renate Hildebrand’s Ces Etrangers du dedans -  Une histoire de Vecriture 
migrante au Quebec (1937-1997)}° In our chosen groups of authors, we see a parallel 
evolution in the topics developed in the novels. Authors are bolder in their challenge of 
Quebecois culture, they expand their imaginary territories beyond their own country of 
origin or their migrant neighbourhood: they take on the whole city of Montreal and 
beyond. Migrant authors, such as Emile Ollivier or Naim Kattan, even represent the face of 
national Quebecois literature in literary events (in the Salon du Livre, for example), on 
television programmes and in magazines.11
In the first four chapters of our study, we propose to look at the different ways that 
migrant authors have chosen to express their difference, and at the representations of their 
cultural group in their work. Each chapter will be devoted to one group with a view to 
analysing the cultural patterns and development of themess, unique to each group. In a 
further chapter, we will highlight the causes of their emigration and analyse their impact on 
the capacity of migrants to cope with the process of migration. We will show how migrant 
work documents the process of acculturation, provides evidence of its consequences for 
individuals, and proposes coping mechanisms for one to retain one’s cultural identity 
whilst coping with one’s present life. We will also analyse how migrant writing challenges 
its culture of adoption and what are its contentious issues. Finally, we will demonstrate that 
migrant writing in Quebec proposes a new form and concept of cultural identity that not
9 Simon Langlois (ed.). Identite et cultures nationales -  L ’Amerique frangaise en mutation. Sainte-Foy: 
Presses de l’Universit6 de Laval. 1995.
Michel Venne (ed.). Penser la nation quebecoise.... Montreal: Editions Quebec Am6rique. 2000.
10 Genevieve Mathieu. Qui est Quebecois? Montreal: VLB Editeur. 2001.
11 Lettres quebecoises, for example, regularly features n6o-qu6b£cois authors in its issues.
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only challenge the traditional views of national identity, but also redefine the concept of 
self-identity.
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Chapter 1: Writers of French origin: Migration as an escape to the present.
Introduction
In this chapter, we will look at the first group of migrant authors, originally from France. 
Some of them were well-known writers there before they decided to emigrate; others 
published all their work in Quebec. These authors have also moved at different stages of 
their lives too. Nathalie Petrowsky was bom in France, but her family moved to Quebec 
when she was only an infant. She was educated in the province of Quebec and now works 
as journalist in Montreal. Of all the authors in this group, she is the least ‘French’, and her
origin does not seem to influence her work greatly. Her novels II restera toujours le
1 0  1Nebraska (1990) and Maman last call (1995) mainly address modem women’s issues,
but mention nothing about migration and the transformations that occur for migrants. Her
books ‘speak’ Quebecois to a Quebecois readership: cultural references, language,
geography, everything has a feel of ‘Quebecois pure laine’14 Regine Robin already had an
academic career when she left France, but her first novel - La Quebecoite (1993) - and
subsequent works of fiction were published in Quebec. Xaviere Senechal and Andre
Marois also started their literary career in Quebec, but their work -  mainly France-
orientated - seems little affected by their migration. Francis Bossus - like Naim Kattan and
Emile Ollivier - moved to Quebec in the late 1950s, but only became a full-time writer
when he retired in the 1990s. Even though he has lived most of his life in Quebec, his work
remains anchored in his French experience; La Tentation du destin (1996)75 shows the
influence of Bossus’s origins on his work. Finally, Yves Navarre only settled in Quebec for
a relatively short time - just three years - after which he returned to France in 1991. His
first book published in Quebec, La Terrasse des audiences au moment de Vadieu (1990),16
is a sort of diary of his last months in France and first weeks in Quebec. He explains his
reason for migrating as a craving, a need for a new energy, which -  in his view at least -
France has lost.
Migration does not seem to have affected the cultural identity of French writers in 
Quebec and of the characters they create. We will see that their voluntary displacement has
12 Hereafter IRTLN.
13 Hereafter MLC.
14 This expression has often been used - since die 1970s - to distinguish the Francophone Qu6b6cois whose 
ancestors were French and arrived in the seventeenth century, from the ‘N 6o-Qu6b6cois’, also Francophone, 
whose arrival in Quebec is fairly recent.
15 Hereafter LTD.
16 Hereafter TDA.
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more to do with personal dissatisfaction with their life in France, than a necessity. France 
seems to remain the main object of preoccupations for most of the French authors and life 
in Quebec often appears as substitute for the life they wished for in France.
Migration and French identity
Apart maybe from Nathalie Petrowsky, these writers migrated for various reasons, which 
mainly derive from personal choice and aspirations. In this respect, they form a different 
kind of migrants to the other selected authors. Unlike Haitian or Middle Eastern authors 
(and indeed their characters), who were forced to leave their country by external economic 
or political pressures, French authors take a conscious and independent decision to leave 
their native country motivated by factors quite distinct to those influencing Third World 
writers. Their motives for migrating do not stem from a need to improve their lifestyle 
materially or, in extreme cases, to protect their own lives: they already live in a rich, 
developed and free country. They do have the luxury of thinking the migration process 
through; they can plan their resettlement, and, undoubtedly, have the means to carry out 
their project.17 The conditions of their migration are prepared well in advance and do not 
seem to be traumatic to them; this gives them a rather different perspective on migration 
from that of the other writers, so much so that it is a theme that they hardly develop. 
Instead, they address other topics like racial discrimination or globalisation.
One of the main sources of inspiration for migrant writers’ work is their country of 
origin and cultural identity. In the case of the groups that we will subsequently discuss, 
migration has led writers to question cultural identity (theirs and that of their characters), to 
recall and recognise their past as a major component of their cultural identity, and to 
identify changes and adjustments between ‘now’ and ‘then’, ‘here’ and ‘there’. However, 
the group of French writers -  apart from Regine Robin, whose work, influenced by her 
Jewish identity, we will see more in detail in chapter 4 - , spend little or no time discussing 
or questioning one’s identity. In fact, French writers do not seem to feel the need to assert 
their own cultural identity. Could it be that they assume that France’s renown has preceded 
them and that it is known by whoever is reading their work?18 The characters presented by
17 Yves Navarre describes the means-tested process o f migrating in great detail in his autobiographical 
narrative La Terrasse des audiences au moment de Tadieu (1990). He also went several times to Quebec to 
visit the place and arrange material details like accommodation prior to (what he thought would be) his 
permanent resettlement.
In Yves Navarre’s La Terrasse des audiences au moment de Vadieu (1990, p.55 & 59), however, some 
editor’s footnotes provide clarifications for a non-French readership who might not be familiar with the cited 
people or companies.
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French writers are not always representative either of their cultural group and community: 
some of Bossus’s main characters are from Quebec, Cameroon, and Italy; Robin’s 
narrators are Jewish from USA, Israel or France; etc. In fact, very little emphasis is given 
to the ‘cultural’ part of each character’s identity, as though French authors consider that it 
has little influence on the psychology of the character or the development of the plot, and 
more emphasis is put on the individual’s worth.
French narratives do not express any guilt at leaving one’s country as in novels by 
authors from other cultural backgrounds, nor do they hesitate to criticise one’s home 
country. In Haitian narratives, for example, any criticism of Haiti is seen as a kind of 
betrayal of the people left behind, and of one’s own past. For Middle Eastern authors, 
migration is about adjusting and finding the right balance between traditions and their new 
way of life, but they cherish the memories of their original country. And Jewish writers tell 
of the pain of being snatched away from their past, a break which disorientates them. But 
French writers - and the characters they describe - do not seem to have any kind of 
allegiance to their country or their cultural group. Yves Navarre admits that he tries to 
avoid his fellow French citizens, whom he calls imperialist and manipulative. In the 
following extract, he recalls his meeting with a French bookshop owner in Montreal:
La bribe de conversation que j ’ai eue avec ce libraire fut constemante. Encore un colon pisse- 
vinaigre qui n’en a pas l’air et qui veut & tout prix vous «faire dire» ce qu’il pense de vous, le n£ant. 
Je parlais de mon journal intime. II a biais6 tout de suite la discussion. J’osais dire que ce n’6tait pas 
un Journal pour la posterity mais un simple Journal au jour le jour. Lui aimait le compost, le 
fabriqu£, le tripatouill6 , quel m6pris. Si je veux vivre ici, il ne faut pas que je rencontre «les 
Franfais». [TDA, p.283]
Being French is not something that Marois’s characters feel particularly proud of either; on 
the contrary, they think it has been forced on them. In Accidents de parcours (1999), for 
example, Matthias, who spends his holidays in Montreal, finds himself ‘celebrating’ the 
French national day while he is there:
Bizarre de se retrouver & FStranger le jour de la fete nationale. Un brin incongru. C’est 1& qu’il a 
compris & quel point il est fran?ais. Ou tout du moins que cette notion patriotique lui a 6t6 inculquee 
de force. Magistral matraquage iddologique. [AP, p. 104, my italics]
It seems that Matthias realizes at this moment that his cultural identity is based on 
meaningless rituals: his patriotic attitude is not a personal feeling, but rather an emotion 
that he has learnt, or, rather, that he has been conditioned to express. As a result, Matthias 
is overcome by a feeling of having been deceived; in his eyes, his feeling of ‘belonging’ 
becomes fake and fabricated to him, when he realizes that he has been moulded into a
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‘citizen’. In fact, migration in French narratives seems to be an act of separating oneself 
from one’s cultural group with which one no longer identifies; it represents ceasing an 
association with which one feels uncomfortable, whereas, for other migrant authors, 
migration acts as a catalyst in finding or reconstructing one’s cultural identity, and (re­
gaining or (re-)discovering a cultural community. In novels by the selected writers of 
French origin, there is not any description of the French community in Montreal or 
elsewhere in Quebec. Even the celebration of the French national day in Marois’s 
Accidents de Parcours (1999) does not elaborate on the subject or lead to a quick sketch of 
the community. Instead, there is a description of the place with flags and music, voices 
speaking with French accents, but there are no faces, just a minifoule au parler identifie 
{PA, p. 105). The characters neither meet nor speak to anyone, leaving the impression that 
the crowd is impalpable and faceless.
This admitted lack of interest in the affairs of one’s native country and this 
dissociation from nationalism is also expressed in the first pages of La Terrasse des 
audiences au moment de I ’adieu (1990), in which Navarre explains his decision to migrate:
Je veux et vais quitter la France, ma France aim6e, 61oquente, fascinante, admirable, d^sormais 
involutive. Elle ne fait plus la Revolution mais l’Involution. [TDA, p.9]
In Navarre’s opinion, France seems to have reached the end of an era: the country has lost 
touch with what constituted its greatness and the source of its creative energy. It looks as 
though France and French citizenship no longer fulfil his personal expectations of 
nationalism. Proud of his cultural heritage, he starts, however, questioning his sense of 
belonging when he no longer agrees with the cultural choices and attitudes for which 
France now stands:
La France des «peut-etre», des «quand meme», des «mais», des chagrins fonctionnaires, la France 
alttere qui a peur des 61ans et des paroles vraies, la France qui se croit encore maitresse du monde et 
qui brade jusqu’& la francophonie, l’&emelle France colonialiste, meurtrtere des provinces, dontma 
Gascogne. [TDA, p.39-40]
In Navarre’s view, it seems that France has lost touch with the present; its culture has not 
evolved at the same rate as that of the rest of the world and is held back by -  even stuck in? 
- its imperialist past. Migration is seen as offering a broadening of horizons; it is the 
expression of an aspiration towards personal but individualistic development. Navarre does 
not appear to be interested in contributing to Quebec’s political or cultural life. Under the 
cover of compliments - Navarre often mentions how honest and wholesome the people of
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Quebec are -, he really hopes that Quebec will give him the recognition and respect that 
France refused him; he wants to take and receive rather than exchange.
Portraying France
Whereas Haitian and some of the Middle Eastern writers tend to embellish their memories 
of their home country, French writers seem to construct a rather ambivalent image of 
theirs. In Francis Bossus’s work too, France appears to be a somehow dishonoured country 
that is stuck in the past. Jules, the hero of La Tentation du destin (1996), accepts a position 
of secretary whose task is to record Mr Lougarel’s adventures in France during World War 
II and to transpose them onto paper. Mr Lougarel, who was bom in France, does not hold 
any nostalgic memories of his country of origin, quite the contrary. He is cynical about the 
attitude of French people under the German occupation: each citizen had his or her own 
personal theory about how to win the war, but each was too much of a coward to act upon 
it against the occupying enemy:
II devait etre le deux millionteme k rever de victoire. Quand je pense qu’il n’&ait pas fichu de se 
servir d’un fusil de chasse, je rigole encore comme ont rigote tous les ltevres du coin. [LTD, p.37]
The focus here is on France’s failure to react against invasion, and on a part of history 
which does not inspire great national pride. Mr Lougarel also describes the village in 
which he was raised and in which Jules decides to settle when he moves to Europe in order 
to pursue his literary career. This village, described by Jules fifty years later, hardly seems 
to have changed:
Depuis deux mois environ, je vis dans un charmant village de Normandie oh je suis venu chercher la 
paix de l ’esprit et prendre le temps de «gofiter» le temps qui passe. [...] J’ai lou6 une petite maison 
de pierre au toit pointu, avec une chemin^e pour seul moyen de chauffage et un puits dans le jardin. 
Parfois, avec ses murs 6pais, son plancher rugueux, ses fenetres Strokes et sa lourde porte, elle me 
semble avoir gliss6 du Moyen Age jusqu’h notre 6poque. [LTD, p.205-6]
In fact, this house seems to have been forgotten by time with its lack of all modem 
commodities. It is a retreat away from the excitement of the rest of the world, a shelter for 
Jules who is disappointed with his life in Quebec and, more generally, in America. In 
Bossus’s novel, where descriptions of France in general are rare, Jules’s house and village 
act as metonymic symbols of the country; they contribute to create the impression that the 
country is stuck in the past. This idea is also present in Andre Marois’s Accidents de 
parcours (1999):19 in her description of the village in Brittany where she and her partner
19 Hereafter AP.
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spend their holiday, the Quebecker Josee stresses how small the place is in comparison to 
Quebec standards and the fact that everything seems quaint and dated:
Les maisons sont en pierres grises et us6es. Les toits en ardoise. J’adore. II y a une atmosphere de 
film d’6poque. Qa sent le vrai vieux, pas la reconstitution trop propre. On a 6t£ accroch£s par ce 
decor naturel. Ce qui est amusant, c ’est la petitesse de leurs moyens de transport: les autos, les 
mobylettes, les tracteurs et les camions ont l’air confus pour des nains. Lorsque j ’ai vu une deux- 
chevaux surgir sur la placette, j ’ai balance un grand coup de coude k Pierre. Qa roule encore ces 
antiquites! Les routes sont pleines de voitures de cette epoque. [AP, p.21]
Here, Josee does not admire the traditions and history of the place, she is just amused by its 
twee outdated atmosphere and the relatively small size of things. It looks like a deflation of 
certain myths of grandeur and majesty cultivated by France and perpetuated through 
cultural cliches.
Yves Navarre presents a very similar vision of provincial France in Douce France 
(1990).20 In this novel published soon after he arrived in Quebec, the author expresses the 
bitterness that he feels towards the hypocritical French bourgeois society. Through the eyes 
of the main character, Genevieve, Navarre proposes meticulous observations of the 
bourgeois society in provincial France, which underline its hypocrisy. The members of this 
society hide their true beliefs -  be they religious or political - under the respectability of 
religion:
La France des provinces, enrichie, 6tait encore la tenanctere d’une grande partie du monde. Sitdt de 
retour dans ses terres d’origine, les families conqu£rantes, hors du besoin, 6blouies par des voyages 
si lointains, se terraient et g^raient le bien acquis avec pour seule loi l’impdratif de faire des parcours 
sans faute et des alliances sans faille. Meme m£cr6ants, ath6es, secrdtement radicaux-socialistes ou 
francs-mafons, ils allaient k l’^glise pour la facade et le rappel du danger de la faute. [DF, p.28]
The impression throughout the novel is that these rich bourgeois families are mainly driven 
by money and keeping up appearances, their sole aim being to maintain or increase their 
capital. They exert an unspoken control over social life in small French towns, and living 
outside the rules they have set is both unthinkable and intolerable. Navarre even goes as far 
as to imply that this bourgeois attitude goes against democracy in the sense that their 
financial power allows them to influence, if not control, political and social changes:
C’&ait la France du bas de laine et de l’aumone, pays de toutes les liberty, la liberty dont un 
extreme centre assurait le subtil dosage de promesses vaines et fausses rdformes. [DF, p. 186]
This kind of bourgeois mentality seems to be -  at least in Navarre’s view -  the cause of 
France’s inertia, not to say stagnation. Old-fashioned customs are maintained in order to 
control all members of the middle-class and to ensure its apparent unity. Financial or
20 Hereafter DF.
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psychological pressure enables them to crush any rebellion against the order they have 
imposed. People cannot even appear to think independently or be different: they either 
conform or are excluded. Genevieve, the main character of Douce France (1990), returns 
to her family after several years of absence; she has tried to escape this restricting 
environment, but found it difficult to live on the margin of provincial society and entirely 
cut off from her family. On her return, she has to live with her parents and agrees to some 
concessions in order to regain her place within society. Sylvain Lherbier, the town 
psychoanalyst and her cousin, who is one of the rare people she trusts, admits that he 
pretends to live by these tacit rules in order to avoid confrontation with and isolation from 
the rest of the community. In private, his lifestyle, condemned by rumour, is quite liberal: 
for example, he encourages his children to ask anything they wish to know; there are no 
restrictions, no boundaries, no secrets, and no taboos:
Des bruits couraient: les trois fils 6taient 6duqu6s librement, toutes les questions leur dtaient
permises; l’dtd, ils faisaient du naturisme au bord de l’Atlantique. [DF, p.42]
This education goes against all ‘principles’ of the town’s middle-class people. In public, 
Lherbier plays a role and seems to endorse the same values as the people with whom he 
associates, but, away from the public eye, he sees this kind of society as a vestige of a 
bygone age, and, as such, studies it:
Et je fais, & mes heures perdues, un travail sur notre ville et sa tribu, ce qui se perp^tue, ce qui est
perp6tuel, ce qui est inevitable. [...] La douce France est un fossile. Ils ont besoin de nous pour
pouvoir designer, 9a leur degourdit les doigts. [DF, p. 138]
Those who do not conform become the scapegoats for this hypocritical society. As 
everybody seems to adopt masks, no one can be trusted, individuals feel isolated, and 
communication becomes impossible because speaking one’s mind exposes one to 
exclusion. In chapter 18 of Douce France (1990), for example, Genevieve spends the night 
writing letters to friends and relatives in an attempt to communicate her feelings and 
thoughts to them, so as to justify her actions. However, her correspondence proves to be 
more a means of introspection than one of communication, as Genevieve destroys the 
letters before sending them. The one letter that she sends is that in which she relates 
nothing but facts without divulging her thoughts: it is therefore of no consequence to her. 
Lack or refusal of communication is an underlying theme of the book. In Douce France 
(1990), ‘speaking’ -  i.e. the use of direct speech -  is associated with control: the use of 
direct speech in the text only occurs when a character tries to impose an opinion on 
another; furthermore, some characters refuse to talk as they believe speaking to be
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dangerous, giving others a chance to turn their own words against them and control them. 
Speaking appears to be an act of invasion of one’s intimacy. Genevieve refuses to engage 
in conversation; in doing so, she is trying to avoid giving out her secrets and giving ground 
for her family to come between her and her husband.
Rumours -  these half-truths and half-secrets - are also the favourite means of the 
bourgeois society to marginalize undesirable members. These informal or carefully 
composed scraps of information are manipulated to make or destroy reputations. As the 
Abbe Duperche remarks, people delight in the agony of others:
Je sais k quel point les £chapp6es, les flous des families sont n^cessaires k l’id6e que ces families se 
font d’elles-memes. Elies se nourrissent de scandales qu’elles provoquent plus ou moins, et les 
ensevelissements du vivant de leurs victimes d6sign6es font leur r6gal et leurs ragots. [DF, p. 180]
Uttering words appears to be compromising even between people who genuinely care 
about each other. The words of Tinette -  Genevieve’s aunt, who was excluded from her 
family for her affair with a soldier when she was young, but who nevertheless remained 
close to Genevieve -  are kind ones. However, Tinette speaks but expects no reply. She 
even refuses to hear Genevieve’s answers to her questions. Tinette’s monologues conclude 
in a posthumous letter to Genevieve, in which she provides explanations for her actions 
and reiterates her support for her niece. But obviously two-way communication is by then 
definitely impossible.
Navarre’s depiction of provincial French bourgeois lifestyle is one of oppression 
and narrow-mindedness, but his hatred of what he and Regine Robin call parisianisme is 
even stronger. For Robin, parisianisme - which she also calls her francite - is an 
intellectual ‘dialogue’ with the literary world and that of political commentators. For her, 
francite consists in exercising her educated knowledge and reflecting on other writers’ 
ideas and publications. In Navarre’s case, parisianisme has taken over the intellectual life 
of the entire country: nothing seems to exist outside of Parisian views. Not only is it a 
centralized point of view, but it is also a self-centred one that Navarre calls 7e fascisme 
parisien’ (TDA, p. 10). In his view, parisianisme - as much as the limitations of provincial 
bourgeoisie - is responsible for French apathy and lack of creativity. It has eclipsed 
France’s spirit:
Le pays n’a plus de cceur dans ses foules, quelque chose s’est gomm6 dans les regards 6chang6s, une 
suffisance, la soumission k toutes sortes de dict£es et de cliches. [TDA, p. 12]
Navarre invents all sorts of metonymic nicknames, which encapsulate his attitude to 
Parisian intellectual society. To quote but a few: Paris-Qui-a-Perdu-Son-Sens-de-l’Amour,
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Paris-la-Pieuvre, Paris-la-Fatuite, Paris-la-Fasciste, Paris-la-Grignoteuse-d’Ames, etc. 
For Navarre, parisianisme blinds people and stops them from recognising the talent of their 
national artists and the quality of their work:
En France, sous la dictde de Paris-la-Rond-de-Cuir on n’aime les artistes que lorsqu’ils sont morts. 
Ou alors, de leur vivant, on truque les cartes de l’ame et de l’esprit et on les piege h mort, Jean- 
Louis Bory, Roland Barthes, madias meurtriers, bateleurs ou rongeurs jusque dans le silence. [TDA, 
p.369]
Parisianisme epitomises the provincial bourgeois attitude depicted in Douce France (1990) 
as it exhibits the same characteristics, only exacerbated: once again, one has to conform or 
be excluded; objections are not heard, and dialogue is only a trick to lead artists to expose 
their weaknesses, which leads to their destruction. This stifling climate is a hindrance to 
creativity and self-expression. As we learn in La Terrasse des audiences au moment de 
Vadieu (1990), Navarre has badly suffered as a result of parisianisme and has encountered 
problems not only with journalists, critics and other people of Parisian intellectual society, 
but also with successive Parisian publishers, who have - in his view - tried to interfere with 
his work and have occasionally refused to publish it. In the end, Navarre decides to 
exclude himself from this environment and migrate to Quebec.
Quebec/France: Comparisons and hopes
If authors -  and, by extension, their characters - have personal reasons for m igrating to
Quebec, they also have expectations and pre-conceived ideas about it. In Marois’s
Accidents de parcours (1999), superficial differences are noted as the plot progresses. Two
couples, one from Montreal and the other one from Ploerdou in Brittany (France),
exchange houses for a holiday: they have a month to discover each other’s lifestyle.
Neither couple has ever previously visited the other’s country; all they have -  as they soon
realize - is a caricatural knowledge of each country. At first, Josee, the Quebecker, is
delighted that Ploerdou is a typical Breton village, anchored in time and traditions. (Even
though, as one recalls, she soon considers the village to be twee.) She feels that ‘new’
territories like Quebec lack character:
Sorti du Vieux qui n’a pas plus de 350 ans, le Quebec ressemble au desert des Tartares. On a bien 
les autochtones, sauf que, cot6 vestiges arch^ologiques, ils ne se sont pas surpasses. Par contre les 
Celtes, c ’est une autre dimension. [AP, p.39]
21 See the list o f all these nicknames invented by Yves Navarre in La Terrasse des audiences au moment de 
Vadieu (1990, Index 1, p.391-5).
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Josee is also surprised by the cultural cliches that French people believe about her fellow 
Quebeckers. She sees herself through the eyes of foreigners for the first time:
Quelle image on projette! Des faux Fran<?ais un peu Esquimaux qui sortent de l’hiver trois jours par 
an pour voter «non» k un r£f£rendum et boire du sirop durable. Les cliches ont la vie dure. [AP, 
p.25]
She realises that the French know as much about her country as she does about theirs, i.e. 
very little. But the arrival of Josee and her husband in Ploerdou succeeds in overturning 
some French prejudices about Quebeckers too. Fernand, their neighbour during the 
holiday, understands his misconceptions and rectifies them in order to avoid further 
cultural faux pas:
Je ne dis plus le Canadien, car j ’ai compris que ce mot 6tait persona non grata dans la conversation. 
C’est simple, ils ne l’utilisent pas. Quand je l’ai prononc6 la premiere fois, ils ont tous les deux 
sursautg. Comme si je les injuriais. Ah! les susceptibility culturelles sont tenaces. Moi itou, je me 
suis longtemps d6fini comme Breton de sang et Fran9ais par raison. Mais ma fibre nationaliste s’est 
6mouss£e lentement. [AP, p.35]
For Fernand, cultural differences, which he actively defended when younger, have faded 
with age, but he can relate with the Quebeckers’ strong sense of identity.
Even though characters remark on other small cultural differences like eating 
habits, means of transport or behaviour, the emphasis is placed on language. As we will 
develop in chapter 4, Regine Robin expresses her alienation within a language that sounds 
like hers, but, nevertheless, carries major cultural differences that are a constant reminder 
that she does not belong. On the other hand, Marois and Navarre - who sees Quebec as a 
“bastion de ma langue” [TDA, p.27] - do not seem to see any major differences between 
‘French from France’ and ‘French from francophone countries’. For them, the language 
spoken in France and Quebec is obviously the same and the absence of foreignness induces 
characters to feel at home in a foreign country. Josee, for example, notes:
Je n’imaginais pas me retrouver si loin et me sentir presque chez moi. C’est une dr61e de sensation. 
[AP, p.24]
Despite this familiarity, characters cannot resist noticing the small differences that 
characterize the French of each respective country. Fernand in Accidents de parcours 
(1999) is amused by the Quebeckers’ accent and believes that it will be a barrier to 
conversation, as though Quebeckers did not speak the same language:
Je suis press6 d’6couter l’accent des deux touristes, fort et amusant, comme celui de Robert 
Charlebois. On ne comprendra rien et probablement qu’eux non plus. [AP, p. 10]
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As for Josee, she also notices the difference of accent between French and Quebecker, but
considers it superficial and easy to overcome:
Ils [les Bretons] ont un accent prononce, mais certains mots sont aussi universels que mes lectures. 
[AP, p.21]
Some characters also notice lexical differences that denote an anglo-saxon influence:
II parait que l£-bas ils disent bonjour au lieu d’au revoir, alors pourquoi ne pas leur adresser un 
kenavo d’adieu en guise de welcome. C’est bizarre d’inverser; probablement l’influence des Anglais. 
[AP, p. 10]
On a mange une crdme glac6e. Une glace, comme ils disent ici. On s’amuse k les ecouter. Eux aussi, 
visiblement, mais ils sont fins. [AP, p.24]
Obviously, these differences are not an impediment to communication. Furthermore, 
lexical differences are also used by Marois to indicate transformations in a character. 
Matthias and Pierre - Josee and Corinne’s partners - have met via the internet and believe 
they are twins. While abroad, they adopt each other’s lexical mannerisms. Pierre, the 
Quebecker, affects a French accent and adopts French swearing. Josee thinks it will pass:
Je l’ai laisse s’amuser. II se lassera avant moi. Devant un vrai probldme, il lachera un gros «hostie!» 
du fond du cceur. Les sacres, 9a ne s ’oublie pas, c ’est trop profond. [AP, p.38]
For Corinne, swearing (les sacres) is an integral part of the metropolitan and Quebec 
French; it also sounds as though it constitutes the main cultural difference between French 
from France and French from Quebec! Here, Matthias gives Corinne a quick - and fairly 
caricatural - ‘grammar’ lesson on the use of swear words:
Crisse, de Christ -  crime est utilise pareillement. Des combinaisons sont permises, genre «hostie 
d’chris’de c&lice ou tabamak de crisse de simonaque». C’est un Lego, 9a s’emboite dans tous les 
sens.
-Tu paries quebecois, Matthias. Tu sacres! [AP, p.8 6 ]
But the main prejudice about language is in the slightly imperialist attitude of French 
characters towards the Quebeckers. Judging by the reaction of both Matthias and Corinne, 
they imagine that the French spoken beyond the borders of France is gibberish, and it 
seems impossible to them that it may be the official language of another country than 
France.
Le premier choc fut de se rendre compte k quel point, justement, les gens parlent fran9ais. Vu de 
l’hexagone, il imaginait le petit village d’Asterix qui rdsiste. II croyait que la majority s ’exprimait en 
anglais et que leur belle langue n’etait utilisee qu’en prive par une poignde d’irreductibles 
nostalgiques de l’ancienne mere patrie. Que nenni!
Le fran9ais ici, c’est un acte de resistance face k 1’envahisseur. II est cause avec force, 
affirme, revendique. Le pire, c’est de poser une question en anglais k un Quebecois. La meprise se 
fait sentir sans coup ferir. Ils repondent en se foutant ouvertement de la bevue, dans la langue de 
Moliere, et en imitant l’autre accent. Histoire de bien faire comprendre qu’ils ne sont pas les abrutis 
pressentis. On ne leur fait pas. Corinne etait tout excitee.
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-Tu entends comment ils parlent? C’est trop! Je pige presque tout! [AP, p.78]
Matthias’s first assumption and misconception is to assume that French in Quebec is the 
language of a minority when it is one of the two official languages of Canada. 
Furthermore, the use of the adjective ‘belle’ and the metaphor ‘langue de Moliere’ 
underline the fact that the couple believe French is a language related to literature, with a 
certain grandeur and kudos. They are either ignorant of the culture and literature of Quebec 
or unable to envisage that these traits may also exist in another francophone country. In 
their view, non-metropolitan French is a pale imitation of the French language, motivated 
by a kind of nostalgia for attachment to a great country like France. For Jacques Derrida, 
this attitude of appropriation of language derives from an imperialist need to assert one’s 
power:
Car contrairement k ce qu’on est le plus souvcnt tentd de croire, le maitre ne possSde pas en propre, 
naturellement, ce qu’il appelle pourtant sa langue; parce que, quoi qu’il veuille ou fasse, il ne peut 
entretenir avec elle des rapports de propri6t6 ou d’identity naturels, nationaux, cong6nitaux, 
ontologiques; parce qu’il ne peut accr6diter et dire cette appropriation qu’au cours d’un proems non 
naturel de construction politico-phantasmatiques; parce que la langue n’est pas son bien naturel, par 
cela meme il peut historiquement, k travers le viol d’une usurpation culturelle, e ’est-i-dire toujours 
d’essence coloniale, feindre de se l’approprier pour l’imposer comme «la sienne». C’est 1& sa
croyance, il veut la faire partager par la force ou par la ruse, il veut y faire croire, comme au miracle, 
par la rhdtorique, l ’^ cole ou l’arm6e . 22
The cultural usurpation described here by Jacques Derrida is detectable in the speech of 
French characters (see previous quotation AP, p.78) by the use of the adjective ‘leur’, 
indicating the possession of the ‘belle langue’. Furthermore, the characters recall events 
about the annexation of Quebec by British troops that are over two hundred years old; this 
contributes to the impression that Quebec has no logical reason to speak French: it is 
merely a whim, a desire or nostalgia to be associated with France and its History!23 This 
suggests that French does not really ‘belong’ to Quebeckers: it is more an affectation than 
a deeply rooted part of their cultural identity. In a way, we observe here a prolongation of 
the dissociation of France from Nouvelle France in the eighteenth century. French 
characters do not conceive that Quebeckers might have overcome their ‘nostalgic’ feelings 
and developed an independent identity from France, that extends to the language too.
Yves Navarre seems to harbour the same idea of ownership of language, but he 
offers a more subtle perspective on the subject. We have seen earlier that Navarre 
describes France as a corrupt country: on the one hand, French people have surrendered
22 Jacques Derrida. Le Monolinguisme de I ’autre. Paris: Editions Galilee. 1996. p.45.
23 The idea o f fame and glory seems to be inplied too in this quote o f Marois.
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their free will and creativity to a Parisian elite that dictates what art and literature should 
be; on the other hand, the bourgeois class suffocates people under moral rules and plots to 
maintain its own privileges. Navarre feels his own creativity is impeded by this debased 
society, which is the reason why he emigrated to Quebec. In La Terrasse des audiences au 
moment de Vadieu (1990), he expresses his hopes of rejuvenation and a fresh start in 
Quebec. He narrates some of his visits to Quebec, during which he - as an author - is 
invited to participate in debates in universities, television programmes, etc. Each time, he 
underscores the eagerness of his audience and the conviviality of his hosts, attitudes that 
deeply contrast with the indifference of his compatriots:
J’avais particip6 h une quantity demissions plus conviviales les unes que les autres, sauf une avec la 
vrombissante Bombardier. A l’une de ces Emissions, dite de v a r ie s  en France, Gilles Vigneault 
m’avait accueilli comme un frhre, «toi? Ici? Avec nous?», et Fabienne Thibeault, «tu sais que je 
t’aime». II y avait aussi Serge Lama, «vous etes lh pourquoi, vous?» et la chabadabada de Un 
homme et une femme, Nicole Croisille, «Yves comment?)). Nul n’est pofcte en son pays. [TDA, p.27]
Feeling rejected by Parisian society, Navarre believes that he has already been adopted by 
Quebec intellectual society; he feels that his talent and work are at last recognised. And in 
his personal life too, Quebec appears to be an idyllic place where people are genuinely 
friendly:
L’accueil, ici, partout, est heureux, sans aucun calcul, sobre, sans aucune manihre, ing6nu, il y a des 
poseurs de ptege comme partout ailleurs et je ne les ai pas encore rencontres. [TDA, p.366]
According to Navarre, Quebec appears to be an earthly Paradise, an idea reinforced 
throughout the book by the use of a vocabulary relating to honesty and (re)commencement:
Je veux vivre hors je, Ih-bas, lh oh 9a germe, lh oh 9a dit aimer quand 9a aime. [...] Je n’ai plus rien 
h faire ici. Je demande audience au Canada et au Quebec oh l’on ose dire j ’aime quand on aime, oh 
tout inaugure aussi, la langue y est plus que jamais un exploit. [TDA, p. 17, my italics]
Quebec seems to provide the answer to Navarre’s quest for honesty. Furthermore, it is also 
a country hungry for development and new ideas, a country where one can live without any 
boundaries and transcend one’s limitations (vivre hors je  (sic)). It therefore answers his 
craving for creativity:
Dans ce pays [la France], je ne respire plus. [...] Ne serai-je plus libre d’aller vivre mieux oh je 
veux, oh 9a cherche, 9a butine, 9a demande, 9a attend, 9a 6coute, 9a chante, 9a crie, 9a regarde? 
[TDA, p.79]
It is important to note here that the lyrical accumulation of verbs used here by Navarre to 
depict Quebec’s eagerness belongs to the fields of infancy and nature. Creativity is 
welcomed and encouraged, nevertheless, it looks like a one-way conversation: he, Navarre
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the renowned author, will tell, and Quebec will listen and ask for his knowledge. At the 
beginning of La Terrasse des audiences au moment de Tadieu (1990), he has not left 
France yet but he already imagines himself as one of the greatest writers in Quebec:
Le Sommet de la francophonie, en fait, c ’est le Quebec en soi, je  le crois, je l’6cris sans flagomerie. 
Ce soir, au sempitemel Melodine, je pensais & L£a Pool et me vint l’id^e de faire un film qui 
s’intitulerait Nelligan sur la vie du po£te, son enfermement, sur les lieux memes de sa vie, avec pour 
tout texte ses poSmes et pour figurants Miron, Blais, Vigneault, Maillet et tant de t^moins 
d’aujourd’hui comme d’hier et de demain. On m’y verrait un dixteme de seconde sur le quai du port 
de Montreal, avec une valise [...]. [TDA, p.60]
In his mind, he is already part of the group of national writers who have contributed, book 
after book, to create a national and cultural Quebecois identity. On the one hand, this may 
look as though Navarre has decided to totally immerse himself in his new life in Quebec, 
to reject his francite (to quote Regine Robin) and become a ‘true’ Quebecois. On the other 
hand, Navarre seems more interested in the unsophisticated and quaint aspects of the 
language of Quebec, which he sees as marks of ‘purity’ and honesty:
Je veux aller 1£ ou 5a germe, \h oil ?a combat pour la langue, et la langue du Quebec est la plus pure, 
surtout quand elle est rustre, elle parle d’antan et de demain. Elle n’a pas le plissd et l’amidonng des 
serviettes de table du Consulat, en toute courtousie. [TDA, p.40]
It is the absence of ceremony or polish that appeals to Navarre. Even when he refers to 
authors like Gaston Miron (TDA, p.30) or Antonine Maillet (TDA, p. 17), his enthusiasm 
seems to be motivated by their ‘rough’ style rather than their achievement as writers.24 For 
example, he tells of his contempt for a writer and critic who was awarded a Prix Goncourt 
the year after him, and reveals that:
Je pr^fbre celui [le prix Goncourt] d’Antonine Maillet. II est de memes racines, la province des 
textes. [TDA, p. 17]
This sentence suggests that what he admires most in Maillet’s book is her seemingly 
unpolished style and topics anchored in tradition, which is in total contrast with the 
Parisian view of style, conditioned by the seventeenth century salons. This selective and 
exclusive representation of language in Quebec is rather paternalistic and infantilising.
Navarre finally reveals his true position towards language and migration to Quebec 
when he admits his wish to return to a more original language (as opposed to the linguistic
24 One also notes that in his film project, the Qu6b6cois writers are referred to as ‘figurants’; they do not have 
an active role. His part, on the contrary, even though short, is significant: he is seen arriving in Quebec with a 
lot o f luggage. It seems that, with this image, Navarre implies that he brings his experience as a -  
metropolitan French -  writer.
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and moral corruption that has - in his view - stricken France). He begins by presenting his 
migration to Quebec as a personal salvation:
Je pars pour une province bastion de ma langue. Elle peut §tre ftere d’elle-meme. Paris ne dicte plus. 
[TDA, p.27]
Navarre is now in ‘safe’ territory; he has -  like the province of Quebec -  gained his 
independence from Paris. But, even though he has not yet migrated, he already thinks of 
his future success in Quebec, such success in fact that he hopes to be published in France 
again!
Si un jour je vis au Quebec, bastion oui de ma langue, redite volontaire, thSme musical, on m’y 
publiera, je le souhaite. Et si le livre (celui-ci?) est revendu en France l’exergue ne sera plus celui 
que vous avez lu en premiere page, amoureux, 61an de fian9ailles, mais si vous entrez dans ce texte 
avec l’id^e d’y trouver de la haine, refermez ce livre tout de suite. [TDA, p.36]
Despite Navarre’s denials, one wonders then why he takes the trouble to move halfway 
around the globe in order to be once again what he wanted to leave behind. On the one 
hand, he wishes to be a Quebecois author, but on the other hand, he does not want to give 
up being a French writer. His migration resembles a retreat to a ‘ville ffanche’ as described 
by Jacques Derrida in Cosmopolites de tous les pays. Quebec is for Navarre a bastion in 
which French is defended against the corruption of modem times, a sort of infancy or 
original state of language, a mythical earthly paradise:
J’oublie Barbara, j ’efface Quentin, je gomme Paris-le-bdillon, Paris-la-furole, pas la France, pas la 
terre de France, riche, fSconde, feroce, la terre de mon &me, et je  me jette k corps perdu, k corps 
achet6 , dans les bras de cette ville qui a la bonne humeur et le sens de l’exploit sans aucune de ces 
reticences, de ces «mani£res» qui sont le sceau de la vieille Europe somme toute plus puritaine, 
pudibonde et culpabilis£e que partout ailleurs. [TDA, p.299-300]
The battle for the ‘purity’ of language seems to be transformed into a battle for the purity 
of the soul and a return to honesty. The Parisian mask of hypocrisy gives way to unaffected 
feelings. Migration, in fact, is a sort of romantic attempt to preserve a sense of cultural and 
national identity, as Navarre explains in a letter to Edmonde Charles-Roux:
Ton inquietude m ’intimide parce que j ’ai effectivement quitte non pas la France, le vivier de ma 
m6moire, mon encrier, mais Paris oil je ne vivais plus. [...] J’aime ce pays, cette province et cette 
ville, le combat s’y m£ne pour l’exploit et l’emploi de ma langue k sa racine. [TDA, p.302]
25 This notion is similar to Rigine Robin’s entre-deux or in-betweenness. In Cosmopolites de tous les pays -  
encore un effort. (London: Routledge. 2001.) Derrida suggests the (re-)creation o f cities or places where 
people could live without allegiance to one country, one nationalism or one cultural identity. They could have 
none or more than one at once. The ‘ville-franche’ would be respected by all countries, but outside of the 
control o f one in particular.
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As opposed to other migrant writers, migration does not lead Navarre to question his 
cuiural identity. On the contrary, he hopes that Quebec’s way of life will regenerate the 
mo:al and artistic values that he considers to be French -  or at least European, and on a 
personal level, that it will stimulate and enhance his creativity by offering a ‘pure’ 
environment: everything there seems pure and genuine in his eyes, and language is still in a 
stale of uncomplicated innocence.26 However, in this idealistic depiction of Quebec, one 
can also see an element of escapism: in Paris, Navarre believes that he is persecuted by 
Parsian intellectual society, experiences difficulties with his publishers and feels betrayed 
by some of his close friends. In comparison, Quebec offers a fresh start - with the 
adwitage of Navarre’s renown in the francophone world - that looks more like a re- 
enculturation for Navarre: he does not really consider moving to Quebec for its originality, 
or independence from France, but rather for the continuation with old pre-classical French 
traditions that Navarre believes it perpetuates.
Social topics
If French writers do not treat the migration of their own cultural group and its 
repercussions on its members, they do nevertheless propose depictions of other minorities, 
particularly racial ones, in Quebec and address social and racial issues relating to 
migration.27 Paradoxically, despite the fact that French culture -  and, by extension, 
European culture - remains at the centre of their inspiration and influences, some of the 
French writers also tell of their discomfort at the idea of being associated with it. They 
disapprove of the policy of extension of French cultural supremacy, and feel 
uncomfortable with this imperialist attitude that is usually accompanied by consciously or 
unconsciously racist behaviour towards people of a different culture and colour. In 
Bossus’s La Tentation du destin (1996), the main character, Jules, sees himself as a 
product of a white-orientated culture that, to this day, still teaches the superiority of the 
Caucasians; he has been culturally conditioned to feel that the white ‘race’ is generally 
superior to others:
Et cette vision surgit de mon racisme. Je profdrai k voix haute: «Espdce de maudit ndgre, de sale 
bougnoule, de con d’Africain!» Deux mille ans de civilisation blanche et chrdtienne passaient par ma 
voix et me rappelaient que tout homme de couleur est infdrieur. Ma conscience (on dit qu’elle est une
26 The emphasis on innocence brings to mind Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s Confessions, in which he presents a 
flawless vision o f  his own childhood, deliberately or unintentionally ignoring the details that do not fit in the 
perfection o f the picture.
We think here o f  the main characters in Bossus’s novel, who are from Cameroon and Italy; Robin’s 
characters are from Poland, France, Germany, and Israel; and some o f Sdndchal’s characters are from India.
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sorte de m£re) me reprocha cette bouffiSe de haine, mais je ne pouvais oublier l’image du gros poing noir 
de Prosper sur la bouche delate de la femme. [LTD, p. 105]
Jules is aware that he has been conditioned by his society and admits to his guilt at being 
unable to take control of his behaviour; he should not be blamed for uttering racist 
comments because after all, he too is a victim of this racist culture; he was made to behave 
the way he does and believes he has no choice in it. In Xaviere Senechal’s Le Pays 
d ’ailleurs (1999),28 the main character, Olivia, recently graduated from Medical school, 
decides to put her training to the test and accept a position in India. Life in the poorest 
suburbs of Calcutta is a revelation for the young woman from a wealthy background. 
When she returns to Montreal, she realises that her social expectations and cultural outlook 
have been drastically altered:
Fallait-il que l’Inde m’ait m^tamorphosde pour que je ne reconnaisse plus rien, ne ressente plus rien 
d’identique, ne perfoive plus la moindre onde de reconnaissance k laquelle me raccrocher? Plus rien 
qui me ressemble. Plus rien qui me rassure. litrangdre dans ma propre maison, tout me semblait 
bizarre, teme, vide. J’&ais arrivSe depuis trois heures et je n’avais qu’une envie, fuir, repartir, aller 
rejoindre cet ailleurs qui m’avait permis de me trouver. [PA, p.96]
Her relationship with her family becomes more difficult because she is now aware of their 
discriminatory attitude towards coloured people, even more so when she reveals her 
proposal to adopt an orphan from Calcutta. Her mother’s reaction is unequivocal:
Bien stir, elle n’dtait pas raciste. Comme des milliers d’autres, elle n’avait rien contre les gens de 
couleur k condition qu’ils n’entrent pas jouer dans sa cour. [PA, p.95]
Like Jules, Olivia realises that racism underlies relationships, at least in her social and 
cultural group, and that it does not manifest itself in a violent outburst of words and 
actions, but, rather, takes the form of an insidious feeling of exclusion: people have no 
aggressive feelings towards others, they simply avoid mixing with undesirable ‘others’ and 
refuse confrontation. Racial prejudices subtend all encounters.
In Bossus’s novel, racism is a major topic and is often intertwined with the issue of 
social status. Jules is white, poor and ashamed of his social position. His employment as a 
secretary for Mr Lougarel makes him reconsider his social position: Mr Lougarel has 
another employee, Nora, who comes originally from Haiti. Jules does not take well to 
being treated like an employee by Nora:
Je ne savais quelle sagesse antillaise poussait cette Noire k me tutoyer, sans doute me consid^rait- 
elle comme son 6gal, soit un domestique, mais je ne m’en offusquais pas. [LTD, p.40]
28 Hereafter PA.
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This remark -  slightly patronising and betraying exasperation -  shows that Nora might be 
considering Jules as an equal but that he does not feel that it is justified. This sentence is 
also ambivalent: is Jules annoyed at being considered a servant, or is he really annoyed at 
the fact that Nora does not acknowledge his implied white superiority? It is also important 
to note that, rather than calling her by her name, he uses the expression cette Noire, which 
sounds pejorative and indicates his contempt. In fact, in Jules’s view, Nora is the one with 
the racist attitude; she is the one who cannot get over her ‘ancestral contempt for white 
people’ (LTD, p.28). Jules believes that she is too a victim of the Occidental imperialist 
culture, but she is at the other end of the spectrum. He imagines her as a rebellious slave:
Je me demandais s’il lui arrivait parfois de m6diter sur sa condition de Noire et de servante et, une 
seconde, je l’imaginais en train de se ruer sur son maitre et de l’^gorger avec un couteau de cuisine. 
[LTD, p.50-1]
Here again, Jules’s remark is ambiguous: is this a colonialist’s fantasy, or is it a social 
comment on racial and social prejudices in a postcolonial society? In the end, his regular 
confrontations with Nora lead Jules to lose his self-esteem. He feels humiliated personally, 
socially and racially:
Ndgre blanc! Je me traitais de ndgre blanc, d’esclave, de laquais, de valet, de larbin, et meme de 
ganache, un vieux mot qui, dans mon esprit, sentait le moisi et la pourriture, d^peignait ma 
decadence et me d6figurait. Je ne m6ritais plus le titre d’homme. [LTD, p.61]
At the beginning of the novel, Jules claims that he, as a product of an imperialist white 
culture, should be treated with a certain respect by Nora and by their employer. Now, 
however, he finds himself in a situation in which roles are reversed: he, who has been 
brought up to believe he belongs to the dominant elite, now assumes the role of the 
dominated one. He has become what he despises the most: a servant, the equal of a 
coloured woman. His unhappiness is the result of his prejudices; he is the victim of the 
conditioning imposed by an outdated culture. His later association with Prosper, an illegal 
African immigrant, is not a sign that Jules has realised that he behaves in a discriminatory 
manner. It is a way to justify his decadence since he claims that he has been corrupted by 
Prosper:
Moi, Jules Souvillon, de race blanche, honnete citoyen canadien, bon fils, universitaire, apprenti 
6crivain, ex-amoureux, prenant gout k la tequila mais refusant de tomber dans l’ivrognerie, je suivais un 
n6gre, habits par la haine et la violence, qui me conduisait sur la route du crime. [LTD, p i87]
In this sentence, one immediately notices the dichotomy between race blanche and negre: 
the former is associated with words that connote honesty (honnete), cultural and
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geographical legitimacy (citoyen canadien), respect for older generations (bon fils; Prosper 
is an orphan), education (universitaire, apprenti ecrivain); the latter suggests destruction, 
violence (habite par la haine et la violence), and corruption {la route du crime). It is 
important to underline Jules’s passivity in this sentence: he is led to commit criminal 
offences; he does not choose to do so. Here, the social class argument is eventually 
dropped, unveiling Jules’s true feelings: he is prejudiced against coloured people.
In Navarre’s La Dame au fond de la cour (2000),29 Camille, who is from a wealthy 
background, befriends an Algerian couple. They tell her how their quality of life has waned 
over the years: they arrived in France twenty years earlier and have made a living there; 
their children have been brought up and educated in France. Twenty years on, the couple 
feel that they are more discriminated against than when they had just arrived; they are 
bullied by their neighbours and white people in general, the police put them in custody, the 
French administration tries to repossess the flat that it had allocated to them, etc:
Je suis berb£re, dit l’homme, les clients me parlent de moms en moins. Comme si je n’avais pas ma 
place ici. [ ...] Djema et moi sommes arrives il y a vingt ans. Nos fils sont martes. Ils travaillent. Ils 
sont qualifies comme on dit, fondus. Ils sont plus vous que moi. [DFC, p. 13]
By becoming their friend, Camille is in turn discriminated against: her neighbours are 
suspicious of her and treat her like an enemy, or, rather, like a traitor sold to the enemy, so 
that she has to endure their ironic comments:
«On re9oit des lettres d’Alg^rie maintenant?, on joue les grandes dames du fond de la cour, on 
fricote avec le Front islamique?» [DFC, p. 105]
Camille, in Navarre’s novel, is a character who associates with people from other racial, 
but also social, backgrounds. Like Olivia (Senechal’s character) after her return from India, 
Camille is conscious of the prejudices of her social and cultural group; and like Olivia, 
who decides to live in a multicultural suburb, away from a wealthy family, Camille lives in 
Paris, at the far end of a courtyard, isolated from people and family members. Olivia’s 
choice to live in a working-class suburb can at first appear very noble:
Je ressortis k Tangle de P£glise Saint-Nicolas, dans un quartier populaire et multi-ethnique ou les 
gens n’aiment pas s ’aventurer seuls le soir. J’y venais souvent. [...]  J’aimais de plus en plus ce 
quartier. Des families d’origines et de couleurs diffcrentes s’entassaient dans des conditions peu 
reluisantes, dans des immeubles mal entretenus dont les fa9ades me rappelaient les murs l£pros6s de 
Calcutta. Beaucoup d’enfants & jouer dans les rues. J’&ais bien, je  me sentais plus fibre que jamais. 
[PA, p. 104-11]
29 Hereafter DFC.
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Olivia seems to be motivated by her desire to live a simpler life, in line with her experience 
in Calcutta. However, one cannot help thinking that Olivia has the choice of living 
wherever she wishes. She is surrounded by people - mainly migrants - who have come to 
Quebec to get a better life and, once there, are still struggling to make ends meet. In 
Olivia’s depiction, there seems to be an indefinable charm to this way of life. However, 
having a well-paid profession, she has the luxury of being able to opt out of this ‘poor 
lifestyle’ at any time. As for Camille, she does not seem to try hard to become someone 
else: contrary to Olivia, she rebels against her group in order to be herself. She has the 
courage to stand against the values of her own conservative family instead of 
circumventing them,30 and she endures the consequences of her choices:
Camille ne serait jamais modeste. Contre cela, autre handicap, elle s’est toujours insurgge, une 
insurrection comme un d£fi de caste, un gotit rebelle de l’absolu, alors que les siens, de rang et de 
protection, se sont, depuis plus d’une d^cennie, replies sur eux-memes jusqu’& l’6touffement. 
Qu’attendent-ils du pouvoir sinon la capacity de s’allier k des actes plus g6n£reux, k des projets plus 
ambitieux, tout ce qu’ils n’osent pas risquer. [DFC, p. 131]
Not only does Camille live on the margin of society by choice, she has also been 
marginalized by others. She does not seem to mind being associated with other minority 
groups. Without embracing all of their values, she nevertheless feels empathy with them as 
well as understanding, as she is aware that they are marginalized by the dominant culture 
on account of the colour of their skin or their lifestyles. For example, Camille, who has 
assisted a young homosexual friend dying of Aids, receives a letter from his aunt after his 
death, that explains that she could never behave like Camille:
Oui je suis de ces gens-l& qui ne veulent «ni voir ni savoir», je l’admets sans aucun grief k votre 
6gard [...]. Comment vous dire qu’il n’y a pas d’alliance avec «ces gens-l&», meme si l’on est de 
meme naissance. [DFC, p. 108]
The aunt implies that Camille is marginalized because she accepts people as they are, for 
what they are. One notes that she even avoids naming homosexuals, but calls them ces 
gens-la. Conversely, Camille appears to be able to reach the ‘true’ personality beyond 
social prejudices. Camille is Navarre’s answer to social and/or racial tensions as she keeps 
an independent mind and challenges prejudice. This method, however, is not entirely
effective as this type of character is more often than not ostracized because of it. This is
•   ^1demonstrated in Ce sont amis que vent emporte (1991): the main characters, a male
homosexual couple dying of aids, have never made a secret of their lifestyle. David, a
30 One can imagine that Camille’s bourgeois family is o f the same cast as the bourgeois family in Douce 
France (1990).
31 Hereafter CSA.
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talented dancer, has always managed to avoid the issue of ‘fitting in’ by travelling 
professionally and for leisure. But their families have not come to terms with their 
homosexuality and, as a result, have but little contact with them. When they become so ill 
that they are no longer able to travel, they encounter problems with their neighbours who 
disapprove of them, and their families keep even less contact with them. In the end, despite 
the help and support that they receive from a network of friends - their reconstituted family 
- and the wider homosexual community, they die alone.
If Navarre suggests that one should stand for one’s ideas despite the risk of 
rejection (i.e. he would rather emigrate to Quebec than compromising his beliefs), other 
writers offer a different attitude: they suggest that one should try to ignore or detach 
oneself from the past, and take the opportunity to make a fresh start possible through 
migration. In Bossus’s La Tentation du destin (1996), Jules goes to France, but he does not 
mix with intellectual and artistic circles and does not even seem interested in France itself: 
he chooses a part of France that seems isolated in timelessness and that offers an island of 
peace in which to write. As for Sophia, an Italian girl that Jules meets during his 
adventures in Florida with Prosper, she is adamant that she emigrated to live in the present 
and escape the pressure of traditions:
Mon fr6re tire une certaine fiert6 de nos ancetres. Moi, je m’en fous, je me moque du pass6, je ne 
m’intfresse qu’au present et qu’& l’avenir. Silvio songe parfois, nostalgique comme un vieil 
616phant, k retoumer en Italie. Je pr6f£re toumer le dos k ce pays et plonger, chaque matin, dans le 
plaisir de vivre le jour annonc£. [LTD, p. 131]
Sophia rejects the traditions that might have limited her movements, but also that might 
have rejected her. In Senechal’s Le Pays d ’ailleurs (1999), Olivia follows the same line of 
reasoning:
Je me fiche des grottes, des sculptures, des musses. J’ai arpent6 jusqu’& l’age de dix-huit ans les 
galeries et les musses du monde. J’ai visitd les monuments et les mines, j ’ai grandi gav6e des 
vieilleries de la Terre k en etre rassastee. Le present et l’avenir me fascinent, le pass6 m’indiffere. 
Nous n’y pouvons plus rien. [PA, p.209]
Olivia goes even further than Sophia: it is not only her own culture from which she 
dissociates herself, it is the whole Occidental culture that she wants to be rid of. She is 
looking for a new identity with the future in mind, not the past over which she feels she has 
no power. By concentrating on the present, she feels she can become the maker of her own 
identity.
As for Marois, the concept of identity seems derisive: people can adopt markers of 
cultural identity without ‘belonging’ to a culture itself, as if wearing a mask or a parallel
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identity. Pierre and Matthias set upon reviving the Breton culture without actually being 
Bretons themselves. They unashamedly adopted the traits that suited their ambitions and 
fantasies: what they saw as old ways and traditions were merely myths and legends, a 
made-up ‘culture’. In Marois’s work, one feels that cultural identity has became a product 
or merchandise that can be acquired by consumers. When in the past it might have been 
shaped by history, it is now manipulated by invisible but powerful economical forces: 
Josee is first surprised when she discovers that the French couple with whom they 
exchanged houses owns the same collection of books and records, but she assumes that it is 
because they belong to the same generation:
Je me suis rassur£e en pensant que ce devait Stre normal, vu que nous sommes n6s dans les ann^es 
1960. C’est logique de se retrouver avec tout le kit de notre g£n6ration. C’est sans doute ce qu’on 
entend par culture globale et mondialisation. £a  s ’appelle la standardisation. On persuade les gens 
qu’ils sont uniques et on leur vend la meme cochonnerie sur tous les continents. Belle le9on 
d’humilit6. [AP, p.20]
For Marois, it seems that globalisation is the end of genuine cultural identity: everything is 
available to everybody anywhere in the world more or less simultaneously; anyone can buy 
oneself a ‘cultural identity’. Bossus develops a similar idea, but, here, globalisation 
signifies the end of the Occidental world as we know it: he depicts a vision of the future in 
which the planet will be the battlefield for the war between the Occidental and Oriental 
cultures. Here, Jules’s boss exposes his fears of invasion by other cultures, but also his 
plans to contribute to the fight:
Et le vieux Gareau, ricanant k son tour, avait dit: «Tu devrais apprendre l’arabe ou le chinois. -  
Pourquoi, monsieur Gareau? -  Parce que les barbares vont envahir l’Occident d’ici k vingt ou trente 
ans, et il sera tr£s utile de connaitre leur langue. -  Pour leur vendre des chaussures? -  Mais non! 
Pour leur vendre tout ce qui les tuera, eux aussi, mon petit Jules: le tabac, l’alcool, les drogues, la 
luxure, le cancer, l’infarctus, l’automobile, et le reste...» Puis il avait 6clat6 de rire, remuant sur sa 
chaise et faisant craquer ses rotules, avant d’ajouter: «Moi, j ’6chapperai k ce cataclysme!» [LTD, 
P-l 8]
We are far from multiculturalism and the cohabitation of different cultures here: the 
vocabulary is one of disagreement if not aggression and violence. Confrontations with 
other cultures are described in medical terms of disease and virus. The ‘body’ of a chosen 
culture has to fight the threat of contamination by a foreign one in order to survive. 
Evolution and hybridisation are not considered as valid compromises in order to survive. 
This vision of antagonistic nations fighting for their survival reflects a still imperialist view 
of the world and culture; despite rejecting their native country’s display of this attitude, 
French authors seem to be reluctant to adopt the trends of postcolonial creolization.
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Conclusion
Migration in the work of French authors is a very personal experience. Whereas other 
migrant writers relate to a community left behind or to a recomposed one in Quebec, the 
French seem to do everything they possibly can to dissociate themselves from their culture 
and cultural group. They do not try to assert or recompose an identity; instead, they try to 
lose part of it. They tell of their disagreement and disappointment with their country and 
fellow citizens. Allegedly, France is the subject of their inspiration, but it is rather a 
negative one: it is the object of their criticisms and the source of their bitterness and 
resentment. Even happy memories seem to be irretrievably lost. In their view, France 
seems decayed and incapable of evolving with its time, and, in comparison, Quebec is a 
symbol of modernity.
As opposed to other migrant authors, migration for the French resembles an 
escapist attitude: they want to liberate themselves from their nation that they see as corrupt 
or no longer compatible with their personal aspirations, while retaining their cultural 
identity. They choose Quebec in the hope of finding a more fulfilling life. However, their 
depiction of Quebec seems flawed from the beginning: their knowledge of the province 
does not seem to be based on facts but on hopes and imagination. In their novels at least, 
Quebec is a preserved enclave that has kept alive the traditions and values that made the 
renown of France, but has managed to preserve its innocence in the face of modem times. 
If they do not describe the tribulations of migration, it is because they do not consider their 
decision such a life-changing experience: they are merely changing territory; the culture - 
in their view - is the same, only purer.32
French writers’ uneasiness is not only due to the decadence of which, in their view,
their culture is the victim, but also to the idea that their identity is manipulated by the 
process of globalisation and migration: all elements of race, class, culture, history, values, 
religion etc. are either hidebound or mixed up. Everything is available to everybody. The 
past that traditionally shaped one’s identity is therefore devalued and loses its intrinsic
32 There is no evidence, at least in their novels, that French authors change their mind about Quebec once 
they live there. We know, however, that, despite the enthusiastic departure depicted in La Terrasse des 
adiences au moment de I’adieu (1990), Navarre returned to France less than three years later. Camille in La 
Dame au fond de la cour (2000) -  one o f Navarre’s fictional an alter egos -  is a character created after his 
return in Paris. Camille leads a very solitary life in a modest Parisian flat, isolated or alienated from friends 
and family.
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individuality. The only way out of this predicament, suggested by this group of writers at 
least, is a life in the sheltered intermediacy that Quebec - in their view - provides.
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Chapter 2: Middle Eastern writers: Breaking free from an oppressive past.
Introduction
The second group of our chosen migrant writers originates from Middle Eastern countries. 
Naim Kattan was bom in Baghdad and migrated to Quebec in the 1950s, after spending a 
few years in France. Nadia Ghalem is from Algeria and Mona Latif-Ghattas from Egypt; 
they both arrived in Quebec in the early 1980s. Lastly, Dominique Blondeau was partly 
educated in Morocco, despite being bom in France, and moved to Quebec in 1969. The 
particularity of this group is that all of its members are, on the whole, economic migrants, 
and so are the characters that they create.
Even though these authors include some elements of their culture in their narratives 
and analyse the causes of migration for the members of their community, they do not dwell 
on them, nor do they express many nostalgic feeling at having left their country of origin. 
In fact, although their origins influence their work, Middle Eastern writers do not hesitate 
to go against their traditions to achieve their personal goals. This is particularly clear in the 
case of women whose migration allows them to break free from cultural patterns and 
acquire a certain independence.
In this group, maybe because their migration is voluntary, the topic of memory is 
not predominant. Instead, more attention is given to the influence of culture and customs 
on one’s personality and sense of identity. Cultural patterns appear at different levels in the 
texts, and determine the treatment of topic, but also the use of language(s).
The choice o f language
The selected Middle Eastern writers all share the same mother tongue, Arabic, and the 
same language of adoption, French. Although they have clearly chosen to use French as 
their language of artistic expression, Arabic is nevertheless present in some of their 
narratives. The occurrence of Arabic words is rare and is limited to two occurrences in our 
corpus. The first use is in Naim Kattan’s Farida (1991). A few lines of an Arabic song 
are quoted during the first contact between Salim and Farida, who will later become a 
singer. The translation is given in brackets:
Ya laili, Ya aini (O nuit, O mes yeux). [Fda, p.40]
33 Hereafter Fda.
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The second occurrence is in Latif-Ghattas’s Le Double conte de Vexil (1990).5* It is the 
name given to Madeleine by Feve, the illegal immigrant that she has sheltered. He calls her 
‘Mariam Nourr’. The occurrence of the original language happens on an important 
occasion in these novels, and is an indication of the true identity of a character. This can be 
put in parallel with Madeleine reverting to her original Native American name at the end of 
the novel when Feve leaves. In this novel, the character of Madeleine is used by Mona 
Latif-Ghattas to plead for greater racial tolerance. Madeleine, who rejected her Native 
American name of Manitakawa since she was a little girl and tried to mix in, progressively 
stands against racial prejudices. Re-endorsing her original name signifies endorsing her 
history and her full identity.
In Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), it is not the Arabic language as such 
that is included in the text, but rather an imprint of it on the French language. In this novel, 
Tante Eulalie, who is originally from Egypt, is the narrator of most stories. She transposes 
into French the imagery of the Arabic language and translates proverbs and other sayings. 
The narrator herself notices this mannerism:
Elle me dit ce jour-hl, dans ce frangais arabisant et colore que poss&dent les dames 6duqu£es en 
Orient: «Tu sais ma fille, en Orient, quand on ach&e une pastdque, on ne sait jamais d’avance si elle 
est rouge et sucr^e ou blanche et amdre. On la choisit par instinct, on l’emporte et on l’ouvre chez 
soi. Eh bien, le mariage c ’est comme une past&que. Si elle est rouge tant mieux, si elle est blanche 
tant pis pour celui qui l’a choisie et qui en a pay6 le prix.[...]» [LDM, p. 12, my italics]
Expressions, such as ‘Foi de Tante Eulalie’, for example, copied on Arabic idioms, are 
disseminated in Tante Eulalie’s narratives. Tante Eulalie herself is aware of her colourful 
phrasings that cross between languages and she feels the need to explain some of them. 
Here, she explains that Raouf could not find a suitable wife because he did not like any of 
the girls to whom he was introduced.
Aucune d’elles ne remplit son ceil, comme on dit en Orient. [LDM, p.218]
This imprint on the French language gives a more authentic and colourful note to the 
character of Tante Eulalie. Slightly disorientating for a Quebecois reader, it is an 
interesting insight into a foreign language: the use of a different system of images offers a 
slightly different point of view on things and situations. It underlines the fact that migrants
34 Hereafter LDCDE.
35 Hereafter LDM.
36 Adverbs such as bennia (vernacular) et oiiallah (common language), or the adjective tsebet -  spelt 
phonetically here- reflect Tante Eulalie’s expression ‘Foi d e ...’. See Ed Gasselin. Dictionnaire frangais 
arabe (arabe vulgaire- arabe grammatical). Paris: Edition Ernest Leroux. 1880, and Jean Jacques Schmidt. 
Dictionnaire frangais-arabe arabe-frangais Mots utiles de la vie courante. Paris: Edition Duphin. 1982.
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might share the same language, but they do not necessarily have the same understanding of 
the same situation, that they might see and express things in a different way. Language in 
itself does not shape one’s identity, but the images that it carries do. According to 
Ruthellen Josselson, language is part of the process of ‘embeddedness’. Through 
language, one reveals his or her place within the society that he or she lives in:
Our language expresses our embeddedness in one nation or another; our accent within that language 
identifies our social class or place o f origin; our choice o f vocabulary links us to certain subgroups. 
We speak from our place within a society.38
By choosing an oriental vocabulary in French for her character, Latif-Ghattas deliberately 
places her at the border between her ethnic community and the new society. Tante Eulalie 
proves to be the one that facilitates the crossings from one culture to the other and 
reconciles traditions and modem life for other characters.
Furthermore, most characters in these novels and short stories often seem to be 
multilingual and therefore able to move from one country to the other. For example, in Les 
Lunes de miel (1996), Vava, who belongs to the Egyptian Greek community of Alexandria, 
can speak six different languages.
Vava parlait le grec, l’italien, l’allemand, un peu d’anglais et un peu d’arabe. Mais sa langue de 
predilection, c ’etait le fran?ais. [LDM, p. 126]
This is a determinant factor in Vava’s choice of country when she and her family are 
forced to leave Egypt. They first move to Greece, then Italy. She then acquires the 
mdiments of English when they emigrate to Canada, but she eventually decides to settle in 
Quebec because she loves the French language and speaks it perfectly:
A Montreal Vava recommen?a & vivre. Elle retrouva tr6s vite plusieurs amies d’Alexandrie et 
surtout la langue fran?aise. La ville lui plfit d’embl6e et, tr6s vite, elle nota les possibility qu’elle 
offrait aux Emigrants de culture fran?aise. [LDM, p. 127]
For Vava, learning languages has been part of her wealthy education and lifestyle. It 
becomes a useful skill, however, when she and her family emigrate as it facilitates the 
process of their settlement.39
37 Ruthellen Josselson, ‘Indentity and relatedness’ in H.A. Bosma, et al. (eds.). Identity and Development. 
Thousand Oaks: London, New Delhi: Sage Publications. 1994. p.84-102.
38 Ibid. p.98.
39 This is a clear advantage when compared to less fortunate migrants who barely understand the national 
language. In her autobiographical narrative Lost in translation (New York: Penguin Group. 1989), Eva 
Hoffman, for example, relates the problems she and her relatives encountered when they arrived in Canada. 
Because they only spoke a rudimentary English, they could not explain themselves, could not understand 
others well, and felt isolated and alienated by their differences. Not speaking the language very well made 
relationship with others seem awkward and impersonal.
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In Kaftan’s La Reprise (1985),40 learning another language is not only a means of 
settling quicker in a new environment, it is instrumental to personal freedom and 
independence. In the short story ‘La Conquete’, Habiba and her husband have come from 
Baghdad to Montreal in the hope of setting up a business. Habiba’s husband, Mourad, does 
not speak English or French very well and makes little effort to improve in either of the 
official languages. Habiba, on the other hand, takes lessons in both languages while her 
husband is at work:
Pendant ce temps, Habiba perfectionnait ses connaissances linguistiques et pouvait mieux que son 
man converser dans les deux langues officielles du pays. [LR, p. 108]
This proves to be a good investment when Mourad dies unexpectedly and Habiba has to 
take charge of the business. In fact, under her management, the business booms because 
she is able to read and understands official documents correctly, deal with clients directly, 
etc. By learning French and English, Habiba is also able to escape her normal circle of 
acquaintances (i.e. members of her community exclusively) and, when her spouse dies, 
does not have to depend on anybody to get what she wants. Previously denied any sort of 
personal decision, Habiba becomes her own master and is able to develop her personality 
according to her own interests, desires and rules. She acquires a total independence.
But multilingualism can be a two-edged sword for some characters and some 
writers. In Kattan’s Le Rivage (1979), the main character of the short story ‘L’Attente’ 
(p. 165-79), Mimi, can also speak several languages and seems to consider her linguistic 
versatility an asset:
Quelles 6taient ses connaissances? Les langues £trang£res. Ni diplomes, ni experience precise. Les 
langues, encore les langues. Elle les signalait comme si elle indiquait autant de portes qui 
s’ouvraient sur le monde et sur l’avenir. [LR, p. 167]
In this short story, though, language is obviously dissociated from identity: Mimi is 
rootless, a perpetual migrant. Multilingualism in her case is a consequence of migration, a 
symptom of her not belonging to anywhere in particular. All languages feel ‘empty’ to 
Mimi because she does not invest them with any values, she does not associate them with 
any emotions or memories. She remains on the surface of languages. They are mere tools 
of communication through which she is incapable of expressing any deep feelings. Her 
personality - and her physical appearance as she is often mistaken for different nationalities 
- seems to vanish in this Babel of languages because she does not identify with any of
40 Hereafter LR.
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them. To quote Ruthellen Josselson, languages have not embedded themselves in her, and 
she has certainly not embedded herself in any of them.41
In Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), Farida - who is Egyptian - has always admired 
French language and culture and thought them to be superior to others, including her own. 
She sees her wedding with a French civil servant working temporarily at the embassy as: 
une promotion pour une jeune Egyptienne amoureuse de la culture fran?aise. [LDM, p.203]
She enjoys all the privileges attached to her husband’s occupation:
En 6pousant Pierre Prince, Farida avait eu soudain acc6s au meilleur de son pays. Un appartement k 
Zamalek meuble a l’europ^enne, un cuisinier bien pay6, un abonnement au GuSzirah Sporting Club, 
des billets de faveur k l’op6ra du Caire, les receptions dans les ambassades, les excursions en Haute- 
Egypte, dans le desert, les oasis et autres lieux que les Egyptiens ne pensent pas k visiter et qui 
portent des merveilles d’heritage culturel que seuls les etrangers entreprenants et cultives savent 
decouvrir. [LDM, p.204]
This suggests that Farida never really had the opportunity to learn about her own country’s 
history and heritage, which is only accessible to an elite of high-ranking officials and 
foreigners. Furthermore, with the French - and European - colonial influence being so great 
at the beginning of the twentieth century, Farida was probably educated in the European 
style to the detriment of her own culture. Farida’s attitude towards French culture and 
language is the result of the failure of her own country to provide an education with views 
to develop some level of nationalistic pride.42 As a result, her people’s status can be 
assimilated to that of colonised people, as described by Albert Memmi:
De meme que la m&noire de l’individu est le fruit de son histoire et de sa physiologie, celle d’un 
peuple repose sur ses institutions. Or les institutions du colonist sont mortes ou scl6ros6es. Celles 
qui gardent une apparence de vie, il n’y croit gu&re, il v6rifie tous les jours leur inefficacitd; il lui 
arrive d’en avoir honte, comme d’un monument ridicule et surann6.43
This is also partly why Farida was so infatuated with her French husband at the beginning 
of their marriage: she was marrying into the culturally dominant class. When they move 
back to Paris, she thinks her dreams have come true: she will experience French culture for 
herself:
Arriv^e k Paris, Farida se trouva en train de rdaliser les reves de toute sa jeunesse dgyptienne qui 
avait baign£ dans la langue fran9aise et sa literature. Elle fit le pglerinage de tous les lieux saints oil 
v^curent les romanciers, les pontes, les peintres et les artistes qui lui avaient servi de modules. 
[LDM, p.205]
41 Ruthellen Josselson. op.cit. 1994. p.98.
42 The French authors, we recall, reject this kind o f conditioning aimed at making ‘good citizens’ out o f them. 
Too much conditioning or the lack o f it seem equally sound reasons for the selected migrant writers to go 
elsewhere to ‘find themselves’.
43 Albert Memmi. Portrait du colonise. Paris: Gallimard ‘NRF’. 1985. p. 122.
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This short story, however, quickly shows ambiguity in the attitude towards the use of the 
French language. Living in France, Farida realises that, even though she has embraced 
France and its language, she will never be accepted by French people. She is made to feel 
like a foreigner or, worse, like an intruder, despite the fact that she shares the same 
language and cultural references:
Farida fut re?ue avec une gentillesse mel6e de reserve. Une Arabe, ?a ne va pas de soi. [LDM,
p.206]
Her qualifications as a teacher are not recognised either. In Quebec, on the contrary, the 
situation is reversed: her skills and knowledge are welcome and valued. Her differences are 
accepted and, more importantly, the language that she speaks is seen as an advantage and 
not a cultural encroachment; she is made to feel that she can fit in.
In Les Jardins de Cristal (1981) ,44 Nadia Ghalem’s character, Chafia, is fully 
conscious that the language she speaks does not ‘belong’ to her. For her, using French is a 
commodity more than an asset. Chafia, like many others, was made to learn it because her 
country - Algeria - has been under the yoke of imperialist France. In the novel, which is, in 
fact, a long letter to her Algerian mother who lives in Paris, she explains how using the 
language of the occupying culture is a dispossession because people are colonised and 
alienated within their own mind:
J’ai couru le monde, j ’aurais voulu te dire comment on nous voit, comment ILS nous voient, les 
Strangers, ceux qui ne savent rien de nous. Ils savent que nous parlons leur langue, ils ne voient pas 
que nos pensdes sont abim^es, tronquSes, lourdes de mots inutilis^s. [JDC, p.20]
‘ILS’, here, are clearly the French who are responsible for the colonisation of her country, 
but it also includes the other francophones: although they all share the same language, its 
significance is different as it is invested with different values and memories. French 
language, for the Quebecois, is a constituting and uniting part of their identity; for Chafia, 
it represents an ambiguous tool, both of oppression from colonialist occupants and of 
freedom as it is a way to escape her alienating society. For her, language is never a means 
of inclusion.
Causes o f migration
Another major topic in Middle Eastern writing in Quebec is the account of the reasons why 
migrants have left their country. Most of the time, they are driven by economic reasons, 
but a small proportion of them are forced out of their country of origin by a dangerous
44 Hereafter JDC.
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political climate or even war. Like Haitians (as we will see in the next chapter), these 
migrants have no choice but to leave if they want to live in safe conditions: some are able 
to pay their way out of the country, others are helped by relatives who already live in 
Canada; in the last resort, some immigrants take their chance and stow away on boats. For 
most characters of Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), it is a conjunction of factors 
that lead to their decision to migrate. The change of political regime in Egypt acted as a 
catalyst: Nasser came to power and, as a result, the country became less tolerant towards 
foreigners, other cultures and especially religions other than Islam.
Au d6but des anndes 60, le regime de Nasser avait nationalist les entreprises privtes, et stquestrt les
biens des families riches qui, se sentant dtsormais indtsirables, tmigrtrent vers des pays d’accueil
comme le Brtsil, l’Australie et le Canada. [LDM, p. 103]
In this extract, we sense, however, that the decision was made for economic reasons: their 
business and possessions were being confiscated and, at the same time, Canada was an 
expanding country, a land of opportunities. In Latif-Ghattas’s previous novel, Le Double 
conte de I ’exil (1990), Feve is an illegal immigrant who has arrived from a country 
devastated by war and violence. Soldiers have taken away not only his means of living, but 
also his dignity and sense of identity. In Feve, there is no trace of nationalism: before the 
war, he was barely surviving on a poor piece of land, and then he became a victim of the 
war in which he has no interest. Like thousands of other refugees like him, Feve is in 
search of a place to settle down, where he can be safe at last. When asked by a fellow 
illegal immigrant where he comes from, Feve remains vague:
-D ’ou?
-Du desert.
-Moi Salvador. Et toi?
-De loin.
-Famagousta... ? N egev... ? Arm&iie... ? Karabakh... ?
-Oui.
-La guerre?
-La guerre. [LDCDE, p. 126]
Patriotism does not seem to matter to Feve. In fact, his sense of belonging seems to have 
disappeared when he became a victim of war. It is significant that his country, in the novel, 
has no precise name; it could be any Middle Eastern country, and Feve could be of any 
ethnic origin or any religion. Feve is happy to be able to share his traditions - which, again, 
are not specified clearly by the narrator - and some personal memories with Madeleine, but 
does not show any signs of nostalgia or regret at having left his country. This is what he 
intends to say at his interview with the emigration officer:
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Que racontera-t-il k l’agent lors de la premiere entrevue! Toute la vSritd. Oui. Tout ce dont il se 
souvient et qui, pour lui, tient lieu de v6ritd, meme s ’il continue de penser quelquefois que de larges 
sequences de son pass6 se sont d£roul6es hors du rdel. Oui, il ne lui dira que la vdrit6. II racontera 
comment l’obus a traverse sa petite maison de pierres blanches. Comment il n’a pu retrouver, dans 
les debris, ni cadavres, ni papiers. Un agent humain saura croire ce rdcit, meme en l’absence de 
t&noins. Oui, il dira. II dira qu’aprds maintes rebuffades il est enfin parvenu jusqu’aux autorit^s 
pour demander de nouveaux papiers. II dnumdrera les humiliations aprds lesquelles on lui a signify 
que, pour obtenir une nouvelle identity, il devait ddsormais changer de nom... et de couleur. Cela, 
1’agent ne le croira sans doute jamais. Ni le reste de son histoire d’ailleurs... ni le reste... le vol de 
sa terre... le viol de son amour... II s’dtait jet6 k la mer pour rejoindre le reve perdu... Un cargo- 
providence l’a repSchd... Par hasard, il faisait cap vers la Nouvelle Terre... C’&ait la pure v6rit6. 
[LDCDE, p. 138-9]
Feve’s story is one of humiliation, violence and persecution. Migration, for him, was not a 
planned project, as it was for the wealthy Egyptian families of Les Lunes de miel (1999) or 
the French writers; it was a desperate effort to save his life, which succeeded largely 
through good fortune.
Even though Madeleine - Feve’s friend in Quebec - has not had to flee her own 
country, she can relate to Feve’s experience because she was made to feel a foreigner in 
her own country. She too has left her past and origins behind in order to achieve a ‘better 
life’. Brought up in an Indian Reservation, she understands feelings of humiliation and 
dispossession, feeling herself alienated from her own cultural identity and in exile in 
Quebecois culture. She has been the victim of constant humiliation and disinterest from 
‘white’ people, and knows the dispossession of her people’s land and the destruction of her 
culture. She could be called a migrant in her own country as she goes through the same 
process of integration and rejection as newly arrived migrants. Unlike Feve, at the 
beginning of the novel, she has decided to play by the ‘new’ rules: she has changed her 
name, and has erased all visible trace of her Native American origin.
Madeleine n’a jamais fait partie d’aucune majority. Meme quand elle 6tait enfant. A l’6cole, les 
autres enfants la trouvaient trop brune-rouge. Ses tresses dtaient trop longues et ses cheveux trop 
noirs. II y avait rarement une place pour elle k la ronde ou k la marelle. [...] A l’dpoque, ses grands- 
parents vivaient sur la reserve indienne situde k cent milles de la ville. Elle y passait souvent les fins 
de semaine et les congds des fetes. [...] En grandissant, elle avait coupd ses cheveux et les avait 
dclaircis k l’eau oxyggnde. [LDCDE, p. 104]
Distancing herself from the stigma of being a Native American is the first step for 
Madeleine towards liberation. She breaks the cycle that was putting her down. She avoids 
confrontation, but she lives a life of solitude between two communities. Madeleine has 
taken one step to independence but has stopped until the moment she helps Feve. The 
meeting of Feve and Madeleine is significant: not only is it the encounter of two cultures, it 
is also, for both characters, the opportunity to rediscover their cultural identity. The process
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of finding about one another leads them to find about themselves, and they become more 
aware of their own identities and cultures.
When it comes to expressing one’s cultural identity, Liette and Raouf in Les Lunes 
de miel (1996) are trapped in a social dilemma. Their story is an example of an impossible 
love story in a Middle Eastern country like Egypt: Liette is Jewish and Raouf Muslim. 
Their families and respective communities are opposed to their union. By migrating, they 
hope that they will be able to overcome, or at least ignore the pressure from their 
communities. For a while, Liette and Raouf are able to elude the religious and social 
prejudices by first leaving their native country where they would face daily opposition to 
their union, then by avoiding the Middle Eastern community in Canada.
Sur cette terre libre, leur difference de religion n’avait pas d’importance. Mais dans le milieu des 
emigrants venus d’Orient, on continuait k les regarder comme des gens hors la loi. Ils evitdrent le 
milieu et les gens qui les genaient. Parmi leurs coliegues de travail et leurs voisins, ils se firent de 
nouveaux amis. [LDM, p.218]
For them, migration is the answer to their hopes because it enables them to abandon the 
part of their social identity that had become a constraint. They can tone down the 
importance of religion in their lives, without rejecting it completely. Changing their social 
group also plays an important role because they are able to select people instead of ‘being 
bom with them’. For them, Quebec is a place of tolerance, which allows them to retain 
their cultural identities and free themselves from the restrictive traditions that prevailed in 
their native country.
This opportunity to escape from constraints is particularly true for Middle Eastern 
female characters. Even though it is generally assumed that most women migrate to follow 
their husband or relatives, they uncover or hope for an added benefit to migration: a 
freedom of movement and thought that they did not have before and certainly would not 
have been able to gain in their own country.45 If social freedom was not uppermost in their 
mind at the time they decided to leave, they soon realise how restricted their existences 
were before. In Les Lunes de miel (1996), the character of Aglae Balthazar remarks on the
45 Cecilia G. Manrique, et al. ‘Third World Immigrant Women in American Higher Education’, in Gregory 
A Kelson and Debra L. DeLaet (eds.). Gender and Immigration. Basingstoke: McMillan Press Ltd. 1999. 
p.103-23.
Cecilia and Gabriel Manrique’s observations come to a similar conclusion: ‘Although economics may play a 
significant part in the decision to migrate, both our survey and our interviews reveal that non-European 
immigrant women often migrate to carve out a role and a life that is significantly different from what would 
be traditionally expected o f them in their home country. The new wave o f immigrants come from countries 
where the views o f women’s roles and, therefore, the options for women are still ‘traditional’ -  centered on 
marriage and the raising o f the family. When these women come to the United States, oftentimes to study, 
new avenues, once taken, are very difficult to leave, [p.l 16]
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noticeable change in the daily activities of her friends who previously could never have 
held paid employment:
D ’abord, elle fut un peu d<£?ue par le manque de disponibiliti de ses amies. Elies lui semblaient 
soudain bizarres, enfin, diffcrentes de ce qu’elles 6taient en Egypte. Plusieurs d’entre elles 
travaillaient de neuf k cinq pour aider leurs maris k boucler le budget. Elles rentraient fatigu^es de 
leur joum6e de travail, devaient k toute vitesse preparer le diner et s’occuper de la famille. [LDM, 
p. 105]
Aglae’s friends might not seem liberated to a Western reader as their employment seems to 
enslave them even further; they have not yet achieved an entirely fulfilling life-style and 
still have to perform the traditionally female tasks at home. However, this might still be 
seen as a step towards independence: these women are now mixing with Western women 
and are exposed to new concepts and ideas. One may note from the previous extract that 
women are quicker to adapt than their male counterparts. Not only do they assume their 
traditional tasks and fulfil the duties that are expected of them in their cultural upbringing 
and community, they also take on new tasks imposed by the necessities of living in a new 
country. Men seem absent from this extract, and, throughout the selected novels, they take 
little -  if any -  part in the whole adaptation process to the lifestyle of their adoptive 
country.
A somewhat greater liberation from the traditional patriarchal exploitation of 
women in households of Middle Eastern origin comes about, albeit mainly by accident, in 
Naim Rattan’s La Reprise (1985). Habiba is a woman who has been brought up in a 
traditional Middle Eastern society that deprives women from taking any decisions for 
themselves, or from playing any role in society. In Quebec, she continues to leave all- 
important responsibilities to her husband. His fatal heart attack forces her to take an active 
role in the family business and acts like a wake-up call for her:
C’&ait son mari, son soutien. II 6tait l’homme et il savait ce qu’il faisait k son bureau. Et justement, 
il ne savait pas. Habiba ne s’^tait jamais pos6 la question. Etait-il intelligent? II ne l’&ait pas. C’&ait 
Evident. [LR, p. 110]
Whereas, previously, Habiba was not encouraged to think for herself, she suddenly begins 
to question her own beliefs and actions. Habiba’s life is turned upside down by the 
discovery that the rules by which she has led her life until then were largely designed to 
maintain her in an inferior status. The sudden change in her circumstances gives her a new 
and revelatory perspective on herself. She finds that she too can be as capable as a man. 
She tries to alert her daughter, who was brought up in a similar manner, and advise her that 
she too can drop the mask of the submissive woman that she is meant to play in front of
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men. In the following extract, for example, Habiba’s daughter complains that she does not 
understand the legal implications of her father’s will and wishes that her husband was there 
to deal with the situation:
-Dommage que Yossi n’ait pas pu m’accompagner. Je ne comprends rien k tes histoires d’avocat.
-II n’y a rien k comprendre. C’est clair et simple. Tu n’as pas k jouer les pauvres femmes ignorantes. 
[LR, p. 114]
Unlike her mother, Habiba’s daughter refuses to go against her traditional upbringing and 
lifestyle, maybe for fear of having to fight a life for herself and giving up much of what she 
has, or maybe she simply cannot free herself from the social rules that have been engraved 
in her over the years. Naim Kattan further details this type of paternalist society in Farida 
(1991). The novel is set in Baghdad in the 1930s, although it seems that little may have 
changed for most Iraqi women since then. The narrator, Salim, has fallen in love with 
Farida, a servant in his neighbour’s house. He invents all sorts of reasons to meet her but, 
when the day of their first meeting actually dawns, he admits to himself that the risks of 
such a meeting are unequal, Farida having more to lose as a woman than he has as a man:
Ce rendez-vous avait-il un but particulier? II allait le lui demander, mais de crainte de la brusquer, il 
se tut. Elle 6tait venue k lui et elle courait des risques 6normes. Lui? Rien ne pouvait lui arriver. 
Dishonorer une fille? Pour lui, ce serait une preuve de viriliti. [...]  Un hiros, un conquirant. Et 
elle? Une prostitute. Elle se donne k un homme. Elle se divoile, elle se met nue. Elle avan?ait sur 
un chemin de feu. Elle hypothiquait son destin. Sa vie ne serait plus jamais la mime. II n’en itait 
que plus amoureux. Jamais il ne l’abandonnerait. La chute l’attendait mais il serait 1 k. II icartait le 
sentiment de pitii, de compassion envers la femme fautive. II sera l’homme. II ne trahira jamais son 
r61e, sa qualiti d’homme. [Fda, p.44]
Laws in this type of society are unjust towards women: they only have duties and are at the 
mercy of men who have almost total power over them. Salim is only too aware of this and 
he dreams of a more egalitarian society, influenced by Western ideas that he gleans from 
American films at the cinema:
D ’ailleurs, la mire ne mangeait jamais avec les hommes. Elle les servait. Salim revait aux films 
amiricains dans lesquels la mire, la soeur, s’asseyaient k coti du mari et des gar9ons et tout le 
monde riait, parlait... [Fda, p. 16]
Unlike Kattan who migrated, Salim will never experience equality between men and 
women. Furthermore, he seems happy to placidly comply with the conditions that he 
would abolish in his dreams. The real condemnation of this type of society comes in the 
outcome of the novel. Salim who has accepted sheepishly the rules has to flee his country, 
aided by Farida, when he is faced with fraudulent charges of corruption. Farida, who has 
challenged all conventions for love and taken risks, is the real winner: she has cleverly
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taken advantage of all situations and accumulated earnings and property over the years. 
Her money and national reputation as a singer ensure her a certain independence denied to 
other women in her country.
In Nadia Ghalem’s Les Jardins de cristal (1981), Chafia, the narrator, is running 
away from her fate. Despite the war against France for the independence of Algeria, little 
has changed in the country for women. The country might be free from the colonial 
oppression, but women are not free from the phallocentric tyranny of their fathers, brothers 
and husbands. Chafia sees her mother as the descendant of a long line of oppressed women 
who are subject to men; Chafia feels different and wishes to dissociate herself from her 
mother and the values that she represents.
Des temps de paix, aprds la chaleur 6clatante du jour, et vos cris, mfcre... Vos cris, vos histoires de 
vaisselle-cuisine-b6b£s-fatigue. Vos cris qui nous blessent les oreilles, parce que vous n’avez jamais 
eu le loisir de revasser. Vous faites partie des animaux domestiques de l’Homme, de mon p6re.
Vous etes domestiqu^e. Vous ne vous r6voltez pas. J’espgrais ne pas vous ressembler... [LJDC, 
p.23-4]
Chafia’s mother incarnates the traditions that she, the new generation, angrily rejects. She 
has witnessed the consequences of being considered inferior, both at home on her mother 
but, also, on her father who was denied the honours given to soldiers who fought for 
France on the basis of the colour of his skin. Chafia has also observed the consequences of 
the war for independence and has witnessed that it is possible to rebel against the 
established order that suppresses one’s freedom. She is conscious of educational patterns 
and she sees the necessity to break the vicious circle, the cultural ‘heredity’ that would 
maintain her in enslavement.
Mais h pleurer de m&re en fille nous risquons de faire une chaine de larmes qui nous retiendra 
prisonnteres de la meme eau empoisonn^e et qui risque de nous noyer. [U D C , p.26]
For women whose life was governed by men, migrating to Quebec is a potential liberation 
because it offers the opportunity to emancipate oneself from cultural patterns and to escape 
from a society that regulates women’s lives. Not only have Western women in Quebec 
fought for and achieved their rights; they also set new examples and new role models for 
the newly arrived immigrants. Middle Eastern women have, therefore, more opportunities 
to acquire a new lifestyle, because the pressure of their native society on them has been - at 
least in theory and according to the laws of their adoptive country - lifted. They now live in
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a culture that recognises their individual rights to freedom, education, status, etc. They are 
allowed - encouraged even - to be independent in all aspects of personal and social life.46
Idealising one’s origin and past
In Dominique Blondeau’s Les Feux de I ’exil (1991)47 and to some extent in Ghalem’s Les 
Jar dins de cristal (1981), the main female characters choose exile in the hope of escaping 
unhappiness and are faced with the prospect of an unfulfilled life. Chafia’s life has been 
shattered by the war in Algeria; she is unable to get over the shock of violence and 
oppression. She also realises that her future, if she had stayed, would have been similar to 
her mother’s. She refuses to submit herself to a husband and rules of a society that she sees 
as obsolete, and to be treated like one of the ‘animaux domestiques de l’Homme’ [,JDC, 
p.23]. Therefore, she left Algeria, although not without regret and pain:
La guerre est finie, la vie est recommence depuis longtemps, mais je ne m’en 6tais pas rendu 
compte. Je me suis exilC  moi-meme dans cette AnCrique de b&on et d’acier avec la nostalgie 
toujours pCsente des harmonies ocres et bleues de 1’AlgCie, de l’accent aussi et des melanges de 
langues que nous faisions sans nous en rendre compte. On ne s ’&oigne pas du pays de son enfance 
sans mourir un peu. [JDC, p. 118]
In this extract, Chafia contrasts the harsh lines of ‘Amerique de bdton et d’acier’ to the 
‘harmonies’ of colours and sounds of Algeria. It shows her attachment to the land, but not 
to the culture in which she was raised.48 Leaving her country is compared to leaving an 
earthly paradise, a loss of innocence: for Chafia, migrating is a process of growing up, of 
achieving maturity. After migrating to North America, Chafia feels as though she has lost 
part of herself but, in fact, she has now conquered her independence and re-conquered her 
identity:
Au bout de toutes ces ann6es de labeur et de depression, je [...] n’ai plus honte de mon narcissisme, 
j ’ai fait ce qu’il fallait pour avoir enfin le droit de dire ‘moi’ sans penser k mes parents, mon milieu, 
ou k tous ces liens qui me s6curisaient parfois et d’autres fois m’entravaient. Je suis sortie de la 
domesticity. Me voil& libre. [JDC, p. 103]
46 This contrasts, for example, with Carol Shields’s latest novel Unless (2002), which claims that women in 
Canada (and elsewhere) are still deprived o f opportunities and positive representations. Women have 
acquired rights, think, create, etc., but their work is, nevertheless, belittled by social habits that tend not to 
take women seriously. The difference o f standards and expectations between the presentation o f Middle 
Eastern writers and that o f Carol Shields seems astonishing, but indicates the degree o f pressure to which 
Middle Eastern women are exposed.
47 Hereafter LFDE.
48 This reminds o f the French authors -  even though France can hardly be compared to an oppressive nation - 
who are proud o f their cultural heritage and attached to the French territory, but who can no longer cope with 
their disagreement with the current French society.
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Anastasia in Les Feux de I ’exil (1981) also chooses exile voluntarily, but for a different 
reason. She has been raised in Morocco by foster parents, but only realised the truth about 
them when her European biological parents came to take her back. For her, this is the 
beginning of an identity crisis: she feels that she belongs with her foster parents, with their 
Arabic culture and traditions, and she utterly rejects her birth parents and their occidental 
culture. However, despite attempts to maintain links with her foster culture, Anastasia is 
unable to retrieve a place in it. She subsequently drifts from country to country and, 
eventually, decides to settle in Quebec:
Elle n’avait jamais pens6 qu’elle pouvait etre de la famille des d£racin6s. [...] Elle a couru afin que
Marrakech ne la rattrape pas. Octobre fleure bon k Montreal et pourquoi charrier en soi des senteurs
fan6es? [LFDE, p. 14]
Even though Anastasia has a rather favourable impression of her life in Montreal, she 
seems unable to put her past behind her. Her memories haunt her; she suffers 
hallucinations, for example, and is dissatisfied that she cannot recreate her Moroccan 
lifestyle. Despite having constructed a life in Quebec, Anastasia lets her memories invade 
the present. This is represented by the cancer that slowly eats away Anastasia’s life and 
eventually kills her.
Ghalem and Blondeau stand out from the other selected Middle Eastern writers 
because they depict characters who feel nostalgic when evoking their country of origin. 
Anastasia and Chafia are probably the only characters who express nostalgia for their past 
and native country. Their memory of ‘home’ is closely linked with the evocation of 
childhood. These intertwined memories create the impression of a place of no return, an 
Eden to which they are no longer allowed admittance. Both Anastasia and Chafia seem to 
have left a part of themselves behind when they migrated. At the beginning of Ghalem’s 
Les Jardins de cristal (1981), Chafia’s description of Algeria is very much one of an 
idyllic place of abundance. The description, that appeals to all senses, is in complete 
opposition with the rest of the novel: evoking her country and past, the narrator sounds 
alive, aware of her body and her sensations, whereas in Quebec, she seems confined to a 
small student room or to the boundaries of a hospital’s grounds. Her independent life in 
cold Quebec bears little resemblance to her carefree childhood in vibrant Algeria. In the 
description, it looks as if everything has reached a paroxysm, all feelings are exacerbated: 
Chafia’s carnal passion for her country is at its height, nature is ripe and ready for harvest, 
smells are sweet and spicy, men and women are at their best in their traditional roles. The
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picture, even though not entirely satisfying and already showing signs of discordance, 
shows Chafia’s unconditional love for her childhood country.
Mon pays. Ce premier et effroyable amour. Cette passion sauvage quand nous nous roulions dans 
l’herbe fraiche pour attdnuer la morsure du soleil. Passion sauvage, inconditionnelle, multiple qui 
me rattache k l’or clair des feuilles d’oliviers, aux odeurs sensuelles de la terre assoifKe buvant la 
pluie par ses craquelures d6ss£ch6es, cette terre qui se fissure de vergetures avant d’enfanter le 
moindre 6pi de bl6, le moindre brin d’herbe et qui, pourtant, gorge de sues les troncs rugueux des 
arbres afin qu’6clatent au bout de leurs branches ces fruits sucres que l’on d^guste comme on fait 
l’amour dans les draps frais des chaudes nuits d’6td. Ce pays de marges humaines, loqueteuses et 
hurlantes, parfum6es de 1’odeur vaniltee des corps vivants que la chaleur et la fureur mouillent de 
transpiration luisante. Peuple de cotere et de joie. Peuple des m61op6es enivrantes de la musique 
orientale qui porte sur ses ailes les paroles ind^finiment rdp£t6es des douceurs poivrdes d’une po^sie 
qui n’en finit pas de saohler. Peuple d’hommes durs et muscles, de femmes “matemantes” et de ces 
vieilles qui ber9aient nos enfances angoiss^es sur leurs seins ridds, en murmurant des mots aux 
resonances rauques et tendres. [LJDC, p i8]
But the adult Chafia knows she cannot go back there; she is separated from it by the 
memories of the destructive Algerian war, the Muslim regime that replaced the French 
administration, and the restrictive attitude of men towards women. Living in exile, in a 
cold, unfeeling «Amerique de beton et d’acier» [JDC, p. 118] is the price of independence 
for Chafia. Les Jardins de cristal are a frozen and fragile representation of this initially 
happy period and place. The narrative, addressed to Chafia’s mother, is a means of 
reconstituting the past, of justifying her reasons for leaving and opposing traditions; it is 
also for Chafia an exploration of her cultural heritage and the foundation upon which to 
start a new life.
Similarly, in Blondeau’s Les Feux de Vexil (1991), Anastasia is longing for her life 
in Morocco. She recalls the beauty of the desert, the bustling souks in which she knew her 
way, and the simplicity of life. Like Chafia’s, Anastasia’s reminiscence appeals to all 
senses. From the very first page of the novel, Anastasia is introduced as a very sensuous 
character:
Elle affirmait en plaisantant qu’elle faisait l’amour avec le soleil, que depuis sa naissance k 
Marrakech, les odeurs, les senteurs, les parfums et le soleil en plus s’&aient empar6s de son esprit et 
de son coeur. [LFDE, p .l 1]
Anastasia appears like a luminous person; her whole body and soul seem to be inhabited 
by the essence of Morocco. She recalls the simple, uncomplicated life that she used to lead 
with her foster parents:
A Marrakech ses parents nourriciers poss6daient peu. La fille des mines lui avait appris le 
ddtachement de tout. A Marrakech elle dormait sur une natte ou enroutee dans une couverte de poils 
de chdvre. Pour le boire et le manger, des figues, des grenades, des dattes. Et l’eau. L’eau propice. 
Oui, la fille du ramadan lui avait appris k se detacher de tout. Elle s’&ait tue k propos des coeurs et 
meme des Sines. [LFDE, p.40]
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She recalls her basic and frugal life in the lushness of the souks, in contrast with her 
modem lifestyle in a Northern American city, where she benefits from an abundance of 
food and technology: in Algeria, nature appeared to provide and fulfil all her needs; she 
had no greed for possession. Here, again, childhood -  linked to the country of origin -  is 
presented as an earthly paradise, a natural place to which one longs to return. Caren Kaplan 
explains this longing for return in Questions o f Travel -  Postmodern Discourses o f 
Displacement, as follows:
Various manifestations o f nostalgia participate in Euro-American constructions o f exile: nostalgia 
for the past; for home; for a ‘mother-tongue’; for the particulars that signify the experience o f the 
familiar once it has been lost. Such nostalgia is rooted in the notion that it is ‘natural’ to be at 
‘home’ and that separation from that location can never be assuaged by anything but return.49
It is because Anastasia (and Chafia) knows that she has been excluded forever that she 
fosters the nostalgic longing for ‘home’. The idea of an impossible return gives a mythical 
sense to Anastasia’s memories, echoed in their magical aspect. As a child, she has listened 
to and believed in Morocco’s legends. Her evocation of her friendship with ‘la fille du 
vent’50 is comparable to these legends. In Anastasia’s eyes, ‘la fille du vent’ looks like a 
witch or fairy, and seems gifted with magical and divination powers. ‘La fille du vent’ 
could guess her friend’s feelings and became, to a degree, Anastasia’s double. Her death - 
or, rather, her disappearance - itself becomes a sort of legend:
La fille du vent a disparu d6s qu’Anastasia a quittS Marrakech. Certains ont pr&endu l’avoir crois^e 
dans le Sahara; certains l’ont vue assise au pied d’un acacia, d£pouill6e de tout, les vetements 
d6chir6s et brtil^s par la violence des intempSries. D ’autres ont racont6 que les moines la 
recueillirent dans leur monastfcre; ils l’aiddrent & se lever, la moitte de son corps avait pris racine 
dans le sable. Elle ne put ddplier ses jambes et mourut. D ’elle, les moines voulurent faire une sainte. 
[LFDE, p.34]
Whereas health and happiness transpire through these memories, we learn that Anastasia’s 
childhood in Morocco was based on a lie. The parents whom she thought to be hers were, 
in fact, foster parents who had found her in the desert. When, eventually, her real parents 
returned for her, she has to give up her adopted culture to follow them, and feels betrayed 
and cheated. From then on, she is never able to fit again into Maghreb society, despite her 
efforts; she has been locked out of Eden and her childhood:
Anastasia vou6e au mystdre de sa naissance, extirpde malgr£ elle de son enfance et de son 
adolescence, s£par6e de la fille du desert, comprend qu’une personne sollicitde violemment se tait 
ou s’enfuit. [LFDE, p.55]
49 Caren Kaplan. Questions o f  Travel -  Postmodern Discourses o f  Displacement. Durham: Duke University 
Press. 1996. p.33
50 This character is a variation on the will-o’-the wisp character found throughout world literature.
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Anastasia carries in her memory an inspiring past and country, yet, like Chafia, her past 
and her old self - of which ‘la fille du vent’ can be the symbol - is irremediably lost and is 
in total contrast to her present life.
Even though Chafia and Anastasia have a nostalgic approach to their country and 
their past, they are both conscious of the process of remembering and of the 
transformations that occur in one’s mind. They are both aware that their memory might 
play tricks to enable them to cope with present situations (like their exile, for example), 
and that all might not have been as ideal as they now remember.
A Marrakech, la m^moire d’Anastasia va et vient, comme les marchands d’eau sur la place. [...] De 
la Chine au Maroc, les Merits d’Anastasia s’opposent entre v6rit6s et mensonges. Le souvenir qu’on 
embellit, le visage qu’on idealise ne sont-ils pas des miroirs inverses nous permettant d’inventer le 
pays natal tel qu’il ne fut jamais? [LFDE, p.17]
As for Chafia, she admits that her memory is certainly not infallible and anything that she 
might recall is subjective and transformed by distance and time. The most important thing 
for her, nevertheless, is to convey her feelings. In her view, memory is a source of great, 
conflicting emotions, be they pleasure or pain, not just a source of inspiration for her work 
as a journalist:
Comme je ne suis ni bionique, ni camera, vous n’aurez de lui [le pass6] qu’une image d6form£e & 
travers le prisme infidde de ma mdmoire. [...] J’ai souvent port6 l’avenir dans mon ventre et le 
pass6 dans ma tete, et ils 6taient si lourds l’un et l’autre que je ne sais lequel des deux m’a fait 
basculer en premier. Mais le fait est que j ’ai bascule. Maintenant, j ’essaie de parler et mes paroles ne 
rendent que des impressions, telles celles que des peintres fous essayent de jeter en meme temps que 
leurs couleurs sur une toile, pour dire au monde leur nouvelle fa?on de voir, et qui finissent par 
s’aveugler eux-memes avec une tache d’un jaune lumineux qu’ils n’arrivent pas k traduire. [JDC, 
P.86]
Although Anastasia idealizes the past in her memory, she does not seem able to stop it 
from superimposing itself on the present, enhancing the dullness of the present by the 
beauty of the past and blurring the linearity of time and the geographical borders. In the 
following extract, for example, the shift from one country to the other, from one time to 
another is barely perceptible:
Pas plus qu’& Marrakech, k Montreal elle ne possdde rien. Que des levers de soleil sur l’oc^an et des 
couchers de soleil sur la palmeraie. Sur les avenues, elle se souvient des orangers sauvages dont les 
branches ployaient sous le poids des fruits; les fleurs s ’^panouissaient, suaves. Elle en cueillait un 
bouquet, arrachait les p6tales avec lesquels elle se frottaient le visage et les mains. Elle mordait dans 
les oranges et sa bouche impr6gn£e de leur acidity la faisait grimacer. [LFDE, p.28-9]
The circumstances that prompted Anastasia and Chafia to choose a life in exile were quite 
different (i.e. being retrieved by birth parents and escaping a restricting patriarchal society) 
to those that forced characters of other selected novels to emigrate (typically fleeing war or
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poverty). Consequently, Anastasia and Chafia both feel that they have ‘died a little’51 when 
they left, while other Middle Eastern characters have little regret about their decision of 
migration.
Conformism and rebellion against old social rules and order
Often, when they arrive in Quebec, immigrants instinctively seek the assistance of their 
community, which, in the first instance, provides help. But, in the long run, such 
communities tend to reproduce the old ways of the societies that immigrants have left 
behind. In Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), one catches a glimpse of what is like 
to live in such a small community, in which everybody knows each other’s deeds and 
thoughts. The novel aims to recreate, through a few characters, the atmosphere of the 
Egyptian community. Even though most characters have adopted the ways and fashions of 
their new country, they are all, for various reasons, expected to perpetuate old traditions by 
their peers.52 Christine grew up in Quebec and has benefited from a North-American style 
education. The influence of such ideas and behaviours has led her to oppose then distance 
herself from her parents and community, who try to perpetuate traditions and recreate a 
lifestyle that resembles that of their country of origin. Through Tante Eulalie’s stories, she 
gets the chance to rediscover the people of her community and understand their 
motivations; she learns more intimately about their personalities, their relationships, their 
relatives, their dreams, etc. Until the time that she met Eulalie, Christine was estranged 
from her community because she has adopted Qu6b6cois women’s attitudes to 
relationships. She wishes to live on her own, have a career and refuses the traditionally 
female tasks (such as getting married, for instance). Her attitude contradicts the traditions 
and social expectations of her family and the Egyptian community. By the end of the 
novel, Christine reconciles her own expectations with those of her community: to the 
traditional ceremony of marriage, she introduces the notions of personal choice and 
decision; she indeed gets married, but on her own terms. By doing so, however, she 
secures her place back within her community and attends the social gathering of the year: 
the wedding of Martine and Stephane. Tante Eulalie’s narratives have shown to Christine
51 see LFDE, p.33 ‘Ou tu iras, tu vas mourir un peu ...’ and JDC, p .l 18 ‘On ne s ’61oigne pas du pays de son 
enfance sans mourir un peu.’
52 Marco Micone remarks upon a similar phenomenom in Fulvio Caccia’s Sous le signe du phenix (Montreal: 
Guernica. 1985. p.265.): the Italian community living in Quebec changes very slowly despite appearances: 
«Les mentality changent trds lentement en d6pit des discours rassurants mais mensongers que les notables 
tiennent aux autorit^s qu£b6coises, h l’effet que les italophones s’int£grent h la soci&6 qu6b6coise sans 
d ifficu lt^
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that her fierce opposition to her parents and their traditions alienate her just as much as a 
thoughtless, unconditional embrace of them. The underlying message of Eulalie’s stories is 
to know oneself and one’s origins. Conflicts arise between Christine and her parents 
because they stopped communicating and refused to compromise. They ended up in two 
distinct groups, separated by misunderstanding.
Migration is often the opportunity for characters to emancipate themselves from the 
old social rules that regulated their lives previously. While their ethnic community often 
recreates some of these rules in the adoptive country, the legal system does not enforce 
these traditions and, thus, they can simply be avoided if individuals wish to avoid 
conservative members from their community. Many Middle Eastern characters attempt 
this. Feeling that there is nothing to go back for in their native country, they show a will to 
change and to adopt new ways of life. Such characters see their migration as a positive life- 
changing experience and they are keen to embrace many of the values of their new 
country. Feve, for example, is literally in love with Quebec; it seems that he is in complete 
osmosis with it through the intermediation of Madeleine:
II a aim6 ce pays comme on aime la femme qui vous sort de l’enfance. Absolument. II a appris sa 
langue et lui a transmis des fragments de la sienne. II venait de si loin. [...] Elle [Madeleine] avait 
patiemment r6p6t6 ces mots qu’il ne comprenait pas. II les avait attentivement 6cout6s avec l’ardent 
d6sir de les inclure dans son destin. [.LDCDE, p.9]
For Vava, the constant traveller in Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), adopting a 
new way of life is a social strategy: she has been brought up in the rich circle of Alexandria 
in Egypt, and feels that she should maintain the same standards in Quebec. She soon 
realises that she has to adapt her values to the new country and temporarily adopt new 
ones:
Vava, quant k elle, r^alisa que son syst^me d’images n’impressionnait pas les gens d’ici, habitu6s 
aux choses pratiques et k la simplicity. Elle se trouva done obligee de se rabattre sur 
“l’ygyptiannerie” qu’elle avait tant dynigr^e, mais dycida de jouer sur tous les tableaux. Elle tentait 
d’impressionner la sociyty alexandrine en exil en montrant combien elle ytait intygrye au milieu 
canadien. Elle allait faire du patinage sur glace avec ses filles, tondait le gazon, organisait des 
ypluchettes de biy d’Inde et des parties de sucre. Puis elle dycidait un jour d’yblouir ladite sociyty en 
organisant une fete qui leur rappellerait soudain la vie opulente d’Alexandrie. II fallait faire des 
prouesses pour recryer des atmosphyres de la-bas. [LDM, p. 128]
In this extract, we note that Vava has identified a few elements (cliches?) of the Quebecois 
way of life and she uses them to show how integrated she is. She also uses elements of her 
own culture to impress people of her community and maintain the facade of an upper-class 
lifestyle. In doing so, she hopes to fulfil expectations from both worlds: she is exotic for 
the Quebecois, and a model of integration for her community. She creates the illusion of
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perfect harmony. Even though Vava is mostly faking integration, superficially she is an 
inspiration for all women of her community.
Women are more often than not the instigators of change. We have discussed 
earlier that they come from societies that have restricted their responsibilities, decision­
making and personal autonomy. Consequently, migration is a revelation for them and they 
become the ones who push back the boundaries of tradition the furthest. In Les Lunes de 
miel (1996), Tante Eulalie tells the story of Theodore, the only son amongst eight children. 
Even after the whole family emigrated to Quebec, his wife tries hard to maintain the 
Eastern tradition, which allows Theodore to dictate decisions single-handedly for the 
whole family. His sisters, now married to Western husbands, have agreed to concessions in 
the name of this tradition but, now realising the ridiculousness of the situation, put a stop to 
it:
Le mythe du “chef de famille” avait fini par fondre avec les neiges de Montreal. Les filles de Dora 
commen9aient, elles aussi, k mdpriser ce cirque oh le fils 6tait encens£, adul6, supports, sous 
pretexte qu’6tant de sexe masculin, il 6tait destine k perpgtuer le nom. [LDM, p. 177, my italics]
In fact, the underlying message of most - if not all - of Tante Eulalie’s stories is the 
awakening of women and their refusal to obey the old rules. Tante Eulalie remarks to 
Christine:
Ne t’dtonne pas, car les femmes d’Orient ne savent pas toujours combien la vie au Canada les a 
rendues lucides. [LDM, p. 187]
Women seem to reject the role that they had to play in their previous society. Even though 
women’s movements have now developed in a number of Middle Eastern countries, 
female characters -  in our selected novels at least -  only seem to encounter these ideas 
when they settle in Quebec. Surrounded by a different culture, they now question the 
workings of their own. In Les Lunes de miel (1996), there is another example of rebellion 
in the character of Marie Maccabe, married to one of the Trix family. This family is as a 
tight-knit group, and any spouse is treated as an intruder and belittled constantly. Marie 
decides to fight back and goes against family and social traditions: not only does she 
contradict her husband and his family but she also, ultimately, divorces him (along with the 
rest of their family):
53 We can draw a parallel with R6gine Robin’s La Quebecoite, in which the narrator, as we will see in the 
following chapter, explains how she has found a community in the female population o f Quebec. She has re­
discovered herself by following the example o f other women and their relaxed and free attitude.
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Marie avait ouvert les yeux k bien des choses. Elle se demandait soudain pourquoi on la rel^guait 
toujours au deuxteme plan, sous pr&exte qu’elle n’6tait que l’^pouse de Trix qui, d’une part, refusait 
qu’elle travaille k l’ext^rieur et, d’autre part, lui faisait sentir qu’il l’entretenait. [LDM, p. 187]
Marie refuses to be treated like an inferior being, and takes the opportunities that Quebec’s 
law offers her to attain her independence.
In Kaftan’s La Reprise (1985), the character of Habiba is the incarnation of this 
type of ‘rebellious’ woman. As mentioned before, she successfully takes care of the 
business after her husband’s heart attack and death. This, however, is not enough for 
Habiba. She manages to deprive her daughter of her inheritance in order to keep full 
control of the business. Although, at first, Habiba attempts to maintain a fa?ade of 
normality to avoid confrontation with the community (e.g. by observing the period of 
mourning), she soon flies off on a cruise where, away from the community’s spying eyes, 
she discovers freedom: she no longer has any bounds financially, socially or sexually:
Elle chercha dans son souvenir son visage de jeune fille, de jeune femme... En vain. Des photos? 
[...] C’6tait une autre femme. M6re consciencieuse et Spouse soumise. Maintenant, elle avait 
commence une vie nouvelle. Fortune et plaisir 6taient disponibles, k sa portae. Elle voyait des 
hommes, les accompagnait, dansait avec eux. Libre. Une femme libre, comme n’importe quelle 
Occidentale, sauf que celles-ci ne savaient meme pas ce que cela voulait dire. [...] Elle n’agissait 
plus comme une petite fille orientale qui ne consomme pas de boissons alcooliques, mais le vin lui 
donnait des maux de tete et l’alcool, des brtilures d’estomac. [...] N6e k une mauvaise £poque, au 
mauvais endroit, elle s ’&ait marine au mauvais moment et n’^tait pas tomb^e sur le gar?on qui 
l’aurait combine. Et la voil& qui d^couvre le d6sir, l’envie de vivre alors que son corps est d^cr^pit, 
un instrument surrannd, qui n’obSit plus. [LR, p. 121]
In her fifties, Habiba starts a new life, delineated by new social rules, or the lack of them as 
it seems to her. Her attitude would be shocking if divulged to the rest of the community 
but, little by little, she reveals her new self whilst attending important social occasions. In 
contrast, Semha, in the short story ‘Les reves de la mere’ (La Reprise, p. 159-80), lives her 
Canadian life only through the accounts of activities and relationships of her daughter 
Joyce. Lacking the confidence to start an entirely new lifestyle (like Habiba did), she 
chooses to live the Canadian way by proxy and is frustrated by her daughter’s lack of 
ambition for a career or a less conventional way of life.
In Ghalem’s work, independence for women is accompanied by guilt: as we have 
seen earlier, women try desperately to shake off the cultural patterns instilled into them by 
their mothers, but doing this also entails the renunciation of a part of themselves: they have 
to forget attitudes towards men like timidity and submission, and have to learn how to 
stand up for themselves. In fact, they have to reinvent for themselves the concepts of 
‘being a woman’ and of ‘femininity’, which were controlled by men in their native
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country. New cultural concepts help women redefine their personal identity, their role 
within society and their position towards men. In Quebec, Chafia has found a community 
of women who support each other in accomplishing this. She relies on a group of women 
led by
les plus jeunes qui se sont lanc^es k corps perdu vers une liberty trop longtemps esp6r£e et qui 
ressentent parfois les fatigues et qui nous donnent k toutes, avec cette arrogance un peu naive, le 
pouvoir de dire ‘Je’, meme si nous ne sommes pas tout k fait sures d’exister. [JDC, p. 125]
Chafia gives two specific examples of other women, role models, who, like her, have 
rejected their legacy of alienating cultural patterns, and who, daily, have to prove 
themselves and struggle against their own fear:
Victoire sur le voile et la timidity, [Hayat] ira avec son casque et ses bottes sur les chantiers discuter 
avec les ing6nieurs et les ouvriers de ces murs dont elle a rev£ pour mieux enfermer la paix des 
autres. Et Latifa qui est n£e en prison en 57 et qui passe un temps fou k presenter ses amis k d’autres 
amis et qui dit en riant: « Moi, je suis une fille de la prison. J’&ais collie k ma m£re et ma m£re n’a 
jamais eu peur des soldats et tout le monde croit que c ’est ma sceur parce qu’elle est jeune et belle.» 
[JDC, p. 125]
In Le Double Conte de Vexil (1996), Latif-Ghattas chooses a Native American 
character, Madeleine, to demonstrate that the act of rebellion can take the form of 
accepting one’s true origin. Madeleine, who at the beginning of the novel hides her origin 
to avoid racist comments and exclusion, decides to readopt her Native American identity 
and way of life. She presumes that, having Native American ancestors who once owned the 
territory of Quebec, she has rights in Quebec, and she wants to use these rights to help the 
clandestine immigrant Feve stay:
Madeleine se leva calmement, lui prit les deux mains, le regarda dans les yeux avec cette force que 
personne ne soupfonnait et lui dit: «Je suis une Qu6b6coise, moi. Une ancienne du “Kebec”. Tu sais 
ce que signifie “Kebec”? “1& ou passe le fleuve.” J’ai des droits sur cette terre et je te garderai...» 
[LDCDE, p. 127]
For the first time, Madeleine finds the strength to stand up first to her colleagues who are 
making racist comments about newcomers, and then to the Immigration administration. 
Her reaction when Feve is refused a permit to stay in Quebec is to invoke her Native 
American culture in the broadest terms. Calling out the names of lost languages, tribes and 
warriors, she hopes to find inspiration and strength to bring Feve back, to fight what she 
sees as an injustice:
Madeleine appelle, appelle, appelle ses langues d’origine... BSothuk, Tlimgit, Hai'da, Tsimshian, 
Wakashan, Salishan, Jutenai.......
Madeleine appelle, appelle, appelle ses peuples d’origine... Kutchin-loucheux, Peaux de Li6vres, 
Dagrit, Couteaux Jaunes, Nahanis, Chipenwyan, Castors, Sekami, Micmacs, Mal^cites, Naskapi, 
Mistassin, MoskSgons, Algonkins, Ojibways, Tete de Boule, Crow, Cris.......
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... Madeleine appelle, appelle, appelle ses prophfctes... Shawnee Tecumseh, Ten-Squah-Tah-Wah, 
Pontiac, Sachem Ottawa, Wowocka, Handsomelake.......
... Madeleine appelle, appelle, appelle ses guerriers... Sitting Bull, Red Cloud, Crazy Horse, 
Spotted Tail, Cochise, Geronimo.......
... Plus le bateau s’^loignait du port, plus elle devenait mince, mince, jusqu’i  la transparence, 
jusqu’& la disparition. Alors Feve, de loin, leva la main droite vers le ciel et hurla: «MARIAM 
NOURR........ » [LDCDE, p. 160-61]
In the end, Madeleine does not succeed in bringing her old culture to the rescue and save 
Feve from a second exile. What she has gained, nevertheless, is inner strength and the 
feeling that things should change in the future. She becomes a dissident voice who tells the 
real story of the creation of Quebec. She teaches the little girl she is looking after not the 
myth of the foundation of Quebec, but the true history of the violence against and the 
submission of the Native people, and the greed of the colonizers. She is, at last, true to 
herself, to her people and ancestors, and to other people. Latif-Ghattas emphasizes again 
that it is only through the knowledge of one’s own origins and new culture that one can 
reconcile both lifestyles. In this novel, Madeleine/Manitakawa is at the confluence of 
different cultures and languages, and she does not hesitate to learn and teach cultural 
elements. Her proactive attitude eventually pays off and makes her successful, like most of 
the like-minded female characters of Les Lunes de miel (1996).
Conclusion
Like other migrants, Middle Eastern writers reflect upon the reasons or motivations that led 
them out of their country of origin. Some migrants left because they felt estranged from 
others, refusing to submit to the current rules of that society, but most were forced to leave 
by political or economic circumstances. Although some characters express nostalgic 
feelings about their country of origin, they are mainly longing for their past: the country of 
origin is associated with childhood (a generally happy period of one’s life), to which it is 
impossible to return. The Middle Eastern migrants who have been forced into leaving, 
however, seem less inclined to nostalgia. It is as though they see migration as an 
opportunity for a better life, rather than exile from the place they love. Traditions remain 
important to these characters, but they focus predominantly on changes.
Female characters are both more prone to and exposed to changes, and it is hardly 
surprising to find that women dominate this group of writers. When they arrive in Quebec, 
they are either unaware of the new options offered to them in terms of personal freedom, or 
they are seeking a place that will allow them to express their voice. Either way, most 
women - at least most female characters in our selected novels - find independence and
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freedom of expression. They rid themselves of the paternalistic traditions with which they 
have been brought up. They become a proactive force in the community which implements 
changes, embraces new values, and puts in practice newly acquired rights. At different 
levels, they are all influenced by feminist theories, which lead them to rethink their 
personal and cultural identity. Not only do they reinvent their concept of being a woman in 
light of their new lifestyle, they also re-evaluate their place within society and their own 
culture. The ‘absence’ of men is noticeable: despite a few positive male characters in the 
novels, men are mainly represented as inactive, useless, abusive, two-faced or weak. 
Compared to women, they undergo changes but do not embrace them. For them, migration 
is not synonymous with emancipation, but rather with a disintegration of their traditional 
way of life.
Chapter 3: Haitian writing in Quebec: the importance of memory.
Introduction
The Haitian group of expatriate writers who have settled in Quebec is, in comparison to the 
other groups included in this study, the largest, spanning several generations. For example, 
Emile Ollivier and Gerard Etienne belong to the first generation of political exiles; Dany 
Laferriere left Haiti in 1977; Stanley Pean and Marie-Celie Agnant are amongst the new 
generation, who, despite being bom in Haiti, have spent most of their lives in Quebec. This 
group offers a wider range of analysis, images and emotions about the migration process 
than any other group.
The selected Haitian writers can be characterized by their attachment to memory. It 
is not the kind of deconstructed memory favoured in Jewish narratives as we will see in the 
next chapter, nor the memory charged with mixed emotions of the French and Middle 
Eastern authors. Haitian writers seem to cherish their memories of Haiti and its people, and 
try to recreate its atmosphere in a large proportion of their novels. Although they blame the 
political regime that forced them to leave, their fondness for their country is such, in fact, 
that most express the desire to return and settle there one day. This idea subtends most 
novels, and is probably another important difference between Haitians and the other 
studied minorities. They do not -  at least not immediately -  consider themselves to be 
migrants but, rather, see themselves as exiles: in their view, they do not intend to settle 
permanently in Quebec and hope to return ‘home’ in the future.
Haiti remains the centre of their preoccupations, and of most of their novels. In 
fact, the selected authors have produced a large number of narratives based on their life on 
their native island, and on their memories of that time and place. In these books, they 
usually present a positive and idyllic image of their past in Haiti, and it seems that, for 
them, writing is a means of mapping their culture and sense of belonging, not only for 
themselves but also for their readers. Although authors cannot completely avoid 
mentioning the climate of poverty, violence and oppression that exists in Haiti, they often 
choose to present it in a historical perspective, counterbalancing the recent poor decades 
with the heroic events of independence.
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Memory and embeddedness
One of the characteristics of Haitian writing in Quebec is the predominance of the past and 
its depiction. Memory is often seen as one of the key factors when it comes to defining 
one’s identity. It is memory that ensures continuity in one’s self, maintaining the link 
between past and present. Even though memory is a very subjective matter - and is 
therefore not always reliable it is the only certainty an individual has of being one and 
the same person throughout time. Along with its role in defining identity, memory plays a 
vital part in the processes of enculturation54 or embeddedness.55 These two similar 
concepts are the result of integrating with one’s self the major components of one’s 
culture: a language and its images, traditions, laws, religion, social behaviours, education, 
etc. As Ruthellen Grotevant explains,
We are embedded in our culture, which is embedded in us, creating a sense o f identity that, if  firm
and well integrated, organize us to such an extent that we become unaware o f  it. We belong, we are
connected, we are in the world that is in us.56
Contrary to the French or Middle Eastern authors, Haitians admit to their national pride at 
being the first ‘black’ nation that shook colonial imperialism and gaining independence as 
soon as 1804. It is not surprising then that Haitian writers should turn to their memory 
(personal or collective) for inspiration and use their past to feed their work, be it openly 
autobiographical or slightly disguised.
It is significant that most authors should turn to their past for inspiration, because it 
is a way of denying the traumatic conditions and period of migration. Firstly, it looks as 
though authors wish to return to the unspoilt period before their political awareness, to the 
innocence of the time before their displacement. They show their ‘embeddedness’ in its 
purest state. Childhood narratives like Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin (1998) and La 
Chair du maitre (1997) by Dany Laferriere, Alexis d ’Haiti (1999) by Marie- Celie Agnant, 
or Mille-Eaux (1999) and La Discorde aux cent voix (1986) by Emile Ollivier, all evoke 
the beauty and the luxuriance of Haiti together with its picturesque characters and unique 
history. Even though the Duvalier dictatorships are mentioned, their violence certainly 
does not overpower the narratives, as happens in Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), for 
example, in which Dany Laferriere recounts his last days in Haiti, hunted by the macoutes.
54 Emile Ollivier. ‘Quatre theses sur la transculturation’, Cahier de recherche sociologique, vol.2, N o .2 ,1984 
(Septembre). p.75-90.
Ruthellen Grotevant. ‘Identity and relatedness’, in H.A. Bosma, et al. (eds.). Identity and Development. 
Thousand Oaks; London; New Delhi: Sage Publications. 1994. p.84-102.
56 Ibid. p.98
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Authors generally choose to put such painful memories aside to enjoy the pleasure of 
reliving their earlier, happy memories:
J’ai £crit ce livre pour une seule raison: revoir Da. [...] Et je les[les habitants de Petit-Goave] ai tous 
revus.
Voici Da, assise comme toujours sur sa galerie au 88 de la rue Lamarre, en train de siroter son caf£. 
Et aussi ce bon vieux Marquis qui vient se frotter contre ma jambe, en remuant la queue.
Le soleil de midi. Les rues d6sertes. La mer turquoise scintillant derrfere les casernes. La ville fait la 
sieste. \CAMSF, p.295]
Such focus on memory may denote, however, nostalgia for the past. Ultimately, authors 
describe what they have lost and what they hope to find when they return. Their attempt to 
cling on so much to the past shows their angst at having to struggle to retain this part of 
their identity and maybe their dissatisfaction with their lot as exiles. Dissatisfied with the 
present, memory becomes a form of escapism.57
Secondly, this recourse to reenacting the past is a way of reaffirming their cultural 
identity. The society in which Haitian authors have decided to settle tends to consider 
migration as a social issue. It provides migrants with material assistance and encourages 
them to ‘integrate’, to blend in progressively thanks to education and employment. This 
society is keen to ‘absorb’ the migrant flow but often overlooks the migrants’ background. 
Memory, here transposed in literature, becomes the instrument for regaining one’s 
individuality, and provides an opportunity to show the Haitian migrant community from a 
different perspective through Haitian characters and settings. Be they ostensibly real or 
entirely fictional, the characters depicted by migrant writers become part of the 
imagination of the reader, no longer in terms of faceless statistics, but in terms of 
representations of people, neighbours, co-workers, etc. Migrants can no longer be ignored 
under the pretence of ignorance of their past, of what they have been through. Sharing a 
piece of a migrants’ past through literature initiates the beginning of a dialogue and a 
complicity with his adoptive country, and maybe provides the basis of a better 
understanding of his experience and his life. In the narratives, memory and 
‘embeddedness’ manifest themselves in different manners: the interplay of languages; the 
recreation of the Haitian environment and atmosphere; the use of Haitian imagination; the 
evocation of the family and of the community.
57 We will treat the source o f their dissatisfaction in further chapters.
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The languages
The linguistic allegiance of Haitian writers is split between vernacular Creole and formal 
French. On the one hand, Creole is their mother tongue and is used in all informal dealings. 
But, although Creole has emotional connotations, it also carries social stigma and is often 
equated with lack of education. Pride in Creole cultural identity is a fairly recent and 
sporadic development. French, on the other hand, is the language of education, of 
officialdom, and, for our writers, of intellectual development and achievement, despite 
being also associated with the oppression of the colonial era. In both cases, language 
carries the legacy of slavery. Their attitude towards both languages is ambivalent and 
reflects the dilemma faced by the population of Haiti: French remains even today an 
official language of Haiti despite its connection with colonisation and the fact that the 
major part of the population speaks Creole, which gained official recognition only in the
c o
late 1990s. The use of both languages therefore splits the country: on one the hand, there 
is French, which is the language of oppressive officialdom, and on the other hand, there is 
Creole, the language of the Haitian people condemned to a parallel and enclosed world.
In Dany Laferriere and Emile Ollivier’s work, for example, French is presented as 
the language of formality. In Ollivier’s La Discorde aux cent voix (1986), for example, 
Madame Anselme and her daughter pray in French: the Bible and prayers are in read and 
recited in French (p.206-8). In Stanley Pean’s in La Memoire ensanglantee (1994), Leila, 
the narrator, recalls that her parents usually address her and her brother in Creole, but they 
switch to French for important announcements:
Mais allez savoir pourquoi, c’&ait de pr6f£rence en fran?ais qu’ils nous apostrophaient quand ils 
avaient quelque chose d’important k nous dire... [MEn, p. 13]
And French is definitely the language of the law and its representatives. In Le Charme des 
apres-midi sans fin  (1998), for example, Djo, the local policeman, reads out aloud, in 
French, all official announcements on the public square, which, for most of the village 
crowd, is an incomprehensible babbling:
Finalement, Djo consent k expliquer en langue vemaculaire ce qu’il vient de dire. [CAMSF, p.181]
58 Some 90 to 95 %  o f the Haitian population speak Creole according to die statistics provided by the website 
http://www.saxakali.com/caribbean/LanahL.htm. However, according the UNESCO website 
(http://www.ibe.unesco.org/Intemational/Databanks/Dossiers/rhaiti.htm), French largely remains the 
language o f alphabetisation and education - particularly in secondary schools and universities, despite 
directives from Haitian education authorities to encourage the use o f Creole as the main language and 
bilingualism.
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Here, Laferriere shows the pomposity and absurdity of this use of French: Haitian officials 
might use a language that is considered sophisticated, but it does not make their 
communication to the population more relevant because they do not understand it.
Education, provided in Catholic schools for the privileged few, is also delivered 
only in French. Da, the narrator’s grandmother in La Chair du maitre (1997) and Le 
Charme des apres-midi sans fin  (1998), takes pride in young Dany’s good French 
education:
D ’abord, k notre £cole, on ne tol6re personne de plus de treize ans, alors que, k l ’6cole nationale. II y 
a des 616ves de dix-huit ans. [...] Nous (ceux de l’^cole des Fr£res), tout ce que nous entendons 
autour de nous c’est: «Le seul travail que je te demande de faire c ’est d’£tudier.» [CAMSF, p.79]
... while, among the middle class, Emile’s mother insists that he speaks perfect French at 
all time and not the vernacular:
Madeleine voulait que je m’exprime en fran?ais avec la precision d’un chimiste qui p£se ses 
poudres. La concordance des temps se devait d’etre impeccable, le mot propre, l’expression imag6e 
d6pos6s k leur place comme des talismans; et c ’&ait offense impardonnable que de tr^bucher sur le 
genre d’un substantif. [ME, p.59]
Emile Ollivier underlines his ambiguous relationship to French. Although, for him, French 
is associated with unpleasant memories of rules and repression from his mother and at 
school, it is, however, the language of literature. In Mille-Eaux (1999), the author recounts 
his love of reading from a very early age but, more importantly, he describes in great 
details his first literary experience, writing a letter:
Pour la premiere fois, le gosse 6crivait, non dans le cadre de ses travaux scolaires, mais avec une 
strategic de seduction. Certes la langue ne lui venait pas de l’exterieur; il l’avait int6rioris6e depuis 
quelques ann^es d6j&, dans une sorte de socialisation sauvage, subie, impos6e; elle lui venait pour 
ainsi dire du dedans. [...]
Je date ma naissance k la vie d’gcrivain de cet instant od, assis pieds ballants devant le bureau de 
mon pdre, sur cette chaise en acajou massif qui, compte tenu de ma taille, m’engloutissait, je dus 
r6diger une lettre de circonstance. [ME, p.24-5]
When examining this determining episode, at first, the narrator detaches himself from the 
boy that he was then. At this time, he can read and speak French perfectly, but it still 
remains a tool, a familiar but not yet personal element. When the narrator assumes the first 
person again, it is as though he also assumes the language fully and invests it with personal 
feelings too. There is a connexion, a fusion between the boy and the older man sealed by 
the purposeful use of French language.
Even though the authors are bilingual, the use of Creole in their narratives remains 
rather parsimonious and its influences on the French language are quite subtle. It is
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invariably used as a way of transcribing a popular attitude. For example, Emile Ollivier 
quotes a Creole song and its translation in La Discorde aux cent voix (1986) to reinforce 
the popular -  if not working-class -  traits of Madame Anselme. The author also uses the 
Cric! Cracl formula, characteristic of popular and traditional Haitian storytelling, as 
children make fun of Diogene Artheau and invent this little song:
Cric!
Crac!
Devinez! Qui a la tete ronde comme un potiron et adore les tetes de poissons?
Maitre Diogene Artheau 
Cric!
Crac!
Qui peut dire pourquoi le diable blanc a battu sa femme?
Pour une tete de poisson! [DCV, p.38]
In Mille-Eaux (1999), Creole is the language of imagination and fantasy. Emile 
transgresses his mother’s orders for the pleasure of the image:
Ma m6re ne ratait aucune occasion de tancer mes hearts de langage, tant en franfais qu’en Creole, 
car les expressions rudes, imagoes, concretes dont le Creole a le secret et qu’il m’arrivaient d’utiliser 
ddclenchaient chez elle des acc6s de fureur foMz.[ME, p.59-60]
It seems that Ollivier associates Creole with spontaneity, as opposed to associating French 
with effort and affected manners.
Dany Laferriere’s novels, like Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin (1998), do not 
use Creole as such but, instead, he integrates the popular tradition of nicknaming into the 
narrative. For example, when Vieux-Os -  Dany Laferriere’s nickname given by his family 
-  is introduced to the local hougan (a sort of magician, herbalist and priestly intermediary 
between men and Voodoo gods), the Notaire Lone comments:
Voici Josaphat qui se fait appeler N6g-Feuilles pour mieux mystifier les gens... [CAMSF, p. 126]
Then it is the author’s own nickname that is explained by Neg-Feuilles:
Vieux-Os! S’exclame N6g-Feuilles, c’est un nom tr6s puissant, Vieux-Os veut dire que tu ne crains 
pas le temps. Vieux n’a pas peur du temps. Le temps court dans le meme sens que Vieux-Os. Tu es 
le fils bien-aim6 de la m^moire... [CAMSF, p. 127-28)
A very appropriate - and visionary? - nickname indeed for a boy who became the author of 
autobiographical narratives like Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin  (1998), La Chair du 
maitre (1997) or Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000)! Laferriere also claims, in J ’ecris comme 
je  vis (2000), that the French syntax of L ’Odeur du cafe (2001) is influenced by that of 
Creole:
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L ’Odeur de cafe est un livre ecrit en creole. Quand j ’ai envoys le manuscrit k mon 6diteur, celui-ci 
m’a fait remarquS un fait assez Strange. S’il comprenait tous les mots, il peinait quelquefois k 
comprendre le sens de certaines phrases. J’ai repris tout de suite le manuscrit pour finir par 
dScouvrir que c ’Stait la syntaxe du crSole. D ’une certaine fafon, il Stait pratiquement impossible 
d’Scrire un livre qui raconte mon enfance k Petit-Goave dans une langue autre que le crSole. Je l’ai 
Scrit en fran?ais parce que la trSs grande majority de mes lecteurs ne lisent que le fran9ais. Mais tout 
le livre se trouvait baignS dans une culture haitienne dont le crSole est 1’Spine dorsale. J’ai repris le 
manuscrit afin d’Stablir le texte en franfais. (. . .) Le fait est que je me perds dans ce fouillis 
linguistique. Je suis traversS par diffSrentes langues, par diffSrentes coutumes, par diffSrentes 
histoires, qui se livrent une guerre incessante pour savoir qui va dominer mon esprit, [p. 180-81, my 
italics]
According to the author, using French words is only accessory; the essence of the text is 
Creole.
Stanley Pean makes use of Creole in a very different manner. He scatters his 
narratives with Creole words, even though none of his novels actually takes place in Haiti; 
only a few brief episodes are set there. The author usually stages characters belonging to 
the Haitian community living in Quebec. Creole words reinforce the ‘exotic’ aspect of the 
plots, inspired by legends, myths and political events from Haiti, and often result in the 
estrangement of the non-creolophone reader in his own language. We find words like 
zombie (though commonly used in French and English), bizango, dechoukaj, etc. in the 
course of the novels, usually referring to Haitian concepts which do not have a French 
equivalent. The characters explain most words, or, as in Zombi blues (1999) for example, a 
glossary is included at the end of the book, which gives a definition of Creole words as 
well as a brief description of Haitian people and events.
Like Pean, Marie-Celie Agnant’s use of Creole is scarce, but serves the purpose of 
reinforcing cultural traditions and symbolism. Instead of using isolated words, Agnant 
includes whole proverbs, such as those recited by Ma-Lena to her grandson Alexis, who is 
about to leave Haiti; their underlying advice will help him to overcome the emigration 
process and keep his sense of identity. Furthermore, the novel - Alexis d ’Haiti (1999) - 
concludes on a Creole word, Ayabombe, which is a greeting meaning ‘good day’; for 
Alexis, this is the first positive thing that he hears since he left Haiti, and it is the promise 
of an improvement in his situation and an acceptation within a new country.
We have seen that the diglossia provides a linguistic basis to expatriate Haitian 
writers for the recreation of their native land. Although the Haitian readership can easily 
identify and enjoy these subtle references, it is interesting to note, though, that Haitian 
writers make sure that this does not exclude other francophone readers, by including 
explanatory notes in or with the text, and by blending the linguistic elements into the
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themes and structure of the narrative. Again, here, this may be seen as an attempt by the 
writers to open the culture of their minority to a wider audience. They embrace all readers 
rather than writing solely for their own community; they chose inclusion over marginality.
The recreation o f the original environment: ‘mapping * memories
In addition to the use of linguistic markers, we note the abundance of geographical names: 
streets, squares, suburbs, towns, but also cafes, cinemas, shops, hospitals, etc. It seems as 
though authors attempt to paint an exhaustive map of Port-au-Prince and the whole island 
of Haiti by listing every place that they are able to remember. Names act like an 
incantation. In Laferriere’s Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), for example, the juxtaposition 
of the names recreates the island in an impressionistic or even poetic style for the non- 
Haitian reader; but, also, it feels as though the narrator is trying to transcend or conjure the 
geographical and temporal distance:
Ma mere m’a conduit tr£s t6t le matin h la Station Sud. Bruits de camions en partance pour la 
province (Leog&ne, Grand-GoSve, Petit-Goave, MirogoSne, Jacmel, Bainet, Les Cayes, J6r6mie, 
Part-Salut, Torbeck, Saint-Louis-du-Sud, Pestel, Corail, etc.). [COF, p.53]
The impression created by this abundance of details is that authors hope to bring back to 
life these far away places that they left several decades ago. The reader can follow 
accurately the characters’ tribulations in town and beyond. More than an attention to detail, 
such enumeration sounds like a nostalgic attempt to immerse oneself again in the 
atmosphere of Haiti, a hope that names will recall and encapsulate the reality of the place. 
Geographical names, particularly in novels set in Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, are 
also used as an indication of wealth. Not only do names provide a map of the city, they 
also chart a character’s progress up or down the social ladder, thus contributing to the 
narrative framework. Like the character of Roseanna in Bonheur d ’Occasion by Gabrielle 
Roy, Dany Laferriere’s mother in Pays sans chapeau (1999) worries about having to move 
house to a worse area than that in which they currently dwell. The suburb in which one 
lives determines the social class to which one belongs, and one’s degree of comfort in this 
third-world country.
Quand on perd son quartier, on perd tout. Un cadre dans lequel on peut etre k son aise, des amis qui 
sont devenus avec le temps presque des parents, les petites dpiceries qui vous foumissent k credit 
parce que vous vous etes fait une reputation de bonne cliente, 1’ecole des enfants dont vous 
connaissez la directrice, le cinema tout k c6te. [PSC, p.42]
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In Mille-Eawc (1999), we follow the young Emile and his mother through ever poorer 
suburbs each time they change house: from the house in Martissant, a middle-class 
neighbourhood, they move to a two-room flat in Chemin des Dalles, and then move again 
to Lakou Jadine, a basic accommodation in a working-class area. They eventually move in 
with Emile’s grandmother because his mother is totally ruined:
On avait done d£m6nagd. Ce que Madeleine n’avait avoud & personne, c ’est qu’elle avait 
hypoth6qu6 la propri6t6 de Martissant et n’avait pas pu rembourser. [ME, p. 124]
Like Creole words and allusions, geographical names contribute to the recreation of the 
Haitian landscape and atmosphere, and also provide a web of references into which authors 
weave descriptions.
These descriptions show the beauty of Haiti with its luxuriant nature and colourful 
places - each with its own atmosphere - but somehow avoid mentioning the country’s 
extreme poverty and state of desolation. In the fifth chapter of Mille-Eaux (1999), the 
narrator marvels at the beauty of Port-au-Prince, the town in which he was brought up. 
This chapter is a meticulous recollection of his childhood memories and experiences. It is a 
description made by an informed narrator, who seems to have explored Port-au-Prince in 
all its dimensions: it is a presentation of the city that appeals to all senses and whose 
thoroughness makes the reading experience an almost physical one.
Comment la mdmoire assure-t-elle l’enchamement du temps au-del£ des ruptures qui en scandent les 
diffrrents moments? Y aurait-il une autre mantere de comprendre qui ne soit pas qu’avec son corps? 
II y a des foules de choses qu’on ne comprend qu’avec son corps, sans trouver les mots pour le dire. 
II y a des souvenirs qu’on ne sait pas dire. [ME, p.77]
Yet, despite being vivid and poetic, one cannot help but notice that the narrator seems 
reluctant to go beyond the account of sensuous observations of a young boy, refusing to 
pass on the analysis of the older man. Even in Les Urnes scellees (1995), which proposes a 
more objective vision of Haiti, detailed descriptions are the way to make memory more 
tangible and vivid, and to recreate the atmosphere of places. The narrator, for example, 
mentions the haggling skills of the vendors and their clients, and marvels at their eloquence 
with which they obtain the best deals:
Au marchd, 1’invective est jeu, elle fait sourire et appelle la rdplique. [1/5, p.70]
In La Chair du maitre (1997), we find a similar description of interaction at the market 
place:
“C’est la fSte en plein marchd du Samedi.” [CM, p.63]
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The explosion of life and vitality contrasts with the coldness (not only meteorologically, 
but also socially) of Northern America. Authors notice the buoyant mood of the people and 
the friendly atmosphere of the market because they find no equivalent in their country of 
adoption. Market places seem to encapsulate not only the liveliness and the sense of 
humour of Haitians, but also the richness of senses on offer. In the following description of 
a market place, Ollivier, rather lyrically, recalls a whole way of life, of thinking and 
behaving, and offers a vision that addresses all sense in a dizzying mix of sounds, colours, 
tastes, textures and movements:
Le marche, po£me d’&alages construits le matin, d&ruits tot le soir, quand la mar£e descend et que 
le soleil se couche avec la d&erminante rapidity qu’on lui connait sous le ciel caratt>6en. L’ceil 
s’accrochera d’abord aux £tals couverts de haricots, de navets, de carottes, de choux; il sera surpris 
par la grosseur des ignames, des bananes-plantains et des patates douces. Les ronces crochues des 
corossols, la peau douce et lisse des cachimans coeur-de-bceuf, les grumeaux des pommes-cannelles, 
le jaune mouchetS de vert des papayes, le rouge, le rouille d’autres fruits h promesse de succulence 
qui s ’amoncellent en congSres & cot€ des pamplemousses, des mangues, des pastdques et des avocats 
le d^routent. Des m6nag6res palpent les yeux vitreux des poissons tachet£s, bariolds, aussi bien 
bonites argent^es, m6roux que dorades, thazars et carangues, enfil^s par les oui'es, suspendues h des 
crocs en fer p lants sur des supports en bois. [US, p.69]
The lengthy list of fresh and colourful products certainly contrasts with the food of ‘la- 
bas’, in North America, and indicates a sort of craving for this Caribbean repletion of the 
senses and jolliness.
The topic of Caribbean food plays an important role too in mapping memory as it is 
often used to access different aspects of memory, and adds connotations of conviviality, 
pleasure, relationship, etc. For our chosen authors, mentioning food is equivalent to 
evoking a host of worldly and spiritual memories: it is a tangible link between ‘here’ and 
‘there’, ‘now’ and ‘then’, acting like the Proustian Madeleine. In Dany Laferriere’s novels, 
there are many scenes in which Da, the narrator’s grand-mother, or Marie and Renee, his 
mother and aunt respectively, prepare his food and watch him eat: it is an unspoken gesture 
of deep affection and care. In Stanley Pean’s work, the Caribbean restaurant is the 
privileged place for meeting other members of the community and keeping in touch with 
the mother country. The explicit comparison of food is a way of emphasizing the distance 
between the Haitian and North American cultures, between a lively, spicy way of life as 
contrasted with a bland and sanitized, possibly even sterile, one. This is particularly clear 
in Les Urnes scellees (1995):
Reine n’annoncera pas, aujourd’hui Vendredi, les rougets frits ou la dorade au court-bouillon dont la 
marchande lui aurait garanti la fraicheur; on n’entendra pas Caroline rappeler que hier on avait servi 
du cresson et de l’avocat et qu’il faudrait une salade d’6pinards, question de varier le menu. Ariane 
ne rapportera pas le grand panier de fruits achetes devant la porte de la pharmacie: un monument de 
grenadines, parce que c’est la saison; de cai'mites parce que, cette ann6e, leur succulence est un vrai
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p6ch6; de cachimans coeur-boeuf dont Sam qui ne devrait pas tarder k rentrer raffole. On n’entendra 
point les exclamations exprimant la satisfaction de Sam et les gloussements des sceurs Monsanto 
entrecoupgs d’une litanie d’exhortations des marches de plein vent, d’hosannas pour les produits qui 
sentent la terre, de suppliques en faveur du cuit longtemps k petit feu, de toll6s contre le surged en 
provenance de Miami, de salade vendue en sachets de plastique: halte au massacre! Leurs pridres 
afin que survivent longtemps haricots tendres, pois de France, laitues de Boston, lambis et 
chevreaux de lait. [US, p. 168]
In this extract, Ollivier puts the emphasis not only on the profusion of food, but also on a 
way of eating that is natural, seasonal, varied and full of flavour. He implies that this is the 
‘normal’ way to live, the way nature intended. By contrast, the way of living disconnected 
from nature that is prevalent in northern modem societies appears bland. Ollivier and the 
other Haitian writers, it seems, try to demonstrate, through their depictions of Haitian 
customs, that living in exile is unnatural, and their recreation of the Caribbean lifestyle is a 
desperate attempt to return to their earthly paradise.
Authors add another dimension to the idyllic recreation of Haiti by drawing on their 
personal childhood memories. Emile Ollivier’s Mille-Eaux (1999), for example, is an 
autobiographical narrative covering his childhood up until his early teenage years. As for 
Dany Laferriere, out of ten volumes in his autobiographical cycle, he has devoted three to 
his childhood, namely L ’Odeur du cafe (2001), Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin (1998) 
and La Chair du maitre (1997). As for Marie-Celie Agnant, her novel Alexis d ’Haiti 
(1999) is not autobiographical, but she chooses to present Haiti through the eyes of a 
young boy. It seems that, through their childhood narratives, exiled Haitian writers have set 
out to show Haiti at a time during which the narrator is not yet critical or aware of the 
political problems afflicting his or her country. (In fact, even in the more objective 
narratives depicting the authors’ return trip to Haiti, the positive aspects of their native 
island remain predominant.) It looks as though they wish to dissociate themselves from the 
common conception of Haiti as a third-world dictatorship. In these childhood narratives, 
the Duvalier dictatorship or politics seem to be forbidden topics, or are given vague 
treatments which certainly do not overpower the text. Haiti is remembered and described 
mainly from the perspective of a child. Note Stanley Pean’s remark about Ollivier’s Mille- 
Eaux (1999) in the literary magazine Lettres quebecoises:
De cette chronique d’enfance v£cue dans la privation du pdre, Ollivier a £vacu6e presque toute 
reference explicite k la misdre, au contexte politique, comme par volontd d’affirmer la primaute du 
reve et de la magie dans l’apprentissage du gamin qu’il a autrefois. Cela dit, la primaut6 du 
registre po&ique n’exclut pas 1’acuity du regard et la luciditd presque douloureuse (Ollivier, faut-il
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le rappeler, est £galement sociologue) dans ce livre ni dans le reste de cette oeuvre monumentale, 
l’un des cadeaux les plus gdn^reux qu’ait offert Haiti aux lettres qu6b6coises et mondiales.59
The absence of backwards and forwards movements between past and present in the 
autobiographical narratives is also significant. There is little -  if any -  reference to the 
present situation of the narrator or his future. The narrator, who presently lives in Quebec, 
acts as if he does not want to intrude in the story, which, in Dany Laferriere’s novels, is 
often narrated in the present tense. At times, Emile Ollivier detaches himself from the little 
boy he was by addressing his former self, using the pronoun tu. This suggests the distance 
between the present and the past, but also that the author does not wish to intervene: he 
merely becomes an on-looker, an observer of his past. It seems that everything is done to 
erase the trace of the ‘present’, to make the reader forget that the narrator has migrated and 
now lives away from Haiti. For Marie-Celie Agnant, choosing to tell a story from the 
perspective of a ten year old boy allows her to keep to a minimum the negative elements of 
reality, and, as the previously mentioned authors, enables her to put a greater emphasis on 
the agreeable aspects of life in Haiti:
Coinc^e entre la mer et le Mome k Congo, une des plus hautes chaines de montagnes de l’ile, la 
Ruche compte environ un millier d’habitants. Un vallon fertile , que longent deux rivieres aux eaux 
claires et limpides: la Gosseline, tranquille, et la Mousseline, plus tumultueuse. Qk et 1&, des 
bosquets d’ajoncs, des marais oh poussent de longues tiges de bambou et des nenuphars aux larges 
feuilles qui servent de radeaux aux grenouilles. Un petit nid qu’Alexis et J6r6mie n’ont jamais eu 
1’occasion de quitter, mSme pas pour une visite k la capitale. Avec ses maisons peintes de couleurs 
vives et recouvertes de tole ondul6e, ses champs de cafifiers et ses bananeraies k perte de vue, cet 
endroit leur a toujours paru le lieu ideal ou habiter. [AH, p.10-1, my italics]
Adopting the perspective of a child and voluntarily excluding the violence of dictatorship, 
authors allow themselves to ignore the violence and poverty that prevail in Haiti. They can 
pretend that Haiti is an enclave of happiness and harmony. Along with the use of 
geographical names and numerous descriptions, the evocation of an idyllic childhood is 
another way of ‘mapping’ memory. Although this (re-)creation process may seem self- 
delusive, it can also be interpreted as a way of rehabilitating the population of Haiti and its 
culture by dissociating it from the desperate and violent conditions created by the Duvalier 
regime.
Spirituality, Imagination and History : ‘mapping ’ the imagination
While childhood narratives present Haiti almost exclusively through rose-tinted glasses, it 
is not the only manifestation of memory in Haitian writing. The use of Haitian imagination
59 Stanley P6an. ‘Emile Ollivier: Entre nostalgie et luciditd’, Lettres quebecoises, No. 102,2001 (6t6), p.12.
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through myths, legends, religion and historical events introduces the darker side to the 
idyllic depictions that we have seen above. This is quite striking in Stanley Pean’s work. 
The plots of his novels usually revolve around elements originating from Haitian legends. 
In Zombi blues (1999), for example, some key elements of the plot are directly inspired by 
Haitian folklore: for example, a macoute hopes to increase the magical powers attributed to 
twins in Haitian folk tales, with a concoction prepared by a hougan. Pean relies on 
traditional legends to provide the fantastic edge to most of his narratives, as well as using 
elements of Voodoo such as the fear of a werewolf-like creature (also used in Quand la 
bete est humaine (1997)).
In the work of Dany Laferriere, the allusions to Haitian folklore are less obvious, 
and tend to refer more to the religious beliefs associated with Voodoo. For example, in 
Pays sans chapeau (1999) - a title that is, as Dany Laferriere explains, the French 
translation of the Creole expression for the world of the dead - the narrator includes a 
dream sequence in which he visits the next world and meets some of the gods of the 
Voodoo pantheon (PSC, p.248 -  271). In novels like Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin
(1998), these references to Voodoo are mainly encapsulated in characters like Neg-Feuilles 
(a hougan), la vieille Nozea (a clairvoyant and ‘fiancee of the Voodoo god, Baron 
Samedi), or even Da (the author’s grand-mother), who talks to her dead ancestors and for 
whom a cup of ‘cafe des Palmes’ is be poured even after her death! Unlike Pean, the use of 
Haitian beliefs is mainly allegorical for Laferriere: through these characters or episodes 
inspired by Voodoo, he introduces the idea of fate and predestination. In childhood 
narratives, for example, Nozea seems to be able to predict the -  then -  young boy’s 
successful future as well as his migration. This prediction, which passes almost unnoticed, 
is a subtle way of introducing the author’s hindsight and of linking Haiti and Quebec from 
the beginning of his life, as though his destiny was to live in exile. Similarly, when 
Laferriere narrates his return to Haiti in Pays sans chapeau (1999) and knows then that he 
will never be able to live there again permanently, he chooses to name his novel with an 
expression originating in Voodoo and signifying the realm of death. With this title, not 
only does Laferriere assert that Haiti is close to dying due to the consequences of 
corruption and years of negligence but, also, that this part of his life -  i.e. living in Haiti 
permanently -  has come to an end for good with his first visit.
In Emile Ollivier’s work, religious superstitions and beliefs feature less 
prominently, though they are mentioned occasionally; more importance is given to Haitian
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history. In Mere-Solitude (1999), the vicissitudes of the Morelli family are intricately 
linked with the history of Haiti and changes of regime over the centuries:
Evoquer la m^moire de Nicolas Morelli, c’est rappeler dans un contexte de repression, d’incendie, 
de tremblement de terre, des paysans en haillons, arm£s de pic, qui semaient la terreur la nuit dans le 
plat pays et se r^fugiaient le jour dans les massifs de la Hotte. Evoquer la m^moire de Nicolas 
Morelli, c ’est rappeler l’arm^e souffrante conduite par des chefs comme Jean-Jacques Acaau, Jean 
Fran?ois, Jeannot Mouline qui ont fait trembler l’fle enttere. La repression de ce mouvement a 
dure, tranchante, aveugle. Evoquer la m£moire de Nicolas Morelli dans le decor de ce demi-siede, 
c ’est evoquer, aux yeux de la bourgeoisie, un degenere, un hysterique, un “sang-sale” qui toute sa 
vie a travailie dans le desordre, pour le bruit. [...] Evoquer la memoire de Nicolas Morelli, c’est 
evoquer, aux yeux du haut clerge, l’image d’un suppot du diable qui aurait partie liee avec la cabale, 
la ffanc-mafonnerie et les hougans de Trou-Forban. [MS, p.49]
Narces Morelli, the youngest member of the Morelli family, questions his ancestors’ past, 
unravelling the history of Haiti at the same time. The author uses the same process in Les 
Urnes scellees (1995) to describe the Soliman family:
[...] une famille de f&odaux, d’hommes politiques de grande influence. Trois stecles les avaient vu 
faire carrtere dans le Droit, l’Eglise et la politique. Les Soliman, des “musiciens-palais”. [...] Les 
Soliman ont mang6 k tous les rateliers, ont excell6 dans l’art de s’adapter aux conditions et aux 
temps, de retoumer habilement leur casaque, toujours la meme, avec une infinite d’envers. [US, 
p.84-5]
There follows a summarized history of the successive regimes that took power in Haiti: 
colonialism under Napoleon, Toussaint Louverture and the independence movement, 
Faustin I and a succession of corrupt presidents. Whereas Pean and Laferriere pay more 
attention to recent history, Ollivier refers to a variety of events that happen over a period 
stretching from the foundation of Haiti to this day. His view on Haitian history seems quite 
pessimistic, particularly as he recalls that, despite being the first country to shake off 
colonial domination, the succession of oppressive regimes has left Haiti drained. In Les 
Urnes scellees (1995), Adrien, the main character who returns to Haiti after the collapse of 
the Duvalier regime in 1986, witnesses the massacres at the time of the first election in 
‘free’ Haiti, and is trampled by a crowd that then lynches a man believed to have been a 
macoute. In Ollivier’s work, Haitian history introduces the notion of fatality: history 
repeats itself indefinitely, each era increasing further the degradation of the island. From 
colonisation to the hereditary Duvalier dictatorship, the Haitian people have never 
managed, despite their attempts, to get rid of the oppressors. The survivors in this context, 
the successful citizens are the ones who seemingly accept betrayal, compromise and 
submission. Other ones are dead -  unknown or martyr like Laferriere’s friend Gasner (see 
Le Cri des oiseaux fous) -  or in exile like all our authors.
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This view is partly shared by Marie-Celie Agnant. She, unlike the other authors of 
this group, includes the legacy of slavery in her novels. Her characters are usually aware of 
their slave ancestors, or become aware of them, and this knowledge empowers them by 
giving them a strong sense of identity. There is a significant episode in Alexis d ’Haiti
(1999) in which Ma Lena discloses to her grandson the story of their origins and entrusts 
him with a precious family heirloom:
Ce coquillage est magique, je crois, repond Ma Lena. II est sans doute aussi vieux que le monde et 
nos peines reunis, il vient de tr£s loin, confie-t-elle, avec un air mysterieux. II a d6j& traverse l’ocean 
d’un bout h l’autre. II est venu de Guinee, Son voyage a dure plusieurs mois et l’a mene des cotes 
d’Afrique jusqu’aux Antilles, dans les poches d’une petite fille qui etait 1 ’arri6re-grand-m6re de mon 
arri£re-grand-m£re! [...] Dans la famille, on l’a toujours garde avec la plus grande veneration. [AH,
p.61-2]
For Alexis, this shell is the only thing that he manages to save when he and his mother 
illegally migrate to the USA; it is the symbol of his identity, his origins and his ancestors’ 
courage. It is a reminder of his legacy, but also an object of pride. In Le Livre d ’Emma 
(2001), the legacy of slavery is more pessimistic and resembles Ollivier’s vision of fate. 
For Emma, it is impossible to break free from the patterns established by years of slavery. 
Despite all her efforts and her quest for the recognition of her history, she finds that 
nobody is prepared to listen to her. In her desperation, she kills her daughter to stop the 
cycle of events in which she believes all black Caribbean women are trapped. For Agnant 
and the other Haitian authors, history seems to doom their narratives with the evidence that 
the circle of exploitation and oppression cannot be broken, and that freedom for the 
individual lies not in revolution but in exile. For them, living in their native land is less 
important than knowing their history and being aware of how it has modelled their vision 
of the world, than living in one place: they focus on the journey, rather than on the arrival.
Relationships with the family and the community
Haitian authors evoke page after page the language, the landscapes and the atmosphere of 
the Haiti that they miss. Their depiction would not be complete, however, without 
mentioning the people, and particularly the family. For Dany Laferriere, as for Emile 
Ollivier or Marie-Celie Agnant, the female characters are the most important of all. 
Laferriere and Ollivier were both separated from their father at an early age: Ollivier’s 
father died and Laferriere’s was forced into exile.
Mon pdre, lui aussi joumaliste, s’etait fait expulser du pays par Francois Duvalier. Son fils Jean- 
Claude me poussera h l’exil. P6re et fils, presidents. P6re et fils, exiles. Meme destin. Ma Mere, elle 
ne quittera jamais son pays. Et si jamais elle le quitte, j ’aurai l’impression qu’il n’y a plus de pays.
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J’identifie totalement ma m6re avec le pays. Et elle est assise k cot6 de moi dans ce taxi qui file 
maintenant vers Martissant. Le torse bomb£ sous la douleur: ma mdre, mon pays. [PSC, p. 149-50]
Here, we note that Laferriere presents his mother as the anchor of cultural identity; she 
becomes the link to the country and to his patriotism. Laferriere paints a very affectionate 
portrait of his mother, filled with tenderness. She is the archetype of the Haitian mother 
who looks after her children to the point of suffocation, and who is strong minded. Even 
though he points out the weaknesses she tries to hide, he mainly shows the sacrifices she 
has made - and still makes - for him, and how proud of him she feels. Laferriere also 
recalls her strength of character and courage. We refer here, as an example, to the chapter 
of Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), called “Le Passeport (3h48)”(p.42-47), in which the 
author explains how his mother went to a colonel to enquire if her son’s life was in danger, 
obtained a passport for him and arranged for him to leave the country the next morning in 
order to save his life.
In Mille-Eaux (1999), Emile Ollivier’s mother does not have an obvious positive role: she 
represents the extreme discipline of language, the constant movement of domestic location, 
isolation from other children, and even madness. She is, nevertheless, at the core of the 
author’s character: despite his settlement in Quebec for over twenty years, he still defines 
himself as a migrant, a trait he inherited from her.
Je suis done fils de migrants et, en ce sens, ma migration ne date point d’hier. Mes veines sont 
irrigu^es de globules rouges de Terrance. Et j ’ajoute la plupart du temps: par-dessus le march6, ma 
m&re avait les pieds poudr^s de la pousstere des chemins. [ME, p. 142-3]
Ollivier’s mother is also instrumental in her son’s love of reading since she gave him a 
weekly allowance to buy books of his own choice. This, as Ollivier remembers, is the 
beginning of a ‘dialogue’ between the books and him, and a perpetual maturation process:
J’avais au fond ddcouvert que les mots avaient une mission: ils devaient nous apprendre k vivre. 
[...] Je savais que je poursuivrais ma conversation avec eux et que je disposais pour le faire de 
Tinfini de Tespace et de Tinfini du temps. [ME, p. 160]
Even though Ollivier depicts himself as neglected by his mother, his grandmother is there 
to look after him. She tempers the mother’s negative influence and allows the child a bit of 
freedom. More importantly, she is the one who urges the young Emile to recreate reality 
and introduces him to the pleasure of reading, even before the allowance is given to Emile: 
handling books and the entertaining solitude that they procure. According to the author,
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this was the second step towards becoming a writer:60 his love for books and reading 
moulded his imagination, and refined his taste and interests.
Une fois que je m’6tais plaint de ne pas avoir de compagnons de jeux, elle m’avait gourmand^: 
«Arrete de te morfondre! Invente, invente le monde! Riinvente la r6alit6! Lis, tu te sentiras bien 
moins seul.» [ME, p. 156]
In Dany Laferriere books, the mother and the grandmother are depicted in a rather different 
way, but both have an enormous influence on the author’s life too. Da, his grandmother, is 
the most developed character in Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin (1998), and has 
probably the most influential role in the author’s childhood. We learn in Pays sans 
chapeau (1999) that Laferriere’s mother had to send him to live with her mother in Petit- 
Goave for his security, and therefore Da fills the role of a second mother for him. She 
represents continuity with the traditions and popular culture of Haiti, as well as family 
history. She tells him stories of when she was young, of how she met his grandfather, of 
how they bought and remortgaged their house to give their daughters a chance in the 
capital. She also teaches her grandson about Voodoo and how to ‘talk’ to their ancestors. 
We note, for example, that the text is riddled with sentences like the following:
Da dit qu’il faut savoir se taire parfois, surtout quand on a tort. [CAMSF, p.94]
Je pr f^fere les histoires vraies de Da aux contes de la vieille Cornelia. [CAMSF, p. 189]
She is a sort of mentor for ‘Vieux-Os’ (Laferriere), who fully benefits from her 
practical teachings. What is common to Ollivier and Laferriere is that they both describe 
charismatic women who contrast with the very faint portrayal of absent fathers. 
Traditionally caring for their children and transmitting to them traditions and other 
elements of culture, women create a cocoon of affection and tenderness around them, from 
which it is often difficult to break free. They have a determinant role in shaping the 
personalities of their sons and grandsons and senses of identity.
In Alexis d ’Haiti (1999), Agnant assigns a similar role to Ma Lena. It is she who 
passes on the family history to her grandson and soothes his fears of migration by 
explaining their origins to him. Ma Lena ensures that Alexis’s links with and affection for 
Haiti grow stronger thanks to a deeper knowledge of it history. In Le Livre d ’Emma 
(2001), Emma plays a similar part for Flore. Emma, who is acutely aware of her origins 
and of her ancestors’ legacy, undertakes to ‘educate’ Flore. She teaches Flore the cultural 
heritage that she had forgotten, and, more importantly, she shows her how to become
60 The first step is writing a letter for his father, as we mentioned before.
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independent, to refuse the assimilation process which tends to erase her history and dilute 
her differences to make them invisible. In this sense, Emma assumes the traditional role of 
mother or grandmother.
Even though these authors describe remarkable women, one cannot help but notice 
that these female characters are at the same time the victims and the survivors of the 
absence of men. Ollivier’s mother becomes quite unstable and is considered demented by 
her family. Laferriere goes as far as sketching an ‘emasculated’ picture of Haitian society, 
in which men are made powerless by the macoutes61 and women are left to take on all 
responsibilities. However, if they are respected socially for their honesty or their wisdom, 
women neither have nor seem to desire any active or political power. By surrounding their 
children with care and comfort in the hope of discouraging from taking any risk, one gets 
the impression, however, that they contribute unwittingly to the apathy of men, and, in a 
way, help to maintain the dictatorship by encouraging their children not to take risks. As 
Laferriere puts it:
II y a la prison de Papa Doc, mais il y a aussi la prison des m£res. Papa Doc jette les pdres en prison.
Les mdres gardent les fils h la maison en les gavant de nourriture. Cela fait de gros fils d£griff<Ss.
Nos rivaux en la mati&re, ce sont les chats des vieilles. [COF, p. 182]
This constitutes a sweet, affectionate environment indeed for a child, but has disastrous 
consequences for adults.
Haitian authors also seem to have a predilection for charismatic characters. 
Memorable for their strong personalities, these characters play an important part in 
autobiographical narratives, as they most certainly made a great impression on the (then 
young) author; in works of fiction, they probably reflect the warmth and spry spirit of 
Haitian people. We have already observed these traits in descriptions of market places, for 
example, where invective, retort and the ability to haggle are expected and admired. Rather 
than portraying individuals, Emile Ollivier’s charismatic characters are some examples of 
different archetypes. In Les Urnes scellees (1995), there is Zag, the multi-talented barber: 
by day, he works in his shop and chats innocuously with his regular clients and, 
occasionally, he becomes a very sought-after hairdresser, capable of the most extravagant 
hairstyles; by night, he is a member of the ‘societe des hableurs’, debating politics but not 
taking any active part in political life. There is also the incarnation of poverty, malnutrition
61 We should say here that the macoutes themselves are dehumanised and are never portrayed as men but as 
beasts.
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and general poor healthcare in the character of So-Tiya, the servant of the Monsanto 
sisters.
Une petite vieille maigrichonne, en haillons, chauss6e de lourds brodequins d’homme, 6tait k demi- 
accroupie derrtere une tombe [...]. Elle avait un visage angulaire, taill6 au couteau, une tete bilieuse 
d’oiseau que prolongeait une machoire de caiman, des yeux morts entre des bourrelets de chair 
v io la te , un nez en bee d’aigle. Sur la tevre supdrieure k la peau fl&rie, crevass6e de mille rides 
verticales, de mille petites incisions, poussait une moustache. Au bas du cou, un goitre mal 
dissimute par un foulard noir. [US, p.65]
Ollivier also includes the character of the embittered intellectual whose brilliant career 
never materialised, and who was never given the chance to pursue his dreams of 
recognition: this is Leopold Seurat. This character bears quite a few resemblances to one of 
the main characters of La Discorde aux cent voix (1986), Diogene Artheau.
Leopold Seurat, qui n’avait pas taquing la muse depuis quatre d^cennies, gardait une aureole, un 
prestige de grand 6crivain, de po£te. [...JToute sa vie, il a attendu une reconnaissance caraib6enne 
qui n’est pas venue. [...] Malheureusement, le candidat pour qui il avait appete k voter aux Elections 
de 1946 avait 6t6 d6fait et, deux fois de suite, il n’avait pas eu plus de chances aux urnes. [US, 
P-171]
The characters of Leopold and Diogene could be interpreted as imaginary doubles of the 
author: he might have turned out like them - a frustrated intellectual - if he had stayed in 
Haiti. Their disillusionment and feelings of unfulfilment are expressed through bad temper 
and acrid criticism of the regime; their failure to produce anything other than one modest 
essay in the case of Diogene, or nothing at all in the case of Leopold, is the evidence of 
wasted creative minds and of the impossibility of expressing oneself freely under a 
totalitarian regime.
Laferriere takes a different approach to secondary charismatic characters: he 
chooses to present a gallery of portraits as if one had met them by chance in the street. For 
example, there are the visitors to his grandmother’s house, like Fatal, the revolutionary, 
always dropping in and out giving information in exchange for some of Da’s coffee, or 
Therese, the bride-to-be in her 40s who wants to lose her virginity before getting married 
(Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin , p268-271). In Laferriere’s novels, there are numerous 
scenes in taxis which are usually shared between people. These scenes are the opportunity 
for a quick sketch of characters and the transcription of a supposedly overheard 
conversation. The narrator admits to secretly eavesdropping, allowing himself - and the 
reader - to enter the intimacy of strangers and get an insight into their lives and minds. 
Rather than dealing with types of characters, one experiences informal and immediate
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encounters with people in the street, raw information. One can put oneself in the hero’s 
place:
Je fais semblant de dormir dans le tap-tap mais, en r6alit6, j ’^coute la conversation entre les deux 
hommes assis en face de moi. [COF, p. 105]
Je ne vois que des ombres, mais j ’entends tout. La nuit, je ne suis qu’une grande oreille. Je veux 
capter les dialogues les plus intimes. La parole secrete de la ville. [COF, p. 189]
In Pays sans chapeau (1999), in a chapter called ‘La Revelation’(p. 147-149), it is the 
author’s turn to be overheard and commented upon by the people who share his taxi, when 
he meets Lisa, an old flame. With this artifice of immediacy, Laferriere can pretend to 
present the ‘true’ Haiti: it looks as though he simply and faithfully transcribes what he saw 
without altering it, like a journalist. One gets the impression of accessing the real, 
uncensored voice of Haiti. The author, in this instance, appears to be a mere transmitter of 
the Vox Populi and not an interpreter.
Unlike the other Haitian authors, Laferriere also introduces characters based on real 
people for whom he has admiration. These figures - mainly artists, or at least free spirits - 
act as role models in the narratives. In Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), it is Laferriere’s 
friend Gasner who fills this role. Gasner was a well-known radio journalist, well-loved by 
his audience, yet he was murdered by macoutes for being inquisitive. He is presented in the 
novel as a martyr who died in the quest of the truth whilst opposing the Duvalier regime. 
As such, Gasner personifies the revolutionary youth who are prepared to die for their ideas 
and freedom, hence the feeling of guilt that Laferriere feels when he is about to leave the 
country and give up the fight. The narrator implies that Gasner, who courageously fought 
the dictatorial regime, is the real hero of the novel, not he who cowardly leaves the 
country. The author of Pays sans chapeau (1999) also mentions painters: returning home 
after years of exile gives Laferriere the opportunity to rediscover Haitian art pieces that he 
loved and that were originally engraved in his memory:
Je venais souvent ici, autrefois. Je passais des heures devant les peintures. II y a deux toiles que 
j ’aimais beaucoup. Le bourgeois chez lui de Mucius St^phane qui repr6sente, je crois, un homme 
assis sur une dodine avec un chat sur lui ou k ses pieds, j ’ai oubliS. L’autre toile est un portrait 
inache v6 de la Grande Brigitte par Hector Hyppolite. Tout cela est bien brouill6 dans ma m&noire, 
aujourd’hui. II y a aussi le triptyque de Wilson Bigaut (Paradis, Purgatoire, Enfer), une jungle de 
Salvane Philippe-Auguste, et un magnifique Louverture Poisson (Haiti cherie, je crois) qui 
repr£sente une femme tr&s sensuelle assise sur une chaise basse en train de se coiffer devant un 
grand miroir. Ce sont des images inscrites dans ma chair qui m ’ont accompagn6 durant ce long 
voyage dans le nord. [PSC, p. 177-8]
These are images that have impressed upon the narrator’s memory and have accompanied 
him beyond the years of exile. They have nourished his imagination while he was cut off
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from his country. Laferriere is always keen to mention the artists (painters, writers, etc) 
who have contributed to keep his vision of Haiti as alive and rich as possible, and often 
pays tribute to them.
Conclusion
Memory is a major theme in Haitian writing in Quebec: it allows the recreation of both a 
past and a place to which Haitian writers love to return. As long as the Duvalier regimes 
lasted, memory and imagination were the only safe ways to go back to Haiti. The 
impossibility of returning home is probably the reason why these evocations are often 
tinged with nostalgia. Having left their country against their will and, therefore, having 
become migrants, the only way for them to preserve their identity is to preserve memories, 
to protect their way of life - at least in their writing and their memory - and to celebrate 
Haiti and Haitian people despite the dictatorship and despite their exile. Recreating a 
universe in which they feel comfortable allows them to replace themselves into their 
original context. They reaffirm their roots, their belonging, and their ‘embeddedness’ to
f ijuse Bosma’s expression. They also present a new vision of Haitian people to their 
adopted society: the anonymous Haitian migrant in Quebec becomes more familiar, with a 
past and a history, and with stories to tell.
These detailed depictions of Haiti and its people might also denote a certain guilt at 
having left their native country. Although they continuously praise their culture, these 
authors are, nevertheless, trying to make the reader forget that they have lived in the 
abundance that a rich country like Quebec can offer while their family and friends lived in 
poverty and terror. The positive portrayal of Haiti may also be an attempt to make amends 
for not being there.
Lastly, the idyllic vision of their country of origin presented by exile authors may 
be a way to slow down the process of hybridity: by holding onto their perfect image of 
Haiti, they retain a sense of identity and the feeling of a distinct cultural difference.
62 H.A. Bosma, et al. (eds.). Op.cit. 1994. p.98.
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Chapter 4: Jewish writers or the fragmentation of memory.
Introduction
Jewish writers are characterized by a conspicuously multiple or episodic identity which 
allows their characters to cross borders between communities, to lead several lives and 
assume many identities at once, and to escape classification. Unlike Haitian writers who 
assert their identity by developing topics linked to their childhood and country, or Middle 
Eastern writers who put the emphasis on being able to emancipate themselves from the 
conservatism of their traditions, Jewish writers present a fragmented vision of their 
identity.
In their work on identity and sense of identity in Identity and Development 
(1994),63 all of the contributing psychologists and psychoanalysts agree that one’s sense of 
identity is rooted not simply in the past, but in the idea of a continuity, a consistency from 
the past. One builds an identity with the knowledge of both its uniqueness and its sharing 
cultural and social ideas and behaviours. According to Tobi L.G. Graafsma,
indeed, a sense o f  identity, as the relatively enduring, but not necessarily stable experience of  
oneself as a unique and coherent entity over time, is very important in many ways. The same applies 
to the second aspect o f a sense o f identity: the experience o f a persistent sharing o f some kind of  
essential character with others.64
For Jewish writers and most of their characters, coherence stopped with the Holocaust: it 
constitutes a break in the continuity of the past and of a people’s history. We will see how 
authors reconcile the idea of continuity and fragmentation to define their identity.
In this section, we will study two writers - already mentioned in previous chapters - 
whose work was as much influenced by their origin as their religion: Regine Robin and 
Naim Kattan. Regine Robin was bom in 1939 of Polish parents a few years after they 
arrived in France; she grew up and was educated during the troubled years of World War II 
and the post-war period; she moved to Quebec in the early 1980s. Naim Kattan was bom in 
the Jewish community of Baghdad and moved to Quebec in the 1950s. At first, it seemed 
logical to include both authors with those of similar geographical origin. Kattan and Robin, 
however, share and have devoted part of their work to specific topics centred around
63 H.A. Bosma, et al (eds.). Identity and Development. Thousand Oaks; London; New Delhi: Sage 
Publications. 1994.
M Ibid. p.22.
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Judaism, which distinguish them from other writers. It therefore soon became obvious that 
these two authors should be studied independently.
The characters described by Kattan could be classified into three categories: 
migrants clearly coming from Middle Eastern countries, Quebecois without any ‘ethnic’ 
characteristics and, finally, Jewish characters, most of whom belong to the Jewish 
community of Montreal and are European survivors of the Holocaust. Despite a common 
religion, some Jewish characters have nevertheless very different backgrounds. The 
eponymous character of ‘Mon nom est Esther’65 and Meir, the narrator of La Fiancee 
promise (1983),66 for example, do not even share the same century. Esther is a young girl 
who leaves seventeenth-century France in order to marry a Dutchman. The shipwreck of 
her boat causes her temporary amnesia, but, little by little, she regains her memory and 
sense of identity. Judging herself unworthy to go back to her family because she has 
broken her religious rules, she decides to travel under different male disguises. Her 
adventures lead her to work in many different types of professions, and assume a male 
identity for a while. The adoption of these successive identities teaches Esther who she 
really is and the nature of her own identity as a woman and as a Jew. As for Meir in La 
Fiancee promise (1983), he arrives in Quebec from Baghdad in the 1950s. He has -  like 
Kattan himself -  received a Jewish as well as Arabic education, and has learned English 
and French. Neither he or his family have been exposed to the Holocaust and, therefore, he 
does not share the same history and culture as the Jewish community of Montreal.
Being Jewish plays an important part in Robin’s books, La Quebecoite (1983)67 and 
L ‘Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999). Jewishness appears to be the core identity, the 
true self around which the characters develop a multiple identity, and on which their 
nationalities are superimposed; it is the link between the different facets of the characters’ 
identity. Concurrently, the theme of the mask runs through Robin’s work. All characters 
eventually come to adopt several masks so as to cope in various circumstances, and their 
recourse to disguise fragments their sense of identity. It is only when they confront their 
past that they are able to piece their identity together.
65 This short story appears in La Reprise (1985), p.223-33
66 Hereafter LFP.
67 Hereafter LQ.
68 Hereafter IF DP.
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Habiter la langue69
Kattan’s use of language remains fairly implicit in his work. One has to look for the clues 
given by the author in order to determine which language a character is speaking. Kattan 
sometimes announces, but, more often, only suggests the language used by his characters. 
We have seen in chapter 2 that, in Farida (1991), there is a rare example of Kattan’s direct 
use of a ‘foreign’ language in a text written in French. Kattan scarcely uses Arabic, his 
language of origin. In this novel, the action takes place in Baghdad where the characters 
have lived their whole lives, so the actual language that they speak is implicit, but for the 
few words of a song that constitute the first appearance of Farida in the text. In La Fiancee 
promise (1983) - a novel roughly based on the author’s own experience of migration in the 
1950s -, the main character Meir explains at the beginning of the novel that he speaks 
Arabic, French and English. In the train that takes him to Montreal, Meir shares his 
compartment with another Jewish man who is from Europe and has survived captivity in a 
concentration camp. He enquires about Meir’s plans when in Montreal:
-La communautd juive k Montreal est tr£s puissante, remarqua-t-il.
-II parait, rdpondis-je en baillant.
Nous allions dormir.
-Vous parlez le yiddish au moins?
-Le yiddish? Pas du tout.
-Comment allez-vous faire? Tous les Juifs parlent yiddish.
-Je parle le fran?ais et l’anglais; les deux langues du pays. [LFP, p.3]
Here, Meir is confident that the languages that he speaks will be sufficient to ensure his 
survival in Montreal. He has faith that speaking French and English is the key to 
integration in the country to which he has newly emigrated. For his interlocutor, the 
thought of a Jew not speaking Yiddish is baffling. In his eyes, speaking the language of 
one’s community is more important than speaking the official language(s) of the 
welcoming country: Yiddish is the language of the Jewish community and, therefore, by 
extension, it should also be Meir’s. For Meir, this is the first in a series of 
misunderstandings with all the communities in which he is admitted. Those errors, based 
on languages and religion, occasionally play in Meir’s favour and allow him to be admitted 
by other communities.
Meir does not fit the stereotypes that his languages and religion connote to the 
people that he meets. This allows him to manipulate and play with perceptions of his 
identity. At the beginning of his first-person narrative, Meir introduces himself as a Jewish
69 This expression is borrowed from Jacques Derrida, Le Monolinguisme de Vautre. Paris: Editions Galilde. 
1996. p.98.
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man, bom and brought up in Baghdad, and educated in Paris. He speaks Arabic and has 
learnt French and English. In the eyes of other people, though, he appears to be a different 
person. Meir soon becomes aware of the range of identities available to him, that are linked 
with the many connotations suggested by the languages that he speaks and his religion. For 
example, when he starts looking for work, he is asked why he does not seek the support of 
his own community, meaning the Jewish community. People mistake his religion - a non­
orthodox Jew - with his culture:
-Mais qu’attendez-vous pour aller voir les v6tres?
-Les miens? Fis-je innocemment.
-Les votres, les juifs. Ils sont dans le commerce. Partout. Ils ont meme un bureau de placement. 
[LFP, p.16]
Then, because Meir speaks French, a potential Quebecois employer assumes that he is a 
Catholic. For this man, Jewishness is a nationality and a culture, not a religion or an 
ethnicity; and obviously, in his view, the French language has a religious connotation: a 
French speaker in Quebec is inevitably catholic:
II regarda k nouveau ma lettre.
-Rue Tupper. Dans quelle paroisse est-ce?
-Je ne sais pas.
-Enfin, il y a une 6glise dans votre quartier?
-Oui, sGrement. Je ne vais pas k l’^ glise.
Ahuri, suspicieux, il demanda:
-Pourquoi?
-Je suis juif.
-Je veux bien. C’est une nationality. Vous parlez fran9ais. Vous appartenez k une paroisse. [LFP, 
P-18]
This comical mistake underscores the ignorance of Meir’s Quebecker interlocutors, not 
only about migrants living beside them in Quebec, but also regarding what goes on beyond 
the boundaries of their country. To make matters worse, misunderstandings also rise from 
his religion. Meir seeks the assistance of the Jewish community to obtain a job but there 
again, people have preconceptions as to his cultural and linguistic identity:
II m’interrogea et je ne compris pas.
-Je ne parle pas le yiddish.
-N ’etes-vous pas juif? Me demanda-t-il en anglais.
-Oui.
-Et vous ne comprenez pas le yiddish, dit-il hostile.
Je lui expliquai qu’& Bagdad, les juifs parlent l’arabe.
-Et l’hybreu?
-Je connais les pri6res. Je lis la Bible.
-Je vois. [LFP, p. 19]
In this extract, even the Jewish community is ignorant of the sociolinguistic situation of 
Jews in Iraq. At first, Meir is startled by people’s assumptions and suspicions, but he soon
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realises that these preconceptions create opportunities for him. He begins to literally ‘live 
in the language’ (habiter la langue, as Derrida put it). Languages represent many keys to 
different and separate worlds. With a specific language come a set of friends and 
acquaintances and a set of cultural attitudes and assumptions. In Meir’s case, switching 
language and community is equivalent to switching cultural behaviours. His attitude in one 
community hardly bears any resemblance to his behaviour in another. He is not ‘himself, 
i.e. a migrant trying to fit in and to learn the rules of the new country. His identity seems to 
be fragmented and changes according to external expectations, the emphasis on one 
fragment being the key to each community: he is successively the French-speaking Jew; 
the Jew who does not speak Hebrew nor Yiddish; etc. He adopts a mask to fit in; he does 
not entirely adhere to the - tacit - rules of each community, knowing he can go from one to 
another. Meir adopts this attitude as survival technique: when he arrived in Quebec, he had 
hoped to find a job rapidly and make a living; after a few months, he has spent all his 
savings and is in an uncomfortable situation; community-hopping provides him with new 
professional and personal opportunities. But is this attitude sustainable indefinitely? Kattan 
does not suggest an answer to this, as the book finishes when Meir starts settling in his new 
life it, just a year after his arrival.
The feeling of being almost totally free from any rules seems to derive from the 
impression of not belonging fully to a single community who would share the same codes 
and values. Meir feels foreign to all cultural groups because he has lost his points of 
reference:
J’allais devant moi, fort de mon dnergie, fier de ma determination. Je passais devant des 
importateurs d’6pices et un nom libanais eveilla mes souvenirs comme une blessure. Ici, j ’etais loin 
et je ne parvenais pas & mesurer la distance, ne sachant oil fixer le point de depart. [LFP, p. 15]
Even in the company of people of same origins, who would arguably share the same values 
and understand what he is going through, Meir seems to have changed in a way that makes 
it impossible to belong. He becomes aware of this shift of values when he goes out with 
Rose, also a native of Baghdad.
Nous nous embrassions comme dans un mauvais film sentimental. Un film 6gyptien, car les 
Am^ricains ont l’habitude.
-Tu ne veux pas entrer?
Elle retrouva sa politesse et sa tenue. Regretterait-elle son dcart? Je ne pourrais jamais sonder ses 
sentiments ni deviner ses reactions. Comme si en Amerique nous avions ete doublement etrangers. 
[LFP, p. 109-10, my italics]
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It is as though playing a role has become his identity. Not only does Meir feel like a 
foreigner in Canada but, in the end, he also feels estranged from his own people. The use 
of the collective pronoun ‘nous’ here is ambivalent as it suggests that his feelings were 
shared by Rose: is it really the case or is this just Meir’s wishful interpretation of his own 
uneasiness? He is now unable to behave in a natural manner - i.e. in a relaxed manner that 
is not composed consciously beforehand and that unconsciously and spontaneously 
conforms to a specific set of cultural rules - because nothing feels ‘normal’ any more. This 
loss of normality in one’s life brings to mind L ’Etranger by Albert Camus, in which, 
following the death of his mother, Meursault, the main character, loses his ability to 
connect with his normal way of life and fails to express his feelings; he seems out of place, 
out of context, as though he does not belong. As for Meir, he is «doublement etranger» 
because he does not entirely belong to his new society and he no longer belongs to his 
original society: he is a foreigner to others and to himself. The only solution for him is to 
live in the language and, therefore, in its immediacy. While he speaks a language, he is part 
of a community, he belongs. His self is divided into temporary identities, and Jewishness is 
the link that ensures its continuity.
In L 'Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999) and La Quebecoite (1983), Regine Robin 
develops this idea of multiple identity to the extreme and seems to come to a similar 
conclusion. In Kattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983), Meir’s use of language appears mainly 
instrumental to obtaining what he wants or needs: one is under the impression that he is 
quite unscrupulous in taking advantage of the several communities that welcome him. In 
Robin’s work, on the contrary, identities adopted via languages are not temporary: they 
coexist because they correspond to different stages of the character’s personality and 
personal life. Languages - namely English, French, Hebrew and Yiddish - are primarily a 
means of communication, of course, but also appear to be invested with historical or 
personal values and memories. In her work, Robin chooses some languages as designated 
supports for memory and identity. The first female narrator of L ’Immense Fatigue des 
pierres (1999) - whose identity is uncertain - describes language as territory: one has to 
learn its geography in order to personalise it and ‘live’ with or in it.
Une langue, c’est un pays avec
ses routes 
ses carrefours 
ses chemins creux
II faut pouvoir s’y perdre les yeux fermSs 
Tu ne savais pas qu’on ne ferme les yeux que 
Sur ses propres images [... ]
S’in venter sa propre langue
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Se lover dans l’ltebreu comme toi 
Ou dans l’anglais comme moi 
Se d£prendre du franfais ou le contraire 
Multilinguisme des errants 
S’inventer sa part d’ombre dans la langue 
S’inventer meme le silence. [IFDP, p.34]
Here, language is described with the vocabulary normally used for a landscape, a 
geographical area: it is a place to explore at leisure, a place of refuge and relaxation, but it 
is also a place of disguise and privacy («s’inventer sa part d’ombre»). The impression is 
that language is like a shell that can be adopted or shed, that one can tailor in order to 
survive particular situations like migration.
English, for example, is presented as such by the narrator mentioned above. For 
her, a person who has chosen to live in New York and who is a successful writer of best­
sellers, English is merely a commodity: she earns money with her novels, but seems more 
than reluctant to call her writing ‘self-expression’ or art:
Je ntecris que des romans qui coulent comme de la pate [...]. [IFDP, p .l 1]
In fact, she sees English as instrumental, a tool available worldwide to play with, to use or 
not to use; it is occasionally a playful language, useful to get by but in which she has 
invested little emotion:
Et puis k Montreal, si on veut, on pourrait continuer k parler l’anglais comme k New York pour la 
m6re, comme k Jerusalem avec les touristes et avec les commenditaires pour la fille. Pour toutes les 
deux, l’anglais a 6te la lingua franca de ce stecle et elles ont appris k se l’approprier, k ruser avec la 
langue dominante, k attendre que 5a passe, ou k se lover dedans. [IFDP, p.47-8]
Again here, along with the idea of mere communication, one notes the idea of refuge in 
language. Migrants living in Snowdon70 in La Quebecoite (1983) and the first narrator of 
L ‘Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999) adopt English because of their circumstances: their 
choice of moving to another country is the reason why they need to speak this particular 
language. It is mainly the utilitarian language of exile.
Hebrew seems to be just as instrumental as English. It is chosen by some characters 
to show their belonging to a certain lifestyle and set of political ideas; it is a radical stand 
to live their Jewish identity. In L'Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), the narrator’s 
daughter in the short story that also provides the title of the whole collection has chosen to
70 The narrator o f La Quebecoite lives in Snowdon, which she describes as follows: ‘Quartier d’immigrants k 
l’anglais malhabile ou subsiste encore l’accent d’Europe centrale, ou l’on entend parler yiddish, et ou il est si 
facile de trouver des comichons, du Rate natte et du matze mail.’ [LQ, p.23]
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walk into the steps of the Jewish colonizers who, as survivors of the Holocaust, decided to 
take their destiny in hand and build themselves a country (with the consequences that we 
know). The mother dismisses this aspect of Jewishness, this identity deeply rooted in the 
territory of Israel. She - who has chosen to live in New York and to write in English for a 
living - seems to find this identity too conspicuous and, paradoxically, associates it with 
the persecutions that Jews suffered during World War II.
Dans le reve, je me reveille, je me l£ve, j ’enldve ma chemise de nuit pour prendre ma douche, je 
l’accroche machinalement k la pat6re de la porte de la salle de bains et qu’est-ce que je vois sur la 
chemise de nuit? L’&oile, marquee «JUIF», l’&oile que j ’ai portae durant cinq ans et que nous 
avons brfttee dans un feu de joie k la Liberation.
Je ne t’en parlerai pas demain k Roissy, tu serais trop contente. Des reves de judaM  Ton 
triomphe. Depuis le temps que tu me casses les pieds avec ton identity juive et avec ma excite, ma 
betise egale k celle des Juifs allemands de la fin des ann£es vingt. Comme tu dis, pourtant nous 
devrions etre quittes aujourd’hui. J’ai fait un reve qui montre k 1’evidence que rien n’est jamais 
resolu et toi, avec tout ton baratin sur le judaisme, la judaite et tutti quanti, tu m’envoies un 
teiegramme pour me dire que tu quittes Israel, que tu viens t’installer en Amerique. [IFDP, p. 19]
In this short story, it seems that living in Israel and speaking Hebrew are artificial: it is yet 
again another mask. The yellow star that Jews were forced to wear was an obvious sign, a 
stigma; life in Israel and in Hebrew might be a proud and dignified way to show one’s 
Jewishness, but, in her view, it is merely an extreme reaction to the yellow star. Besides, 
we see here that mother and daughter are constantly questioning not only each other’s 
choice, but also their own choice of lifestyle. It seems that no answer, no mask is a long­
term solution.
French, on the contrary, is a language that represents another kind of identity: an 
identity that, as a traditionally persecuted Jew, one may wish to hide in Quebec, but that 
allows concealment in France. For some of the characters in L ’Immense Fatigue des 
pierres (1999), French is the language of schooling, of higher education, and of cultural 
and trivial references. It has influenced and shaped their cultural identity and view of the 
world. Similarly, for the narrator of each narrative in La Quebecoite (1983), France and the 
French language are the country and the language of his or her education. In the first 
narrative, for example, the narrator takes pleasure in reading French political and cultural 
magazines regularly; she feels the need to maintain the link with the culture of France:
Elle irait chez Renaud-Bray prendre la presse, e ’est-i-dire L ’Huma, Le Matin, Le Monde, Le Nouvel 
Obs puis regarderait longuement les nouveautds ponctuant sa quete de «tiens, tiens, un tel a public 
son travail», ah! il est enfin «paru» comme si les ponts n’&aient pas coupes entre elle et le 
parisianisme, comme si le dialogue imaginaire £tait encore possible. [LQ, p.62]
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This ‘imaginary dialogue’ that the narrator mentions here suggests that she has contributed 
to French culture as much as French culture has contributed to her own cultural identity; 
this also hints that her intellectual or cultural life in Montreal is not as fulfilling and, 
perhaps, that the ‘dialogue’ - if there is one since she does not explicitly confirm there is - 
is not as stimulating as it was in Paris. She is, however, conscious of the polarisation - not 
to say the snobbishness - of her intellectual training and tastes, and is ashamed of her 
preference for French and European views, which she presents as being on the verge of 
narrow-mindedness:
Elle n’aurait rien dit, honteuse de son trop visible europocentrisme, de son eurocommunisme, de 
cette impossibility par moments k sortir des cadres ytroits de sa culture parisienne. [LQ, p.77]
In fact, the narrator of the second story in La Quebecoite (1983) goes as far as trying to 
suppress all obvious signs of her education (which is fairly similar to that of the first 
narrator). She feels the need to hide the French side of her identity:
II lui aurait fallu faire oublier sa trop visible «francit6>, son accent ou percerait sans qu’il y paraisse 
un je-ne-sais-quoi d’impyrialisme culturel, ses ann^es de Sorbonne, d’ficole normale supyrieure, ses 
annyes de cursus honorum un peu trop parfait, faire oublier toutes ses parisianitys. [LQ, p. 105]
The narrator presents her education as an embarrassment, an obstacle to her integration in 
the Quebecois society. She seems to think that sounding French is considered pretentious 
and condescending, and fears rejection from Qu6b£cois people.71 French culture is seen as 
a stigma that stops her from integrating into her new society. Furthermore, French can also 
be a source of misunderstanding amongst French speakers. The narrator speaks French 
from France, with all the cultural references attached to it:
II t’en a fallu du temps pour comprendre que ces initiales [P.C] ici s’appliquaient au Parti 
Conservateur. Ah bon!
Oui, noter toutes les diffyrences. Ne rien oublier, ni les marques de dentifrices, les chaines de 
Barbecue, celles de Pizzas, ni les marques de savon ou de lessive. Pynytrer l’ytrangety de ce 
quotidien. En exil dans ta propre langue. Le leurre de la langue. Ni la meme, ni une autre.
L’AUTRE dans le MEME.
L’inquiytante ytrangety d’ici. [LQ, p. 183]
Here, the character is alienated by the very thing that she shares with the Quebecois: the 
language. She feels estranged within the language; she understands the words, but not their 
connotation. The full meaning slips away from her. She realises that language and culture 
are intricately linked, and that language, thus, ties her to a cultural group. This partial loss
71 This attitude may also be due partly to an awareness o f a certain anti-French prejudice in some quarters o f  
Quybec francophone society, which goes back to French foreign policy o f 1763-1855, when France allowed 
its former colony to stagnate. This prejudice is reinforced by class-consciousness: until the 1960s, most 
Quybycois were working-class while French visitors were usually relatively affluent.
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of significance makes her aware of the boundaries of her own cultural group. In order to fit 
in the Quebecois society, La Quebecoite had prepared herself to give up or hide external 
cultural traits, but she is surprised to discover that language is not the neutral key to 
integration that she thought it was. Moreover, she realises that she cannot let go of ‘her’ 
French without letting go of part of herself, part of her past, education, social recognition.
In L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), French language and - by association - 
culture are used as a disguise for a little Jewish girl during World War II. She and her 
family are originally from Central Europe, but moved to Paris at the beginning of the war. 
When German troops invade France, mother and daughter go into hiding, which proves 
difficult partly because the mother hardly speaks French and the little girl does not speak it 
at all. During the day, the mother goes out to find work in order to be able to buy food, and 
places her daughter in the care of Juliette, a young French woman working in a club. With 
Juliette, the little girl learns to speak French; in fact, she learns it so well that she can pass 
as a native:
Elle se d^fit tr6s vite de son accent d’Europe centrale. Elle prit meme la gouaille des titis parisiens et 
au bout de quelques semaines on l’aurait crue originaire de Belleville. [IFPD, p.83]
The little girl quickly understands the significance of this new identity acquired through 
language. On the one hand, as in Regine Robin’s novels generally, there is her mother’s 
tongue that is associated with the stigma of the yellow star that Jews are forced to wear, 
clandestine life and death; on the other hand, there is French, which is associated with 
freedom and life. French is the mask that allows the little girl to get away from the dark 
garage in which she and her mother are hiding, to live outside, in what she imagines is the 
open and free world. It is a disguise that keeps her relatively safe from the Nazis:
Ainsi, k Paris, il y avait deux vies, deux mondes qui ne se rencontraient que dans ces moments 
furtifs qui duraient une demi-seconde. Le monde de ceux qui portaient l ’&oile, qui devaient se 
cacher, qui parlaient tout bas, qui parlaient yiddish, et le monde de ceux qui buvaient du champagne, 
qui allaient au ca f cone’, qui chantaient J’attendrai et qui allaient au guignol. Elle apprit k s6parer 
les deux mondes, celui de la mort et celui de la vie. Elle savait qu’elle appartenait aux deux et que sa 
vie avec Gratok, les histoires qu’elle lui racontait, c ’6tait l’entre-deux, une fa$on d’6chapper k cette 
coupure. [IFPD, p.90]
Not only is French language adopted to be included in the dominant group, it is also a 
mask to guarantee one’s survival, a new identity with which to face the outside world. 
While both Jewish and French identities seem to coexist, the little girl gives preference to 
the French one. It is only in her adult life that she realises she has chosen the easy route 
and the comfort of the mask. In choosing French over Yiddish, she avoids the issues - 
mainly the Holocaust - linked to her true cultural identity; she pushes aside her own people
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and its history to embrace a culture to which she does not entirely belong. One notes also 
the atmosphere of clandestinity in which, a few years later, she learns about her true 
ancestors and the concentration camps. It is as if Yiddish was the language of silence and 
of the unsaid:
Cette fois, le yiddish n’&ait pas seulement une langue de mort, dangereuse, la langue des porteurs 
d’&oiles, mais la langue des morts, de tous ceux qui avaient disparu en pensant, en revant et en 
parlant dans cette langue. [...] Elle sentait un malaise en face des tr^sors de cette langue. Elle n’&ait 
pas bien dans sa peau. Elle avait lu des livres et des articles que ses parents lui cachaient. Elle savait 
tout d’Auschwitz. La langue sentait le gaz et la fum6e. [...] Elle, la petite, c ’est k l’6cole de la 
R^publique qu’elle 6tait heureuse avec nos ancetres les Gaulois, la belle forme hexagonale de la 
France, le Tour de France de deux enfants, et ses pontes s’appelaient Lamartine et Musset. [IFDP, 
p.93-4]
Here, there is an underlying irony when she recalls learning about her ‘Gaulish ancestors’, 
that shows the French education policy of cultural standardization, regardless of the 
various ethnic backgrounds of the pupils. Adopting French language and culture is the easy 
way to live for her, it is the mask of happiness and insouciance.
In Regine Robin’s fictional work, values attached to Yiddish are often ambiguous. 
Beyond the meaning of the words, this language has an intrinsic connotation of violence 
and death. In her adult life, the little girl has become a translator but, because of her 
experience as a child, she finds that translating Yiddish immerses her into a world of death 
and drains the life out of her:
Traduire des romanciers et des pontes juifs de langue yiddish, c’&ait k la fois passer du royaume des 
morts k celui des vivants. Ils ressuscitaient dans une autre langue bien vivante celle-l&, mais les 
traduire, c’dtait descendre k chaque fois aux enfers. [IFDP, p.95-6]
Another reason why Yiddish is associated with death is because it is the language of 
memory. In Robin’s novel, most Jewish characters are originally from Eastern Europe and, 
therefore, speak - or at least know of - Yiddish. It is the language of the characters’ 
ancestors, of personal memories and of history. It is, however, a language that constantly 
reminds its users of a loss. This idea was already expressed in La Quebecoite (1993):
Ceux [les signes] de ton enfance, de ta m£re, de ton seul pays ce langage. Un langage k l ’envers, 
allant vers on ne sait quoi. Une image graphique qui est tout un paysage. Un langage sang, mort, 
blessure, un langage pogrom et peur. Un langage m^moire. [LQ, p. 140]
We note here that La Quebecoite describes the written language with very graphic and 
concrete terms such as ‘pays’ and ‘paysage’ (that connote a geography), as well as with 
terms like ‘sang’, ‘blessure’ and ‘mort’ (that refer to a physicality, a body); terms like 
‘pogrom’ and ‘peur’ refer to images and feelings of persecution and exile. Yiddish is made
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tangible by this description, it is almost personified, an incarnation of the Jewish identity. 
It also creates the impression that language has become the incarnation of all the Jews who 
died in the concentration camps: it is their bodies, their voice, their memory, and their 
identity. It is a language that transports the narrator beyond time and death.
In the short story ‘Mere perdue sur le World Wide Web’72, Yiddish almost has the 
power to resuscitate this lost people and its way of life. The character has come to 
Montreal in search of his mother, but communication proves difficult:
Son anglais n’&ait pas parfait; quant au fran?ais qu’il entendit & son arrivge, il n’y comprit rien et se 
trouva d£sempar6. II parlait yiddish, cela pouvait l’aider, cela devait l’aider. C’&ait sa seule planche 
de salut. [IFDP, p i02]
Yiddish - which is now only spoken by a few million people round the world - is the 
narrator’s last hope of communication within the Jewish community, even though he 
believes it to be an almost extinct language. The narrator is all the more surprised to hear 
people communicating in Yiddish, and to find, in the heart of Montreal, a community that 
has recreated the Central European ways of life
Des bistros il y en avait plein, et puis des magasins de fringues, de nippes, des lieux gentriftes 
comme partout, mais aussi de vieilles 6choppes qui rappelaient PEurope centrale et oh l’on trouvait 
de tout, des Apices dans des tonneaux, des comichons comme en Pologne, des poivrons comme en 
Hongrie. II sentit son coeur battre trhs fort quand il entendit parler yiddish dans la boutique oh il 
venait d’entrer. II se mela h la conversation. On lui fit bon accueil, 6tonn£ qu’un Stranger pht encore 
maitriser si bien cette langue qui n’&ait partee que par les hassidim et les trhs vieux. [IFDP, p. 104]
Language seems to be the key to integration by this community, but also to a timewarp: the 
narrator witnesses scenes of a life that he thought was long lost and destroyed.
Au detour d’une rue, il vit apparaitre quatre ou cinq hassidim en costume avec leur caftan et leur 
shtrai'ml, ce bonnet de fourrure qu’ils portaient aux jours de fete par tous les temps, et leurs 
chaussettes blanches qui leur montaient jusqu’aux genoux. Barbus, maigres et blafards, ils 
avan?aient gravement, lentement comme dans un film au ralenti. II resta p6trifi£. La demihre fois 
qu’il avait vu une schne semblable, c’&ait en Pologne, en 1937, l’ann^e de la mort de son phre et de 
leur depart pour la France. II avait sept ans. Depuis, rien. Ces gens, c ’&ait la reincarnation du Shetl, 
d’un monde qui etait parti en fum6e. II prit peur. Montreal lui sembla une ville etrange, la ville des 
fantomes. [IFDP, p. 109-10]
Terms like ‘apparaitre’, ‘un film au ralenti’, ‘petrifie’, ‘reincarnation’, ‘ville fantome’ -  a 
type of vocabulary generally associated with ghost literature and cinema - reinforce the 
impression of a spectral apparition.
72 IFDP, p.99-125.
73 The number o f Yiddish speakers is estimated to be between two and three millions. According to the 
website www.worldlanguage.com, ‘the destruction o f European Jewry in World War II reduced the number 
of Yiddish speakers by half. Since that time the number has decreased even further as the younger generation 
of Jews in America, Russia, and Israel are abandoning Yiddish for the language o f  their homelands’. And 
according to http://www.ling.upenn.edu, the number o f Yiddish speakers would be around three millions.
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Yiddish in Robin’s work is the incarnation and the survival of memory; it is the 
core identity of the Jewish characters of her books, even though this identity is a multiple 
one: it is at a crossing of several languages and cultures and never anchors its speakers in
one geographical territory:
Et puis k Montreal, il y a une fragility de la langue, de leur langue, comme un tissu qui se d£fait, et 
cela leur rappelle 6trangement les vieux qui parlaient yiddish avec le sentiment que ce n’&ait pas 
tout-^-fait une langue, tout juste un dialecte, un jargon, une mdangue et qu’il fallait etre Juif pour 
comprendre qu’on n’avait pas vraiment de langue k soi, que meme sa langue dtait une pfece 
rapportee, qu’il fallait vivre avec et que le mieux qu’on pouvait faire, sans nostalgies des racines, 
sans De profundis, c ’&ait traverser les langues comme d’autres traversent les miroirs. [IFDP, p.47- 
9]
The image o f the translator
One type of character epitomizes the intersection between languages and cultures in the 
works of both Robin and Kattan: the translator. This character, however, has a somewhat 
ambiguous role. For Robin, the translator is the link between the present and the past, but 
is also the one who severs this link. In L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), the 
translator confesses her suffering and struggle to interpret the intentions and tones behind 
the words that she translates, even though she knows the language perfectly. There is no 
‘dialogue’ between the translator and her subject, just the omnipresent reminder of death. 
Translation is a draining task, intellectually and physically, because it attempts to revive 
something forever lost:
Ce n’6tait pas tant de jouer dans les dictionnaires et les grammaires d’une langue qui avait perdu 
presque tous ses locuteurs qui lui faisait tant de mal, ce n’dtait pas tant P£tranget6 de ces caract£res 
h^braiques si familiers qui la mettaient mal k l’aise. Non, c ’&ait quelque chose qui 6tait assocte au 
silence, k la nuit et k la mort. [...] Ce voyage [en enfer], elle le faisait chaque jour, il 6tait inscrit 
dans chaque lettre de l’alphabet. Elle 6touffait. [IFDP, p.96]
The translator endures an emotional pressure from her work. In her view, she is more than 
a translator, she is both an intermediary between living and dead and an interpreter of the 
dead: when translating, she feels what they must have felt or said; she makes these 
emotions alive again at the cost of her own emotional balance. Unlike other translators, she 
feels that it is her duty to transmit their heritage and make it accessible to subsequent 
generations. In the end, however, she feels that she has to stop translating in order to 
prevent the world of the dead taking over her life and the world of the survivors.
In Kattan’s short stories, on the contrary, the translator is a character who keeps his 
or her distance. He or she is perceived as being dishonest, as though it was acceptable for 
one individual to belong to two or more cultural communities at once as long as he or she 
keeps them separate, but unacceptable for this same individual to reveal one community to
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the other via the translating process. Translation always appears to be a sort of betrayal or 
lie. People around the translator, and sometimes the translator him- or herself, seem to feel 
uncomfortable with the lack of clear boundaries between cultures, between ‘us’ and 
‘them’. For example, in the short story ‘Le traducteur’,74 the main character - who is the 
translator - is invited to a party where he meets, by chance, his ex-mistress and her 
husband. She alludes to their relationship in veiled terms. Noticing that he remains 
seemingly emotionless, she hastily concludes that his work as a translator extends to his 
emotional life and that he translates his feelings in order to hide them. She, on the contrary, 
has given up her translating job -  and implicitly the lies -  to concentrate on her own 
writing. Again, here, as in Kattan’s work generally, we encounter this idea that speaking 
another language is speaking through someone else’s culture or voice, and is assuming
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someone else’s identity. In another short story, ‘L’attente’, Kattan describes the translator 
as someone who speaks the language, but who does not ‘live’ or ‘feel’ it:
Les langues, oui, bien sur, mais on n’avait pas besoin d’interpr£te a Vancouver, ou l’on ne parlait 
qu’anglais. Elle poss^dait cette langue, bien qu’& sa mani&re k elle. Elle en avait fait le tour, explore 
les obstacles et les embuches, appris k les 6viter, mais elle n’avait jamais p6n6tr6 les mysteres d’un 
instrument qui lui restait Stranger. Elle commettait rarement d’erreur et maitrisait un vaste 
vocabulaire, mais k l’entendre parler on avait l’impression qu’elle se tenait k la cloture, qu’elle 
refusait de se ffayer un chemin k l’int^rieur de l’enceinte, rejetant, avec le mystdre, toute vie. [LR, 
p. 167]
Relations with the Jewish community in Montreal
We have seen earlier, when discussing Haitian and Middle Eastern writers, that being 
surrounded by a community of migrants from a similar cultural background plays an 
important part in the first stages of the immigration process. The relationship with such a 
community can be beneficial because it offers support and understanding, but it can also be 
unpleasant if it reproduces the oppressive conditions that existed in the country of origin. 
In the case of Robin and Kattan, the relationship with the Jewish community is different 
because none of their characters really belong or feel they belong to it: even though their 
religion and/or experience of life link them with the community, their cultural or 
educational background prevents them from feeling as one with the Jewish community.
For Robin, the Jewish community is, somehow, a bubble of the past. Members of 
the community have recreated their old European ways so much so that the narrator of the 
short story ‘Mere perdue sur le World Wide Web’76 thinks he is seeing ghosts in Montreal.
74 Naim Kattan. Le Silence des Adieux. Quebec: Editions Hurtubise HMH. 1999. p.43-53.
75 Nairn Kattan. La Reprise. Quebec: Editions Hurtubise HMH. 1985. p. 165-79.
16IFDP, p.99 -1 2 5 .
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Similarly, the narrator of La Quebecoite (1983) likes a particular suburb of Montreal, 
Snowdon, because, there, she can immerse herself again in the European way of life that 
she has left behind. Snowdon is a
Quartier d’immigrants k l’anglais malhabile ou subsiste encore l’accent d’Europe centrale, ou Ton 
entend parler yiddish, et ou il est si facile de trouver des comichons, du Ral6 natt6 et du matze mail. 
[LQ, P-23]
The characters rely very little on the community. It fact, the latter is only mentioned in its 
external signs of cultural difference; there is no insight into the community or detail 
regarding characters within it. The Jewish community is one amongst others:
CHACUN SA LANGUE
SA COMMUNAUTE 
CHACUN SON QUARTIER 
SON DEPUTE. [...]
CHACUN SON HISTOIRE [LQ, p. 158]
In Kattan’s narratives, the Jewish community’s role is also fairly limited. In La 
Fiancee promise (1983), it is this community that offers Meir his first employment and 
helps him find his feet. However, despite making new friends, he never really becomes 
part of it. The community is, nonetheless, presented as a tight and well-run organisation, 
almost self-sufficient.77 A Quebecois character claims her admiration for the community:
En tout cas, ce que je peux vous dire c’est que j ’admire les juifs. Ils commencent avec rien et puis 
vous les voyez en peu de temps, propri&aires de commerces, d’immeubles. Ils sont travailleurs. Pas 
comme nous, les Canadiens. Nous aimons trop nous amuser et nous sommes paresseux.[LFP, p. 199]
This remark, even though stereotypical, shows that the community projects an image of 
efficiency and success. The community looks after its members and even has an 
employment agency, which benefits Meir in the novel. Meir realises that members help 
each other out on the basis of a shared religion, identity, and history:
Qui 6taient ces jeunes gens? Chacun avait une histoire mouvementee mais qui suivait un module 
ressemblant. N6s en Pologne, en Hongrie ou en Tch^coslovaquie, ils avaient 6t€ des miracutes. Ils 
avaient tous perdu parents ou famille dans les camps. Aprfcs la guerre, enfants, ils avaient pass6 
quelques ann^es en France, en Belgique, avant de venir au Canada. [LFP, p.42]
The fact that Meir never really fits in is due to him not sharing the same cultural and 
historical patterns. The only glimpse into the community is through the eyes of the narrator 
of the short story ‘Quand ton grand-pere’ in Le Silence des adieux (1999)78. The narrator is
77 According to Nicholas De Lange (Atlas o f  the Jewish World. Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd. 1984. p.63), the 
Jewish Colonization Association has been active in Canada and Quebec since the 1890s and has largely 
contributed to the relief o f Jewish misery and the settlement o f communities over America.
78 Hereafter SDA.
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a Jewish woman, from a modest background, who is married by her parents to a rich but 
old husband at the age of fifteen. Her narrative tells the story of her life as a young wife 
and woman within the Jewish community over a period of eighty years: an arranged 
marriage, the hierarchy within the family, the importance of descent and having children, 
etc.:
Je venais d’avoir quinze ans quand j ’ai vu ton grand-p£re pour la premiere fois. II 6tait habill6 k 
l’ancienne, la coiffe d’un rabbin et les vetements d’un chef de tribu, la barbe blanche, le front rid6. 
[...] II avait l’Sge de mon pdre. [...] Cet homme riche, puissant 6tait maintenant mon mari. Veuf 
pour la deuxi6me fois, il rdgnait sur une famille nombreuse, innombrable. Six garfons et une fille. 
Tous martes, avec des ribambelles d’enfants. Dans la grande maison, chaque fils avec femme et 
enfants, avait sa chambre. Dans la cuisine, c’dtait l’altemance entre les disputes et les partages. 
Chacune des femmes faisait sa propre cuisine. Ma place 6tait toute designee. Heureusement, les 
bonnes 6taient 1& qui accouraient k mon secours. En d6pit de mon age, j ’&ais l’6pouse du maftre, la 
grande dame. [SDA, p. 121]
In this extract, the picture depicted by the narrator shows a community anchored in 
traditions and archaic ways of life. However, like other female characters in Kattan’s work, 
the narrator manages to turn the situation to her advantage and gains a sort of emancipation 
from this way of life when her husband dies: with his death died her strict adherence to 
traditions.
Holocaust and Jewish identity
Unsurprisingly, another topic developed in the narratives of Jewish writers is the 
Holocaust. Kattan appears to prefer to include it as part of the biographical or historical 
background for a character or a story. Characters are either survivors of concentration 
camps or their descendants. The common element to all of them is the void that exists in 
their lives: all of them have lost most - if not all -  of their relatives and silence is the price 
of their survival. In the short story ‘Les yeux fermes’ - which is included in Le Sable de 
Vile (1981)79 - Ruth and Mordechai’, whose parents perished in a concentration camp, have 
been adopted by Canadian families. Even though their origin has always been explained to 
them, they feel they should not openly discuss it. They would like to explore this part of 
themselves without jeopardising their relationship with their adoptive family, who seem to 
be reluctant to help them find out about it. The fact that they cannot discuss - let alone 
express - this part of their selves seems to deny its existence. They feel that their identity 
remains incomplete: their past is inaccessible, their genealogy severed. Ruth explains:
J’avais deux ans quand mes parents ont disparu, 6vanouis dans les fours. La famille qui m’a adoptee 
ne m’a pas cach6 mes origines. Ils sont chrgtiens mais, en fait, ils ne pratiquent aucune religion. Ils 
ne m ’ont jamais parte des armies de la tourmente. J’ai eu une enfance heureuse, insouciante. Parfois
79 Hereafter SDL
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je leur en veux de m’avoir tant protegee. Ils ont voulu m’e viter des angoisses et des souffrances 
inutiles. Je ne sais presque rien sur mes parents v6ritables. Mes parents actuels n’en savent pas 
davantage et ne peuvent done rien me dire. Comment et ou m’ont-ils recueillie? D£s qu’ils en 
parlent, je sens leur malaise et leur reticence. Je me sens frustr^e et je m ’en veux car ils sont chics. 
Je suis leur fille et ils m’aiment. [SDI, p. 11]
Ignorance of reality only reinforces the feeling of void: the characters cannot come to 
terms with something that remains unknown or vague. They cannot mourn the 
disappearance of their people. A similar guilt and desire to find out about one’s origin is 
expressed by the narrator of the short story ‘Le Pacte’.80 During a trip to Europe, he 
decides to go and visit Dachau, where - according to his parents - relatives of his that he 
never met died. Until then, he seemed to have little concern with the fate of these faceless 
relatives: he knew what had happened to them without fully grasping the whole reality of 
their disappearance. The visit to Dachau acts as a catalyst: he is suddenly and violently 
reconnected to his memory as the past becomes almost tangible:
Ici, nous etions dans le pass6, dans l ’histoire et je  me retrouvais dans ma mdmoire. Les pleurs de ma 
m£re £clataient soudain dans la r£alit£. Cette famille inconnue emport6e dans le tourbillon etait 
rdelle. Mes lointains oncles et tantes avaient des visages. Et un apr£s-midi d’automne, ils 6taient 
r^duits k un souvenir. [LR, p i03]
As memory flows back to the narrator, it fills the void left by his voluntary ignorance of 
facts and an abstract knowledge of the Holocaust. Kattan’s work shows the Holocaust as 
an unknown factor in the characters’ identity, an unfinished matter, left untold, and causing 
them to feel as though their life is incomplete. It is interesting to note here that none of 
Kattan’s characters are adult survivors and therefore have no first-hand knowledge of the 
Holocaust. One might recall here that Kattan is not a European Jew, so he would not have 
been affected by the Holocaust as personally as Regine Robin, for example. Nevertheless, 
his work conveys his observations of loss and uprooting that have become part of Jewish 
identity.
Regine Robin takes this idea even further. The Holocaust, in her work, is the cause 
for the loss of structure in oneself, leading to a loss of significance or sense of belonging 
for all the characters appearing in the narratives. In L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), 
the narrator recalls:
Meme avait eu un tel choc k la Liberation qu’elle avait cesse de peser les mots, elle ne connaissait ni 
l’euphemisme ni les litotes. [IFDP, p.36]
80 LR, p .9 3 -  105.
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Here, language partly loses its power of significance; everything is told with equal 
importance: gravity or joviality no longer seem to matter, everything is apprehended with 
the same enthusiasm or lack of interest. Hence, the choice to live in exile like the first 
narrator of L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), or to embrace passionately a wholesome 
life in Israel like her daughter; the choice to live without memory or, on the contrary, to 
trace one’s genealogy; the choice to root oneself in one language, or to explore and use 
several at the same time.
The erosion of meaning is noticeable in Robin’s texts themselves and is a recurrent 
topic. In La Quebecoite (1983), Robin uses the traditional form of narrative, but mixes it 
with lists of names, hockey games results, long literary or political quotes, school manual 
exercises, restaurant menus, radio and television guides, recurrent sentences or sentences in 
English or Spanish; Hebrew is dismantled and only letters appear. In both books, the 
narratives are also broken up by Robin’s games with syntax and experiments with the 
visual aspect of the text. Not only does it give the impression that the text is a disorderly 
and disorientated accumulation of facts, but also that the ‘normal’ or ‘traditional’ forms of 
narrative and language fail to provide tools to express the experience of the modem exile. 
The text is tom by two extremes: meaninglessness or a meaning so broad that it needs a 
broader language, a universal language that would convey all concepts and that Jacques 
Derrida names ‘idiome pur.81
The trauma of the Holocaust leads Robin to question the reality and reliability of 
collective memory, which, in turn, leads her to question the reality and coherence of one’s 
identity. These are certainly the main recurrent themes throughout both La Quebecoite 
(1983) and L Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999). In The Past is a foreign Country, David 
Lowenthal points out that
The past as we know it is partly a product o f the present; we continually reshape memory, rewrite
history, refashion relics.82
In her narratives, Robin certainly does remould memory and, consequently, the view of 
conventional identity. In the short story ‘Journal de deglingue entre le Select et 
CompuServe’,83 Robin also suggests that the perceptions of the past can be altered. The
81 See Jacques Derrida. Op. cit. 1996. p. 126.
Robin’s work fits Derrida’s description o f multilingual writers aiming for the ‘pure idiom’: ‘ Bien stir, on 
peut parler plusieurs langues. II y a des sujets comp6tents dans plus d’une langue. Certains memes 6crivent 
plusieurs langues h la fois (prothdses, greffes, traduction, transposition). Mais ne le font-ils pas toujours en 
vue de l’idiome absolu? Et dans la promesse d’une langue encore inoui'e? D ’un seul po6me hier inaudible?’
82 David Lowenthal. The Past is a foreign Country. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1985. p.26.
83IFDP, p. 127-71.
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narrator earns a living as a writer: she approaches people with offers to write their 
biographies, but embellishes the narrative - at their request mostly but also without their 
knowledge - with facts and even quotations copied from novels. She sees her work as both 
a way of improving on reality and of defying fate:
Les jours coulaient ainsi dans la fabrique du renouveau biographique. Elle donnait une nouvelle 
chance & tous ces malheureux, aux estropids de la vie, aux victimes du destin, elle reconstituait leurs 
itin^raires au moment ou ces demiers auraient pu bifurquer. Elle leur permettait d’op^rer d’autres 
choix. [IFDP, p. 156]
She reinvents the past to enhance the present, she fashions a memory to make up for her 
clients’ lost opportunities and unfulfilled ambitions. Surprisingly, her clients go along with 
the modifications. They do not seem to think that tampering with their past will undermine 
their authenticity, quite the contrary. According to the narrator, her clients are satisfied 
with her work because they feel more real: she provides them with a - allegedly falsified - 
written proof of a fulfilled life, a heritage worthy to be passed on to their descent.
As for the narrator of ‘L’agenda’,84 she tries to reconstitute her deceased mother’s 
life, using the notes written in her mother’s diary to fill in the gaps in her knowledge. 
Immediately after the death of her mother - who was a famous writer -, the narrator gave 
all manuscripts and original documents to publishers and libraries. All she has left from her 
mother is the diaries that she found later on and her memories. But, as Lowenthal suggests,
Memory feels no less residual than history. However voluminous our recollections, we know they 
are mere glimpses o f what was once a whole living realm. No matter how vividly recalled or 
reproduced, the past progressively becomes more shadowy, bereft o f sensation, effaced by
oblivion.
The narrator’s will to reconstruct her mother’s life and feelings could be interpreted as a 
desperate attempt to retain an ever elusive past and to make it more tangible. In order to do 
so, she reinterprets other memories of the past, she manipulates her memories to fit in with 
the new facts: she transforms the past as she knows it, but also comes to the conclusion that 
she will never be able to know her mother’s entire past and will have to accept its 
‘shadowy’ nature.
While the past and one’s own memories may appear malleable and not always 
easily accessible, they do not seem to determine the present and future. This is the case in 
La Quebecoite (1983), for example. The book is composed of three narratives, each of 
which is told by a female voice that sounds identical to the other two narrators. They seem
84 Ibid. p.75-83.
85 David Lowenthal. Op.cit. 1985. p. 192.
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to share characteristics, tastes, memories, history, cultural background, and all three 
eventually return to Paris. Their circumstances in Montreal, however, are totally different; 
their life journey may have taken all three of them to live in exile, but, subsequently, their 
choices - and not their past - have determined their present. Here, Robin does not so much 
manipulate memory itself but shows how it can affect one’s choices in life; she explores 
three possible futures for the same character. Could it be that, even though the past is the 
same, the present can be different and altered? In the context of the Holocaust, it might 
mean that nobody is prisoner of memory, that the past can be transcended, so that Jews can 
lead a full life.
The consequence of this malleable - but somewhat inconsequential - past in 
Robin’s books is the impression that one’s sense of identity -  like meaningfulness -  is 
fraying. We have seen earlier that languages are used as masks but, here, it is the whole 
idea of coherent identity that seems to be questioned. The narratives of L ’Immense Fatigue 
des pierres (1999) show how identities can be hidden, borrowed, altered or even 
multiplied. All the characters - who have survived the concentration camps or are the 
descendants of survivors - play games with their personal identity, which they constantly 
reinvent as they reinvent the past. The successive narrative voices even seem to be a single 
one: details - such as the brand of cigarettes they are smoking or a taste for the same 
whiskies - common to most narrators point to the same person being reinvented through 
different narratives. It seems that Robin tries to fragment identity indefinitely: all these 
characters could be distinct facets of the same person, real or fictional. Maybe we could 
see this as a tactic used by Robin to throw the reader into confusion with regard to 
autobiographical interpretations? This seems to be confirmed by the narrator of ‘Journal de 
deglingue entre le Select et CompuServe’, who is the most confusing character of all: not 
only does she reinvent other people’s biographies as a living, she also suggests that she 
does not have an identity or, rather, that she could also be all the characters at once and, 
even, the author on the cover of the book, Regine Robin herself:
Moi, je suis Pamela Wilkinson, ou Emilia Morgan, ou Nancy Nibor, ou Martha Himmelfarb, ou les
alias du personnage quand elle prend part & des forums de discussion sur CompuServe ou sur
Internet; je suis peut-etre la fille de la narratrice, ou meme Rigine Robin si vous voulez. [IFDP,
p. 157-8]
This is a dizzying deconstruction of one’s identity and, in turn, one is faced with 
questioning the part of reality in the narratives themselves: (auto-) biography, fiction, past 
and memory, all seem malleable, transformable. There is no apparent unity, no continuity,
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reality is no longer separated from fiction. Memory and identity are infinitely extendable 
and equally meaningless, which leads the narrator of ‘Manhattan Bistro’86 to conclude:
Construire des reliques? D6construire des reliques? P6trifier, musdifier sa propre histoire? Retour du 
refoute. Ce qui fait retour dans le r6el, ou au contraire historialiser sa propre m£moire. Des reliques, 
des bouts, des restes, k peine des souvenirs. Quelques listes, l’arbre, quelques dates. Faire avec? 
Faire quoi? Avec quoi? [IFDP, p.206]
Conclusion
Jewish writers offer a representation of identity that differs from that provided by the other 
groups of authors studied in this thesis by its lack of unity and continuity. The Holocaust 
has introduced a break in time and in memory. This incomprehensible rupture in people’s 
lives and families shatters the idea of constituting oneself in the continuity of time and in 
the traditions of a culture. The near-destruction of the Central European Jewish people -  
targeted on the basis of its religion and culture -  seems to render almost inaccessible their 
pre-existing culture. Memory and identity lost their coherence with the movement and 
disappearance of millions of people in concentration camps.
The representation of identity also seems to retain the idea of clandestinity, 
developed during the war. Adopting a mask was a way or at least an attempt to escape 
persecution, to save one’s life. This technique is employed by Meir in La Fiancee promise
(1983) in order to survive and avoid exclusion: the mask allows him to display cultural 
traits common to the group that he wishes to join without compromising his ‘true’ identity.
For the Jewish authors, migration is merely a geographical displacement: the 
cultural shift has already taken place and has been a survival tactic in reaction to a threat 
against their cultural self. Robin’s characters point out that their place of migration itself 
has little importance as long as it is a cosmopolitan one, with no overbearing culture, and 
where a lot of cultures coexist: a sort of extrapolation of the self.
86 IFDP, p. 173-220.
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87Chapter 5: The process of Acculturation: Becoming a Migrant.
Introduction
So far, we have looked at the ways that migrant writers have expressed specific aspects of 
their identity and what differentiates them from the Quebecois population. By recalling 
childhood or arrival in a new country, for example, not only do migrant writers offer an 
alternative portrait of migrants, but they also provide themselves or their characters with a 
voice and individuality. Immigrants, almost invisible in the majority of Quebecois novels, 
become the focus of attention in migrant writings. But migrant authors also analyse the 
actual process of becoming a migrant and its consequences on the individual’s life. They 
use their personal experience in their novels and short stories, to give a different 
perspective on themselves and their communities, but they also present their reflections on 
what is to be(-come) a migrant. Even though their writing is, of course, a testimony to their 
personal and cultural origins and suggests their holistic identity, it nevertheless dissects the 
process of migrating: taking their experience as a template, migrant writers describe the 
different stages of transformation that migrants go through and document the consequences 
of migration; they investigate migrants’ feelings when leaving their culture; they question 
their relations to their native culture and the one that they have adopted. In doing so, they 
destroy stereotypical images of migrants, and replace them with a subtle depiction and 
analysis of a human journey, not only in the geographical sense, but also its emotional, 
psychological, intellectual, and political effects on the individual.
We can distinguish several stages in the process of migration: the circumstances in 
which the individual becomes alienated from his or her culture, the actual departure from 
their native country and arrival in the new country and finally, the first compromises that 
the migrant must make to adapt to the new culture. The novels that describe the process of 
migration and acculturation are very different in tone, from those mainly dedicated to 
childhood memories, as they intend to create an impression of dire reality and urgency by 
quoting political or economical facts, by describing acts of violence, etc. Stress and 
disorientation transpire through these narratives.
87 We have seen at the beginning o f chapter III, that ‘Enculturation’ (or ‘embeddedness’) is the on-going 
process o f learning the elements o f one’s culture, which organise one’s thoughts and connect one with the 
rest o f one’s society. Acculturation, on the contrary, is the action o f being removed or separated from one’s 
culture, causing the individual to feel disconnected, disorientated, and alienated because he or she cannot 
make sense o f the world around him or her: they have lost their cultural markers that allow them to 
understand and apprehend the world.
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When does acculturation occur?
The first step in the definition of a migrant is to determine when the process of migration 
begins. The obvious answer seems to be that migrants’ new lives begin when they leave 
their country, are separated from their family and friends, and start living in a foreign 
culture and way of life. However, Emile Ollivier’s definition of ‘acculturation’88 states that 
the experience of foreignness or estrangement does not necessarily involve leaving one’s 
country or culture:
S’il advient que l’individu Emigre ou que son pays soit momentan^ment doming par un module 
societal Stranger, il connait un ph6nom6ne d’identification h une culture qui n’est pas la sienne, 
processus d’acculturation.89
As we have seen previously, most writers - or narrators - have identified and described the 
reasons that made them leave their country of origin and choose a life in exile. These 
reasons caused the authors/narrators/characters to feel isolated in their own culture, and 
that they no longer belonged. What used to link and anchor them in their society of origin 
is damaged if not entirely severed. Consequently, they have become migrants in their own 
culture; actually leaving it behind is the physical expression of a separation that has already 
occurred. This is well illustrated, for example, by the French writers who leave their 
country for no apparent reason of financial or political hardship. They -  and their 
characters -  believe, however, that they can no longer connect with a society that does not 
fulfil their hopes and aspirations. In their novels, France is represented as a decaying 
country, a prisoner of its past and traditions, in which intellectual and artistic life is 
debilitated by the Parisianisme that Navarre and, to a certain degree, Regine Robin hate so 
much. On a political level too, French authors/narrators also seem disillusioned and 
express their doubts about the French government and fellow-citizens, who appear to be 
abandoning the French democratic ideals. We refer here to episodes like the 14th of July 
Ball in Andre Marois’s Accidents de parcours (1999), which bears more resemblance to a 
carnival parade than a dignified and respectable event. Marois contrasts this pitiful party 
with the celebration of the National day in Quebec, during which the premier heads the 
celebration and appears approachable to people (p.63). To the characters, it seems a better 
indication of attachment to the democratic and nationalist values than an army parade. In 
Yves Navarre’s La Dame au fond de la cour (2000), Camille -  an autobiographical double 
of Navarre -  is outraged by the French authorities’ persecution of an Algerian immigrant
88 Emile Ollivier. ‘Quatre theses sur la transculturation’, Cahiers de recherche sociologique, vol.2, No. 2, 
1984 (Septembre). p.75-90.
^  Ibid. p.81
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couple who have lived in France for more than twenty years. Not only is the couple treated 
badly by other people and persecuted by the authorities, but Camille herself, by 
association, is harassed and isolated by her neighbours. In Francis Bossus’s La Tentation 
du destin (1996), Mr Lougarel, originally from France, mainly recalls the cowardice and 
hypocrisy of the French people during World War II. To him, his compatriots do not 
inspire heroism, only contempt, because they submitted to the invaders rather than fight 
them.90 In short, it is the spinelessness of their compatriots that convinces the writers 
and/or their characters that they no longer belong in France.
For Jewish writers and characters - apart from Meir in La Fiancee promise (1983)-, 
the links with one’s culture and country are brutally and abruptly severed by the Holocaust. 
Constant remainders of it in Europe -  and, often, open anti-Semitism - make it impossible 
for the survivors to stay, and they look for a fresh start. In his Atlas o f the Jewish World
(1984), which retraces Jewish identity throughout history and around the world, Nicholas 
de Lange remarks that
The Nazi holocaust heightened the anguish o f the Jewish condition, by forcibly demonstrating the 
failure o f assimilation even in countries which had pioneered it.91
De Lange emphasizes that Jews have always had a sense of having a ‘special function in 
the world’ and, as such, throughout history, they have accepted being separated from the 
rest of the societies in which they settled. According to him, centuries of persecution and 
diasporas made the Jews a migrant nation within a nation:
The segregation, although brought into being and maintained by the non-Jewish powers, was 
generally accepted by the Jews themselves. The system had the great advantage o f permitting them 
to live under their own laws, which were considered to be divinely revealed. A potential source o f  
serious conflict was thus avoided. Drawing on precedents from earlier times and on texts from the 
sacred scriptures, the Jewish leadership developed the notion o f Israel as a holy people, separated 
from “the nations” to the service o f the one God. So long as they were not physically maltreated, the 
Jews could see the separation in a positive light as a legitimate expression o f their special function 
in the world.92
90 It is not clear, in the novel, why Lougarel is so dismissive o f his compatriots, despite the heroic acts o f the 
Resistance and other soldiers. A possible explanation would be that German officers requisitioned the farm in 
which the young Lougarel lived with his family, and he did not accept well the submissive attitude adopted 
by all. His bitterness seems to have survived ever since.
91 Nicholas De Lange. Atlas o f  the Jewish World. Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd. 1984. p.81.
92 Ibid. p.54.
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The Holocaust forced Jews to reassess their Jewishness and their position in relation to 
other nations.93 The more unwarranted the persecution of the Jews, the more they became 
migrants within their own identities: the sense of uniqueness could no longer explain the 
relentlessness and the violence against them; they could no longer trust their own cultural 
and religious explanations of the world. This is mirrored in the novels of Jewish writers. 
Causing an incommensurable shock, the Holocaust leads Kaftan’s and Robin’s characters 
to lose their sense of meaning in life, they feel that they no longer connect with anything: 
they move from country to country to which they do not feel attached by any sense of 
nationalism; they speak several languages, none of which adequately expresses their real 
self; their link to history and memory -  be these personal or national -  is damaged by or 
even totally disappears with the disappearance of family and friends in concentration 
camps. Their identity dissolves in the intangibility of their past and the uncertainty of their 
future. One of Robin’s recurrent topics, for example, is that of ‘drifting’ or ‘rootlessness’: 
her characters often travel but never settle anywhere, their identities are at once vague, 
multiple, fragmented and ambiguous, as mirrored in Robin’s own disjointed style. We have 
shown previously that in La Quebecoite (1993), for example, Robin includes in the fabric 
of her narratives snippets of television and radio guides, menus, sports results, lists of 
names, literary quotations, etc. It seems that there is no order, no hierarchy that organizes 
the importance of the successive scraps of information: everything seems to matter -  or not 
matter -  equally. Here, migrating is verging on aimless nomadism.
Marie-Celie Agnant and Gerard Etienne identify a factor in Haitian culture that 
contributes to the acculturation of one part of the population: the exploitation of black 
Caribbean women.94 This is one of the major topics of Marie-Celie Agnant’s Le Livre 
d ’Emma (2001). The novel tells the story of Emma and Flore: the former has been 
committed for killing her daughter, whilst the latter is her translator. Emma is a black 
woman from Haiti, who has migrated to Quebec; she refuses to speak French, even though 
she can speak it perfectly, and considers Flore as a ‘negresse ratee’ because she has 
forgotten her origins. In the unravelling of Emma’s life story, both women learn about 
themselves, and about what it means to be a Caribbean black woman, a descendant of
93 The creation o f the State o f Israel in 1948 was one o f the many answers to this identity crisis. Alienated in 
other nations’ territories, condemned to a perpetual state o f migration, some Jews felt that they had to acquire 
their own territory in order to be recognized as a fully-fledged nation.
94 Liberation o f women and feminist issues have also been developed by Nadia Ghalem and Naim Kattan. 
The difference with the Haitian authors is that they do not present these issues as a major cause of  
acculturation, but rather they show them as an unexpected and beneficial discovery made by women who 
have migrated.
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slaves. For Flore, in particular, translating Emma’s life is a revelation, a reconnection with 
her past which leads to a better understanding of her present life. Consequently, Emma 
realizes that black people, and women particularly, are dispossessed of their history, 
because their previous ‘masters’ write -  or rather re-write -  history for their convenience, 
coddling their consciences:
Tu dois tout avoir appris dans ces livres qu’ils ont eux-memes Merits pour te conter ta propre 
histoire. [...] J’en ai lu, moi aussi, de ces livres, ou l’histoire est tronqu^e, lobotomis^e, excis6e, 
mach6e, tritur^e puis recrach^e en un jet informe, reprend-elle. [...] Ainsi, eux seuls continueront k 
6crire pour nous, pour qu’on ne sache pas que d6j k sur les bateaux ils nous volaient et notre corps et 
notre ame. [LLE, p.22-3]
Emma also points out to Flore that black women have been the ultimate victims of slavery, 
being abused by men whether white or black, and that the Duvalier dictatorship has 
contributed to -  if not encouraged -  the continuation of their subordinate role:
C’est cette meme ann£e de mes neuf ans que sont arrives les hommes vetus de noir. Arm6s de leurs 
fusils, le regard dissimute derrtere leurs cagoules, ils sillonnent File. Le pays couch6 ne se reldvera 
jamais, pr^disent les vieux, puisque les femmes, pour nouuir leur marmaille, apprennent k vivre sur 
le dos, sous les bottes des hommes en noir. [LLE, p.73]
Despite her education and improvements in her material life (before she was committed) 
that are probably due to her migration to Quebec, Emma feels that she remains a victim: 
she no longer has to deal with physical abuse, but she faces silence on the part of others, 
those indoctrinated by Occidental culture which would like to forget the guilt of slavery 
imposed upon black men and women. Emma is faced with incomprehension and denial of 
her history and that of black Caribbean women generally:
Vivre dans une peau de n^gresse, c’est vivre en permanence dans une nuit sans 6toiles, disait Mattie. 
Une nuit dense qui nous p&se tel un faix. Voil& pourquoi nous voulons nous en d^faire, nous 
Eloigner d’elle sans regarder en arrtere. [LLE, p. 108]
For Flore, translating Emma’s story for Doctor MacLeod, a white male, is equivalent to 
trying to make him understand years of female suffering, frustration, and humiliation: it 
proves impossible. Emma’s narrative contains a few optimistic notes for Flore, however. 
She believes that she has enlightened Flore with regard to the extent of the exploitation of 
black women, who are, more often than not, not fully aware of it themselves, owing to the 
influence and disinformation of colonialist discourse. Emma’s legacy to Flore is a better 
understanding of and a reconnection with her cultural inheritance. In Emma’s view, it will 
empower Flore and the black sisterhood generally, enabling them to ‘stand on their own 
two feet’:
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Pour r£pdter un reve, on n’a qu’£ fermer les yeux et refaire, en sens inverse, le chemin du reve. Qa 
ce sont des paroles de vraies n^gresses, tu sais, de celles qui n’ont jamais eu pour tout bien que leurs 
rSves. A l’arrivde des notres sur les plantations, on les ddpouillait de leur nom, de leur corps, de leur 
existence -  ne fais pas cette tete, Poupette, c ’est la v£rit6 pure ce que je te dis. Et pendant des 
stecles, d’autres ont us6, abus6, vendu, achet6, tu6, rejetg, ignore ces etres que nous sommes, alors 
que veux-tu? Tu as beau faire, tes reves seuls t’appartiennent. Tu ouvres de grands yeux, n’est-ce 
pas? Lorsque tu auras fini ton travail avec petit docteur, tu seras peut-etre sur le chemin pour devenir 
une vraie n^gresse, une n^gresse debout. [...] Rien ne suscite autant de haine qu’une n6gresse 
debout. Ils voudraient nous voir toutes coucWes. [LLE, p.58]
By the end of the novel, Flore accomplishes Emma’s prediction: she has become stronger 
and able to fight discrimination for herself as well as for her ‘race’, or in Emma’s words, a 
‘negresse debout’.
Gerard Etienne’s vision of the condition of Black women is very similar to 
Agnant’s.95 Furthermore, in La Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo (2000),96 Etienne 
blames Haitian men, who consider women to be objects at their disposal. Maitre Clo, for 
example, states that
[Les] femmes haitiennes [sont] n6es, disait-il, pour accoucher des esclaves, non pour changer une 
soci6t6 & 1’instar des femmes cubaines, chinoises, isradliennes, palestiniennes. [LRDMC, p.29]
[Les] femmes noires [sont] exp lores, zombiftees, 6cras6es par la polygamie. [LRDMC, p.29]
But Adrienne, Maitre Clo’s sister, offers a deeper analysis of the acculturation of Black 
Caribbean women. In her view, the root of the problem is Haitian popular culture, legacy 
of African origins, that always presents women in a subordinate or negative role:
La femme noire, on la mange dans les chansons populaires; on en fait une diablesse dans les Iglises. 
Oui, [Adrienne] a lu les livres Merits par ses fibres de race. A chaque fois qu’on parle de la femme 
noire, c’est dans des situations oh elle se fait supplanter par des femmes au teint clair. Les portraits 
ne changent jamais, selon Adrienne: un panier de legumes sur la tete, des sandales us6es, une robe 
bleue en forme de camisole, une large bande de toile autour des reins. [LRDMC, p.99]
Adrienne underlines the culpability of male intellectuals in perpetuating this tradition
Q7dating back from the times of slavery. Like Emma in Agnant’s novel, Adrienne believes 
that Black Caribbean women are prisoners of the past, held captive by their own cultural 
beliefs:
[Adrienne] realise maintenant les consequences dramatiques d’une telle relation avec une femme98 
dont le monde rappelle celui qui mangeait le n£gre en l ’assujetissant aux manipulations des 
proprietaires d’esclaves pour qui la moindre transgression des lois du code de l’esclavage signifie
95 G6rard Etienne has worked as a journalist, both in Haiti and in Quebec, in parallel with his teaching career. 
He has a realistic approach to fiction, and his narratives are well documented and tinted by his political and 
social analyses.
96 Hereafter LRDMC.
97 This tradition, in fact, can be traced back to Africa, where polygamy, for example, still exists in some 
societies to this day.
98 The woman mentioned here is the goddess Erzulie, represented as a white woman. G6rard Etienne explains 
that the ritual to initiate young men to her cult ressembles a sexual act.
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une mort lente, voire la perte totale de son bon ange. [...] Pour Adrienne, la revolution demeure une 
pensde qui toume sur elle-meme aussi longtemps que le n£gre haitien reste prisonnier d’un esprit 
plus enclin aux folles amours qu’& la liberty totale de ses serviteurs. [LRDMC, p.99]
Women, here, are deprived of their freedom by their past and its perpetuation. For both 
Agnant and Etienne, in the subjugated Haitian society, women are maintained in exile in 
the past, incapable of breaking free from cultural cliches, and this leads to acculturation.
In Middle Eastern and Haitian novels, political factors are the main causes of 
migration or exile. A change of regime or war forces the characters to seek another - safer - 
place to live. The Middle Eastern characters also largely see their departure as an 
opportunity to improve their economic status and lifestyle. They very occasionally express 
nostalgia for their old ways of life, but the novels generally centre on their adaptation to 
the adopted country and culture. The impression is that Middle Eastern characters do not 
suffer from being cut off from their native culture. The cultural transition is different for 
Haitians writers and the characters that they have created after resettlement. For them, 
there exists a double process -  and for Marie-Cdlie Agnant or Gerard Etienne, a triple 
process -  of ‘acculturation’: the acculturation process is rooted not only in their departure 
from their country of origin, but also in the violence that they have to endure within their 
own country. In the case of Haiti, an individual, supported by a militia, has usurped the 
power and exerted ultimate control over the whole nation, consequently imposing - in 
Ollivier’s terms - a different societal model and restricting the normal political and cultural 
development of a society: this system is a dictatorship. Out of the four selected 
nationalities, the Haitian writers are the only group to describe this type of regime: France 
is a democratic country, and authors of other nationalities and/or their characters have left 
their country of origin when the situation was changing or was about to. This is a major 
topic for the Haitian writers, as we will see below, and it has prompted them to reflect on 
the subject not only through their creative work but also in their critical writing.
Circumstances o f acculturation within one’s culture
While authors from other minorities describe personal reasons or changes in the 
circumstances of their lifestyles as reasons for their migrations, exiled Haitian writers 
describe their struggle with a dictatorial regime, which, in their view, has put their nation
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under siege, and show in great detail the process of ‘acculturation’ under such a regime." 
They become migrants within the boundaries of their own country, exiled in a moribund 
culture that cannot express itself. The image of the Duvalier dictatorship (1957-1986) is 
common to all the books of the Haitian corpus, except maybe Dany Laferriere’s Comment
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faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999) and Eroshima (1998), in which 
characters appear to be migrants but not necessarily Haitian.100 As for Ollivier, he may 
have changed the names of people and places in his novels, but the disguise is transparent. 
Like other Haitian authors, he graphically exposes the whole Duvalier dynasty and its 
disastrous consequences for Haiti today (malnutrition, disease due to the lack of medical 
resources and clean water, etc.).
One of the main topics in the novels of Haitian authors is the omnipresent and 
terrifying violence. Torture, murder, rape, kidnapping, and arbitrary imprisonment are the 
everyday lot of the Haitian population under the dictatorship and its aftermath. 
Furthermore, people have to fear denunciations (be they well-founded or arbitrary) or 
being spied on not only by undercover macoutes but also by their own neighbours. In 
Pean’s Zombi Blues (1999), the opening pages immediately plunge the reader into the 
alienating atmosphere of Haiti. Port-au-Prince is at first described as a ‘bete blessee sur 
laquelle les tenebres s’abattent telle une volee de vautours’ {ZB, p. 17). Fear paralyses the 
population and underlies all actions:
Les scenes quotidiennes - le d£sordre des gamins qui shootent dans leur ballon de foot, le boniment 
des marchandes ambulantes, 1’exuberance des taps-taps bond£s - ne sont que mardi gras, com6die 
burlesque interprets sans conviction par des acteurs terrifies. D£s la fin de l’apres-midi, tous 
pressentent la tombee du rideau, ce moment redoute oft la nuit reinstaure son regime. [ZB, p. 17]
In a style that borrows the vocabulary of horror fiction, the narrator elaborates upon the 
fear of the population: anybody may be arrested and tortured by the macoutes for any 
reason; the police are not a source of relief either, as the officers are corrupt and obey the
99 We have selected novels spanning from 1980 onwards. Most novels, therefore, refer to the current political 
regime - i.e. the Duvalier dictatorship - that forced the authors to leave Haiti. As most Haitian writers were 
unable or unwilling to return to Haiti before the fall o f the regime, there is little trace o f the political and 
social situation after that event. In Ollivier’s Les Urnes scellees (1995), the main character, Adrien, witnesses 
the violence and the climate o f insecurity and fear even after the fall o f  Duvalier, which culminates in the 
death o f a man and in Adrien being injured. Adrien comes to the conclusion that the end o f the dictatorship 
has not improved Haiti’s situation, and that the country is under the siege o f violent mercenaries. This 
turbulent climate is also echoed in Laferrtere’s Pays sans chapeau (1999). It is maybe the lack o f first-hand 
experience o f the new regime that prevents Haitian authors from writing about it.
100 Laferrtere, however, has admitted to conceiving his whole literary output as his autobiography, o f which 
each novel constitutes a chapter. In this sense, the Duvalier regime is tacitly there and originally responsible 
for the presence o f the narrator in Montreal.
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macoutes. The population is at the mercy of the government and its thuggish 
representatives, who seem to thrive on human sacrifice:
Avec la benediction de ‘Notre-Doc-qui-etes-au-palais-^-vie’, les hommes de la nuit exigent des 
imprudents un tribut payable en argent ou en nature, s’ils ont de la chance, avec leur chair et leur 
sang, s’ils en ont moins. [...] Depuis une dizaine d’annees, nuit apr£s nuit, Port-au-Prince est livree 
aux charognards. [ZB, p. 17]
Further on in the narrative, the reader penetrates the atmosphere of fear that pervades Haiti 
and sets the tone for the whole novel. If Ollivier or Laferriere’s childhood narratives 
mostly kept silent about the down-to-earth realities, this more politically aware type of 
novel, on the contrary, describes them in detail. The paralysis of the population imposed by 
the policy of terror of the government contributes to the acculturation process. People have 
little or no scope for normal activities let alone self-expression, art or any cultural activity. 
Few people are willing to take the chance to produce or voice anything that could be 
interpreted as subversive, as the sentence from the macoutes would be immediate and 
probably lethal. In addition to the fear of their own government, Haitians also feel that they 
have been abandoned by the rest of the world, from which they can merely expect token 
gestures of help from the ‘developed world’. These previously colonialist countries -  two 
of which caused the Haitian destitution in the first place, have lost interest (financially and 
otherwise) in Haiti, and do not wish to be seen dealing in any way with an alleged 
dictatorship:
Pr£s du port, Christophe Colomb, p6trifi6, toume le dos au supplice de tout un peuple, pr6f6rant 
rever des Indes inaccessibles. [ZB, p. 17]
Isolated from other countries, there are few cultural exchanges possible, which contribute 
further to the strangulation of Haitian culture.
In Dany Laferriere’s autobiographical novel Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), the 
author narrates his last day in Haiti, during which he is chased by macoutes. In his early 
20s, he works as a journalist, reviewing art and literary events and, according to him, 
trying to steer clear of political matters as much as possible. The death of his friend Gasner 
and the threat of being arrested (or worse) by the macoutes force him to go on the run until 
his departure, arranged by his mother for the next day. During his last twenty-four hours, 
he tries to elucidate the circumstances surrounding Gasner’s murder, and, in order to do so, 
he goes as far as braving the macoutes in the bar of their hotel, their usual meeting place. 
This event, lasting less than an hour, is narrated in four chapters - ‘Le cinema du pouvoir 
(3h42)’, ‘Eloge de la torture (4h07)’, ‘Un esprit subalteme (4h21)’ and ‘La mariee etait en
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rouge (4h27), (COF, p.285-319) - and gives the impression that time is suddenly stretching 
and slowing down under the pressure of fear:
Malgr6 le conseil pressant de Choupette, je n’arrive pas k me decider k quitter ce mar^cage 
naus6abond. Les crocodiles se croisent silencieusement. Des requins entrent. Des Leopards sortent. 
Des tigresses baillent. [...] Cette ambiance fonctionne comme une bombe k retardement. Tic tac tic 
tac tic tac... Cela pourrait sauter n’importe quand. [COF, p.285-319]
Just as he did innocuously when sharing taxis, Laferriere now eavesdrops on the macoutes 
to solve the enigma of his friend’s death. The narrator uses the same narrative technique as 
earlier: as a journalist, he observes in great detail the place, the people and their behaviour, 
but he is also very aware of his own reactions; he documents the chapters with his 
knowledge of the dynamics of the different groups of macoutes, and the intelligence that 
he gathered from Gasner. Borrowing the style of a wildlife documentary, Laferriere 
provides a vivid and realistic account of their words, thoughts and actions, which gives the 
reader the impression of a direct insight into the macoutes’ world. He also mentions names 
and events, a feature that intensifies the feel of compelling realism in these four chapters. 
For the author, this episode looks like a rite of passage: like his father before him, in order 
to become a free man, he has to brave the macoutes and go into exile; he has to sever the 
link between himself and his culture by abandoning his mother and his country; he has to 
become a migrant. Like father, like son.
To the climate of insecurity, Emile Ollivier also chooses to add the denial of human 
rights and the disinformation process instated by the dictatorship, and pursued by the 
politicians who were ‘elected’ after the fall of the dictatorship. Zag, a hairdresser who 
appears in Les Urnes scellees (1995), first comments on the insecurity in the country:
Zag disait, avec son sens particulier de l’humour, qu’on avait invents un principe inedit de 
gouvemement: la securite du pouvoir reposait sur rinsecurite des citoyens. [C/51, p. 124]
Later, in chapter 17, Zag narrates to Adrien and some of his close friends an incident 
concerning nuclear waste. Some children have uncovered some radioactive stones and 
distributed them as a source of light, causing a massive epidemic. The government denies 
the reports at first and then forbids any studies or even any mention of the incident on pain 
of being arrested for crimes against the state. The conclusion to this ‘anecdote’ is worded 
by Zag as follows:
Regarder sans prendre c’est tenir \k (en disant ces mots, Zag se marteiera la poitrine du poing droit), 
profond comme au fond d’un puits, le secret de la survie. En cette epoque de haute insecurite oh 
vivre est une lutte incessante, un jeu  permanent de hasard, un risque, une mise dont on ne connait 
pas l’enjeu, puisque perte et gain ne sont que differences passaghres, toute disapprobation ne peut 
etre que silence, mutisme criard k moins que l’on n’accepte de mourir. [US, p. 160-61, my italics]
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Through the mouthpiece of Zag, Ollivier underlines here how the government deprives the 
population of fundamental rights: living a normal life is replaced by barely surviving; 
freedom of speech, of opinion, and of personal expression are confiscated to prevent any 
opposition and, instead, one must submit in silence. The regime has ensured almost total 
control over the population, in the official as well as the personal sphere, suffocating any 
creativity.
In the same novel, Emile Ollivier illustrates, not without irony, this obsession with 
control in the character of Colonel Morland, who institutes the ‘departement des reves’ or 
the thought police. Striving to restrict the last vestiges of freedom left to the Haitian 
people, he hopes to discover their secrets by probing and controlling their intimacy and 
their very souls. This surreal idea101 - which at first looks absurd to the characters - proves 
to be a dangerous weapon in the hands of the government, incarnated here by the colonel, 
since it allows all kinds of abuse and unfounded condemnations.
Morland pr&endait que ces manifestations de l’Sme, ayant des supports de realties, recelaient des
cristaux d’informations dont le decryptage etait indispensable k la securite de l’Etat. A cette Epoque,
la peur atteignit des limites inimaginables. [US, p. 145]
The ‘departement des reves’ embodies the absurdity and irrationality of the authorities, 
since even the most ridiculous idea cannot be questioned. The argument culminates when 
the colonel tries to incarnate the omnipresent all-seeing eye spying on each and everyone, 
but loses the sight of his other eye that he covers up in his representation. Through this 
character, Ollivier demonstrates both the obsession with control and the obtuseness of the 
government; the regime is ridiculed, but nevertheless presented as extremely dangerous 
because it combines power with lack of common sense and suppression of dissent.
Haitian writers use the image of the zombie to illustrate metaphorically the feelings 
of dispossession and mindlessness of acculturation caused by the dictatorship. In Haitian 
folklore, a zombie is a person believed to have been raised from the dead by the magic of 
Voodoo; once transformed into a zombie, the person loses his or her soul and becomes the 
slave of whoever raised him or her from the dead. Stanley Pean, for example, uses the 
image of the zombie in L ’Emprise de la nuit (1993) and Zombi Blues (1999). In both 
novels, the image applies quite literally to characters over whom a malefic force (which is
101 Emile Ollivier has admitted that his work has been influenced by -  amongst others -  the work of Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez and Magic Realism; the ‘departement des reves’ can be seen as one o f many examples of  
this influence. The ‘departement des r£ves’ also brings to mind George Orwell’s futuristic nightmare, 1984, 
in which one can be accused o f ‘crime thought’ and is constantly watched by ‘Big Brother’.
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always related to the Duvalier regime in some way) has taken control; they appear normal 
but their behaviour tells otherwise. They have lost their ability to think freely, and they are 
the victims and prisoners of another mind to whom they have lost their souls. They no 
longer belong to themselves. Dany Laferriere also uses the image of the zombie. In fact, in 
Pays sans chapeau (1999), he applies it to the most of the population of Haiti. The 
author/narrator, who has gone back to Haiti in the early 1990s, a few years after the fall of 
the Duvalier regime, decides to investigate the rumours of the existence of zombies when 
he hears his mother telling the following anecdote:
J’entends ma mdre raconter k la voisine avoir vu un bizango,102 il y a peine un mois, qui descendait 
la pente du mome Nelhio tout en buvant du sang et en gueulant des chants obscdnes. Le corps 
couvert de cendres, nu, indecent, le sexe k l’air, les yeux rouges, la bouche crachant le feu, k la 
recherche d’une nouvelle victime dans la nuit opaque. [PSC, p.46]
The conclusion to the story is that most of the population have become zombies. Intrigued, 
the narrator interviews a professor and a doctor about the subject, and leams that a group 
of zombies/peasants have rebelled against their work conditions, and that the president 
himself is supposed to have recruited a group of zombies to fight against the American 
army. Doctor Legrand also tells him about the town of Bombardopolis, where Americans 
try to discover the secret of its inhabitants, who supposedly eat only four times a year! The 
theme of zombies in this book underlines dramatically the state of decay and desolation of 
Haiti and the imposed apathy of the population: implicitly, the Duvalier regime is 
compared to an evil force that has turned the Haitian people back into lifeless slaves. 
Starved by their own government and maintained in a state of perpetual terror, the 
population considers itself belonging to living dead:
On a l’impression d’etre d6j& mort, ici. Tout le monde, je veux dire les justes et les m^chants. Tu 
vois, on trouve des chamiers un peu partout. Les tueurs ne sont pas plus vivants que les tu6s. Nous 
sommes tous d£j& morts. [PSC, p. 102]
In Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), Laferriere also suggests this idea without developing it. 
The author/narrator, on an aeroplane about to leave Haiti, compares his imminent departure 
to leaving the world of the dead:
«Vous ne passerez jamais dans l’autre monde, disait toujours Da, si Legba ne vous ouvre pas la 
barri£re.» C’est chose faite. Je peux respirer. A partir du moment ou Legba103 en personne est venu 
m’ouvrir la porte, j ’ai £t£ hors d’atteinte de tout mal. Je suis dans un autre univers. [COF, p.344]
102 A bizango is similar to a zombie, a living-dead creature controlled by the malefic magic forces o f Voodoo.
103 Legba is the god o f the dead in the Voodoo pantheon.
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The shocking image of the walking dead shows the devastation wrought by years of 
oppression, and the deprivation of basic rights and of the possibility of leading any sort of 
‘normal’ life. This image of a defunct country reinforces the impression that, not only has 
Haiti been drained of its intellectuals, but its popular culture too has apparently been 
annihilated. Here, Laferriere suggests that exile is the only way to escape and survive the 
acculturation brought on by the Duvalier dictatorship. And yet, the effects of the 
dictatorship are only one aspect of acculturation for Haitian authors. Migration (or exile) is 
another and proves to be a double-edged sword.
The different stages in becoming a migrant
In their novels, migrant writers identify the process of departure and arrival in the new 
country as just one of many hurdles awaiting migrants on their way to resettlement. In an 
article published in 1993,104 Marco Micone underlined the ambivalence of the procedure 
and the dilemma that faces any migrant:
Le deuxteme volet de la culture immigr^e conceme cette p6riode chami£re de l’emigration- 
immigration. Est-il besoin de r6 it6rer que nul ne quitterait son lieu d’origine si la situation politique 
ou 6conomique ne l’y forfait? Car, mise h part une minority privil6gi6e, les autres n’en retirent -  
tout au moins au debut -  que de Fins6curit6 psychologique et materielle qui les portera h accepter 
les pires conditions de vie et de travail. Ils se rendront compte rapidement qu’il n’ont pas laisse 
derriere eux que des difficulty, mais aussi une communaute, des etres aim£s et certaines coutumes 
dont ils ne peuvent se passer. Commence alors un mouvement oscillatoire et dechirant entre le regret 
et la joie d’avoir emigre, dont la dur6e et l’issue sont fonction autant de la fa?on dont s’est effectu6 
le depart que de la quality de l’accueil. 105
Most of the selected authors, when they do not describe their childhood country, choose 
this period of adaptation and changes as material for their novels, and their characters go 
through, successively or simultaneously, the stages that Ollivier describes in his article on 
transculturation, namely euphoric early days, crisis, respite from the stress of the process, 
and a catching up period.106 Ollivier analyses what Micone calls a ‘mouvement oscillatoire 
et dechirant’ and takes it a step further by identifying four stages that can coexist at once in 
migrants’ mental evolution during the early days of migration. In the first stage that he 
calls ‘Peuphorie des premiers temps’, migrants have just arrived in the coveted country and 
are busy with administrative processes, looking for a place to live and employment; 
everything is possible and all dreams and expectations appear to be within reach. This 
period also coincides -  according to both Ollivier and Micone -  with support provided by
104 Mario Micone. ‘Integration et transformation culturelle’, Quebec Frangais, No90, 1993 (&£), p.99-101.
105 Ibid. p.100.
106 Emile Ollivier. op. cit. 1984. p.80-2.
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the State and other organizations in order to ease the immigration process. The second step 
mentioned by Ollivier is ‘la crise’. This usually occurs when migrants have begun to settle 
down and support has waned: they then become aware of the discordances between their 
hopes and dreams and the reality of everyday life, exemplified by the language barrier, 
economic hardship or simply homesickness. The crisis is brought on by the need for 
migrants to reassess their values and behaviour in order to adjust to their new lives:
A ce moment-1^, le migrant rentre dans une phase oil il abandonne certains aspects de sa culture, de 
sa tradition et se comporte avec un nouvel univers de valeurs. 107
Then comes Te repit’: the migrant has made the first adjustments to his or her situation 
according to the new codes or social rules of the host country, and makes the daily 
elements of the new culture his or her own. ‘Le repit’ is a satisfactory but usually 
temporary compromise that will see the migrant through the early stages of his or her 
settlement in the new country. The fourth stage described by Ollivier - Te rattrapage’ - is, 
for most migrants, the true beginning of acculturation. Ollivier specifies, however, that this 
last stage is not equivalent to assimilation. It is rather an intermediary stage, a temporary 
balance:
Le migrant ne s’assimile pas au pays d’accueil mais aussi il maintient de multiples liens avec sa 
soci£t6 d’origine, s’approprie l’espace en le restructurant selon ses «habitus culturels», d£veloppe de 
fa?on autonome sa survie. II ne se fond pas dans la population d’accueil. 108
Migrants acquire elements of the host culture that co-exist with their own; these elements 
remain foreign to migrants who familiarise themselves with them, reshape them to make 
them fit into their own views, but do not yet entirely ‘reinvent’ them, let alone, reinsert 
them under their new form into society, as authors later do. As Ollivier and Micone point 
out, these stages in the process of ‘acculturation’ do not necessarily happen consecutively 
or in any particular order for that matter: migrants might go through several stages at the 
same time. Most migrants authors have used the bipolar ambivalence of migration: on the 
one hand, they show characters who wish to discover and embrace the host culture 
(‘euphoric early days’, ‘respite’ and ‘catching up period’); on the other hand, as we will 
see in the next chapter, they show characters who fall prey to the negatives aspects of 
migration (‘crisis’).
Despite nostalgic feelings depicted mainly in childhood narratives or a reluctance 
to leave one’s country of origin, all migrant writers describe the excitement of arrival in the
107 Emile Ollivier. op. cit. 1984. p.81.
108 Emile Ollivier. op. cit. 1984. p.82.
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coveted country, Quebec. For most characters and narrators, it represents the land of a 
better life, presumably because it is affluent, carries no colonial associations, and, not least, 
is francophone. All are hopeful that their migration to Quebec will mark the beginning of a 
fulfilling life. To a certain extent, some wish for the ‘American dream’ to come true: 
improvements in their material lives are enough to convince them that they have made the 
right choice in opting for migration. In Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), Tante 
Eulalie, the main narrator, tells, with hints of irony, the story of Zelda who, on arrival, 
thinks that she has arrived in an earthly Heaven:
Tout l’6merveillait. [...] Foi de Tante Eulalie, meme si Zelda voit demain les petits cafards sortir du 
drain de la baignoire, elle n’en sera pas offusqu6e. Elle en a vu d’autres dans sa Haute-Egypte 
natale, k ailes et k moustaches, rampants ou volants, k quatre ou mille pattes. Zelda dtait au paradis. 
Un paradis ou Dieu 6tait Zohair et ou Bertha semblait etre pour 1’ instant une fre qui allait 
tendrement veiller sur leur amour. [LDM, p. 147]
In Kattan’s work, the enthusiasm for resettling in a new country and expectations of 
success are underlying themes.109 Kattan’s novel Farida (1991), depicts the society of 
Baghdad as closed, restrictive, secretive, and alienating, and the city itself is seen as a 
small, cramped place, in which everybody knows everyone else. By contrast, Canada and 
Quebec are synonymous with open spaces and seem free from social constraint. In Le 
Sable de Vile (1981), for example, a character in the short story ‘Le Demenagement’ 
explains her choice to move to Quebec:
«J’ai fui l’Europe», dit-elle k Ernest. « Je m’y sentais k l’&roit en Belgique. Tout £tait en module 
r£duit et tout se r£p6tait 6temellement. On n’avanfait ni ne reculait. On faisait du sur place. II fallait 
que je bouge, que je me d£place. » [LSDI, p .l 11]
She hopes to ‘move forward’, to change her set way of life. The emphasis here is not so 
much on economic success, but on the possibility of living by different social -  and 
geographical -  standards. For her, the open spaces of the Canadian landscapes not only 
offer the promise of a certain freedom of movement; they are also synonymous with 
personal freedom and achievement. This is echoed in La Fiancee promise (1983). In this 
novel, the narrator, Meir, recounts his first year in Quebec. Having just disembarked from 
the boat that brought him from Europe, Meir expresses his hopes of cutting out a life for 
himself in the new country, liberated from the weight of tradition and obligations.
J’6tais seul, tout k fait seul. Tout 6tait possible d&ormais. Seul et libre. [LFP, p.7]
109 Kattan’s own life is a success story: he quickly became involved in the cultural and literary life of 
Quebec. In 1967, he was appointed director o f  the literature department in the Canadian Arts Council and 
worked there until his retirement in 1992. He was also awarded the ‘Ordre national des Qu6b6cois’, and the 
‘Ordre du Canada’.
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Despite setbacks and discomfort, Meir remains optimistic and sees his situation as a 
temporary arrangement. He retains his faith in the promises of immigration officers and 
has no doubt that he will succeed:
Ma chambre au YMCA 6tait minuscule, bruyante et surtout chdre. Deux dollars par jour. Ma valise 
se trouvait toujours k la consigne. Je pris mon petit dejeuner k la caf£t6ria. A midi, je mangeai des 
fruits achetes au magasin du coin: Dionne. Mes cent dollars s’amenuisaient. Du travail, j ’en 
trouverai. Le consul du Canada k Paris me l’avait affirm^ en m’octroyant le visa d’immigration. «Le 
pays est vaste et nous avons besoin d’hommes honnetes et de bras solides.» [LFP, p. 12]
Meir sees Quebec as a place to start a new life, a land of opportunities, and so do the 
multiple narrators of Regine Robin’s La Quebecoite (1993). The three narratives that 
constitute the book can be interpreted as three alternative lives, three possible experiences 
of immigration by one character. The idea that one can succeed socially, financially or 
emotionally, that everything is possible, underlies the three parts. All narratives have in 
common a frantic desire to discover the province of Quebec, and to experience this 
discovery in all its chaotic diversity, as summarized in the leitmotiv:
Pas d’ordre. Ni chronologique, ni logique, ni logis. [LQ, p. 15]
This implies that, on some level, the narrator(s) wants to incorporate everything 
indiscriminately: it is a bulimic experience of immigration; everything is worth 
remembering, including such trivia as television and radio guides, sports results charts, 
advertising slogans, etc. The above leitmotiv also suggests spontaneity, which contrasts 
with the rigidity of the Parisianisme that the narrator tries to escape. The puns, lists and 
other elements contribute to the deconstruction of the traditional structure of the narrative 
and derive from the desire to escape intellectual control. A similar thirst for new sensations 
and the discovery of every minutiae of the new country is also found among the Haitian 
group, and in Gerard Etienne’s La Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo (2000):
Pourtant il 6prouve le besoin de connaitre k fond ce coin de l’Am6rique du Nord ou il vient de 
ddbarquer, connaitre tout de suite les visages en relief dans le quartier, les raisons du plaisir de 
bouffer du spaghetti, une gorg^e de btere apr6s chaque cuiller^e, la nature de la caboche des gens du 
pays qui manifestent tant de tendresse k l’endroit de leurs chiens en leur grattant la gueule au 
moment de pisser. Ce dont il est certain, c’est qu’il pense, r§ve, ronfle en Stranger, peut-etre non- 
d^sird, qui devra cependant livrer bataille k un paquet de forces contre lesquelles il ne possdde pas 
encore des armes qui servent k la riposte. [LRDMC, p. 12]
These details, that might seem trivial, constitute the daily routine of an individual, the 
thread of one’s identity. There are hints here of a certain desperation to embrace the routine 
of ‘natives’ in order to fit in, to feel less of a foreigner, but this also reflects a mild 
criticism of a society that pressures newcomers into a lifestyle that does not suit them.
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Through the mouthpiece of Maitre Clo, the description of mediocre behaviour is ironically 
elevated to the rank of a culture that migrants should embrace.
A similar enthusiasm for life in Quebec is found in Yves Navarre’s La Terrasse des 
audiences au moment de Vadieu (1990). The book is in the form of a diary kept by Navarre 
from the moment he decides to emigrate. Tired and disillusioned by his life in Paris, 
Navarre thinks the perfect remedy is to move to Quebec and keeps praising the Province 
and its people. In fact, the whole book is organized around the dichotomy Quebec/Paris; 
the former is synonymous with purity, honesty, enthusiasm, simplicity and youth, and the 
latter means only corruption, hypocrisy, degeneration and meanness. If, for Latif-Ghattas’s 
Zelda, Quebec was Heaven, for the manichean Navarre, Quebec is the doorway to Heaven: 
Zelda discovers abundance, Navarre hopes to save his soul -  and his skin:
Je vais sauver ma peau. Je veux sauver mon ame. [...] Alors, je serai libre. Et deux. Enfin deux. A 
nouveau deux: le pays nouveau et moi. Le fascisme parisien ne passe plus. Le lyrisme passera. 
J’aime. Je repars comme un aimant. [TDA, p. 10]
Here, not only does Navarre tell of his hopes for spiritual salvation, he also expects to feel 
regenerated emotionally. The vocabulary in this quotation and throughout the narrative is 
that of love and bonding. Navarre’s enthusiasm for the Province is close - if not equal - to 
feelings of a person in love. This assimilation between the new country and a ‘native’ is a 
common and recurrent topic amongst migrant authors who describe the ‘euphoric early 
days’ of immigration.
A passionate affair
In the narratives we have studied, starting a new life in Quebec often coincides with 
starting an -  often passionate and intense - relationship with a Quebecois citizen. In fact, 
the relationship often foreshadows that between the migrant and the country, as in Latif- 
Ghattas’s Le Double Conte de I ’exil (1990). From inception, the encounter between Feve, 
an illegal Middle Eastern immigrant, and Madeleine, a Native American originally called 
Manitakawa, is described as an embrace of cultures, languages and social behaviours. 
Again, the vocabulary employed by Latif-Ghattas is clearly that of love and passion:
Ils se sont aimds jusqu’A la fonte des neiges. Jusqu’au ddgel de la plus fine pellicule de glace sur la 
chauss^e. Ils ont vu l’irruption des bourgeons au printemps et le vert somptueux des Arables en dt6 . 
II a aim£ ce pays comme on aime la femme qui vous sort de l’enfance. Absolument. II a appris sa 
langue et lui a transmis des fragments de la sienne. II venait de si loin. D ’un monde si vieux que ses 
phonemes r£sonnaient comme les oracles qui hantent nos imaginaires en perp6tuel devenir. Elle 
l’avait recueilli chez elle sans le moindre pr6jug6 . Sans meme lui demander l’origine de son nom. 
Emerveilke devant la beauts de sa peau d’acajou et le profond regard de ses yeux noirs qui 
per9aient son silence. Elle avait patiemment r6p6t6 ces mots qu’il ne comprenait pas. II les avait 
attentivement £cout£s avec l ’ardent d^sir de les inclure dans son destin. [LDCE, p.9]
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In this passage, the development of passion between both characters is linked to a gradual 
and mutual understanding of each other’s culture and language. The rapid, though 
symbolic, change of seasons reinforces the idea that the relationship between Feve and 
Madeleine blossoms and develops very quickly, but it also denotes a fervour to embrace 
everything. For Feve, the eagerness to learn about Quebec and to be included in its culture 
coincides with the desire to be included in Madeleine’s life:
S’il avait reldgud son pass6 brulant dans les zones du reve, il comprenait timidement que le present 
ne lui accordera ses lettres de crdance et un certain repos du cceur qu’au moment ou il lui aura offert 
en dchange la trame de son passd aussi hallucind qu’il puisse paraitre. Quand il pensait k Madeleine, 
sa passerelle magique vers le present, il ne pouvait s ’empecher d’etre saisi par sa confiance sans 
limite, et pourtant il s’&onnait k peine de 1’ intuition de cette femme qui semblait avoir tout devin6 
d’emblde, comme si dans son propre passd quelque chose l’avait prddisposde k accueillir 
l ’impossible errance, k gudrir les entailles du cceur. [LDCE, p.92]
By welcoming Feve and treating him with respect, Madeleine shows him that life is worth 
living and that Quebec might welcome him like she does. She pulls him out of the violence 
of the past, by providing kindness and teaching him the knowledge of the new life and the 
new country; in his view, she represents an intermediate between the past and the present, 
and between ‘here’ and ‘there’.
A similar idea is noticeable in Kattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983). The title of the 
novel seems to suggest an arranged marriage, and one expects Meir to be joining his 
fiancee in Quebec. But, it turns out that Meir intends to remain single and, far from settling 
with one girlfriend, he goes out with a succession of women. As we have seen previously, 
Meir hops between cultural communities without being tied to a particular one and, each 
time, he seems to be introduced into the community in question by a girlfriend. Louise 
Gauthier analyses this succession of girlfriends in La Memoire sans frontieres and 
proposes the following answer:
En porte-^-faux entre deux lieux et plusieurs cultures, M6 ir a peur du vide et s’accroche k toutes les
femmes qu’il rencontre comme k des planches de salut: le visage change, mais la quete se poursuit.no
As we have seen earlier, Meir’s quest is, of course, to make a living for himself, to achieve 
a successful lifestyle. He becomes involved with a partner from each cultural group he 
comes across but, at the end of the novel, his choice seems to be set on the Quebecoise 
Claudia, who, it seems, incarnates the country to which he has come to achieve success: 
her parents are from Europe -  her father is Belgian, her mother French -  but she was bom 
in Quebec; like Meir, she does not feel that she belongs to any ethnic group; she is
110 Louise Gauthier. La Memoire sans frontieres. Sainte-Foy: Presses l’UniversitS de Laval. 1997. p.8 6 .
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Quebecoise. The description of Meir’s dream at the very end of the novel strangely recalls 
the beginning of the novel when Meir describes the landscapes that he can see from the 
boat and then the train, emerging out of the fog; the difference is that, at the end of the 
novel, what emerges is the depiction of a woman. The focus of his quest appears to have 
changed too: it seems that both Claudia and Quebec have fused in Meir’s mind and heart:
Hier, j ’ai eu le meme reve. Je n’ai pas cherch£ k deviner ce visage des brumes. J’avais la certitude 
de le connaitre. Je ne le regardais meme pas. C’&ait toi, Claudia. [...] Je suis venu de loin Claudia et 
n’ai plus besoin de deviner les traits de ton visage. Nous allons sauter et courir. Nous savons que 
partout ou nous serons, k I’une ou k Pautre extr6mit6 il n’y aura ni pierre ni refuge. Un visage. Un 
seul visage. II faut venir de loin pour le savoir. [LFP, p.231]
In this concluding paragraph of the novel, Meir has found the object of his quest; through a 
woman, he has found the key to his new country.
Lastly, this topic is also present in work by the Haitian group, particularly in Dany 
Laferriere’s Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999). In this novel, 
the narrator and his friend Bouba -  who are living in the precarious conditions of newly 
arrived immigrants - also have a considerable number of girlfriends. These women do not 
have names as such, only nicknames given by the narrator, but each nickname corresponds 
to a trait of character or one aspect of Quebecois culture. ‘Miz Sophisticated Lady’, for 
example, is a rich English girl from the well-off suburb of Westmount; ‘Miz Litterature’ is 
a student at McGill University. It seems that the narrator’s knowledge of Quebecois society 
and of Montreal’s geography is directly linked to his relationships with these ‘Miz’. 
Finally, the interview about his novel with ‘Miz Bombardier’, who works at Radio- 
Canada,111 validates his success since she enthusiastically recommends his book and offers 
him the chance to advertise it to a large audience. Here again, the narrator’s ambition is 
achieved thanks to his encounter with a woman: first, women become the material for his 
novel, then his talent as a writer is acclaimed by a renowned -  female -  Quebecois critic. 
Here we see the culmination of the passionate relationship between the woman as the 
representative of the country and the migrant. However, no passionate relationship, as we 
will see in the next chapter, develops without crisis.
111 This ‘Miz’ is clearly based on the journalist and author, Denise Bombardier, who is a well-known 
personality in Quebec. Since 1970, she has hosted several public affairs television shows, as well as cultural 
programmes.
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Conclusion
Separation from one’s country and culture, often in a climate of violence, is a 
painful and complex experience. For personal, cultural, economic or political 
circumstances, some individuals become alienated, oppressed or are considered 
expendable within their own culture or country. Before even emigrating, they come to 
represent a figure of alterity within their cultural group and, for this reason, are excluded. 
Migration appears to be the solution, a temporary one for exiles who await the fall of the 
political regime that forced them out, or a permanent one for those who have hopes of 
better conditions of life.
Migrants’ expectations are therefore high when they arrive in their chosen country 
of adoption. Some hope that it will be a safe haven in which to wait for the time to go 
‘home’, others see it as a place where all their dreams can become true. Often, first 
impressions exceed their expectations because of the contrast that exists between ‘there’ 
and ‘here’; the feeling of freedom and abundance is overwhelming and exhilarating, even 
though the underlying irony of narrators already hints everything is not what it seems to be. 
The novelty aspect of migration starts to wear out as soon as migrants realise that what 
they see as quirky ‘novelty’ will actually be their lot for as long as they stay ‘here’. In 
other words, the crisis starts with their first encounter with the prospect of permanent 
Otherness.
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Chapter 6: Coming to terms with alterity
Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have seen that going through the process of migration is an 
ambivalent experience. Although migrants feel the need and the desire to discover and 
learn about their country of adoption, they find it hard to let go of their past and their 
traditions. Emile Ollivier describes a moment of crisis for the newly arrived immigrants, 
which occurs when the euphoria of the early days fades and migrants have to deal with 
reality. Beginning to reflect on their losses, migrants can be subject to bouts of nostalgia 
about their country of origins, and disillusionment about their host country. As Emile 
Ollivier also points out, once immigrants have attended to their most urgent needs, such as 
necessary paperwork, finding a place to live and a job, and when support from 
governmental bodies and/or their communities has waned, they quickly become aware of 
the problems facing them:
[La crise] delate au moment o£i les discordances s’accumulent. Quels en sont les Aments?
Confrontation des valeurs, prise de conscience de la relativity des conventions sociales supposes
universelles. Dans ce contexte, le migrant d^veloppe un sentiment de dysenchantement, de
dysabusement. 112
According to Ollivier, it is a combination of factors that triggers the crisis in migrants’ 
lives, and migrant authors have included many of these factors in their novels. In addition 
to the possible factors listed by Ollivier, characters have to face financial hardship, 
prejudice, communication problems, and social and personal humiliation, all of which lead 
migrants to develop coping mechanisms ranging from a feeling of being invisible to 
personality disorders.
The causes o f crisis
For migrant authors, the representation of crisis in migrants’ lives is an important topic as 
it draws attention to the difficulty of the process of migration and contradicts all cliches of 
migrants as freeloaders. They indicate the psychological and material causes that 
contribute to the doubts migrants might have about their choices. An immediate cause of 
crisis is the realization of cultural loss. Immigrants are constantly confronted with a culture 
that is not theirs and are reminded of their loss. They have to learn new rules and new
112 Emile Ollivier. ‘Quatre thyses sur la transculturation’, Cahiers de recherche sociologique, vol.2, 1984 
(Septembre). No. 2, p.81
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behaviour (both personal and social), to appreciate new food, to make new relationships, 
and somehow ‘forget’ everything that applied before. They become suddenly and painfully 
aware of their attachment to their country and culture of origin, and of how their previous 
way of life - that they had taken for granted - has modelled their personality and point of 
view. Dany Laferriere, for example, has captured the brutal suddenness of becoming a 
migrant, with all its implications, at the end of Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000). About to 
leave Haiti, he suddenly becomes acutely aware of the price he has to pay for freedom:
Je serai done seul pour affronter ce monde nouveau. Comme ?a, du jour au lendemain. Un univers 
avec ses codes, ses symboles. Une ville nouvelle h connaitre par cceur. Sans guide. Ni dieu. Les 
dieux ne m’accompagneront pas. L’ancien temps ne pourra m’etre d’aucun secours. Au contraire, il 
me faut tout oublier de mes dieux, de mes monstres, de mes amis, de mes amours, de mes gloires 
pass^es, de mon kernel 6t£, de mes fruits tropicaux, de mes cieux, de ma flore, de ma faune, de mes 
gouts, de mes app&its, de mes d£sirs, de tout ce qui a fait jusqu’i  present ma vie, si je veux 
continuer h vivre dans le present chaud et non sombrer dans la nostalgie du pass£ dans moins de 
trente secondes, au moment oil l’avion quittera le sol d’Haiti. Et Montreal ne m’attend pas. [COF, 
344]
Although, migration is the door to freedom, it appears to be almost as great a shock as 
living under a violent dictatorship: as well as being a rupture with one’s culture and social 
group, it is a leap into the unknown, a confrontation with a new geography and new codes, 
and a forced renunciation of the past and of everything that one has considered to be part 
of one’s identity so far in one’s life. Literally foreign to migrants’ new lives, their pasts 
become frozen, if not obsolete. Disconnected from the past, migrants are condemned to 
live in a perpetual present.113
We have previously seen that Haitian writers - such as Dany Laferriere and Emile 
Ollivier - have devoted entire novels to the depiction of the past and their childhood;114 
others, instead, drop hints of what they miss from their previous existence.115 The precise 
descriptions of places, tastes, colours, people, and atmosphere tinge the texts with nostalgia 
and regret: without criticising their new -  better and safer -  lives in Quebec, narrators
113 Eva Hoffman, who emigrated from Poland to Canada in her early teenage years, expresses a similar idea 
in her autobiographical novel Lost in Translation (New York: Penguin Group. 1989. p. 116-17): ‘I can’t 
afford to look back, and I can’t figure out how to look forward. In both directions, I may see Medusa, and I 
already feel the danger o f being turned into stone. Betwixt and between, I am stuck and time is stuck within 
me. Time used to open out, serene, shimmering with promise. If I wanted to hold a moment still, it was 
because I wanted to expand it, to get its fill. Now, time has no dimension, no extension backward or forward. 
I arrest the past, and I hold myself stiffly against the future; I want to stop the flow. As a punishment, I exist 
in the stasis o f a perpetual present, that other side o f “living in the present”, which is not eternity but a prison. 
I can’t throw a bridge between the present and the past, and therefore I can’t make time move.’
114 See, for example, L ’Odeur du cafe (2001) or Le Charme des apres-midi sans fin  (1998) by Dany 
Laferriere, or Mille-Eaux (1999) by Emile Ollivier.
115 See Les Jardins de cristal (1981) by Nadia Ghalem, Les Feux de Vexil (1991) by Dominique Blondeau, or 
occasional mentions o f nostalgia by the French writers.
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identify gaps in their life, caused by the abrupt separation from their culture rather than by 
their existence in Quebec. These ‘gaps’ sometimes develop into feelings of emptiness, 
solitude, unhappiness and drab living. In Dominique Blondeau’s Les Feux de I ’exil (1991), 
the character of Anastasia is tom apart by such a crisis. Her nostalgia for Morocco, the land 
of her childhood, haunts her, destroying the balance that she had found between ‘here’ and 
‘there’, ‘now’ and ‘then’. In fact, it has such devastating effects that Anastasia’s friend, 
Chloe, draws a parallel between her nostalgic feelings and a cancer that is consuming her:
Anastasia appartient k cette race d’individus dont le pays natal s’incruste dans la chair, tel un mal 
soumois... Un cancer! II y a des gens qui cherchent et ne trouvent pas. Ils s’&oignent de leur 
territoire naturel. Girouettes, ils toument toument sur eux-memes, se dirigent en aveugle. [LFDE, 
p. 189]
Anastasia is doubly sick: a cancer is effectively destroying her body, and her cancer-like 
nostalgia spreads through her mind and drives her to the verge of insanity. In extreme cases 
like Anastasia’s, nostalgia becomes a destructive obsession. In the following passage of her 
novel Lost in Translation, Eva Hoffman offers an explanation as to why such fondness for 
one’s country of origin is so strong, and calls it an inalienable love:
No, I’m no patriot, nor was I ever allowed to be. And yet, the country o f my childhood lives within 
me with a primacy that is a form o f love. It lives within me despite my knowledge o f our 
marginality, and its primitive, unpretty emotions. Is it blind and self-deceptive o f me to hold on to 
its memory? I think it would be blind and self-deceptive not to. All it has given me is the world, but 
that is enough. It has fed me language, perceptions, sounds, the human kind. It has given me the 
colors and the furrows o f reality, my first loves. The absoluteness o f those loves can never be 
recaptured: no geometry o f the landscape, no haze in the air, will live in us as intensely as the 
landscapes that we saw as the first, and to which we gave ourselves wholly, without reservations. 
[...] Insofar as we retain the capacity for attachment, the energy o f desire that draws us toward the 
world and makes us want to live within it, we’re always returning. 116
Hoffman underlines here the price to pay when one migrates: one has to renounce the 
world as one knows it. Living as an immigrant is living disconnected from not only a place 
and a culture, but also from oneself. Coming to terms with this separation becomes a daily 
battle for immigrants, a battle that they can surrender -  like Anastasia -  or that they can 
wage and eventually win. In this sense, we can interpret the representation of the past in 
the country of origin or the retention of old habits, foods or traditional clothing as an act of 
resistance to try to hold on to the past that is slipping away rapidly.
After a realization of cultural loss, language is a second factor to be considered. 
Referring to Ollivier and Kattan, Louise Gauthier in La Memoire sans frontieres speaks of
116 Eva Hoffman. Op.cit. 1989. p.74.
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‘exil dans la langue’,117 but this notion could be extended to all authors. According to 
Gauthier, ‘exile within the language’ occurs when authors create a text in a language other 
than their mother tongue, borrowing images, myths, etc from their culture of origin, or 
imprinting some aspects of their mother tongue on the ‘foreign’ language. We have seen 
earlier how each author included these effects to assert his or her cultural identity. The 
writers from France note the slight lexical variations of Quebecois French, for example, or 
remark on the different accent, and in so doing, they acknowledge their own foreignness. 
As for the Haitian or Middle Eastern writers, we have seen the introduction of Creole and 
Arabic words into the framework of the French text; some expressions seem modelled on
11 o
Arabic, and sometimes, it is the whole narrative genre that is transposed. Furthermore, 
most writers and characters are already bi- or multi- lingual owing to their education. In 
Haiti, the language of education and administration is French (a legacy of colonial days), 
Creole being used for informal and familiar communication.119 For some of the Middle 
Eastern writers from Egypt or Iraq, learning French was a deliberate choice because of the 
prestige of French culture; but for Algerian writers, like Nadia Ghalem, French is 
associated with feelings of being subjected and persecuted as a result of colonization:
J’ai couru le monde, j ’aurais voulu te dire comment on nous voit, comment ILS nous voient, les 
Strangers, ceux qui ne savent rien de nous. Ils savent que nous parlons leur langue, ils ne voient pas 
que nos pensSes sont abimSes, tronquSes, lourdes de mots inutilisSs. [JDC, p.20]
Being in exile within the language is therefore not necessarily something caused by 
emigration but, in the case of migrants, it adds even more to their feelings of foreignness 
by destabilising the harmony between their languages. This idea is further developed in 
some of Naim Kattan’s short stories and in the work of Regine Robin. As we have seen 
previously, these writers create characters that have changed countries several times and 
have become multilingual. As a result, the characters do not feel exclusively connected to 
one particular culture and language; they either do not invest any emotions into the 
languages or, on the contrary, their personality and emotions alter depending on the 
language that they use. The characters are caught at the confluence of several languages
117 Louise Gauthier. Op.cit. 1997. p.99.
118For example, Latif-Ghattas introduces elements that are in keeping with Arabian Nights and the oral 
tradition o f storytelling by African griots, since Les Lunes de miel (1996) is a collection o f short stories ‘told’ 
by Tante Eulalie to Christine, and Le Double conte de I ’exil (1990) includes chapters that are a poetic dream 
sequence experienced by Feve.
119 In Mille-Eaux (1999), an autobiographical novel, Emile Ollivier recounts that his mother forbade him to 
use Creole as she considered it to be for the lower classes. Conversely, in Laferriere’s Le Charme des apres- 
midi sans fin, we see the gendarme Djo making an important and formal announcement in French to the 
population o f the village but, as nobody understands French, he has to repeat himself in the vernacular
(p. 181).
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and cultures, never fully belonging to any of them. Critics (including Louise Gauthier) call 
this in-between zone, babelisme’. with several languages spoken at once, communication 
suffers from foreign interference, tampering with the meaning of words, the introduction of 
alien images and references, and the subversion of the quintessence of a given language. 
This babelisme reinforces the idea and feeling of precariousness in the mind of migrants. 
By becoming a migrant, the -  often previously multilingual -  individual becomes acutely 
aware that the part of identity encapsulated in language is as perishable as any other 
memory. This concern is expressed by young Alexis, the eponymous character of Marie- 
Celie Agnant’s Alexis d ’Haiti (1999): Alexis’s cousin has emigrated to North America and 
is no longer able to communicate with his relatives in Haiti:
II parlait une langue Strange. Ce n’&ait plus le creole, mais un charabia que personne ne comprenait. 
[AH, p.37]
Quand on quitte son pays, poursuit Alexis, dans un d6bit saccad6 , on peut rencontrer d’autres 
momes, mais ce ne sont plus les notres, on ne sait pas les reconnaitre. Alors on peut toumer, toumer 
& Pinfrni jusqu’i  oublier qui on est et d ’ou Von vient. C’est ce que dit mon p6re et le p6re de J6r6my 
pense aussi la meme chose. Ceux qui partent ne reviennent jamais et, au bout d’un certain temps, ils 
ne savent plus qui ils sont vraiment. [AH, p.55, my italics]
Losing or tampering with one’s language becomes the equivalent of losing and alienating 
oneself from one’s past and origins.
A third factor, namely the insecurity caused by a change in social status, 
contributes to the crisis that migrants go through. In the novels, there are three aspects to 
this factor, which can appear individually or in combination: racism, poverty and 
professional underestimation. In the four groups of novels, there are mentions of 
discrimination not only between people of different colours but also between people of 
different nationalities. In the novels by migrant French writers, characters are not victims 
of racism but they observe it. For example, Jules, a young man bom in Quebec and the 
main character in Andre Bossus’s La Tentation du destin (1996), successively notes 
different forms of prejudice exhibited by his employers, acquaintances, or even himself. 
When he first meets Nora, the Haitian maid in his employer’s house, Jules is taken aback 
by Nora’s honesty: she tells him openly and quite ironically that she doubts his motives for 
accepting the position of secretary are truly sincere. But he assumes that she hates him on 
the grounds that a black woman cannot feel otherwise towards a white man:
Et elle avait dans les yeux une lueur qui ne trompait pas, celle d’un m£pris ancestral pour le Blanc et 
l’intrus que j ’6tais. [LTD, p.28]
But Jules does not feel any differently towards her or other coloured people:
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Et cette vision surgit de mon racisme. Je proftrai k voix haute: «Esp6ce de maudit nfcgre, de sale 
bougnoule, de con d’Africain!» Deux mille ans de civilisation blanche et chr&ienne passaient par 
ma voix et me rappelaient que tout homme de couleur est infiSrieur. [LTD, p. 105]
Bossus does not limit his depiction of racism to tensions between black and white people, 
he also shows that prejudice spans the different nationalities too by placing the following 
comments in the mouth of Prosper -  a black man from Cameroon -  and his Caribbean 
girlfriend Cloe:
-Et les Juifs? Cette putain de Floride est pleine de Juifs!
-Tu oublies les Cubains et les Ha'ftiens, a r6pliqu6 CI0 6 . [LTD, p. 113]
In fact, racial tensions and prejudices seem to underlie all relationships between the 
characters of Bossus’s novel: even though the characters keep interacting, they do so with 
ulterior motives; implicitly, all ethnic groups are prejudiced and have a profound disregard 
for other ethnic groups. All attempts to build relationships are undermined by this attitude. 
The discordance remains unresolved because characters keep to their prejudiced views. 
Bossus depicts here the competition that exists between communities, resembling survival 
instinct: they all want to be recognised and respected, without taking others into account. 
In his Litteratures de Vexiguite,120 Francis Pare analyses the relationship of power and 
submission between cultures of minorities and concludes that accepting comments and 
changes emanating from foreign elements means that they lose part of their uniqueness:
Pourquoi les ‘petites’ cultures ont-elles tendance k rejeter ce qui ultimement les ferait acc^der k 
l’histoire? Car une culture qui n’est pas r^pertortee et an a lyst formellement peut-elle se targuer 
d’etre une culture? C’est que, dans les ‘petites’ cultures, le commentaire critique porte les marques 
de l’Autre. La critique, c’est cet Autre, adore et abhorr6 ; cet Autre, dont on n’arrive jamais k 
endiguer l’ouvrage de destruction, dont on n’arrive jamais k se debarrasser, car il est la part maudite 
de notre language collectif. 121
In the case of the minorities impersonated by Bossus’s characters, they too feel the need to 
assert their power in order not to disappear. Jules appears to be aware of the cultural 
patterns and survival instinct ingrained in him, but he is unable to stop himself repeating 
them or to see beyond them. The same idea underlies Xaviere Senechal’s Le Pays 
d ’ailleurs (1999). The narrator, from a wealthy white Quebecois family, is planning to 
adopt a little orphan Indian girl, but the narrator’s mother shows little enthusiasm for the 
project:
Bien stir, elle n’&ait pas raciste. Comme des milliers d’autres, elle n’avait rien contre les gens de 
couleur k condition qu’ils n’entrent pas jouer dans sa cour. [LPDA, p.95]
120 Francois Par6 . Les Litter atures de Vexiguite. Quebec: Les Editions du Nordir, collection Essai. 1992.
121 Ibid. p.80.
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Here, Senechal reveals a ‘passive’ form of racism that is barely hidden under the denial of
prejudice and the avoidance of the ‘Other’; hostile behaviour is simply avoided by a non-
conffontational attitude.
While migrant French authors portray prejudiced characters in action, the Haitian
and Middle Eastern writers, on the other hand, show the victims of prejudice. As discussed
earlier, among the Haitian group, this topic is mainly illustrated in the work of Marie-Celie
Agnant and Gerard Etienne. These authors tell of the psychological damage to women
caused by years of slavery followed and reinforced by a popular culture that repeats the
patterns of slavery. But Agnant shows other aspects of discrimination too. In her novels
1 00Alexis d ’Haiti (1999) and Alexis, le fils de Raphael (2000), she sensitively demonstrates 
perfectly how ‘coloured’ migrants are made to feel undesirable and unwelcome (which is 
in total contrast to the experience of Yves Navarre, for example, whose character Camille 
in La Dame au fond de la cour (2000) befriends a North African couple), and that racism is 
not just found among isolated individuals, but within national institutions too. Fleeing 
Haiti, Alexis - a teenage boy - and his mother are washed up on the shores of the United 
States of America, and have therefore illegally entered the country. The scornful attitude of 
the coastguards sets the tone of their stay in the States:
Le mdpris non dissimute, les injures, mais aussi et surtout la honte qui sans management l’avait 
cingld lorsqu’il les avait entendus pester et jurer contre ces boat people, ces gueux, ces mis6 reux, 
ces gens sans terre qui, telle une mar6e noire ind6sirable, reviennent k intervalles r^guliers hanter et 
souiller les plages de la Floride. [AH, p .l 15]
We note here that the coastguards remark on their physical appearance, but they also 
dislike their poverty; they de-humanise the immigrants by comparing them to a pollution 
of the system, an ecological disaster for their country. It does not get any better for the 
immigrants when they try to apply for a visa, as they have to endure the disdain of federal 
employees. They have to prove their honesty to these state employees who presume them 
guilty of lying even before they hear their story:
Nous devons ddmontrer aux juges, aux fonctionnaires de lTmmigration que nous sommes de 
v^ritables r^fugtes, que nous n’avons pas quitt6 Haiti et risqu6 nos vies sur l’oc^an, attir6s 
uniquement par la vie facile de leur pays. Leur attitude me fait penser parfois que je ne suis pas un 
etre humain. J’ai Pimpression de n’etre qu’un num£ro, celui qui est inscrit sur le dossier qu’ils 
exhibent k chacune de nos visites au Bureau de contrdle. Maman et moi, nous sommes le meme 
num£ro et nous attendons qu’ils nous donnent l’autorisation de devenir enfin des etres humains. 
Tout comme ils le feraient avec une baguette magique, ils brandiront leurs stylos et leurs papiers et 
nous feront cadeau d’une identity, voil&! [AFR, p.26]
122 These novels have been published in a collection aimed at a younger readership, as have many o f Stanley 
Plan’s novels.
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The administrative process deepens the migrants’ feelings of being of no consequence, 
negligible and neglected: migrants are at the mercy of bureaucrats who have the power to 
grant or restore to them an identity and their humanity. Accusations of hypocrisy from the 
American government are implicit here, as this situation is reminiscent of the times of 
slavery, which is a preponderant topic in Agnant’s work. With this in mind, the novel 
Alexis, le fils de Raphael (2000) could be read as a bildungsroman in which the hero learns 
how to deal with racism and social prejudice. This goal is announced in the first pages of 
the narrative:
C’est le rn^pris et le ctedain qu’ils affichent qui te blessent. Mais tu devras te forger une carapace, 
mon petit. Le monde est plein de gens semblables k ces fonctionnaires et il nous faut apprendre k 
vivre avec eux, malgrd nous. [AFR, p.39]
At the end of the novel, Alexis and his mother have managed to emigrate to Quebec with 
the help of an uncle, and have settled down. Even though Quebec appears to be a much 
more hospitable country than the United States, Alexis has to face prejudice from members 
of the authorities and public sector yet again (such as an unwarranted arrest by the police, 
for example, or a bus driver refusing to take him on board), but these events do not appear 
to matter much to him as they remain isolated and do not seem representative of the whole 
society. (A few lines are dedicated to these episodes, as opposed to several pages when 
describing the dealings with federal employees in the States.) He is more shocked to find 
out that he can be discriminated against by members of his own community: Haitian 
migrants of the second or third generation convey all sorts of cliches and caricatures of the 
Haitian people passed on by their parents:
C’est d’elle [sa m£re] que Sara tenait toutes ses iddes sur Haiti, qui n’6taient rien d’autre que 
vaudou, magie, camaval, famiente et ignorance sans bomes d’un peuple d’analphabStes. Madame 
Blanchot vivait dans une sorte de nostalgie d’une caste k laquelle elle avait appartenu avant le depart 
prdcipitd de ses propres parents vers l’dtranger. [AFR, p. 168]
Here, Agnant shows how the ethnic community itself undermines the morale and 
confidence of its own members. Just as Etienne and Agnant demonstrate that the Haitian 
popular culture traditionally denies black Caribbean women empowerment, Agnant 
stresses a similar trend within the Haitian community in Quebec: the community conveys 
negative images of the Haitian country and people, seemingly supporting the prejudiced 
views of the society of adoption.
The topic of racial discrimination is also developed by the Middle Eastern writers 
Dominique Blondeau and Mona Latif-Ghattas in their respective novels Les Fetix de I ’exil
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(1991) and Le Double Conte de Vexil (1990). Blondeau, like Agnant, chooses to present 
this topic through a female Caribbean character called Chloe. If Chloe’s awareness is not 
as acute as Emma’s, it is obvious that she is embittered at being singled out and considered 
a second-class citizen on the sole ground of her colour. She reports on the comments made 
by one of her Quebecois colleagues, Mme Dufresne, and on the behaviour of her employer, 
M. Bleau:
[Mme Dufresne] peste contre les gouvemements du Canada et du Quebec qui laissent entrer les 
Strangers. Elle pretend que le Quebec va devenir un d^potoir... [LFDE, p. 190]
and further on...
Je n’imagine pas monsieur Bleau agir avec autant de bont6 et de tolerance; il aurait eu vite fait de 
me remplacer par une femme blanche. [LFDE, p.213]
She is confronted daily with insinuations of her inferiority: she is not accepted but merely 
tolerated by the people with whom she works, and by the whole Province, if she believes 
Mme Dufresne. Chloe is indignant at having to endure such behaviour in modern-day 
Quebec, and cannot bear to watch her son becoming a victim of it:
L’6poque de l’esclavage n’est pas si loin oh Blancs et Noirs s’entretuaient; certains essayaient de 
comprendre l’aberrance des horreurs dont mes ancetres ont les victimes. Victor Schloelcher a 
aboli l’esclavage en 1848. Au nom de la race ou de la religion, divers pays dits civilises ne cessent 
encore de se ddchirer. Cela me rend triste pour £ric; il n’est pas & l’abri des attaques soumoises ou 
directes de la part des enfants de son age. On peut cacher un membre atrophia, une infirmity mais, 
pas une peau noire, une chevelure cr£pue, des 16vres n^groides. [...] Dans son 6cole, des bandes 
organises se lient contre les enfants immigrants. [LFDE, p. 177-9]
Here, she compares her appearance to a disability that cannot be hidden; later, she will put 
it on a par with cancer (p.219). But Chloe is not completely resigned to this situation:
Pourquoi du courage? A cause de la couleur de ma peau? II faudra bien pourtant que les Blancs s’y 
habituent. Nous nous sommes bien habitues h ce qu’ils nous avilissent durant des siScles! [LFDE, 
p.230]
Allegedly, her colour is one of the causes of her isolation in a country where the majority 
of the population is white but, just like Emma and Flore, she is prepared to fight to be 
accepted for who she is, regardless of her colour.
In Latif-Ghattas’s Le Double Conte de I ’exil (1990), the main character
1 7 ^(Madeleine/Manitakawa) is a Native American. Herself victim of racial and cultural 
discrimination, she takes the decision to change her original name for a French one, and
123 As a Native American, Madeleine cannot be considered as an immigrant because she was bom in Quebec, 
but the term o f migrant - preferred by the critics - applies to her in the sense that she does not live within her 
own original culture.
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transforms her appearance to blend in with the occidental population and to put an end to 
their mortifying remarks. But, despite this sacrifice, she still does not feel accepted. At 
work, in a laundry, three other women, all white immigrants, barely tolerate her; 
Madeleine witnesses them openly tearing newcomers apart, granting themselves the 
permission to pass judgements solely based on appearance and their own prejudice:
LEGARE Clairette, LINDSAY Clarence, LEIBOVITCH Clara. Fortes de leurs similitudes et de leur 
anciennefe cfesormais irrefutable, elles s’octroyaient le droit de d^visager tout nouveau venu, de le 
scruter, de commenter ses comportements, de pointer du doigt sa difference, d’epier ses miseres, de 
salir sa beaute si elle les poussait dans l’ombre, d’amoindrir ses qualites quand elles mena5aient de 
mettre k jour leurs lacunes, enfin, de batir sa reputation. De ce jeune Asiatique, Clairette Legare 
avait dej£ afFirme qu’il sentait l’“egg roll”, Clarence Lindsay avait decrete qu’elle n’aimait pas les 
asiatiques et Clara Leibovitch, apres qu’elle etit un peu hesite comme d’habitude, avait fmi par 
rencherir en declarant qu’il parlait mal et qu’elle ne comprenait rien de ce qu’il disait. [LDCDE, 
p.54]
For a while, Madeleine watches her colleagues passively, without interfering, but her 
encounter with Feve gives her the strength to stand up against the ‘three Clara’:
Ce jour-1^, k la pause-dejeuner, le moindre mot que pouvaient prononcer les Trois Clara lui 
paraissait suspect. Elle etait d’humeur irritable. Elle derida alors de manger debout, pr£s de la 
machine k cafe, avec le jeune Asiatique. Ils convers£rent longuement. Apfes la pause, il 
l’accompagna jusqu’& l’“ogresse” et l’aida meme k fixer le gros sac de linge avant de reprendre son 
chariot en souriant k pleines dents. [LDCDE, p. 122]
A common scenario seems to link the characters presented by Agnant, Blondeau and Latif- 
Ghattas: Flore, Chlod and Madeleine have been disconnected from their respective cultures 
(namely, Haitian, French Caribbean, and Native American) for a long time and are the 
victims -  be they aware of it or not -  of racial and cultural discrimination. Their encounter 
with an(-other) immigrant seems to act as a catalyst: as they become aware of their origin 
and cultural heritage again and realise that the cause of their victimisation is entirely based 
on prejudice, they feel empowered to fight back. It seems that they need to see themselves 
through foreign eyes to be able to understand that they were assimilated at their expense, 
insofar that they were forced to hide their differences.
The last factor playing a part in the crisis that strikes migrants is living in poverty. 
As we have seen previously, all migrants have hopes of improving their lifestyle, 
particularly if they are migrating for economic reasons, or at least they hope to maintain 
the same standards of living. The reality of migration may be quite different. The ability to 
find work is determined by the migrant’s qualifications and skills. Haitian migrants whose 
country is hardly industrialised, or Middle Eastern women who have never been allowed to 
work, may not have any recognised skills that would enable them to find employment in a 
modem country like Quebec, and consequently may only find menial jobs. But the
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complaint raised in most of the novels studied is that, regardless of their qualifications, 
migrants have to accept jobs requiring only low or minimal skills.
Gerard Etienne and Marie-Celie Agnant draw a parallel between these under­
qualified, under-paid and labour-intensive jobs and slavery. Through the voice of Alexis’s 
mother in Alexis, le fils de Raphael (2000), Agnant points out that Haitians are filling the 
harsh and servile positions that nobody else wants:
Tu vois tous ces HaYtiens qui vivent k Little Hafti? II y en a davantage, dit-on, dans le New Jersey, k 
Boston, k New York, k Chicago, dans les grandes comme dans les petites villes. Tout comme nous, 
ils sont partis d’Haiti, ils ont quitt6 leur village, leur famille souvent, et trainent leur exil, leur peine, 
leur col£re, leurs deceptions et leur mis£re, partout dans le monde. En Europe, comme ici, ils 
soignent les gens dans les hdpitaux, triment dans les usines, s’^chinent comme domestiques. Dans 
toutes les petites iles des Caraibes, chez nos voisins, en Ripublique Dominicaine, ils sont trails  
comme des esclaves, peinent comme des for?ats dans les champs de canne. Est-ce parce qu’ils 
preffcrent vivre loin de chez eux? [...] Tous ces HaYtiens, ceux qui conduisent leur taxi du soir au 
matin, risquant k tout moment leur vie dans cette circulation inhumaine, ceux qui vont travailler, 
laver les toilettes dans les hotels oil les riches se prdassent, ceux qui, tous les jours, sept jours sur 
sept, se tiennent derrtere ces comptoirs dans les petits marches de la 54e Avenue, ceux qui passent 
leur vie k nettoyer les rues, k vider les poubelles, ils n’ont pas envie de retoumer dans leur pays? 
[AFR, p.35-7]
With this long enumeration, Agnant insists on the harshness of migrants’ lives, not solely 
because their activities are physically demanding, but also because they question the very 
reason why they left Haiti: they refused to live as slaves under the Duvalier dictatorship, so 
why should they accept another life of servitude now after sacrificing their attachment to 
their culture and relatives. Gdrard Etienne equally stresses the difficult and precarious 
aspects of migrants’ lives. All the characters in his novel La Romance en do de Maitre Clo
(2000) work in a factory, regardless of their previous education. The conditions are 
described as harsh, even monstrous, particularly for women:
Un drole de type, le plus vieux des contremaitres de l’usine, une machine qui bouffe les femmes, 
surtout les HaYtiennes, traitdes comme des betes par ce Blanc; il lui rappelle les exactions des 
commandeurs k l ’^ poque de l’esclavage. Le bonhomme ne se gene pas pour imposer une amende de 
dix piastres aux ouvridres qui arrivent en retard et dont le salaire ne d6passe pas trente dollars par 
jour. Cette usine, pour les ouvrferes, c ’est de l’esclavage. [...] Alert6 par le rapport d’un organisme 
sur les conditions de travail des femmes antillaises, une joumaliste de la SRC avait rendu publique 
la situation intolerable de la boite. Qu’& cela ne tienne. Pas de changement de politique du cote des 
contremaitres. Que les HaYtiennes retoument dans leur pays si elles ne sont pas satisfaites, laisse-t- 
on entendre. [LRDMC, p.26]
In this passage, it is clear that Etienne is rebelling against the repetition of patterns of 
slavery. He also implies that women, and migrants generally, are powerless against the 
callous treatment to which they are victim, and he blames the aloofness of the authorities 
who prefer to turn a blind eye. Etienne uses the character of Adrienne to prove that these 
conditions not only alienate migrants, but also isolate them from the rest of the society.
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Adrienne - like many others - has fled Haiti in the hope of a better life in Quebec but, as an 
unqualified person, she is only able to find employment in a factory, which means long 
hours, low wages, and unrewarding tasks; it is an anonymous job in which migrants are 
merely -  cheap -  pieces of machinery. Adrienne seems to share her time between work and 
home, with no spare time or money for leisure. Even though she has been living in 
Montreal for a few years, she does not seem to know any of her neighbours, has no 
Quebecois friends, and does not even know the town in which she lives. In a word, she 
lives on the margin of society, having little contact with the outside world. Even walking in 
town amongst people becomes an alienating experience for her: she feels that she does not 
belong. A usually anonymous if not invisible migrant, Adrienne suddenly has to face the 
inhabitants of the city and feels dispossessed of her dignity; what she experiences is close 
to prostitution or even rape.
Jamais la ville n’a paru si diabolique k Adrienne. Elle n’a jamais eu l ’occasion de la visiter de fond 
en comble, d’explorer de long en large la rue Marie Blais, la rue Claire Brossard, le boulevard Paul 
Soulard, avec des Edifices dans leur grand ddploiement de verre, des gratte-ciel dont les chemindes 
lachent une espdce d’odeur de mdlasse, de goudron, de bidre vieillotte, avec une poussidre de 
feuilles d’automne qui vous dtouffe. [...] Habitude k traverser la ville en autobus, Adrienne ne 
connait pas le monde des trottoirs ou l’haleine ainsi que les parfums des pidtons ajoutent k l’air une 
odeur enivrante. Elle se sent trifouillee, contemplie, deshabillee. [...] Adrienne se sent depouillee de 
sa vertu, cette espdce de carapace qui vous rend invisible aux autres lorsque le soleil a trop mtiri 
votre chair, qu’on se croit porteur d’une dtemelle damnation, qu’on doute de l’incapacitd d’attirer 
vers soi des regards podtiques, dleetrisants. [LRDMC, p.91, my italics]
Etienne seems to emphasize the fact that, despite several years in Quebec, Adrienne has 
remained a foreign element because she has been confined to menial jobs, denigrated by 
Quebecois people.
This idea was already present in La Quebecoite (1983), but Regine Robin had 
chosen to put more emphasis on the precariousness of migrants’ lives that often leads them 
to accept any working conditions:
Tu viens du Portugal. Tu as quatre enfants.
Ton mari s’est caltd peu aprds ton arrivde.
Tu travailles dans une fabrique de vetements
au salaire minimum. Tu es une voleuse de job.
II n’y a pas de syndicats dans l’usine.
Tu ne sais ni Panglais ni le fransais.
[...] et les Immigrants n’ont pas beaucoup de droits. |LQ, p.87]
Robin underlines here that migrants are easily deprived of their rights by unscrupulous 
employers because they are so dependent on the income -  no matter how small -  in order 
to survive. It is interesting to note that this description appears after the first occurrence of 
the word ‘Quebecoite’ in the text. The term is made from the adjectives ‘Quebecois’ and
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‘coite’ (the feminine form of the adjective coi, which means ‘silent, mute’), and refers to 
the narrator who is a European immigrant; she feels deprived of her voice because she is 
under the impression that her political opinions are not valued or welcome in Quebec. 
Here, ‘La Quebecoite’ considers a situation worse than hers: she, at last, shares the 
language and cultural elements that allow her to find some sense of direction in Quebecois 
society, but other immigrants are not so lucky; her voice is listened to, others do not even 
have a voice.
Mona Latif-Ghattas describes a situation even more precarious than that of 
unqualified migrants who do not speak the official languages of the country: the illegal 
immigrant. In Le Double Conte de Vexil (1990), Feve has arrived illegally in Quebec. 
Meeting Madeleine saves him from living on the streets or in some squalid accommodation 
but, without a work permit, he has to accept a menial job. He works underground and 
never sees the daylight:
Le contremaitre pour lequel Feve travaille s’occupe d’installer les tuyaux du nouveau gratte-ciel 
situ6 k quelques metres du lieu oil Feve disparait tous les matins. Une importante 6quipe a 6t€ 
engagde pour ce projet. Dans l’autobus gris, tous les matins, Feve cdtoie une arm6e de travailleurs 
venus des quatre coins du monde. Du Sud de PAm6rique, du Nord de l’Afrique, d’Asie ou du 
Moyen-Orient. Tous semblent portes par le meme 61an de survie. [LDCDE, p. 135]
This ‘army of workers’ contributes to building a symbol of economic success, a 
skyscraper, and yet they are condemned to work underground; their contribution is ignored 
and, it seems, deliberately concealed and kept in the dark. More importantly, for Feve, the 
denial of his official contribution signifies that this situation can only be a temporary 
arrangement: as long as he does not live ‘on the surface’ and his presence is not officially 
acknowledged, his new life can be snatched away at any moment:
Puis il pensa k son statut illegal et se sentit soudain d’une extreme fragility. Que dira-t-il k l’agent 
lors de la premiere entrevue! Que devra-t-il inventer d’illicite afin de parvenir k le convaincre de sa 
bonne foi. Lui qui avait 6ject6 de sa terre natale pour une cause tellement... inexprimable. Que 
racontera-t-il? Et qui voudra le croire s’il ne dit que la v6rit6? [LDCDE, p. 137]
The dilemma for Feve is whether or not to lie to the immigration authorities in order to 
preserve his newly established life and his relationship with Madeleine. But his honesty 
and Madeleine’s efforts are not sufficient to help Feve, and he is sent back to his country.
Qualifications and legitimacy do not seem to guarantee migrants a better fate and 
treatment by their employers. Dany Laferriere, who was a journalist in Haiti, recalls 
accepting inferior posts to make ends meet, in an interview with Robert Magnier:
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J’aimais bien changer de travail parce que la chose la plus terrible, c ’est la monotonie. On etait tr£s 
mal pay£s. Des jobs pour immigrants. 124
The character based upon Laferriere himself in Comment faire I ’amour avec un negre sans 
se fatiguer? (1999) lives in poor conditions too, having to share a single room with a 
friend. Here is the narrator’s reaction when one of his girlfriends looks as if she is planning 
to stay:
Miz Literature a aussi apporte avec elle son n£cessaire de toilette. Danger. Que veut-elle? Entend- 
elle sous-louer l’unique piece que nous partageons, Bouba et moi? Elle habite surement un immense 
appartement bien eclaire, bien a6r6, bien parfume, k Outremont, et c ’est ici qu’elle entend vivre! En 
plein tiers-Monde. [CFA, p.27]
The contrast between the rich girl’s flat in Outremont and the migrant’s place is implied: 
they are the opposite. Furthermore, Laferriere accentuates the effect of poverty and 
shabbiness by using the metaphor of the ‘Tiers-Monde’ to refer to his part of town. As for 
Mona Latif-Ghattas, she shows the disappointment and bitterness of having to accept a job 
inferior to one’s qualifications in Les Lunes de miel (1996). The short story ‘Billy Kheir au 
pays des Balalour’ (p.65-90) shows the frustration of Billy Kheir, a fully qualified chemist, 
when he realizes that his degree is not recognized in Quebec:
Comme il etait diploma en chimie industrielle, il parvint k trouver un emploi de technicien dans un 
laboratoire de teintures pour tissus. Afm d’acqudrir ‘Texperience canadienne”, il avait accepts des 
t£ches secondaires qu’un simple ouvrier sans dipldmes pouvait ais^ment accomplir. Cela l’humiliait 
mais il n’avait pas le choix. [LLM, p.78]
We detect again a certain irony in the expression ‘experience canadienne’. In the eyes of 
Billy Kheir, such inexperience is only an excuse given by employers to qualified 
immigrants so as to not offer them the position; employers can then employ them at a 
lower wage, and exploit their knowledge under the pretence of offering experience. With 
the character of Billy Kheir, we see the frustration of migrants resulting from their not 
being recognised professionally, and at being consciously exploited by their society of 
adoption. Again, this frustration contributes to the disillusionment of migrants when faced 
with the reality of migration. But just as the crisis can be triggered by many possible 
causes, migrants can also develop several symptoms or coping mechanisms.
124 Dany Laferriere. J ’ecris comme je  vis. Genouilleux: Editions la Passe du Vent. 2000. p .l 13.
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Symptoms o f the crisis and coping mechanisms
As mentioned earlier, migrant writers choose to describe the different elements that cause 
migrants to have conflicting feelings about their new country and their decision to migrate, 
but they also indicate the symptoms indicative of the nature of the crisis. These symptoms 
are symbolically represented in the novels by topics ranging from quasi-invisibility to 
madness.
One of the first symptoms is quasi-invisibility. Individually or collectively, the 
factors that we have previously described undermine migrants’ belief that they can 
contribute to their new society. As Marco Micone points out,125 many migrants have come 
from dictatorships and regimes in which they were not allowed to voice an independent 
opinion, and have therefore never taken an active part in a democratic system. They may 
not realize that they are entitled to certain rights under the laws of their country of adoption 
and, even if they are, they may be reluctant to have them applied and respected. In our 
chosen novels, many of the characters are ambivalent about being seen or making 
themselves heard. Some would like to be heard and noticed, but are ignored, as is, for 
example, the narrator of La Quebecoite (1993); on the other hand, and this is more 
generally the case, some characters try not to be noticed. We have seen earlier, for 
example, how, in Gdrard Etienne’s novel, Adrienne’s experience of being surrounded by 
the Quebecois population is close to rape: her lack of confidence is such that she feels 
vulnerable, at the mercy of strangers who do not even notice her. Invisibility is key also in 
the experience of Madeleine and Feve who, in Le Double Conte de I ’exil (1990), only have 
each other, being isolated and without friends, trying to avoid being noticed by the rest of 
society. (Madeleine transforms her appearance and Feve has a job that renders him 
‘invisible’ and denies him any status.) In the work of Kattan and Robin, the topic of the 
mask is very important: characters assume different identities or different languages so as 
to blend in, to disappear in the group that they wish to integrate with. Paradoxically, 
migrant characters feel that they need to hide the part of themselves that makes them stand 
out but, at the same time, they feel that they do not wish to give up that part entirely. It is 
not easy for them to accept their own foreign status and, similarly, it is not easy to adopt 
the foreignness of the host country. In Ollivier’s Les Urnes scellees (1995), for example, 
Estelle, who decides to move back to Haiti permanently, explains her interpretation of this 
foreignness. In her view, material conditions or society in Quebec are not the prime
125 Mario Micone. ‘Integration et transformation culturelle’, Quebec franqais, 90, 1993 (&£). p. 100.
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factors; she simply feels that her life is ruled by events and celebrations in which she does 
not feel involved or concerned. She would be welcome to participate in them, but she feels 
that they are meaningless to her, because they refer to a past that is not part of her cultural 
inheritance, and contribute to a future to which she does not want to belong. She misses the 
desire to be involved, but believes that she has no part or interest in the national identity of 
the country of adoption:
Elle n’aimait pas ces terres, non parce que l’dty durait deux jours et demi et que le reste de l’ann^e 
voyait un ciel en deuil d’oiseaux et d’&oiles filantes [...]; ni k cause de 1’impossibility de pyn&rer le 
cceur des etres; [...] mais parce que, k force de vivre une autre vie rythmye par d’autres fetes, 
d’autres cultes, d’autres drapeaux, elle avait l’impression d’assister, quotidiennement, k 
l’ycoulement de tout son etre. [US, p.286]
For Estelle and the others, the symptom of ‘invisibility’ has led to a withdrawal from their 
new citizenship. Their migration has blurred all the previous cultural markers and social 
references by exposing them to a totally new and different -  and therefore challenging -  
environment in which they do not (yet) feel involved. This leaves them in limbo between 
two worlds. At best, this will only be temporary; at worst, one’s identity is permanently 
confused.
Another symptom of the acculturation crisis is that which finds expression through 
behavioural problems and personality disorders related to a split personality. This is a topic 
common to all writers. For some, it appears in terms of hints dropped by a character. In 
Laferriere’s Pays sans chapeau (1999), for example, it looks as though the real self of the 
narrator has been dormant for years while in Quebec, and that he finally feels himself again 
when he returns to Haiti for a visit. His self wakes up to his old life again. Despite the fact 
that he has been away from Haiti for over twenty years, his memory is so vivid that he is 
able to pick things up where he left them.
Je reconnais, ici, chaque son, chaque cri, chaque rire, chaque silence. Je suis chez moi [...]. [PSC, 
p. l l ]
The expression ‘Je suis chez moi’, which is repeated three times in the first paragraph of 
the book and recurs repeatedly thereafter, emphasizes his statement. Chapter after chapter, 
the narrator rediscovers - or revives? - his old ways, his customs, his accent and language:
Je plonge, la t£te la premiere, dans cette mer de sons familiers. Un air connu qu’on fredonne 
aisyment, mgrne si 9a fait longtemps qu’on n’a pas entendu la chanson. Bousculade de mots, de 
rythmes dans ma tete. Je nage sans effort. La parole liquide. Je ne cherche pas k comprendre. Mon 
esprit se repose enfin. On dirait que les mots ont 6t€ machys avant qu’on me les serve. Aucun os. 
Les gestes, les sons, les rythmes, tout 9a fait partie de ma chair. Le silence aussi.
Je suis chez moi, c’est-£-dire dans ma langue. [PSC, p.84]
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This ease or, rather, this effortlessness is in contrast to the attitude of the narrators of
r  j
Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer? (1999) and Eroshima (1998). In 
each of these novels, the narrator is reluctant to talk about his origin. His being a black 
Caribbean young man and having tastes for music and literature are the only details that he 
concedes. The past and close family are never mentioned. The focal point is the present 
and the society in which he lives. The concern is not so much with forgetting the past as 
with keeping it at a distance to stop the painful memories from haunting one’s life; one’s 
past has to be kept under control so as to be able to live in the present and construct an 
identity to face the new country. We can interpret changing one’s name as an attempt to do 
exactly this. Manitakawa, in Le Double Conte de I ’exil (1990), decides to hide her Native 
American identity under the name of Madeleine to put an end to the racial discrimination 
and to disappear into society. Similarly, in Blondeau’s Les Feux de I ’exil (1991), Anastasia 
abandons her ‘desert’ name, Sarah, when she is forced to leave never to return; her new
1 97name marks the beginning of her new life.
One of the strategies to cope with the crisis caused by acculturation consists of 
adopting a temporary identity, with consequent images of mask and disguise. This is 
evident, for example, in Kattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983), in which Meir only unveils 
the aspects of his identity that will open the door of the community, or in Robin’s 
L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), in which the narrator assumes several identities and 
seems to take pleasure in mixing up any elements that would help identify him, her or 
them, and blurring the limits between invention and reality. The subtitle, ‘Biofictions’, 
certainly gives away the intention of the project. Another way to hide one’s identity is to 
adopt a disguise. Esther, in Kattan’s short story ‘Mon nom est Esther’,128 does just that: she 
regularly transforms her physical appearance, which allows her to fake a different gender 
and social circumstances. Esther is able, like Meir, to hop from one community to the other 
without belonging to any of them but, more importantly, she is able to experience things 
that are not allowed for her gender (like independence and freedom, for example) or her
126 According to the interview J ’ecris comme je  vis (op.cit. 2000.), all o f Dany LaferriSre’s books are 
autobiographical. We can then suppose that all narrators are the same and one person. Even though it is not 
necessarily clear from the novels, the narrators share identifiable details with the author: physical appearance, 
gender, an old Remington typewriter on which they type their novels, and his taste in literature, music and 
food.
127 Etymologically, the name ‘Anastasius’ (of which the name ‘Anastasia’ is a feminine form) is the Latin 
form o f the Greek name Anastasios, meaning ‘resurrection’. See http://www.behindthename.com
128 LR, p.223-233
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religion (mixing freely with the rest of the population or eating pork, for example).129 
Similarly, Stanley Pean’s migrant characters adopt a costume for each aspect of their 
double identity, one for home, one for outside:
A l’heure du branle-bas qui pr6c6dait le depart vers le monde ext^rieur, tandis que Jacky et moi 
mangions nos c6r£ales ou nos toasts, Herbert et Locita enfilaient leurs costumes de Nord- 
Am^ricains typiques. J’avais l’impression qu’ils cessaient d’etre mon pdre et ma mSre pour devenir 
un ingdnieur et une employee de banque en tout point identiques k leurs coltegues de travail...
D 6s qu’ils rentraient du boulot cependant, le tailleur seyant et le complet trois-pteces ne tardaient 
pas k prendre le chemin de la penderie.
Ils 6taient alors remplacds par ces vetements amples, lagers et colons que Herbert et Locita 
affectionnaient tant.
Leur metamorphose ne s’arretait pas 1 k; le fran?ais qu’ils avaient utilise toute la joumee cedait la 
place au creole. [MEn, p. 12-3]
Not only do they alter their physical appearance to fit the part, they also adopt a different 
language. They create the illusion of a well-integrated personality, just like Vava in Latif- 
Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996). Vava, who always likes to impress her community, 
has identified a few cliched elements of Quebecois life and uses them to create the illusion 
that she and her family are well adjusted in their new lives:
Elle tentait d’impressionner la soci6t6 alexandrine en exil en montrant combien elle 6tait int£gr£e au 
milieu canadien. Elle allait faire du patinage sur glace avec ses filles, tondait le gazon, organisait des 
dpluchettes de bl6 d’Inde et des parties de sucre. [LLM, p. 128]
Of course, Vava herself has to admit that this is indeed more than a mere illusion when she 
realizes that the appearances she has put on have become in effect her daughters’ culture.
Migrant authors suggest that migrants have to disguise themselves to live and work 
in their society of adoption. The ability to lead a double life seems to be the key to 
balancing the influence of both cultures. Migrants make a show of integration for 
Quebecois society but, in the privacy of their homes or community, they revert to their 
previous cultural habits. In the early days of their migration, they do not yet seem to have 
found any alternative. No dialogue - and no desire to start one, it seems - exists between 
the two worlds. Leading a double life, however, may put a great strain on the individual.
The last symptom probably represents the far end of the acculturation crisis, and 
shows the failure of coping mechanisms: it is a form of insanity. Taking the decision to 
migrate puts migrants under emotional pressure: not only do they have to leave their family 
and culture behind, but they also have to deal with the new rules of a society that might not
129 According to Nicholas De Lange (Atlas o f  the Jewish World. Oxford: Phaidon Press Ltd. 1984. p.54.), ‘the 
segregation, although brought into being and maintained by the non-Jewish powers, was generally accepted 
by the Jews themselves.’ Jews were kept separated from society in Europe and elsewhere until at least the 
beginning o f the nineteenth century.
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even welcome them. They attend to such issues in the short term, as we have seen above, 
by preserving their culture whilst simultaneously learning the rudiments of the new one. 
But, for some characters, this juggling act proves impossible to maintain for very long and 
they succumb to depression or worse.
In Nadia Ghalem’s Les Jardins de cristal (1981), the main body of the narrative, 
apart from the first chapter, consists of the reproduction of Chafia’s manuscript, a sort of 
long letter to her mother in which she explains her life and her inner turmoil. Chafia, who 
now lives in Quebec but who was bom and raised in Algeria, has been in psychotherapy to 
try to come to terms with her relationship with her parents, but mainly with her culture. In 
the manuscript (and her therapy), she explores the development of her personal and 
cultural identity, she tries to retrace the past and understand the events and her choices that 
lead her to emigrate to Quebec. In the end, she identifies the cause of her breakdown in her 
failure to adapt to changes, to recognise that her self is in constant evolution:
Je suis intimement convaincue que la peur de l’autre, c ’est plutot la peur de cet autre soi-meme 
qu’on n’ose pas regarder en face. On serait pret k le tuer plutot qu’£ l’affronter, quitte k 61iminer une 
part de notre propre vie. [U D C, p. 137]
Chafia eventually realizes that migrating does not mean the disappearance of one’s self, 
but its continuation in a different time and form -  a view endorsed by more academic 
proponents of identity theory.130
Unfortunately for Maitre Clo in Gerard Etienne’s novel La Romance en do mineur 
de Maitre Clo (2000), the outcome of his depression is not as positive. On his arrival in 
Quebec, Maitre Clo is keen to discover the new country but, as others in his position, he 
cannot let go of his culture of origin. This ambivalent position is the beginning of his 
turmoil. He tries -  almost desperately -  to hang on to his old self (symbolised here by his 
obsession for the Voodoo goddess Erzulie Freda). After a short while, Maitre Clo begins to 
see migration as a disgrace, a corruption of his identity. Even though he sees the need to 
embrace society in order to be successful in it, he also refuses any compromise that might 
taint his culture and change his standards:
Le courage, le d^passement de soi, l’accomplissement d’un acte qui soit l’expression de mon 
honneur, de ma dignity. Oui, foutre le camp avant de perdre mon ame dans un style de vie aux
130 According to Geoffrey Maddell (The Identity o f  the Self. Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 1981. 
p.3 &102), ‘die essence o f personal identity through time [...] is provided by the continuity o f consciousness 
itself, o f which by far the most important element, and for many thinkers the only crucial element, is 
memory’. He later argues that ‘our ability to imagine ourselves in a whole range o f utterly different situations 
is simply due, it is suggested, to the hospitable nature o f the concept o f identity, to the fact that all sorts of 
different connections are possible, and that it is just up to us to decide what sort o f connection or relation to 
give weight to’.
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antipodes de ma culture. Je ne suis pas fait pour jouer le role de P Stranger module qui accepte 
betement les regies du jeu d’une soci£t6 trop mat6rialiste. [LRDMC, p. 18]
The emotional pressure is so strong that Maitre Clo is disoriented, loses sleep and 
hallucinates. He falls ill, physically and mentally:
J’6touffe. Je perds mes dents, mes cheveux, mon esprit. [LRDMC, p. 18]
The psychologist, Docteur Hillel, who has been recommended by his sister’s employer, is 
taken aback by this strange case of culture shock, and he is only able to utter platitudes 
about it, failing to come up with a treatment:
- On ne change pas la culture d’un homme en lui en imposant une autre d’ou seraient prohibdes ses 
pratiques religieuses, laisse-t-il tomber sur un ton convaincant. [LRDMC, p.97]
In the end, Docteur Hillel suggests that Maitre Clo should see a doctor sharing his cultural 
background. This passage can be interpreted as a metaphor for the attitudes of the 
Quebecois authorities towards migrants. Here, the author suggests that communication 
between the migrant community (represented by Maitre Clo) and the recipient society (Dr 
Hillel) is non-existent. The latter is unable to provide help and, instead, relies on the 
migrant’s community to act as the intermediary and assume the task of easing the transition 
between cultures. Those migrants who have already settled in Quebec are implicitly given 
the job of teaching the basics of survival to the newcomers. In the novel, the psychologist, 
whose job is to analyse, is unable to understand the other culture and, more importantly, he
makes no visible effort to try; he gets rid of his uneasiness by passing on the problem and
1^1
hiding behind truisms. This attitude proves fatal for Maitre Clo, who becomes further 
confused and finally dies without even recognising his own sister. He has been failed by 
the system.
In the cases of Andre Marois and Marie-Celie Agnant, the pressure on characters is 
such that they commit violent acts against others. In Marois’s Accidents de parcours 
(1999), two of the main characters, Pierre and Matthias - respectively Quebecois and 
French - can be described as migrants, even though they have not changed countries: as 
orphans, they are disconnected from their family history, and feel dispossessed from a part 
of their identity. Living on either side of the Atlantic, they invent a family connection 
between themselves and, in the process, reinvent their personalities. In order to achieve
131 We will develop the metaphor o f the doctor and the social criticism it conveys in the novels in the next 
chapter.
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their project of reunion, they plot to rid themselves of their spouses who, they believe, 
stand in their way. As part of their plan, Pierre is due to spend a holiday in France. When 
he and his wife arrive in the Breton village, Pierre undergoes alterations in his identity: his 
wife notices that he adopts some conspicuously French characteristic behaviour -  like an 
accent, for example - and the violent attack against her ironically leads him to his own 
death.
A violent response to the identity crisis is also described in Le Livre d ’Emma
(2001) by Marie-Celie Agnant. Flore, the narrator, meets Emma in a mental institution, to 
which she has been committed for the murder of her young daughter. The doctor in charge 
of Emma’s treatment calls for Flore’s services to translate Emma’s words since she refuses 
to speak French. Flore interprets Emma’s refusal to use a language other than her native 
Haitian Creole as a symptom of her suffering:
«La femme, Emma, connaft bien le franfais. Non pas cette connaissance approximative de ceux qui 
hochent la tete en reconnaissant des sons familiers; elle sait tout des nuances, mais, » d£clare-t-elle 
au m^decin, alors qu’il s’apprSte & la quitter le mercredi suivant, «les betes qui hurlent n’empruntent 
jamais la voix des autres».[LLfs, p. 16]
The narrative unravels in detail the identity struggles that torment Emma’s mind. As we 
have seen earlier, she has to deal with her cultural inheritance as a black Caribbean woman 
and with the prejudices against her based upon this. Living in France for a while, and then 
in Quebec, Emma is convinced that prejudices are perpetuated over time and that the 
descendants of slavers, who do not want to face up to their guilt, prefer to keep this part of 
history concealed to the detriment of the black community. Emma sees no future for her or 
her daughter as long as her past and family history are so evidently denied. Lies rob her of 
her identity and existence, hence the cause of her turmoil. In her view, she and other 
women in her condition are already dead:
Elles ne suscitent aucun int6r6t, les n6gresses. C’est pour cela qu’elles sont mieux mortes. C’est 
pour cela que beaucoup d’entre elles sont mieux mortes. C’est pour cela que beaucoup d’entre elles 
naissent d6j& mortes, voM! [LLE, p.26]
The novel ends with the abrupt death of Emma, whose identity and cultural struggles lead 
to suicide. This extreme behaviour seems to be the last resort to put an end to the migrant’s 
crisis. If not very common in the novels studied, suicide epitomises the peak in the 
suffering of an individual, literally tom between his or her own culture and the culture of 
adoption. Chloe in Les Feux de I ’exil (1991) comes to the same conclusion when Anastasia 
disappears. The latter was deeply unhappy after she was made to leave Marrakech and has 
since lived in geographical and temporal exile. Her disappearance suggests a suicide,
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which recalls that of her grief-stricken friend (‘la fille du vent’) who let herself die when 
Anastasia was taken away:
La fille du vent a disparu d6s qu’Anastasia a quittS Marrakech. Certains ont pr&endu l’avoir crois6e 
dans le Sahara; certains l’ont vue assise au pied d’un acacia, d6pouill6e de tout, les vetements 
d6chir6s et brtites par le violence des intemp^ries. D ’autres ont racont6 que des moines la 
recueillirent dans leur monastdre; ils l’aiddrent k se lever, la moiti6 de son corps avait pris racine 
dans le sable. Elle ne put d£plier ses jambes et mourut. [LFDE, p.34]
Resembling a legend, the death of ‘la fille du vent’ can be seen as the death of Anastasia’s 
past; part of her identity died when she was forced to leave Morocco. Anastasia’s 
obsession with her past -  like Maitre Clo’s and Emma’s -  overpowers her life and keeps 
interfering with the present. This is indicated by the structure of the narrative itself, as 
flashbacks in the form of small paragraphs are inserted in a seemingly erratic or 
spontaneous manner, resembling an exercise in associative memory. In Chloe’s opinion, 
the pressure from the past was too much to bear for Anastasia because it was an unsolvable 
problem:
Pourquoi Anastasia n’aurait-elle pas agi ainsi de cette mani6re? Montreal, ville nocturne nourrie de 
sa maladie, de son exil, de sa solitude, de l’dchec de son amour. Marrakech, ville rose, orange, rouge 
k 1’or^e du desert, des mirages, des projets inaccomplis. Anastasia et Sarah, tels les lutins et les elfes 
du pays de Birgitta.
Anastasia-Montr^al. Sarah-Marrakech. [...]
Nastasia n’a pu s’adapter. Exilde, elle a cherch6 ce qui lui allait le mieux. Elle 6voluait dans 
un cercle bouffant. Un cercle n’ayant pas de bout, elle l’a fait 6clater. Nastasia s’est d£shabill£e de 
ses larmes, de ses excfcs, de sa souffrance. [LFDE, p.231]
Paradoxically, suicide represents both the tragic acme of some of the characters’ identity 
crises and, perhaps ironically, the rebirth of others. The deaths of Emma, Maitre Clo or 
Anastasia are not tragedies in the logic of the respective novels in which they feature. The 
characters that disappear are maladjusted because they are unable to change, unable to live 
in the present. For them, time and the world crystallised or froze when they became 
migrants.132 They are now prisoners of an endless loop in time. Their deaths, however, 
make the characters around them aware of the importance of ‘moving on’. Maitre Clo, for 
example, had become a liability for his community and his sister who both wanted to start 
a new life in Quebec without antagonising their fellow citizens. Emma teaches Flore the 
history of their origins and helps her to refocus on the important things in her life. And, last 
of all, Anastasia’s fate convinces Chloe that she has made the right choice in emigrating to 
Quebec, and that her future is there rather than living an unrewarding life on her Caribbean
132 This idea is one possible interpretation of Nadia Ghalem’s title, Les Jardins de crystal
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island. All have clearer objectives for their lives in Quebec and know that migrating was 
the right decision for them.
Conclusion
The process of acculturation is violent, complicated, and one for which there is no easy fix. 
All migrant characters are submitted to it at different levels, and develop different 
strategies -  not always successfully - to cope according to personal experience and 
feelings, the support they receive, etc. Faced with the realities of separation and migration, 
this is a testing time, during which migrants have to decide what is worth preserving, what 
is worth adapting, and what is worth discarding. Coming to terms with otherness and 
accepting - at least partly - the consequences of the process of acculturation are necessary 
steps in the process of becoming a successful migrant, and mark the end of the process of 
acculturation as they enable migrants to start building a new and stable life in their country 
of adoption. It is only when this period of reorganisation is over that they are able to 
commence the next step of living in another culture, and start the process of ‘re- 
enculturation’.
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Chapter 7: The process o f ‘Re-enculturation’.
Introduction
In the previous chapter, we have seen how migrant writers depict their experience of 
becoming dis-located, and we have focused on their feelings of inadequacy at having to 
adapt to a new culture, which were the cause of a personal crisis. In their fiction, the 
‘successful’ migrant characters are those able to detach themselves from the now obsolete 
elements of their own culture, and incorporate new features belonging to the culture of 
adoption.
Expatriation, with its dis-location of cultural knowledge, forces migrants into a 
degree of introspection. Not only do they re-assess their position towards their own culture, 
but they also envisage their position in and towards the culture of adoption: they redefine 
the boundaries of their identity, which allows to successfully adapt. Migrant characters 
who are able to manage elements of Otherness are, in turn, more free to move from one 
culture to the other. They evaluate new experiences, make a conscious choice to accept and 
embrace them, and are able to acquire more control over their lives. They appropriate and 
transform some of the new elements and, in doing so, re-invent both cultures.
Questioning one’s culture and embracing changes
Of the three selected nationalities, the French -  apart from Regine Robin and Nathalie 
Petrowsky -  stand out because they start questioning their culture before they leave their 
country; and this is the main factor in their decision to emigrate. We have shown 
previously how they become alienated, migrants within their culture of origin, which they 
consider corrupt; they believe that the values that they once shared with their compatriots 
have been eroded. In their books, it is clear that they imagine that these values have been 
exported to the province of Quebec with the first French settlers and have been preserved 
there ever since. Migrating to Quebec for them does not signify carving out a new life as 
such, it is rather a - maybe unconscious - attempt to restore the past or, rather, to live a 
fantasy based on a nostalgic idea of the past; they hope to find a sort of cultural innocence 
and purity that contrasts with the French society from which they wish to distance 
themselves. As a result, they, or their French characters, do not seem to undergo the crisis 
that we described earlier, nor do they seem to question or attempt to change their country 
of adoption. Their migration is an act of free will: unhappy in their native country, they
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select Quebec for specific reasons and, consequently, they assume without a moment’s 
hesitation that they will fit into its society. Also, the French believe themselves -  however 
misguidedly -  not to be plagued with the same stigma as other migrants: we have seen that 
the crisis was often triggered by factors like poverty or race, but French authors (and their 
French characters), like Yves Navarre for example, often have comfortable means and 
adequate professional qualifications. Moreover, they are not coloured. Consequently, they 
blend in faster or, at least, they are not singled out for demeaning and prejudiced reasons.
The conditions of other migrants presented in the novels studied in this thesis are 
considerably different from those in the French experience of displacement, and as we 
have seen, migration can be a stressful and often humiliating process, during which their 
cultural behaviour and beliefs are put under scrutiny and strain. Nevertheless, the painful 
process of reassessing their cultural identity produces a transformation that often proves to 
be liberating for individuals. In fact, in migrant writing in Quebec, extreme cases like 
Anastasia {Les Feux de I'exil -  1991), Emma {Le Livre d ’Emma -  2001) or Maitre Clo {La 
Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo -  2000) prove to be rare occasions of failure: these 
characters have not overcome the trial of two of the four stages of migration as defined by 
Emile Ollivier,133 the initial euphoria and the subsequent crisis, and have not been able to 
move on to the following stages - Te r6pit’ and Te rattrapage’ - which are the first steps to 
‘re-enculturation’. The characters that are presented as ‘success stories’, on the other hand, 
have accepted the changes required passing through the crisis, and by doing so, most of 
them seem to ‘find’ themselves, to fulfil their personal goals.
Often, authors have identified professional and material success in the adopted 
country as a stepping-stone for successful integration. Some migrants chose specifically to 
migrate in the hope of improving their material conditions of life; building a career or, at 
least, making a comfortable living is therefore a frequent topic in migrant writing. We have 
seen that characters like Chloe in Blondeau’s Les Feux de I ’exil (1991) or Feve in Latif- 
Ghattas’s Le Double Conte de I ’exil (1990) derive great satisfaction from their work, even 
though the tasks that they perform are not particularly rewarding: they nevertheless have 
the feeling of finding their own path, of achieving a relative autonomy or independence of 
which they never thought themselves capable before they left their country of origin. Chloe 
embraces the changes that occur in herself: she welcomes the influence of her country of 
adoption, even though her original motivation was purely economic:
133 Emile Ollivier. ‘Quatre theses sur la transculturation’, Cahiers de recherche sociologique, vol.2, No.2, 
1984 (Septembre). p.75-90.
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[Mes fibres] ne veulent pas quitter la Guadeloupe et r6p6tent, m6prisants, que je ne suis plus la 
m6me qu’avant, que notre soeur va suivre mon exemple. Ont-ils raison? On n’adopte pas un pays 
sans en accepter les contraires, ni en partager les bonheurs. [LDCE, p.226]
Chloe, unlike Anastasia, lives in the present and accepts the transformations that ensue
from it; she sees these as the way to succeed in Quebec: in her view, financial
independence leads to personal independence, which, in turn, leads her to free herself from
the restraints of the traditional lifestyle that Chloe’s brothers would like her to lead.
This observation is certainly true for some of Naim Kattan’s characters, like Habiba
for example:134 in the first instance, she appears weak and self-effacing, but she grows
stronger and more self-confident from the moment that she takes over her husband’s
business. As she discovers that she is capable of professional achievement outside her
traditional role of housewife and, as her business sense is recognised by fellow
professionals, Habiba’s personality starts to blossom. Similarly, the eponymous heroine of
Farida (1991) unforeseeably manages a career as a singer in the Baghdad of the 1940s:
although one would expect her to live on the margins of society, she acquires a reputation
based on her talent and derives fame as well as financial security from it by cleverly
managing her interests.
It is also important to note that some authors have used their personal success as
material for their work and have written autobiographical narratives. Nairn Kattan, for
instance, wrote a cycle of three novels inspired by his experience from the moment he left
1Baghdad until the end of his first year in Canada. Through Meir - Kattan’s narrative alter 
ego - the author recalls the itinerary that led to his successful career, first in the Canadian 
Arts Council from 1967 and then as a writer after his retirement. Emile Ollivier follows the 
same path with Mille-Eaux (1999). This autobiographical narrative retraces the formative 
years of his life from which he claims that his career as a writer stems, and depicts the 
influential people who surrounded him when he was a child: the author, who has been 
teaching for years in Quebec, is now a respected critic and an acclaimed writer, but he 
stresses that he was brought up by an impoverished, even though bourgeois, mother in 
Haiti. This narrative, while depicting the budding career of Ollivier, allows his readership 
to measure the distance between the time of the author’s childhood and the present and, 
indeed, the apparent unlikelihood of his current professional success. Similarly, in J ’ecris
134 Naim Kattan. La Reprise. Quebec: Editions Hurtubise HMH. 1985. p. 107-22.
135 This cycle o f novels inspired by Kattan’s autobiography chronologically comprises Adieu Babylone, Les 
Fruits Arraches, and La Fiancee promise.
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comme je  vis (2000), Dany Laferriere claims that his novels are all instalments of a single 
autobiographical work, his ‘American autobiography’:
C’est dans cette ambiance assez 6prouvante que j ’ai eu un jour 1’illumination. L’idee que je pouvais 
6crire un seul livre en plusieurs volumes. Et qu’il 6tait possible d’insurer Comment faire Vamour 
avec un negre sans se fatiguer et Eroshima, dans cet ensemble. L’id6e de raconter cette longue 
autobiographic relatant ma derive sur le continent amfricain. II fallait que je pose les fondations de 
cet Edifice. La question de l’origine, du d£but. Je me suis trouv6 un coin dans la maison et j ’ai tap£ 
pendant un mois, comme un fou, L ’Odeur du cafe, qui raconte mon enfance k Petit-Go&ve. J’ai 
profits de cette ffevre pour faire le plan g€n€ra\ des dix livres, que j ’ai suivi pas k pas, ou presque, 
puisque les livres ne sont pas parus dans l’ordre. [...] Aujourd’hui, les dix livres sont parus. Et ces 
dix volumes forment un seul livre, j ’y tiens, c ’est ce que j ’ai toujours voulu, un seul livre qui porte 
ce titre gdndral: «Une autobiographie am6ricaine». 136
We recall that in Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999) - 
chronologically one of the last novels in Laferriere’s conceptual series - the narrator’s 
success as a writer is confirmed when he receives an accolade for his very first novel from 
‘Miz Bombardier’, a renowned Quebecoise critic. Later, his long-lasting success is 
mentioned by the narrator’s mother and aunt in Pays sans chapeau (1999): even though 
they remained in Haiti, they have seen the narrator on television and have read his books. 
Having to follow his father’s footsteps into exile and moving to Quebec was, clearly, the 
move that launched his career, but he also seems to orchestrate his own success: in his first 
novel, it looks as though he predicts his achievement and reality proves him right, giving 
the impression that his words are prophetic and may themselves have an influence on the 
course of events. Like Kattan and Ollivier, Laferriere describes his unpromising 
upbringing only to highlight his later success and fame. And, like Kattan, Laferriere admits 
to using fiction to enhance reality and to making it more attractive by leaving out certain
1 ^7negative elements.
The selected migrant authors may use their personal lives as material for their 
novels, but they also seem to extend their experience and portray any migrant’s success; 
they absorb and appropriate others’ experiences. When asked in J ’ecris comme je  vis 
(2000) about the narrator of his ‘American autobiography’, Laferriere describes him in the 
following terms:
II est toujours un peu en retrait. C’est le meme qui traverse tous mes romans. II peut etre tendre, 
cynique, violent, passionng, sec ou mouilte. C’est un etre dfroutant. II est k la fois ce que je suis, ce
136 Dany Laferriere. J ’ecris comme je  vis. Genouilleux: La Passe du vent. 2000. p. 154.
137 Laferriere does not emphasize the fact, for example, that his father was persecuted by the Macoutes 
because o f his political opinions and forced to live in hiding and then in exile. This is the reason why the little 
Dany was sent away from his mother to live with his grandmother, for fear for his safety. The political terror 
is kept very low key in his novels, which gives a sense o f normality to his memories o f Haitian childhood.
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que je ne suis pas, et ce que j ’aimerais etre. La seule constante, c’est qu’il n’est jamais tout k fait au 
premier plan. II peut l’£tre mais de maniire d£toumie.138
And further:
C’est vrai qu’il m’est arrive de piquer 9a et Ih des moments de vie des autres dans le dessein 
d’enrichir mon ‘je ’. J’ai tendance k dire, afin d’esquiver le problime de la stricte biographie qui ne 
relate que des faits viridiques relatifs k un individu, que mes romans sont une autobiographic de 
mes Emotions, de ma rialiti et de mes phantasmes. 139
We note here the absolute freedom of ‘being’. No other migrant writer among those 
studied expresses this absolutely carefree attitude to life. Being an author, Laferriere 
believes he can become anyone through his narrator; and, similarly, his new life in Quebec 
gives him the opportunity to do so. Like other Haitian writers, Laferriere has emphasized 
the fact that the Duvalier regimes robbed not only thinkers and artists, but also the whole 
Haitian population, of their political and personal freedom, of their creativity. With 
Comment faire I ’amour avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999) -  his first novel to be written 
and published ten years after his arrival in Quebec -  Laferriere and his narrative double 
seem to be free from any rules: they discover freedom in every form. ‘They’140 live a 
bohemian life, work little, drink and go out a lot; it is also a time of sexual liberation as 
‘they’ accumulate girlfriends (or ‘Miz’). ‘They’ discuss literature, politics, religion, and 
sexuality, subjects that would have been forbidden in Haiti. Lastly, the narrative itself does 
not seem to follow the traditional patterns: there is no plot, no storyline; the reader 
witnesses the acclaimed success of the book that he supposedly is reading; and even the 
titillating title of the book does not keep its promises. In J ’ecris comme je  vis (2000), 
Laferriere explains his intentions:
On a l’impression que c ’est jeti sur le papier comme 9a, par un type qui sait k peine lire. On 
commence par le feuilleter, tiens, il connait 9a, on continue, et on s’aper9oit qu’on se trouve devant 
un icrivain raffing (selon sa conception de la culture) qui peut gouter Keats, Virginia Woolf, 
Baudelaire, Leonard Cohen. Tiens, ce qu’il dit du sexe a l’air intiressant! On regarde le titre k 
nouveau, on pensait faire une blague k une copine en lui envoyant ce livre. On poursuit sa lecture un 
peu plus attentivement que tout k l’heure, et brusquement on a l’impression que meme la phrase que 
l’on croyait dijantie itait tout k fait classique. D ’oii cette sensation assez frustrante de s’etre fait 
avoir quelque part, \k oh on ne s’y attendait pas. Mon but est de faire r6fl6chir sur la notion de 
culture. 141
138 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p.46.
139 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 161.
140 CFA, p .l 13. Laferriere recalls his life in Montreal before his career took off, when he shared a small flat 
with other Haitian intellectuals, all making a living by accepting underpaid menial posts for which they were 
overqualified, but being free to discuss politics, arts and literature between their long shifts.
141 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 119-20.
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We note here Laferriere’s desire to always avoid cliches and conventions; he considers 
himself a freethinker and his exile in Montreal seems to have allowed him to be one.
Freedom and the discovery o f feminist theories
In the case of female migrants, the discovery of freedom in the country of adoption often 
translates into the discovery of new ideas and new rights as they encounter feminist 
ideology. Even though this is not one of the major topics in La Quebecoite (1993), it is 
nevertheless described as one of the most surprising but rewarding aspects of migration:
Ce pays t’&ait apparu comme un lieu de parole feminine, un lieu ou les femmes s ’exprimaient peut- 
6tre meme un lieu ou elles seules avaient quelque chose k dire, k crier. Tu avais d£vor6 cette 
literature, en avais aim6 la hardiesse revendicative, la hardiesse de ton, le bonheur d’6criture. 
L’6criture, sans doute le veritable pays de ces femmes en quete d ’un pays. Ici, en dehors des 
hierarchies pesantes de la France, tu serais plus relaxe dans ta peau de femme -  a part entiere -  
egale -  toi-meme. Les femmes d ’ici avaient un air de liberte inconnu de toi, un autre rapport a leur 
corps. [LQ, p. 138, my italics]
Here, we note that the narrator finds liberation at different levels. First of all, she seems to 
take possession of her own body; she claims control over it, suggesting that she was 
previously alienated from it, that it did not belong to herself. Secondly, in Quebec, she 
finds her voice and is allowed to express herself. (After all, she is known to the reader 
throughout the novel as La Quebe-coite, suggesting that she did not have a voice or that 
she was forced to remain silent.) Thirdly, she finds a community, ‘ces femmes en quete 
d’un pays’. Here, Robin - like many critics142 - draws a parallel between the migrant voice 
and the women’s voice: they are both in search of an identity; migrants and women alike 
feel that they do not belong in society, they do not accept the role of second-class citizen 
that they have traditionally been allocated by society and its male-dominated conventions. 
They also feel the need to define their own voice in fear of being absorbed by this 
phallocentric society.
For Haitian and Middle Eastern characters, discovering one’s right to freedom 
remains more of a gradual process and it may be some time before they actually grasp the 
full extent of this newly found liberty. We have seen in the previous chapter that Marie- 
Celie Agnant and Gerard Etienne have similar views on the representation of black
142 We refer here, for example, to Pierre L’Hfrault’s article ‘Pour une cartographie de 1 ’h6t6rog6ne:derives 
identitaires des ann^es 1980’ in Simon, Sherry et al. Fictions de I ’identitaire au Quebec. Montreal: XYZ 
Editeur, collection Etudes et documents. 1991 .p.53-114. In this article, L’Hdrault looks at the work and 
influence o f Ghila Benesty-Sroko’s magazine La Parole meteque, whose main objective is to ally the 
Qu6b6cois feminist voices to those o f the migrant women as they fight for the same rights and the same 
recognition. The magazine emphasizes the plurality o f women’s voices, regardless o f their origins, implying 
that all women are in the same ‘m&6que’ position, i.e. stuck between their true self and the identity confered 
by the society around them.
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Caribbean women. In their view, the status of black women is consistently undermined by 
a tradition of depreciation in Haitian culture, and by prejudice that leads to racism in 
occidental cultures like that of Quebec. In Gerard Etienne’s novels - La Romance en do 
mineur de Maitre Clo (2000) amongst others - the author consistently points to this 
debilitating opinion and representation of women in Haitian culture, but he does not 
portray a single character able to break its oppressive patterns. In Dany Laferriere’s work, 
Haitian female characters are as courageous and strong as those of Etienne, but they 
nevertheless remain in the very traditional roles of carers and centres of the family. With 
the new generation of writers like Marie-Celie Agnant, we observe that this topic is 
addressed differently. For example, when Flore meets Emma in Le Livre d ’Emma (2001), 
she does not seem fully aware of the limitations of her life. It is Emma’s narrative and 
suicide that open Flore’s eyes to what is available to her, but also to the opportunities that 
she is denied. At the end of the novel, Flore sets out to find her own voice, rejecting the 
tradition of submission and cultural lies that she has unthinkingly assimilated until her 
encounter with Emma. Women finding their own voices appears to be a budding concern 
in Haitian novels but, for Middle Eastern writers, it seems to be a major topic despite their 
describing it as a slow process.
It is important firstly to note that most of the writers of Middle Eastern origin 
featured in our study are women. Apart from Naim Kattan and Bernard Andres, it is 
mainly women who have adopted the narrative genre as a form of expression. Secondly, 
we note that there is a larger number of female main characters than male. Even in 
Kattan’s novels and short stories, women occupy centre-stage; we recall here that his 
largely autobiographical novel is called La Fiancee promise (1983), again suggesting that a 
female character is the main protagonist of the novel. Most storylines of the Middle 
Eastern novels concern women’s achievement in their new lives. Earlier, we saw that 
Kattan’s characters Farida and Habiba find independence through their careers but, more 
importantly, Kattan shows two women who initially appear to be at the mercy of men’s 
will, but who manage to break free from the framework of traditional rules and set their 
own. In Farida’s case, becoming a singer in Baghdad should have compromised her 
reputation and would normally have landed her in a grim life of prostitution; instead, she 
secures the protection and fortune of a powerful man, which provides her with relative 
independence for a woman in the Baghdad of the 1940s. For Habiba, the illness and then 
death of her husband force her to become involved in the society on the edge of which she 
has been living: now middle-aged, she discovers the financial and sexual freedom enjoyed
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by her female Quebecois contemporaries. In Blondeau’s Les Feux de I ’exil (1991), Chloe 
too seems to have a low opinion of men and denies them any power or influence over her. 
She ignores her brothers who criticise her for renouncing traditions; she refuses to have a 
permanent partner who -  she believes -  would try to impose his rules on her; but more 
importantly, she raises her son on her own, and decides to have another child without a 
father (by leaving her partner before he knows that she is pregnant). It is as though Chloe 
wishes to give a feminine education to her son; she is teaching him equality and tolerance 
of others, beyond their colour or their gender, which is in contrast with her family’s 
opinion, traditions and behaviours: even though she is denying her son elements of his 
masculinity and identity, in her view, she is bringing up a new type of man.
In Nadja Ghalem’s Les Jardins de cristal (1981), Chafia, the narrator, analyses her 
difficult relationship with her mother. In her view, her mother incarnates everything that 
Chafia tries to escape from: an identity that has been shaped by submissiveness, a culture 
that considers women as property and not as independent human beings. Chafia’s narrative 
gives the impression that these cultural traditions are transmitted genetically from 
generation to generation, from mothers to daughters. One’s place in society is primarily 
determined by one’s gender:
J’ai apprivoise la d^chirure de l’61oignement. Mais je souffre encore de ce lien qui me rattache k toi, 
ma m£re, toi et ta f<£minit6-victime. [U D C , p.21]
But Chafia refuses to adopt a fatalistic attitude. Her fight eventually brings her to Quebec 
where she finds a support group:
Personne n’est condamn£ d’avance dans la vie. Croire le contraire c ’est signer un pacte avec la mort, 
et le sentiment de l’inutilite de l’existence vient de ce qu’on s ’est laiss6 pteger sans s ’offrir une voie 
d’6vitement. Je sais que d’autres femmes vivent des situations semblables ou pires que la mienne, 
mais je sais aussi que jamais autant d’espoirs n’ont aussi pr£s de se r£aliser. [...] Nous sommes 
bien obligees, nous les femmes, de travailler k ce que ce monde-B devienne meilleur, si nous 
voulons que nos accouchements et notre travail aient un sens. [U D C , p.79]
Like Regine Robin, Ghalem suggests that women can provide a community for other 
females in conflict with their cultural community, allowing them to work together at 
improving their social and cultural conditions and future. Her character, Chafia, goes on to 
describe the process - now possible in Quebec - of building a new identity or, rather, of 
allowing one’s identity to bloom, transcending the constraints of traditions:
Au bout de toutes ces ann£es de labeur et de depression, je me r6cup£re, toute surprise d’etre encore 
valable. Je n’ai plus honte de mon narcisisme, j ’ai fait ce qu’il fallait pour avoir enfin le droit de dire 
‘moi’ sans penser k mes parents, mon milieu, ou k tous ces liens qui me s£curisaient parfois et 
d’autres fois m’entravaient. Je suis sortie de la domesticity. Me voiB libre. Peureuse, mais libre. 
[U D C , p. 103]
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Like Robin’s narrator, La Quebecoite, Chafia finds her individual voice and, just as 
importantly, she is allowed and encouraged to express it. Migrating to Quebec is a step 
towards independence and claiming one’s identity.
Mona Latif-Ghattas’s collection of short stories, Les Lunes de miel (1996), explores 
migrant women’s relationships with traditions and culture through the social institution of 
marriage. The stories are all set in the Egyptian community of Montreal, and each 
introduces a marriage and the sets of cultural choices and implications attached to it. With 
two notable exceptions (to be considered shortly), most marriages presented by Tante 
Eulalie, one of the expatriate Egyptian narrators, end up in failure. First of all, there are 
cases of traditionally arranged marriages, for example, in which women are confined to the 
traditional role of carer, looking after the family and house. In an extreme case (‘Le Cirque 
de famille’, p. 181 -  199), the main character is enslaved and abused by her husband and 
his family. In certain cases, migrating to Quebec may also make things worse as women 
have to add full-time employment to their traditional chores. It feels as if women are 
doubly prisoner: they are restricted by their cultural traditions, and burdened by financial 
hardship in their country of adoption. In ‘Le Cirque de famille’, Marie Maccabe -  the main 
character -  also remains captive of her ‘old ways’ after her arrival in Quebec but, with the 
help of her daughter, she frees herself by finding out about her rights and entitlements, and 
eventually divorces her husband, putting an end to the abuse of which she has been a 
victim for many years. In other cases (‘L’etonnante Vava’, p.l 11-36), it is only the 
semblance of traditions that is kept: Vava is decision-maker within the couple; she guides 
her husband’s every move and decision but it seems essential for her to maintain the facade 
of a devoted housewife who looks after her children and throws sumptuous parties to 
impress the members of her community. Arranged marriages maintain a clear and 
traditional division of tasks between men and women, and suppose a certain 
submissiveness on the part of women, even though this may be only for the sake of 
appearances.
The second type of marriage presented by Tante Eulalie is one in which women are 
able to choose their partner. Having the choice, however, does not always prove to be a 
better option for those women who end up with men that do not suit them. In ‘Monsieur “je 
sais tout’” (p.201-14), Farida marries a man from outside her own culture. He impresses 
her, but does not know her and does not allow her to express her personality: she has to fit 
the mould that he has chosen for her. Again, her arrival in Quebec is a revelation: not only 
are her teaching qualifications recognised so that she is allowed to work, but also she feels
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encouraged to express her cultural identity and self. Needless to say, in keeping with Tante 
Eulalie’s cynicism, her marriage ends in a divorce. In ‘Liette et Raouf (p.215-23), the 
cultural differences within the marriage have tragic consequences. Liette and Raouf get 
married in spite of their families, religions and cultures: she is a Jewess and he is a 
Muslim. Due to pressure from their communities, they simply cannot get married in a 
Middle Eastern country so they migrate to Quebec where they hope to start afresh. But 
their respective families and cultural differences soon catch up with them and wear them 
down, even leading eventually to their death. Tante Eulalie concludes:
Pense alors qu’il faut savoir fermer la porte d’ou vient le vent. Mais pour la fermer, il faut avoir des
muscles aux bras. Sinon, foi de Tante Eulalie, elle se referme sur toi. [LLDM, p.223]
The narrator suggests that the union of Liette and Raouf defied common sense because it 
denied each party’s inherited past and culture, and prevented them from expressing part of 
their identity. Latif-Ghattas seems to propose that, in both types of marriage, the 
fundamental error is to negate one’s identity: in arranged marriages, women are maintained 
in a role that they have not chosen; when they choose their partner, women seem to forget 
their own self to please the man whom they love. There are, however, two promising 
unions in the novel: Martine and Stephane who have chosen each other within the same 
cultural background and have decided, against their cultural traditions, to live together 
before marriage; and Christine and Jean-Pierre who have benefited from Tante Eulalie’s 
experience as a matchmaker in the Middle Eastern tradition, but who have grown to know 
and respect each other before marriage. Both couples have found the balance between 
personal aspirations and cultural constraints without compromising any aspects of their 
identity; and the women in these relationships appear to be equal to their partner. It is 
interesting to note also that the stories of these two weddings are told by Christine. Tante 
Eulalie, the narrator of the old generation, passed on her stories of failed unions to 
Christine, the new generation, before dying. Christine, now solely in charge of the 
narration, tells stories of successful compromise between past traditions and present lives.
Children as intermediary to change
We have seen that most authors and characters find their voice and discover the extent of 
their freedom either on their own or, occasionally, through an intermediary in the form of a 
friend or acquaintance. There is, however, another way to access freedom: it is through the 
intermediary of children. Unlike their parents, children are not yet set in cultural ways and 
traditions. Even though they seem able to differentiate between both cultural systems - that
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of their parents and that of the adoptive country they assimilate new elements as part of 
their learning process. They combine elements of both cultures. In novels by Quebecois 
writers of Middle Eastern extraction, children are a source of worry and tension between 
parents and their children: parents expect their children to behave according to the rules 
that they themselves followed, but the children have grown up in a society that does not 
have the same values. In the Middle Eastern group, this topic is addressed, for example, by 
Naim Kattan in short stories like ‘Le Sommeil’ or ‘Les Reves de la mere’.143 In both 
stories, mothers lose sleep over the behaviour of their daughters who act like Canadian 
young women, go out on dates, work and lead independent and separate lives from those of 
their parents, in defiance of their traditions. In ‘Les Reves de la mere’, the daughter, Joyce 
- whose name reflects her mother’s ambitions of emancipation from her cultural 
background -, rebels against her father’s admonishment:
D^confite, malheureuse, il fallait qu’elle s’excuse. “Nous ne sommes plus dans le desert et je ne suis 
pas une b^douine.” Elle croyait l’insulter et le faire taire.
-Les bedouins, eux, ont le sens de l’honneur. [LR, p. 160]
In this extract, Joyce mocks her parents’ origins by using a cultural cliche, but her father’s 
reply is serious and exhibits pride in his culture of origin and the values that he has 
retained after he migrating. Joyce’s father sums up his frustrations and disagreement in one 
sentence: ‘Elle se croit canadienne.’ (LR, p. 161). This concern is particularly developed in 
Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de Miel (1996), in the short story called ‘La complainte de 
Madame Aspasie’ (p.229-48). This short story is in the form of a dialogue between 
Madame Aspasie and her friend Rose Antoun. The two old women discuss their daughters 
who have been transformed by their lives in Quebec. They conclude that there is now a 
cultural gap that separates generations beyond what was once the normal evolution within 
one culture:
Ici, c’est une autre mentality.
C’est mieux que chez nous et pire que chez nous. Qa. depend.
Mes trois filles marines se sont d^gourdies un peu depuis qu’elles sont h Montreal. [...]
Si ce n’6tait que de nous, nous serions rest6es au Caire.
Mais les enfants se sont tous installs ici. Nous avons dfi suivre. [LLDM, p.238]
Rose and Aspasie discuss how their daughters have smartened up since their arrival, that 
they are more independent and take responsibilities for their own choices. They now base 
their lifestyle on that of other Quebecois women rather than that of their parents. Contrary 
to Aspasie, however, Rose is influenced by - if not a little envious of - the lifestyle that the
143 See Na'im Kattan. Le Rivage (1979) p.103-14, and La Reprise (1985) p.159-80.
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daughters have. She admits, for instance, that values have moved on in comparison with 
her own youth, even in her country of origin, thanks to recent globalisation:
Hier [Rose] m’a dit que, de nos jours, personne ne choisissait personne pour personne.
Meme au Caire, il parait que les choses ont changd. [LLDM, p.241]
To Aspasie’s chagrin, even Rose’s personality is altered under the influence of her 
children: she adopts the new vocabulary of her daughter, and her views are influenced by 
feminist concepts gleaned from her daughter:
[Rose] m’a mSme dit l’autre jour qu’elle aurait pr6f£r6 que sa fille vive en concubinage avec un 
homme.
Elle a dit “concubinage”.
Je ne reconnais plus Rose Antoun. [LLDM, p.243]
With Rose and Aspasie, Latif-Ghattas presents characters who reluctantly accept the 
influence of their children but, in ‘Le cirque de famille’ (p. 181-99), she portrays a more 
positive response. Marie Maccabe’s emancipation from an abusive husband and family is 
brought about through her daughter, who has been brought up in the Canadian way. In 
opposition to the traditional self-effacing manners of Middle Eastern women, she stands up 
for herself and her mother:
II parait que le p6re Trix, quand il re?ut la premiere lettre d’avocat, devint si enrag6 qu’il mit la 
maison h sac. II profrra h leur dgard de grosses menaces auxquelles sa fille lui r^pondit: “Dans mon 
pays, il y a des lois qui protdgent les femmes. Ici, tu es au Quebec. Reveille-toi. Tu n’es plus sur la 
rue de l’A^roport militaire secret k Heliopolis.” [LLDM, p. 197, my italics]
Although the first generation of migrant women of Middle Eastern origin is generally 
unsure of the options available to them in their country of adoption, the subsequent 
generations are better informed and more assertive,144 easing up the process of ‘re- 
enculturation’ for their parents by passing onto them their knowledge about the ‘new’ 
country.
In the Haitian group, children are definitely ascribed the role of translators between 
cultures, or even spokespersons for their people. For example, Alexis, the main character 
of Marie-Celie Agnant’s Alexis d ’Haiti (1999) and Alexis, le fils de Raphael (2000), 
‘translates’ his family’s lives, feelings, history and traditions for the civil servants who 
assess their case for asylum; he later does the same thing in Quebec and manages to 
convince his friends to help him take action in the liberation of his father. In Stanley
144 Often, the first generation o f migrants do not speak the language(s) o f the adopted country very well and 
still use their traditional scale of values to deal with events, whereas the following generations are more 
likely to be bilingual and are exposed to the other culture (or the culture o f the Other) as soon as they go to 
school, for example. They are soon better equipped than their parents to understand the values o f the country 
of adoption, which is now theirs.
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Pean’s La Memoire ensanglantee (1994), Quand la Bete est humaine (1997) and 
L ’Emprise de la nuit (1993), children again play the role of translators between cultural 
groups because they have an understanding of both. They explain to their Quebecois 
friends the meaning of various elements and behaviours from their inherited culture; they 
translate Creole words for them. The characters of La Memoire ensanglantee (1994) know 
that they belong to two separate worlds, which have no connection other than that 
embodied in themselves:
D ’aussi loin que je me souvienne, j ’ai toujours v6cu k cheval sur deux mondes. [...] Le jour, on 
allait et venait dans Montreal, entre le m&ro, l ’^cole, les boutiques et fast-foods du centre-ville. 
Mais sitot le seuil de la maison familiale franchi, on passait en quelque sorte dans un univers 
paraltele. [MEn, p .l 1]
And, in L ‘Emprise de la nuit (1993), the young hero clearly knows that his culture might 
be unknown or difficult to grasp for an outsider:
Je comprenais sans peine que pour quelqu’un de Parrtere-pays qu6b6cois, certains aspects de la 
culture hai'tienne ressemblent k du merveilleux. Ayant v6cu plus de la moitte de mon existence ici, je 
n’&ais moi-meme pas toujours certain d’avoir une bonne comprehension de mon pays natal. [EDN, 
p.27]
Young migrant characters are obviously seen as more malleable than their older 
counterparts, and act as ‘double agents’ in novels. They are the characters that have no 
prejudice; they are not judgemental of other cultures. For them, it is usual to have friends 
whose origin is different from theirs. In Stanley Pean’s La Memoire ensanglantee (1994), 
for example, the young heroine mocks her father’s prejudiced opinions in these terms:
Mais oui, papa: les JamaYquains sont comme ci, les Qu6b£cois sont comme 9a, et mieux vaut ne pas 
parler des Italiens, des Grecs, des Arabes, des Juifs, ou meme des HaYtiens. Ce qu’il pouvait 
m’agacer avec ses pr£jug6s idiots, des fois! [MEn, p.32]
For the Middle Eastern and Haitian authors that we have mentioned, children represent the 
future of cohabitation and understanding between cultures, and it is interesting to note that 
some of these authors have judged this role of ‘double agent’ important enough to address 
children - Quebecois and allophones alike - directly and write novels and stories for a 
young readership. Authors like Nadia Ghalem,145 Marie-Celie Agnant146 and Stanley 
Pean147 put into practice what they depict in their books: they treat children as interpreters;
145 Nadia Ghalem. La Rose des sables. Quebec: Hurtubise HMH, collection plus. 1993.
146 Alexis d ’Haiti (1999) and Alexis, le fils de Raphael (2000) are both published in the ‘Collection Atout’ by 
Hurtubise HMH, which is aimed at a young readership.
147 L'Emprise de la nuit (1993), La Memoire ensanglantee (1994), Treize Pas vers Vinconnu (1996), VAppel 
des loups (1997), Quand la bete est humaine (1997), Le Temps s'enfuit (1999), are published in the 
‘Collection Roman +’ by La Courte Echelle publishers, which is aimed at youngsters.
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they present them with heroes who are from a different cultural and racial background 
(Agnant and Pean’s characters are often Black Caribbean, and Nadja Ghalem portrays a 
European girl brought up in the desert by a nomadic tribe in La Rose des sables (1993)148); 
they show them that there are other ways to apprehend the world. (We have seen that Pean 
introduces a fair amount of Voodoo legends in his work, for example) In short, they open 
the mind of Quebecois children to Otherness, and in doing so, they presumably hope to 
facilitate the integration of future migrants.
Returning to one’s (place of) origin
Finally, the last step to achieving ‘re-enculturation’ for migrants is to let go of the nostalgic 
dream of returning to their country of origin. In the French and Middle Eastern groups, 
nostalgic feelings are a rare occurrence. The French writers/characters leave home and 
settle in Quebec because of nostalgia: they long for a long-lost past and hope to find it in 
Quebec; there is no evidence in their novels, however, as to whether they are satisfied with 
what they find. In the case of Middle Eastern writers/characters, this topic is not greatly 
developed because migration is often the consequence of a straight financial choice 
induced by a change of political regime. There exist a few cases in which the characters 
were forced to leave for personal reasons, like Anastasia (in Blondeau’s Les Feux de 
Vexil), Feve (in Latif-Ghattas’s Le Double Conte de Vexil) and Chafia (in Ghalem’s Les 
Jardins de cristal). These three characters share the experience of a departure amid 
violence: Anastasia feels that she has been abducted by people who call themselves her 
parents but whom she rejects; Feve’s country was a battlefield and he has fled persecution; 
Chafia has run away from traditions that do not allow women to be free, and from a 
country devastated by a war for independence. For them, there is no going back or nothing 
to go back for. Feve’s family was killed by soldiers and his house destroyed; even his 
official identity dissolved when he lost his documents and was not recognised by either of 
the fighting parties. As for Chafia, she knows that her country is now closed to her unless 
she submits to traditions and customs that she sees as a form of slavery. When Anastasia 
tried to return to Marrakech, she found only sorrow and estrangement, thus fulfilling her 
earlier premonition that she would lose part of herself if she left:
Quand [Anastasia] s ’&ait exil6e du Maroc, sa compagne avait chuchot& “C’est ton ombre que tu 
emportes. Ici, de toi, tout est lumtere. Ou tu iras, tu vas mourir un peu...” Anastasia n’avait rien 
r^pondu. Seul, son regard empli d’eau dans le regard noir de la fille, et qui proph&isait. [LFDE, 
P-33]
148 Nadia Ghalem. Op.cit. 1993.
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In Latif-Ghattas’s short story ‘La couleuvre des sarcophages’,149 two characters return to 
Egypt, only to realise that they no longer have a place there. The first one is Zohair, who 
went to Quebec in the 1970s to study and has been influenced by Quebecois customs so 
much so that he forgets appropriate behaviour in his country of origin. During a visit to his 
parents in Egypt, he meets Zelda with whom he has an affair. In Quebec, this conduct 
would not be an issue, but there, it contravenes social rules and morals. Zohair, therefore, 
feels obliged to marry Zelda to comply with local customs, not only for her sake but also 
for that of his own family. Of course, Zelda follows her husband Zohair to Quebec but, 
after a while, she misses her family and wishes to return home for a visit. But Zelda, like 
Zohair before her, measures the changes that have taken place in her and realises that she 
no longer fits in her society of origin:
Elle s’6tait, malgr6 tout, habitude k la mentality d’ici et ne supportait plus l’6tau dans lequel elle 6tait
retomb^e subitement d£s son retour chez ses parents. [LLDM, p.55]
In novels by Middle Eastern authors, characters realise early on that the distance between 
‘there’ and ‘here’ is not only geographical, it is also personal: migration has a direct impact 
on their behaviour; they are less bound by social rules. This prevents them from ever re- 
assuming their previous place in their original society. Going ‘home’ convinces them that 
their place and personal happiness are in Quebec.
For the Jewish group of authors, nostalgia rather translates into coming to terms 
with a loss. Their inherited collective memory is the cause of a gap, of an uncertainty of 
identity for the generations who have not witnessed the Holocaust. The difference with the 
other groups is that, out of respect for those who perished or out of guilt from those who 
survived, Jewish characters can never allow themselves to let go of the past, so they decide 
on a compromise in an attempt to have it both ways: instead of putting their collective past 
behind them, they bring it into the present. Kattan, for example, explores this topic in the 
short story ‘Le Pacte’150. The Jewish-American narrator has never really connected with 
his family’s sense of loss concerning the relatives who disappeared in concentration camps 
during the Second World War. For him, someone too young to have any memory of his 
European origin, the past has remained vague, somehow intangible. He seems to have 
inherited from his parents nostalgic feelings about a past that he does not personally know. 
When given the opportunity to go to Europe and to Germany in particular, the narrator 
makes his way to Dachau; this proves to be a revelation for him:
149 LDM, p.37-66.
150 LR, p.93-105.
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Ici, nous Stions dans le pass6 , dans l’histoire et je me retrouvais dans ma memoire. Les pleurs de ma 
m<bre <£clataient soudain dans la r6alit£. Cette famille inconnue emportee dans le tourbillon 6tait 
r^elle. Mes lointains oncles et tantes avaient des visages. Et un aprds-midi d’automne, ils 6taient 
r^duits k un souvenir. [LR, p. 103]
Suddenly, the past - his family’s legacy - becomes immediate, tangible, real. By returning 
to his family’s homeland, the narrator reconnects past and present, and by doing so, his 
present acquires more weight, more body and, more importantly, he now understands his 
place in it and in the Jewish community as a whole.
The similar thing occurs for most characters of Robin’s L ’Immense Fatigue des 
pierres (1999), who try to piece their elusive past together. In fact, this is a major topic 
throughout the novel. All characters and narrators are Jewish, and all appear to be enclaves 
within time and culture(s), disconnected from any form of community. They are either 
survivors or descendants of survivors of concentration camps where, in their eyes, the past 
-  as they or their parents knew it -  was destroyed. Their knowledge of their past, origins 
and culture remains fragmented, vestigial and intangible. To describe it, they all talk of 
‘scraps’, ‘traces’, not even memories. In ‘Manhattan Bistro’ (p. 173-220), the narrator who 
is also a writer, tells of her obsession with memory:
Obsession de la date, de la trace du petit morceau, de la bribe, du fragment, du document, du 
monument, du souvenir, du r^cit de vie, de la photo, du dos d’une carte postale. Monde enseveli, 
paroles mortes.
Hier ist Kein Warum. Le savoir aurait toujours vacill6 .
Comment reprSsenter cette absence? Pourquoi la reprdsenter? Texte fait d’absence, sans lieu, sans 
image, sans arrimage. Indicible, impensable k dire, k penser. Dessaisie radicale de tout. [IFDP, 
p. 199]
Patchy memory is problematic to deal with as one cannot even nurse the thought of going 
back to one’s place of origins. For these Jews, unlike Haitians, French or Middle Eastern 
characters, places merely reinforce the feeling of absence. But letting go is equally 
unthinkable - not least because it would resemble a betrayal, a second death for all those 
who died in the Holocaust-, but also because it would evoke the feeling that part of one’s 
identity is slipping away. The narrator wonders about how to manage her memory:
Construire des reliques? D^construire des reliques? P&rifier, mus^ifier sa propre histoire? Retour du 
refoul6 . Ce qui fait retour dans le r6el, ou au contraire historialiser sa propre memoire. Des reliques, 
des bouts, des restes, k peine des souvenirs. Quelques listes, l’arbre, quelques dates. Faire avec? 
Faire quoi? Avec quoi? [IFDP, p.206]
No answer to these questions is forthcoming either in this short story, despite an initial 
tongue-in-cheek promise in the previous narrative ‘Journal de deglingue entre le Select et
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CompuServe’ (p. 127-71), in which the narrator -  who ironically calls herself Regine Robin 
amongst other pseudonyms -  imagines a system to administrate and preserve memory:
Ce qui compte, apr£s tout, ce ne sont pas ces restes, mais la memoire. On imagine alors que chaque 
individu recevra k sa naissance une boite de telle et telle dimension. Tout le monde aura la meme, 
genre boite k chaussures. L’individu aura toute sa vie pour la remplir de la fa?on qu’il voudra, car ce 
qu’il y mettra sera l’image de ce qu’il voudra laisser de lui-meme, une trace. [...] Le document 
fouille l’ictee d’une administration et d’une gestion de la m&noire. [IFDP, p. 131-2]
This imaginary system, however, is predictably flawed and results in part of the memory 
being destroyed, while the remainder is mixed up and damaged by civil servants’ 
negligence. Furthermore, people react differently to this new requirement in their lives: 
some do not care at all, while, for others, the need to fill the box is overwhelming and 
memory dictates their lives. With this story, Robin illustrates the impossibility of memory 
being preserved pristine and compartmentalised: memory is shaped by individuals but is 
equally influenced by others; it cannot be contained in boxes because it does not belong to 
anyone or, rather, it belongs to everyone (and as such, it can be borrowed, stolen, 
misplaced, etc). In the end, all characters in L Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999) seem to 
come to the same conclusion: attempting to ‘manage’ memory and its traces only slows but 
never halts the process of wear and tear exerted by contamination, distortion, and 
forgetfulness.
For Haitian writers/characters, the situation is different altogether because the 
Duvalier regime eventually did fall in 1986 and, from then on, they have had the option of 
going back. After several years in exile claiming that they are waiting to return to their 
country, Haitian exiles are suddenly confronted with the choice of severing the often 
fragile links that they have formed in Quebec and facing the unknown in their own 
country. In other words, they have to consider going through the agonizing process of 
migration all over again. So far, they have only dreamed of doing so, now dreams can 
become reality. With regards to the issue of returning to Haiti, writers are divided into two 
camps: either migrants decide to return and rebuild a life in their country of origin, or they 
realize that there is too great a distance between their memories and present reality and that 
their lives are now elsewhere. We have seen that the Haitian group is more prone to 
nostalgic feelings because they have been forced into exile. Unlike the French or Middle 
Eastern migrants, all authors are unanimous about the fact that they did not choose to 
leave. Most novels are either set in Haiti or tell about the longing for people, traditions or 
social and culinary traditions that they have had to abandon. Mille-Eaux (1999) by Emile 
Ollivier and L ’Odeur du cafe (2001), La Chair du maitre (1997) and Le Charme des apres-
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midi sans Jin (1998) by Dany Laferriere are meticulous accounts of the authors’ 
childhoods. They describe at great length not themselves exactly, but their memories of 
Haiti, its geography, its people, its traditions and beliefs, its food and smells. With the fall 
of the Duvalier regime, some authors take the opportunity to return to their native country, 
thereby ‘re-rooting’ themselves or confronting their memories with reality, and have 
consequently used their experience as material for a book: Emile Ollivier produced Les 
Urnes scellees (1995) and Laferriere Pays sans chapeau (1999).
Re-inventing ‘home’
In the published interview J ’ecris comme je  vis (2000), Laferriere recalls his first 
impression when he revisits his grandmother’s village, Petit-Goave, in which he spent 
some of his early childhood:
La ville n’avait pas beaucoup p&iclite. Je m’y suis promen£ durant des heures. Je n’y avais pas mis 
les pieds depuis plus de trente ans. J’ai rencontre des gens que j ’avais connus dans mon enfance. Et 
surtout, j ’ai vu que la description que j ’ai faite de la ville coincidait, k part quelques erreurs 
mineures, avec l’original. Je ne savais plus, k un moment donne, si j ’&ais dans la vie ou dans le 
rSve, dans la r^alite ou dans le roman. J’avais l’impression de me promener dans mon propre 
roman. 151
It is interesting to note here that the distinction between reality and fiction has become 
blurred for Laferriere. His memories are accurate, yet, with the passing of time and in 
exile, they seem to have acquired a fictional quality, as though reality was Laferriere’s 
creation, a product of his imagination. Furthermore, Laferriere and other migrants who 
return cannot help but compare between ‘now’ and ‘then’, ‘here’ and ‘there, just as they 
did when they arrived in Quebec. This repetition of the feeling of acculturation can, in 
some cases, contribute to a sense of rootlessness and of perpetual nomadism. Emile 
Ollivier points out that, at first, going back triggers feelings of guilt in that, by comparison 
to ‘local’ Haitians, migrants are relatively wealthy. They return with a large number of 
presents in an attempt to bridge the gap that separates them from their relatives and friends:
Ils voudraient tout transporter, combler, en un seul voyage, parents, amis, restes la-bas au pays de la 
rarete, alors qu’eux, ils reviennent du monde de I ’abondance. [US, p.37, my italics]
But, among the non-migrant islanders, there exists a kind of resentment against them as 
exiles who are coming ‘home’. In Les Urnes scellees (1995) for example, Adrien notices 
the expression of the hotel manageress:
151 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 173.
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Quand Adrien et Estelle pdndtrdrent dans le vestibule de l’hotel, la patronne, une femme opulente, la 
soixantaine largement entamde, d’un coup d ’oeil habituee a identifier les proies faciles les reconnut: 
des «diasporesv>. Son visage absent, presque fantomatique l’instant d’avant, s’dclaira d’une paire 
d’yeux brillants. Leur lueur cupide n’inquidta pas outre mesure Adrien. On l’avait averti. [C/5, p.53, 
my italics]
Some ‘local’ Haitians exploit the exiles’ nostalgic trip and consider them to be targets from 
whom money may be extracted. Generally, however, exiles quickly reconnect with 
relatives and people they knew, and this contact makes them realize that they have 
forgotten and missed out on more than they think: at first, they assume that their memories 
are indeed perfect because things and people seem to match the mental image that they had 
as exiles, yet they soon discover that they have to re-leam their old ways. When Laferriere 
visits his mother, for example, his behaviour leads her to believe that he is ill, but her 
neighbour explains to her the true cause of her son’s strange attitude:
- II lui faut simplement rdapprendre k respirer, k sentir, k voir, k toucher les choses diffdremment.
La voisine ajoute quelle connait un remade qui pourrait m’aider k retrouver un rythme normal. 
[PSC, p. 13]
Here, the author undergoes the reverse process of when he left:152 he slowly revives all the 
sensations and feelings (tastes, colours, sounds, etc.) that have been dormant until then.
Adrien and Estelle of Les Urnes scellees (1995) go through the same process of re­
learning the simplest things:
Sans hSte, ils ddambulent, s’imprdgnent du paysage, de ses senteurs, de ses formes et de ses signes. 
Pas k pas, attentifs k l’infime, ils longent les ruelles que les voyageurs ne regardent jamais. [C/5,
p.6 6 ]
But, while Estelle enjoys the process, Adrien cannot overcome the differences that he 
notices in Haiti, and also in himself. His disappointment is symbolically accompanied by 
sickness too:153
Au ddbut de son sdjour, Adrien avait connu quelques ennuis de santd. II pensait avoir un estomac de 
bdton, capable de digdrer des pierres. Malgrd les avertissements de l ’Agence et d’Estelle, il avait bu 
l’eau non distillde, mangd, k meme les bacs de fritailles au coin des rues, poissons, griots, bananes 
pesdes, avald, avec gloutonnerie, des jus de toute succulence. II resta cloud au lit, durant une bonne 
semaine. Une diarrhde dont une tonne de nitrate de bismuth n’avait pas rdussi k endiguer le flux 
diluvien. Et cette colique tord-boyaux qui augmentait k chaque poussde de fidvre. Et cette 
humiliation, cette douloureuse humiliation de devoir si souvent baisser et remonter son pantalon. 
[C/5, p. 118]
152 We remember the last pages o f Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), in which the author recounts his departure: 
‘II me faut tout oublier de mes dieux, de mes monstres, de mes amis, de mes amours, de mes gloires passdes, 
de mon dtemel dtd, de mes fruits tropicaux, de mes cieux, de ma flore, de ma faune, de mes gofits, de mes 
appdtits, de mes ddsirs, de tout ce qui a fait jusqu’h prdsent ma vie, si je veux continuer k vivre dans le 
prdsent chaud et non sombrer dans la nostalgie du passd dans moins de trente secondes, au moment oh 
l’avion quittera le sol d’Halti.’ [COF, p.344]
153 These physical symptoms o f maladjustment recall the illness that Maitre Clo develops in Gdrard Etienne’s 
La Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo (2000) - a migrant’s illness due to a different lifestyle.
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This bout of sickness obliges him to measure the distance that now exists between who he 
is now and who he was before he left Haiti, and to admit the change that has occurred in 
him as a result of his migration. From that moment on, Adrien knows that he no longer 
belongs in Haiti and that he is only a visitor. The trip that was supposed to reinforce the 
links with his culture of origin has achieved the opposite effect and has decisively 
confirmed the fracture in Adrien’s cultural identity. He no longer tries to get involved in 
the life of the people surrounding him, as he understands that there is no future for him in 
Haiti and that his life is now in Quebec.
Aussi pfefera-t-il adopter l’attitude du spectateur qui regarde toumer la roue, d6filer les godets, les
uns pleins, les autres vides. [t/S, p. 119]
As for Estelle - who intends to stay in Haiti -, she rediscovers her country of origin and is 
ready to re-start a life there, in spite of changes and probable difficulties that she might 
encounter:
Estelle avait retrouvd le pays et d^couvert son c6 fe attachant. Adrien n’a eu ni le courage, ni la 
force, ni la volonfe de le faire. Elle, elle 6tait prete k vivre avec les consequences, et etait d6j& en 
attente de fetes et de liesses £clatantes. [US, p.286]
Unlike Estelle, Adrien is unable to foresee any sort of future for himself on the island; he 
cannot ignore the violence, the corruption and the poverty that still seem to be the norm in 
Haiti; he no longer feels able to face the harshness of life that awaits migrants who decide 
to go ‘home’. After years of dreaming of settling back in Haiti, Adrien is ironically 
overwhelmed by the reality of living in a Third World country:
Ville-mouroir ou les enfants en guenilles, petits corps squelettiques aggripp^s aux seins frip6s de 
leur nfere, meurent d’indifference, les yeux manges de mouches. Ville qui ne connait que des 
departs, et jamais de retours. [...] Ville poubelle du temps, avec ses ruines, ses maisons de style 
colonial flottant sur des vagues bleues. Villes de queues! Partout, la misdre des queues: queues pour 
le riz, les pois et 1’huile qui viennent de la Food Care et que les mafieux et leurs parrains pillent: ils 
font main basse sur l’aide d’urgence et revendent les produits; queues k la devanture de la banque 
pour encaisser le cheque qui vient de parents vivant k lfetranger; queues soudain meurtrferes quand 
l’impatience rend fou; queues pour l’eau; queue devant l’officine oil l’on d&ivre les passeports. 
Ville dfetemelles queues! Ville-marge, ville de bidon-villes, ville-r6bus, ville de lfecart, ville-mis6re 
pleine de consomption, dfetoiles filantes et de fendbres. Ville en passe d’extinction, ville 6clafee, en 
deuil d’aube. [US, p.283]
This passage encapsulates Adrien’s new feelings about Haiti: his enthusiasm and hopes of 
a new life have been replaced with disillusioned visions of gloom, the struggle for bare 
necessities and death. Staying would amount to a dire and uncomfortable life. As an 
archaeologist, Adrien had hoped that he would be able to rebuild the past, but he has only 
found havoc and meaningless ruins. Laferriere expresses similar views, yet they are not as
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pessimistic and dark. It is interesting to note the parallel between Emile Ollivier’s image of 
Haiti as a ‘mouroir’ and Laferriere’s ironic stories of zombies fighting for the government, 
for example, or American scientists studying the inhabitants of Bombardopolis, who, 
supposedly, have the ability to live without eating [PSC, p. 194-5], But more important is 
the title of the book itself, Pays sans chapeau, which is the translation of the Creole 
expression to describe the realm of death. We also note that the novel is divided into 
chapters called ‘Pays reel’ and chapters called ‘Pays reve’. The ‘Pays reve’ chapters are 
dedicated to Laferriere’s reunion with family and friends, his rediscovering of the simple 
pleasures of life in Haiti. The ‘Pays reel’ chapters are more intent on giving facts and 
figures, on the reality of life amid poverty and violence. But these chapters, increasingly 
detached from reality, reach a pinnacle of strangeness when the narrator visits the realm of 
death, the Pays sans chapeau, and meets the gods of the Voodoo Pantheon. The final 
chapter probably gives the key to Laferriere’s fairly optimistic position when representing 
Haiti:
- Ce que je peins, c’est le pays que je rSve.
- Et le pays feel?
- Le pays feel, monsieur, je n’ai pas besoin de le fever. [PSC, p.276]
In other words, Laferriere prefers his own version of Haiti to reality because he can edit it 
to leave out undesired elements. A few years later, Laferriere reformulates his feelings of 
going ‘home’ in J ’ecris comme je  vis (2000):
Quand on est resfe si longtemps k 1’Stranger, je ne crois pas qu’on puisse retoumer aussi facilement, 
sauf pour mourir. Au fond, on ne retoume jamais k un endroit qu’on a quitfe. On fait semblant mais, 
au fond de soi, on sait bien que ce n’est plus le pays qu’on a connu, et qu’on est compfetement 
different de ce jeune homme qui a fui un matin son pays. [...] Comment peut-on envisager de vivre, 
comme on le faisait k Montreal ou k Paris, dans un pays ou n’importe qui peut vous assassiner sans 
raison? Cette sensation presque absurde de n’etre nulle part. Comme s’ils etaient suspendus dans 
l’espace, entre Montreal et Port-au-Prince. 154
Both Laferriere and Ollivier express feelings of great disappointment at the inability to go 
back and settle in Haiti. In this respect, they are typical of one of the attitudes mentioned at 
the beginning of this chapter.
Supporting the attitude of staying in the country of adoption after spending years of 
dreaming of going ‘home’, some migrants simply realize that they do not really want to do 
so. The country may not seem to have changed much, but they have; they have become -
154 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 150.
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to quote Julia Kristeva -  ‘strangers to themselves’.155 This is the fundamental difference: 
after years of living in Quebec, they are still considered foreigners by others and by 
themselves. In other words, the emphasis is on their differences with the dominant cultural 
group, and little emphasis is actually put on the resemblances that they share with it or 
have acquired after a while. When they return to Haiti, they expect to fit in because they 
believe that they share the same culture as the dominant cultural group, but they are faced 
with the same dilemma: their differences are depressingly placed under scrutiny, despite all 
that they have in common. In the end, aware that they do not fit anywhere, they feel 
somehow ashamed and disillusioned to have been excluded from what they felt was 
previously their culture and people. In Ollivier’s Les Urnes scellees (1995), these feelings 
are translated again into a physical symptom: when Adrien finally accepts defeat and 
decides to go home, his body suddenly seems to droop and he looks aged, broken:
Estelle un moment ralentit le pas. Elle regarda Adrien de dos et il savait qu’elle le regardait. Elle 
reconnaissait difficilement cette demarche alourdie, ces pas qui trainaient des annees d ’errance et 
de fatigue. A cet instant precis, elle sut qu’elle ne retoumerait pas k Montreal avec lui; elle sut, il 
avait honte de 1’avouer, qu’il 6tait plus de l£t-bas que d’ici. II marchait avec une lenteur de chameau 
vers le vieux port, seul comme un orphelin. [...] II savait qu’Estelle le regardait, de dos, qu’elle le 
voyait comme un Stranger qui s’en va. Pourtant, c ’&ait le meme homme, un peu abime seulement. 
[US, p280, my italics]
We note here the comparison with a camel, which not only dehumanises and ridicules 
Adrien, but also reinforces the idea that he is out of place. For Adrien, going back to Haiti 
has confirmed his separation from Haiti and its culture. He finally understands the 
implications of his original departure: he has become a new person, a migrant. Time has 
gone by and going ‘home’ is now impossible because ‘home’ is not just a place, it is also a 
precise period in time.156 The Haiti that he left behind also represents the time of his youth, 
of particular cultural and political conditions. He and Haiti have matured and grown apart. 
Estelle has grasped this concept perfectly and she is ready to go through the re-learning 
process; as for Adrien, his visit to Haiti is a final closure with regard to the past: it is both 
an acceptance that he has changed and a refusal to change yet again.
155 We have based this expression on Kristeva’s title itself, Strangers to ourselves (New York: Columbia 
University Press. 1991.)
156 Kristeva suggests this idea: migrants are eventually forced to give up all claims o f belonging when they 
leave their country, because their personal culture is no longer anchored in the present time; they -  and their 
cultural references -  become outdated, irrelevant, something o f the past: ‘Not belonging to any place, any 
time, any love. A lost origin, the impossibility to take root, a rummaging memory, the present in abeyance. 
The space o f the foreigner is a moving train, a plane in flight, the very transition that precludes stopping. As 
to landmarks, there are none. His time? The time o f a resurrection that remembers death and what happened 
before, but misses the glory o f beyond: merely the feeling o f  a reprieve, o f having gotten away.’ [Ibid. p.7-8].
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This topic is also mentioned in Laferriere’s Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000). In this 
book, the author explores his last day in Haiti and, with the benefit of hindsight, he lists 
people and things that he will have to give up upon his departure. Laferriere uses his 
experience of exile to show, quite dramatically, that his Haitian life is about to become 
obsolete, that this period now belongs to the past:
Ce present que je vis encore et qui deviendra pass6 dans moins de trente secondes, au moment ou 
l’avion quittera le sol d’Hai'ti. [COF, p.344]
Just like Ollivier’s Adrien, Laferriere ascribes the reason for the discomfort of going back 
‘home’ to being exiled in time as well as space. For each of them, to leave Haiti was to 
close a chapter in his life, with the hope of opening it again in the future; despite their 
intentions, they were unable to maintain the link between themselves and their cultures 
entirely alive because there was no longer any reciprocal exchange. In a way, they kept the 
idea of their culture alive artificially. Julia Kristeva analyses this attitude as follows:
Melancholy lover o f a vanished space, he [the foreigner] cannot, in fact, get over his having 
abandoned a period o f time. The lost paradise is a mirage o f the past that he will never be able to 
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Kristeva suggests further that this attachment to ‘a vanished space’ and time acts like a life 
support system for those who live in exile; it is a sort of guarantee of identity, a certainty 
amidst the confusion of the new standards and rules of their culture of adoption. Going 
‘home’, therefore, forces to migrants face up to the reality of changes and the 
transformations wrought by time, that have occurred. No longer able to rely on their virtual 
and personally edited memory, they must evaluate once more their own standards and 
values. For them, it is accepting that life has gone on and that there is no way back. 
Ollivier’s Les Urnes scellees (1995) concludes with Adrien going back to Montreal, to a 
new ‘home’ but also to a new perspective on living away from one’s country of origin. 
Until now, he had considered himself an exile who, one day, would go ‘home’. Now, 
however, he sees himself as a migrant, with no roots to tie him down:
II retoume k Montreal. II revient k la case depart et rejoint ainsi le cortege de tous les errants, des 
sans-patrie, des d^racutes en rupture avec leur pass6 , culpabilis^s d’avoir suntecu k tant 
d’holocaustes. Ils ont souvent perdu leurs points de repdre, vivent tant bien que mal, connaissent k la 
longue de grandes joies, cteent de nouvelles families, poussent de nouvelles racines et puis, un beau 
jour, non ils ne meurent pas, ils s’absentent k pas feuttes. [C/5, p.293]
151 Ibid, p^.9-10.
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It is also interesting to note Adrien’s change of career: when he arrived in Haiti, he was an 
archaeologist, looking for traces, evidence and artefacts of the past and of a lost society; 
when he leaves Haiti the second time, he decides to become a writer. This new profession 
allows him to play with the past, to manipulate it, to re-invent it or to forget it if he wishes 
to do so -  as do the narrator(s) of Robin’s L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), for 
example. His new choice of profession also allows him to break the silence imposed by the 
Duvalier dictatorship for so long; it is a way of taking charge of the narrative, of 
expressing oneself, rather than enduring events passively. How can one not draw a parallel 
between Adrien’s attitude and that of all migrant writers?
Conclusion
We have studied here the final phase in the process of becoming a migrant, namely 
that of acknowledging the changes that occur as a result of migration. ‘Successful’ 
migrants have avoided the traps of acculturation (such as behaviour or identity disorders) 
and have found ways to achieve a career or a personal life (or indeed both) by taking 
advantage of the new cultural and social opportunities offered by their adopted country. 
Living in Quebec has presented them with the possibilities of putting into perspective their 
occasionally oppressive traditions, of finding personal freedom and expressing themselves.
Often, children are seen as intermediary to help migrants to understand and fit into 
the society of adoption. They facilitate the process of ‘re-enculturation’. Authors have 
identified and emphasized this role by addressing youngsters directly, and by making their 
heroes the links and interpreters between cultures. By introducing the younger generation 
to their migrant culture and by depicting for them a pluralistic society, they help to prepare 
the future for a more harmonious multiculturalism in Quebec.
For some migrants, mainly those forced into exile, the re-enculturation process 
cannot be complete without the elimination of the desire to go ‘home’. Of course, exiles 
have learned to live in their country of adoption, but some of them have always maintained 
the dream of going back and, therefore, never consider themselves totally part of the new 
country. Faced with the daunting reality of returning ‘home’, however, most of them 
eventually realise that picking up where they left off is impossible and that their life is now 
in Quebec. They understand the extent of their adaptation to their new country, which has 
made them no longer equipped for life in their country of origin. Without realizing it, they 
have become Quebecois. Following their new awareness, they are able to explore the new 
boundaries of their identity.
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Chapter 8: Representation of Quebecois society: Underscoring problems and
redefining landscapes.
Introduction
In previous chapters, we have seen that migrant writers in Quebec have used their cultural 
identity and their experience -  good or bad - of migration as material for their work. 
Transforming their experience into narratives not only works as a catharsis for their angst 
at not being able to return home, for example, or at facing challenging cultural changes, it 
is also a way of making their readership aware of their cultural origin and identity,158 and 
of the hurdles that a migrant faces when settling in Quebec. There is, however, another 
more ambitious, and probably controversial, topic present in migrant writing: the migrants’ 
vision of the Quebecois.
This is not a major topic, like memory for example, but rather an underlying one as 
it appears through small, intermittent touches in the novels. Rather than write long 
diatribes against Quebeckers, migrant writers tend to sketch the stereotypes that are 
circulated by their hosts about migrants. They also present a vision of a society blinded by 
its own concerns about the past, and not yet prepared to acknowledge the contribution of 
migrants to Quebec today. Migrant writers condemn this nostalgic attitude and propose 
their own vision of Quebecois society: in effect, they reject the traditional representation of 
the ‘Quebecois pure laine’ and replace it by a multicultural vision where the minorities are 
really ‘visible’.
i
i
158 Where migrant writing is concerned, the classic question o f readership is even more problematic than 
normal. Do migrant writers address a general Qu6b6cois readership, since their work is published and 
recognized in Quebec? Do they address their cultural community in Quebec, since most topics are based on a 
shared experience o f migration? Do they address readers in their country o f origin or, on the contrary, do they 
aim at a universal, or at least francophone, readership? Migrant writers have partially answered these 
questions in interviews or articles. Haitians, for example, are aware that 80% o f the Haitian population are 
illiterate, and that, despite French being one o f the official languages, Creole remains the mother tongue of 
the majority o f people. The same goes for Middle Eastern writers in Qu6bec, who have chosen French over 
Arabic as their language o f expression. This seems to partially exclude a readership in their country o f origin.
Some clues point to a francophone Qu6b6cois readership: French has been the preferred language of 
expression o f the novels; we have seen earlier that migrant novels often include explanatory notes to help the 
reader understand foreign words and allusions to events, people and places. Sometimes, the narratives 
themselves include explanations o f cultural behaviour or mentality. As for youth literature, it seems that 
migrant authors are determined to educate Qu6b6cois youngsters by including a subtext o f open-mindedness 
towards different cultural behaviours and skintones.
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‘Pure laine ’ vs. newcomers
We have seen in previous chapters that there exist several elements, which concur to create 
a crisis in migrants’ lives. One of them is prejudice. The consequence for migrants 
translates into isolation and humiliation. Here, we propose to explore the Quebecois 
attitude to migrants as it is presented from an incomer’s point of view, in other words not 
so much the consequence of prejudice on migrants as its manifestations in Quebecois 
society.
In Neo-Quebecois writing, few Quebecois characters are represented that we could 
classify as ‘Quebecois de pure laine’. These few, therefore, are noticeable. Unfortunately, 
the portraits of Quebecois people are not often positive ones, mainly because their 
interaction with migrant characters shows their prejudices. One of the points made by 
migrant writers is that most Quebeckers do not take the time to know them as individuals 
and use stereotypes to deal with them. This attitude is annoying for migrants, because it 
shows a certain lack of interest from their fellow compatriot. Migrants are a faceless entity; 
they only seem to exist as a group, and their personal and cultural identities are resumed in 
a few cliched attributes. This is well demonstrated in Naim Kattan’s La Fiancee promise 
(1983). When Meir arrives in Quebec and starts looking for employment, he runs into a 
series of misunderstandings about his origins, his nationality and religion. Prejudice and 
stereotypes preside over all his job interviews and his potential employers are little inclined 
to find out about his personal history, as they cannot place him under any recognizable 
category. Later, Meir gets used to changing cultural groups by adopting some of the 
cliched attributes that allow him to fit in. Near the end of the novel, however, he is sent 
away to represent the Jewish community at an annual conference where Canadian people 
from different professions and origins meet to exchange and discuss social and cultural 
news. Amongst the delegates, there is a social worker who makes no effort to really meet 
Meir and go past the idea that she has formed about him and his race. Her question to him 
not only shows her ignorance, but also her lack of effort to rectify it:
-Moi? Sursautai-je. Je travaille h la communaufe juive.
-Alors, vous etes de nationality juive.
-D ’origine, de religion, rectifiai-je.
-C’est ce que je dis. Je ne vois pas la difference. En tout cas, ce que je peux vous dire c’est que 
j ’admire les juifs. Ils commencent avec rien et puis vous les voyez en peu de temps, proprfetaires de 
commerces, d’immeubles. Ils sont travailleurs. Pas comme nous, les Canadiens. Nous aimons trop 
nous amuser et nous sommes paresseux. [LFP, p. 199]
This complacent character does not realize that her use of cliches may be offensive to 
Meir. She reduces his personality, his personal history, and his professional ambitions to
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cultural stereotypes and is unable to detach her opinion from them. In the end, Meir is 
frustrated because he cannot communicate with her and reach her beyond these 
preconceived ideas. Meir is also appalled at the shallowness of his Quebecois interlocutors. 
Not only do they use stereotypes to apprehend any subject regarding other migrants, but 
they also seem hardly interested in increasing their knowledge about them. It appears to 
him that his foreignness is merely a topic of an entertaining anecdote at social gatherings. 
It seems that the Quebecois people that he meets are more interested in his being different 
or Other than in knowing him:
Je vais te dire pourquoi je t’ai racont6 cette histoire. Souvent je me demande si cela fait une 
difference d’etre de Punta del Este ou de Bagdad. Pour moi c ’est inimaginable d’etre n£ ailleurs 
qu’& Bagdad, mais ici si je disais que je suis un descendant de quelque conquistador, on me croirait 
sur parole. Et cela ne ferait pas de difference. L’idee meme m’effraie. C’est terrible, tu ne trouves 
pas? [LFP, p. 151]
In this extract, Meir realizes that his nationality and his personal history are seen as a 
momentary exotic distraction that nobody wishes to know further. As a foreigner, he is 
assimilated in Quebecois’s mind to all other foreigners, with an obvious lack of 
differentiation. Meir feels that his contribution to Quebdcois society is irrelevant to others, 
that his cultural legacy is neither valued nor wanted: he is expected to blend in the existing 
society -  in this case, he should blend in the newly arrived group of migrants; his cultural 
difference is not as much respected as overlooked.
Dominique Blondeau and Dany Laferriere also express their general impression of 
superficiality on the part of the Quebecois. In Blondeau’s Les Feux de Vexil (1991), for 
example, Chloe, the Guadeloupean immigrant, lives a solitary life, sharing her time 
between her son, her work and, occasionally, her friend Anastasia. To make ends meet, 
Chloe dances in a club:
Je suis la seule Noire dans ce groupe de filles-femelles, plus excitantes les unes que les autres. 
L’attrait exotique 6manant de mon corps me vaut un relatif succ£s que m ’envient mes compagnes. 
[LFE, p. 195]
It seems that Chloe becomes visible only because of her colour, which, in the environment 
of the club, is the representation or incarnation of a sexual stereotype, exoticism. Otherwise 
ostracized in a work environment for being different, Chloe suddenly becomes the centre 
of attention. We can draw a parallel here with Dany Laferriere’s Comment faire Vamour 
avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999). Laferriere has obviously come to the same 
conclusion as Blondeau’s character: he plays with the sexual stereotypes associated with 
being black to trick his white Quebecois readers, as we already mentioned in chapter 7
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when discussing the titillating title of his first novel.159 Laferriere identifies the prejudices 
and stereotypes that his 1985 title targeted:160 coloured people are believed to be 
uneducated (un type qui sait a peine lire), and ‘sexually experienced’. To these 
preconceptions, Laferriere opposes his own literary knowledge, and his reflection about 
cultural domination underlying interracial relationships. Furthermore, Laferriere argues 
that interracial sexual relationships challenge the relations of power and domination 
between social and racial groups as they contravene taboos and prejudices inherited from 
Eurocentric occidental culture. What is interesting to note here, is that Laferriere insists on 
the surprise effect: it is a shock for the reader -  as far the author is concerned - to realize 
that he has been tricked into thinking about his or her own prejudice. The schoolboy joke, 
vaguely obscene, alluded to in the title of the novel, is turned against his or her lack of 
open-mindedness. Of course, Laferriere tackles prejudice in the novel itself by analysing 
with great irony some of the cliches about black people and black men particularly - 
namely, they are liars (p.31), primitive (p. 162-3), cannibals (p.43-4), etc. Through his 
relationships with the ‘Miz’, the narrator explores some of the irrational fears underlying 
the relations between black and white people and stemming from ignorance. Interracial 
relationships are seen as a war of domination because communication represents a danger 
of contamination for the white person. The narrator’s theory about his superficial 
relationship with the ‘Miz’ is that they are in search of entertainment and excitement, but 
refuse any personal involvement that would compromise their education and their view of 
the world:
Si une minuscule souris la panique, que dire d’un Ndgre alors? Ce n’est pas tant baiser avec un 
N6gre qui peut terrifier. Le pire, c ’est dormir avec lui. Dormir, c ’est se livrer totalement. C’est le 
plus que nu. Nu plus. Qu’est-ce qui peut bien se passer durant la nuit, pendant le sommeil? Peut-on 
rever l’autre? Peut-on p6n£trer le reve de l’autre? L’Occident dit: territoire inconnu. Attention: 
danger. Danger d’osmose. Danger de veritable communication. [CFA, p.84]
Clearly here, for Laferriere, taking refuge behind cliches is refusing an honest 
communication that would challenge one’s view of society; it is refusing to acknowledge 
Otherness. In Derrida’s view, cliches prevent from understanding the differance;161 they 
maintain an appearance of Otherness to justify exclusion towards people who behave or
159 See Dany Laferriere. J ’ecris comme je  vis. Genouilleux: La Passe du vent. 2000. p. 119-20.
160 The first edition o f Comment faire I ’amour avec un negre sans se fatiguer dates from 1985.
161 Jacques Derrida first used the term differance in the collection o f essays, L ’Ecriture et la difference (Paris: 
Editions du Seuil. 1967.), but did not explain the term that he coined in an introductory way. To simplify, 
differance is the awareness o f a set or pattern of differences that stops the identification o f other sets. There is 
no hierarchy o f sets/patterns o f differences, as their identification is subject to individual variable factors such 
as history, culture, age, sex, etc.
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look differently. Accepting the differance, i.e. alternative ways of existence beyond the 
stereotypes, would -  if we believe Derrida - challenge society’s rules, as it would imply 
equality between all. For Laferriere, maintaining cliches is retaining a situation of power 
between races.
Racism is the culmination of this attitude of exclusion towards others. Stereotypes 
maintain a distance between people, and become the justification of a self-proclaimed 
power over others. This is quite clear in Latif-Ghattas’s Le Double conte de I ’exil (1990). 
Madeleine/Manitakawa, who is Native American, works with three women, all called 
Clara, who can be interpreted as representatives of the European (French, English, and 
Eastern European) white settlers in Quebec and who think their seniority in the company 
gives them privileges over other employees who have recently immigrated:
LEG ARE Clairette, LINDSAY Clarence, LEIBOVITCH Clara. Fortes de leurs similitudes et de leur 
anciennet6 d6sormais irr^futables, elles s’octroyaient le droit de dSvisager tout nouveau venu, de le 
scruter, de commenter ses comportements, de pointer du doigt sa difference, d’dpier ses misdres, de 
salir sa beaut£ si elles les poussait dans 1’ombre, d’amoindrir ses qualit£s quand elles menafaient de 
mettre & jour leurs lacunes, enfin, de b&tir sa reputation. De ce jeune Asiatique, Clairette Legare 
avait deji affirme qu’il sentait l’“egg roll”, Clarence Lindsay avait decrete qu’elle n’aimait pas les 
asiatiques et Clara Leibovitch, apr£s qu’elle efit un peu hesite comme d’habitude, avait fini par 
rencherir en declarant qu’il parlait mal et qu’elle ne comprenait rien de ce qu’il disait. [LDCE, p.54]
The three women feel threatened by the unknown incarnated by the young man. His 
differance is unbearable to them, because they cannot find in him any common feature to 
would make him ‘familiar’. Their position and their number give them the strength to bully 
the young man and either to mould him into what they want to see or to make him 
disappear. The objections of the three Claras to the new influx of non-white, non-European 
migrants produce a situation very similar to the one described in Blondeau’s Les Feux de 
I ’exil (1991): Chloe, and her fellow migrant employees, feel that they have not been 
selected for their abilities for the job, but rather as a result of the lack of any other suitable, 
i.e. Quebecois, candidate. Chloe’s employer frequently complains about immigration laws:
[Mme Dufresne] peste contre les gouvemements du Canada et du Quebec qui laissent entrer les 
Strangers. Elle pretend que le Quebec va devenir un dSpotoir... [LFDE, p. 190]
And Chloe herself can observe the difference of treatment between herself, for example, 
and Anastasia (who is white):
Je n’imagine pas monsieur Bleau agir avec autant de bont6 et de tolerance; il aurait eu vite fait de 
me remplacer par une femme blanche. [LFDE, p.213]
As we have seen earlier, for Chloe, people interpret the colour of her skin as an external 
and visible marker that encapsulates her differance.
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This is confirmed by Jules, the narrator of Francis Bossus’s La Tentation du destin 
(1996), who analyses his racist behaviour.
Et cette vision surgit de mon racisme. [...] Deux mille ans de civilisation blanche et chr&ienne 
passaient par ma voix et me rappelaient que tout homme de couleur est inf&rieur. Ma conscience (on 
dit qu’elle est une sorte de mdre) me reprocha cette bouffSe de haine [...]. [TD, p. 105]
Here, the observation of such behaviour does not come from the point of view of a 
migrant, but of a Quebecois ‘pure laine’. Jules realizes that his behaviour has been 
conditioned by his education that portrayed Caucasians in a position of power over 
coloured people. But the twist introduced by Bossus is that his character Jules also realizes 
that he is himself in a subordonate position as far as his social status is concerned. Jules is 
poor, and has had to accept positions that he finds degrading - a feeling shared by migrants, 
as we have seen in previous chapters:
Ndgre blanc! Je me traitais de ndgre blanc, d’esclave, de laquais, de valet, de larbin, et meme de 
ganache, un vieux mot qui, dans mon esprit, sentait le moisi et la pourriture, d6peignait ma 
decadence et me d^figurait. Je ne m6ritais plus le titre d’homme. [TD, p.61]
This shift of position -  represented by the expression ‘Negres Blancs’ - brings to mind the 
position of the Quebecois ‘pure laine’ themselves, that brought the Quiet Revolution of the 
1960s and the movement for the independence of Quebec. For Pierre Vallieres, the
1 ff)Quebecois were the ‘Negres blancs d’Amdrique’. The dominant rich English classes had
a poor opinion of the francophone Quebecois and were circulating discriminating
stereotypes about them too: they were poor and uneducated, had large families, did not
16^speak a correct French, etc. Laferriere also alludes to the Quebecois’s past as a 
downtrodden minority and suggests not without irony that -  contrary to their slogan ‘ Je me 
souviens’ -  they have, when it suits them, a short memory of their past and that they lack 
solidarity with other minority. According to the narrator of Comment faire Vamour avec un 
Negre sans se fatiguer (1999), his novel will fill a gap in Quebecois literature: for the first 
time, a book is published about “les Negres noirs d’Amerique” [CFA, p i57], which implies 
that, before, literature was only about the ‘Negres blancs d’Amerique’.
162 This is the title o f Pierre Vallteres’s book, written in 1966, which reflected his anger at injustice and
became the terrorist FLQ's call to action.
163 This is echoed in Nairn Rattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983). M6ir has spent a few years in Paris to 
perfect his French, which induces an anglophone acquaintance to request French lessons:
-Vous devez etre d6?u. Aprds Paris, je veux dire. J’aimerais beaucoup apprendre le franfais parisien, 
vous devriez me donner des le9ons.
-C’est le meme fran?ais qu’ici.
-Mais non. [LFP, p. 119]
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If migrant authors show the prejudiced attitude of (some) Quebecois people, they 
also try to remind them that, not so long ago, the Quebecois themselves were the victims of 
similarly discriminating behaviour. It is also a way to remind them that they now all belong 
to a nation of migrants (or a migrant nation) even though they have settled in Quebec for 
longer and that they are united by a common language -  French -  in a predominantly 
anglophone continent.
Love it or Maple Leave it
The above expression has been coined by Regine Robin and is repeated in the narrative of 
La Quebecoite (1983).164 It seems that, for the narrator, this expression encapsulates 
another Quebecois attitude to Otherness: a stereotypical crystallisation of difference 
disconnected from the reality in which it was originally based:
L’oubli commence par le gofit des aliments, apr6s la couleur du ciel, le son des voix, 1’odeur des 
rues. Qui se souvient de la piazza Navona, des remblas de Barcelone, des ruelles d’Athfcnes? Qui se 
souvient du ghetto de Varsovie? Et d’avant le ghetto de Varsovie? D ’avant le temps, d’avant 
l’Histoire? LOVE IT OR MAPLE LEAVE IT -  Strangers ind^sirables, tous communistes, tous 
subversifs, tous r^volutionnaires. [LQ, p. 82]
Robin discusses here the Quebecois policy of multiculturalism. Even though migrants are 
encouraged to preserve their own culture, they are under pressure to fit in: their option is 
then either to ‘Love it’, i.e. to assume cliched cultural identity, by which they retain all the 
visible ‘attributes’ if their memory somehow fails, or to ‘Maple leave it’, i.e. to choose to 
forget, to live in an unsatisfying limbo:
D^dales Strangers, d6pits, dfroutes. Love it or leave it. Love it or maple leave it. Ces points 
d’ancrage, dans les bribes murmur^es de souvenirs anciens. D6sormais le temps de l’ailleurs de 
l’entre-trois langues, trois alphabets dans la meme joum^e. T61escopage de passages des grandes 
plaines de Russie aux toits de Paris, de l’East-End de Londres au lower est side new-yorkais, la 
Vistule, la Volga, la Volgule, la virgule, coma. L’oubli -  l ’amn^sie. Collages. Tout se chevauche et 
se m§le.[ LQ, p. 133-4]
The expression ‘Maple leave it’ suggests indecision, a non-commitment. The Maple Leaf 
covers a mishmash of different things, without priority, and as such, avoids addressing 
individual stories and memories. For the narrator of La Quebecoite, this muddle of 
emotions and memories seems to lead to a collective amnesia at a national level, rather 
than preserving individual cultures. From the previous extract, we can also infer a certain 
apathy, a lack of curiosity on the part of those of older Canadian stock. All foreigners are 
‘indesirables, tous communistes, tous subversifs, tous revolutionnaires’; in other words,
164 Regine Robin, La Quebecoite (1993).pp.82, 133, etc.
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migrants pose a challenge, produce a confrontation, start a dialogue at least about traditions 
and customs, and want their share of the land and power. It seems that the policy of ‘Maple 
leave it’ is a way to avoid opposition by creating the appearance of tolerance; in that way, 
everybody can go on ignoring everyone else under the guise of respecting people’s 
difference.
Dany Laferriere also remarked on this form of hypocrisy in Comment faire Vamour 
avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999) when noting the separation that exists between the 
narrator’s situation and the ‘Miz’. Laferriere creates a narrator that seems to move between 
different social positions with ease: rich or poor, intellectual or lowbrow, he does not 
appear judgemental about the way that others choose to lead their lives; at most, he is 
surprised by it. The ‘Miz’, on the other hand, clearly have carefully partitioned lives. None 
of them allows the narrator to infringe on any part of her life that she has allocated to her 
studies, friends and family (her WASP life, to use the narrator’s term). Furthermore, the 
‘Miz’ are depicted as faceless characters (only defined by a detail of their interests or 
appearance) that do not seem to notice -  or choose not to notice - the contrast between 
their wealthy lifestyle and the poor one of the narrator. It is as though they deliberately 
avoid the embarrassing confrontation. Laferriere calls this Canadian attitude of non­
interference ‘politeness’ and, for him, it underlies cultural relationships and is an obstacle 
to true exchanges. He resumes this idea in the following terms in J ’ecris comme je  vis 
(2000):
C’est tout & fait mon genre de donner mon opinion & propos de ceci ou de cela. Les autres ne 
voyaient en moi qu’un jeune ouvrier, alors que je me sentais la capacity d’un analyste social, je 
pourrais aussi faire des incursions dans la vie culturelle et, pendant qu’on y est, rien ne 
m’empecherait de lancer quelques reflexions pointues sur l’avenir du Quebec. Tout cela avec le 
sourire, car les gens d’ici n’aiment pas les pretentieux.165
For him, his novels are a showcase for his opinions and a way to break the habit of polite 
indifference between the ‘pure laine’ and the migrants.
In other novels, the ‘Maple leave it’ attitude as described by Regine Robin, is 
epitomized by the character of the doctor (who is often a psychoanalyst). This type of 
character is a figure of authority who is empowered to help others through his knowledge 
of the human body or mind and who predictably appears at a time of crisis in migrants’ 
lives. We have seen in previous chapters that migrants are in great turmoil or under 
considerable stress when confronted with the culture of their country of adoption. The
165 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 134.
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obvious choice for them is to turn to a Quebecois doctor to help them through this difficult 
moment. The nationality of the doctor is important, because, in the novels, he symbolizes 
Otherness for migrant patients: both in terms of the culture of adoption and, often, gender. 
(Most doctors are male in the novels studied, apart from Olivia in Senechal’s Le Pays 
d ’ailleurs, who, as we will see shortly, stands out by her personal experience of Otherness) 
The doctor’s understanding of the needs of the patient, as well as his will to comprehend, 
are key elements in the cure and recovery of the patient, although this is not obvious to all 
characters.
The doctors presented by some of the Haitian writers -  namely Gerard Etienne, 
Marie-Celie Agnant and Stanley Pean - are no help at all to the migrant patient. First of all, 
doctors are puzzled by their physical symptoms, and are unable to provide a diagnosis. In 
Stanley Pean’s novels, for example, some of the characters have been cursed by voodoo 
magic, which is supposed to explain their illness within the narrative. The doctor is without 
recourse because he does not understand the situation, and occidental medicine seems 
ineffictive as a way to treat the symptoms. In Etienne’s La Romance en do mineur de 
Maitre Clo (2000) and Agnant’s Le Livre d ’Emma (2001), the mental illness that affects 
Maitre Clo and Emma respectively is presented as a real one, with psychosomatic 
symptoms; the doctor, however, is still powerless. The doctor who ‘treats’ Maitre Clo asks 
Adrienne to explain her brother’s obsession with the voodoo Goddess Erzulie, but soon 
feels inadequate:
Le docteur Hillel s’Sponge le visage, compldtement boulevers6. Moins par le fait d’apprendre 
l’existence d’un esprit v6n6r6 dans une religion, que par la place qu’il occupe dans la vie 
quotidienne des Noirs d’Hai'ti. [LRDMC, p.95]
As a doctor bom and trained in Quebec, the doctor seems ill at ease that he does not share 
the same culture as his patient, and is disturbed by his different beliefs. Having different 
values, for him, is insurmountable in the process of helping Maitre Clo. His professional 
advice is in the form of cliches about cultural misunderstanding:
On ne change pas la culture d’un homme en lui en imposant une autre d’ou seraient prohib^es ses 
pratiques religieuses, laisse-t-il tomber d’un ton convaincant. [...] Les cultures sont extremement 
complexes. On ne peut pas porter un jugement sur une question religieuse. [LRDMC, p.97]
We note from this extract that the doctor reproduces the patterns of behaviour that we have 
described in the previous paragraphs: he is reluctant to be involved in any judgement or 
decision about Maitre Clo and remains as neutral and vague as possible. The doctor
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concludes that Maitre Clo is suffering from culture shock, and he discounts any form of 
serious mental illness that could have been triggered by his migration:
Le Docteur Hillel semblait attribuer le d£r£glement de Maitre Clo k une question de culture, une 
culture qu’il ne connait pas, qu’il ne peut pas juger, expliquer, commenter, une culture qui parait 
produire des langages incompr^hensibles, qui attribue aux ph^nomdnes des pouvoirs mystiques, une 
culture qui produit des esprits k mesure que la r£alit6 impose des problfcmes aux membres d’une 
soci&6. [LRDMC, p. 133]
In this extract, the doctor admits to his lack of knowledge and describes, at great length, 
what he cannot do. His passivity and narrow-mindedness are striking: not only does he 
make no effort to begin to understand what his patient is undergoing, but he also refuses to 
extend his knowledge. This is crucial, considering that Maitre Clo is not an isolated case. 
Others have been brought in for treatment and are ignored in the same manner:
C’est par dizaines en effet que des malades comme Maitre Clo sont amends k l’hopital. Pour lui, pas 
mal de nouveaux arrivants semblent avoir perdu la boule, surtout dans la vieille ville oil Ton 
commence k cotoyer des clochards-immigrants noirs. [LRDMC, p. 132]
The doctor’s attitude is representative of that previously observed by Robin and Laferriere: 
he avoids seeing and acknowledging Otherness, despite his professional duties and obvious 
social realities. In the end, he gives up any attempt to help Maitre Clo and recommends 
that he sees a doctor of same cultural background. In his view, Maitre Clo suffers from
une esp&ce de d£s£quilibre dil k un dgracinement, un exil forc6, le mal de vivre dans un pays 
Stranger. Dans ce cas, l’individu a toutes les chances d’en sortir, pourvu qu’on lui foumisse les 
moyens, qu’on l’6coute au plus fort de ses crises, qu’on le confie surtout k un m^decin de son pays, 
familier k son langage et k sa culture. [LRDMC, p. 163-4]
Again, his advice is to keep cultures separate and clearly segregated: each community 
should look after its own members and provide the necessary moral support to go through 
the process of migration. No cross-cultural intervention is conceivable. For Maitre Clo, 
tragically, the uncommitted attitude of his doctor results in death. With this dramatic 
ending to his novel, Etienne stresses that migrants can become victims of their negligent 
adoptive country who overlooks them.
In Agnant’s Le Livre d ’Emma (2001), Emma’s psychiatrist does not manage to 
communicate with Emma, even though she is as fluent in French as she is in Creole. He 
hopes that employing a translator will enable him to understand and treat his patient 
efficiently. While Emma describes the root of her illness as the non-recognition and 
oppression of black Caribbean women, her doctor concentrates on what he has been trained 
to do and, like the practitioner in Gerard Etienne’s novel, he is not seen making any effort
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to reach towards Emma. He discounts her cultural background and her personal and 
ancestral history as irrelevant to the causes of her illness, and makes no attempt to 
understand Emma, to learn more about her culture or her history personally. Instead, he 
seems to delegate this task to the translator and only bases his opinion on this second-hand 
information. He tries to apprehend Emma superficially and in his own terms, which, in 
turn, prompts Emma to remain within her own space. We note, however, that neither 
Emma nor Maitre Clo challenge their doctor’s opinion and behaviour, and seem to accept 
this situation as a punishment or a curse that they have called upon themselves. 
Furthermore, their indifference and refusal to cooperate lead Emma and Maitre into further 
isolation and alienation.
Nadia Ghalem and, to a certain degree, Xaviere Senechal present a similar portrait 
of the medical profession, but the difference is that they introduce the beginning of a 
solution to both patient’s and doctor’s attitude. We have earlier described Nadia Ghalem’s 
Les Jardins de cristal (1981) as a long letter addressed to the narrator’s mother. The 
narrator explains her reasons for leaving her country and migrating to Quebec. She tells her 
hopes of finding a place where she will be allowed to be independent, and to express 
herself. In the meantime, like Gerard Etienne’s character Maitre Clo, Chafia needs to deal 
with the issues that so drastic a decision has raised in her life, and turns to psychoanalysis 
for help. She reports that the first doctor she met was not helpful because he did not allow 
a dialogue between himself and Chafia, who felt put off by this one-way system of 
communication:
Je n’ai jamais eu peur & Alger, c’est maintenant que la vague me revient et me submerge. J’ai peur 
du matin au soir. J’ai peur au point que l’on me croit coupable. Quand je le dis au docteur, il ne 
comprend rien. II ne comprend pas que s ’il me soigne, je vais tomber en pousstere parce que la peur 
est plus grande que moi. [U D C, p.43]
Rather than accepting this situation, Chafia challenges the doctor’s authority and finds 
somebody else to help her. She undertakes to make the second doctor understand her 
history and her life experience, to which he seems ready to listen. Unlike the previous 
medical characters that we have seen previously, Chafia’s analyst does not try to pass the 
problem onto someone else, or to change her:
Le docteur est incapable de me procurer la pilule qui me donnerait une autre enfance, la pilule qui 
me referait un p6re et une mdre comme dans les films et moi je serais une petite fille qui saute h la 
corde et qui n’aurait jamais vu les chairs noueuses des anciens tortures... [LJDC, p.44]
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Chafia and her analyst work together towards understanding the causes of her illness and 
allowing her to conquer her fears so that ultimately she can say:
Je suis intimement convaincue que la peur de l’autre, c ’est plutot la peur de cet autre soi-meme 
qu’on n’ose pas regarder en face. On serait pret k le tuer plutdt qu’& 1’affronter, quitte k 61iminer une 
part de notre propre vie. [U D C , p. 137]
At the beginning of the narrative, Chafia admitted that she was in fear because of her past 
experience during the war in Algeria; for her, this was the cause of her uneasiness. Her 
psychotherapy, however, shows her that she is in fact afraid of Otherness. Here, her 
insecurity is identified and addressed by herself but also by her doctor. Her ‘treatment’ is a 
collaboration between both parties.
Xaviere Senechal also suggests this necessary interaction between migrant patients 
and their doctors. The narrator of Le Pays d ’ailleurs (1999) is a Quebecois physician, who 
lives a comfortable wealthy, but unfulfilling life in Quebec. After working for several 
months in India as a volunteer, she returns to Quebec to put in practice what she has learnt 
during her time abroad. She has experienced the feeling of being a foreigner, an outsider; 
in other words, she can relate to migrants’ experience because she knows the feeling of 
being, to use Derrida’s term, differ ant:
Chaque rencontre, chaque croisement d’un regard bouleversait quelque chose en moi en 6branlant 
toutes mes certitudes. J’&ais comme un nouveau-nd. Ce que je connaissais ne me servait plus k rien. 
Toute neuve et malhabile, c ’est ainsi que j ’amor?ais mon noviciat dans Calcutta. [LPA, p.31]
Living in a foreign country has made her aware of different rules, customs, and ways to 
live one’s life. This experience has changed her, altering her culture-centred view:
Fallait-il que l’lnde m’ait m6tamorphos6e pour que je ne reconnaisse plus rien, ne ressente plus rien 
d’identique, ne perfoive plus la moindre onde de reconnaissance k laquelle me raccrocher? Plus rien 
qui me ressemble. Plus rien qui me rassure. Etrang^re dans ma propre maison, tout me semblait 
bizarre, teme, vide. J’6tais arriv^e depuis trois heures et je n’avais qu’une envie, fuir, repartir, aller 
rejoindre cet ailleurs qui m’avait permis de me trouver. [LPA, p.96]
Olivia -  the narrator -  has become ‘other’, and, subsequently, is able to apply this 
experience of Otherness so as to put herself in others’ place. As a result, she accepts a 
position in a hospital situated in an underprivileged area, because feels the need to work in 
an environment that allows her to be in touch with a multicultural crowd. She wants to 
escape the uniformity of her own cultural and wealthy background to be part of a society 
that exists at different levels, financially and culturally, a society that shows behavioural 
diversity, and in which she feels that she is allowed to be herself:
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Je ressortis k Tangle de T6glise Saint-Nicolas, dans un quartier populaire et multi-ethnique ou les 
gens n’aiment pas s’aventurer seuls le soir. J’y venais souvent. [...] J’aimais de plus en plus ce 
quartier. Des families d’origines et de couleurs diffcrentes s ’entassaient dans des conditions peu 
reluisantes, dans des immeubles mal entretenus dont les facades me rappelaient les murs 16pros6s de 
Calcutta. Beaucoup d’enfants k jouer dans les rues. J’6tais bien, je me sentais plus libre que jamais. 
[LPA, p. 104-11]
Here, compared to the Haitian writers, Senechal reverses the situation. It is no longer the 
patient who expects the doctor to provide an answer, but the other way around. Both sides 
see an improvement in their situation. It is interesting to note that in this case, the 
Quebecois doctor is female, which recalls the parallel drawn by Sherry Simon and other 
critics (see chapter 7 footnote 142) between feminist and migrant voices, both being able to 
cross or move cultural borders.
Using the image of doctor and patient, migrant writers have thus proposed different 
versions of the relationship between the country of origin -  symbolized by the figure of the 
doctor -  and migrants, some more successful than others. Migrants, in this image, are 
presented as vulnerable, at the mercy of the doctor, because they are unable to deal with 
their adaptation to the new country. The doctor is called in, because of his -  or 
exceptionally her - knowledge, in the hope that he or she will facilitate the transition 
between both worlds, provide help and care, and in any case, improve the migrant’s 
situation. The Haitian writers, who have already showed a certain fatalism when dealing 
with topics like the oppression of the black Caribbean woman, for example, interestingly 
describe failure of communication between both parties, and denounce a general apathy on 
the doctor’s part. On the contrary, change and challenge are (implicitly) advocated by 
writers who belong to groups who have questioned the authority of men, in the case of 
Middle Eastern female writers, or the sclerosis and narrow-mindedness of their own 
culture, in the case of the French writers. In their novels, they sketch the beginning of a 
communication between migrant and country of adoption, based on sympathy and respect.
American debate
While pointing out the stereotypes and prejudiced attitudes that they endure, migrant 
writers raise another problematic subject, that of Quebecois identity. As we know, the term 
‘Quebecois’, first attested in 1754,166 began to be used more widely in the 1960s, in the 
wake of the Quiet Revolution, and is now preferred to the expression ‘Canadien franfais’
166 Josette Rey-Debove et Alain Rey. (eds.). Le Nouveau Petit Robert. Paris: Le Robert -  VUEF. 2003. 
p.2136.
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(French Canadian) to assert the independent identity of francophone Quebeckers with 
regard to France on the one hand, and the rest of Canada on the other hand. The Quebecois 
have constructed a cultural identity whose originality and independence are expressed in 
terms of linguistic resistance to the process of assimilation to Anglo-Canadian and 
American language and culture, and of preserving their European origin and their local 
particularities through the preservation of the French language. With the years, Quebecois 
have institutionalised their linguistic difference and have made it the stronghold of their 
national identity. Migrants, however, do not feel included or represented in this identity, 
despite often sharing the same language. For them, these issues have become inadequate 
because they do not reflect the new economic and demographic realities of modem
1 A7Quebec. In Le Gout du Quebec -  Vapres referendum 1995, the editors stress that the 
failure of the referendum for Quebec’s independence was due to the obvious lack of 
consideration for allophone and anglophone communities on the part of the francophones:
Tout le dilemme du Quebec est 11 Son taux de natality est trop faible et il a besoin d’y supplier par 
l’immigration. Mais les immigrants, les autochtones et les anglophones lui font probl6me. D ’oii une 
volonte, plus ou moins afficltee, plus ou moins consciente, de pratiquer un politique d’assimilation 
plutdt que d’integration des groupes minoritaires. [...] La seule chose qui importe, c ’est que les 
minorites ethniques provenant de l’immigration s ’integrent, le mieux possible, au bassin linguistique 
et culturel d’expression fran?aise et renfor9ant ainsi 1’element fondamental sans lequel il n’y aurait 
plus de nation qu£b6coise, au lieu d’aller grossir la minorite nationale anglophone et de menacer, 
par voie de consequence, 1’identite et la survie d’un Quebec principalement fran^ais.168
In this extract, it is clearly implied that Quebec’s policy towards allophones is forceful 
because its survival depends on it. By trying to neutralize foreign elements, however, the 
Quebec government risks alienating itself entirely from the allophone communities and 
failing to retain their support. The authors conclude their analysis of the post-referendum 
period by predicting that the survival of Quebec now depends on a change of policy and an 
attitude that would allow a multilingual and multicultural society to develop which would 
nevertheless retain the traditional Quebecois values.
As early as 1983 in La Fiancee promise, Naim Kattan was remarking on a kind of 
stagnation and outmodedness within Quebecois culture due to the dead hand of the 
Church:
Le probteme des Canadiens franfais, c ’est leur Eglise. Elle les a tenus sous le verrou. Ils sont 
depasses, ils ne sont pas de leur epoque. D ’ou le malaise, l’insatisfaction. Le danger serait qu’ils 
tombent dans 1’indifference religieuse. \LFP, p. 123]
167 'Marc Briere (ed.). Le Gout du Quebec - L ’apres - referendum 1995. Quebec: Editions Hurtubise HMH.
1996.
168 Ibid. p.225-26.
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This extract refers to Meir’s arrival in Quebec in the 1960s, but is still relevant in 1983 
when the novel is published. It expresses the view that, despite the changes that occurred 
during the Quiet Revolution, Quebecois remain turned towards the past, and are prisoners 
of their own traditions and memories. This opinion is still echoed in a somewhat wider 
context, twelve years later, by Emile Ollivier in Les Urnes scellees (1995). Adrien and 
Estelle are returning to Haiti for a visit after many years of exile. At the airport, they notice 
the grandiloquent Commandant Mollo-Mollo, who is returning to Haiti too. When asked 
for identification, the Commandant starts a diatribe against Quebec and Canada as a whole:
Provisoirement, Commandant Mollo-Mollo, pour vous servir. Provisoirement car, avant de 
determiner qui je suis, il faudrait savoir oil je suis. Ai-je immigre au Quebec ou au Canada? Les 
Premieres-Nations ecrivent Canada avec un K. Et pourquoi pas un double K pendant qu’on y est? 
Un pays constipe, un pays qui pousse, qui pousse sans parvenir a pondre son oeuf d'unite. Dej& le 
pays d’oii il vient se mourait entre misfere et desespoir et voil& que sa migrance l’avait place dans un 
flottement assaisonne de tracas administratifs et de «petits malheurs». II a un passeport canadien, 
une carte d’assurance maladie quebecoise et produit des rapports d’impots k deux paliers de 
gouvemement. Quels pays! En proie a d ’incessantes quer elles de juridiction, a en per dre sa 
chemise, son latin et l’escampe de son pantalon. Ajoutez k cela que lui, Mollo-Mollo, ne peut 
echapper, quoi qu ’il fosse, aux images de porteur de SIDA, d’agent de contamination, de passeur 
vaudou, de voleur de job, de mangeur de coquerelles, qu’il l’envi on lui a accoiees. Heureusement, 
les loas de ses ancetres, eux, ne l’ont jamais abandonne. [US, p.38-9, my italics]
Mollo-Mollo expresses here the frustration of probably most migrants: along with 
experiencing a generally prejudiced attitude from Quebecois, he feels that he is caught 
between two powers, in a battle that is none of his concern and in which he will not gain 
anything. Mollo-Mollo’s ironically mocking tone shows his contempt for the battle over 
jurisdiction that resembles a pointless Kafkaesque enterprise. In his view, it only makes the 
process of migration more complicated and more confusing for newcomers. We note too 
the slightly scatological humour about Canada’s search for unity and Quebec’s search for 
independence, that seems to diminish the seriousness and official aspect of the whole 
process.
Dany Laferriere is another writer who reports that, when he arrived in Quebec, he 
felt somewhat oppressed by the atmosphere of seriousness and dissatisfaction with regard 
to political life in Quebec and the associated identity crisis, which were reflected in the 
literature of the country:
Au debut, j ’£tais assez allergique k la literature qu£b£coise qui me semblait malade de gravity. Une 
lourdeur morale. Une angoisse sourde travaillait les oeuvres. Les 6crivains se m^fiaient de tout ce 
qui pouvait rappeler le plaisir. Venant de quitter une dictature etouffante, j ’esp6rais une sorte de 
recreation. On semblait vraiment prendre la chose au s6rieux. Malgre tout, j ’avais beaucoup de 
respect pour un Victor Levy-Beaulieu qui faisait un travail de fond, ou un Ferron (mon prefere) k 
1’intelligence acide.. . 169
169 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p.63.
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In fact, Laferriere describes the literature that existed when he arrived in Quebec in 1976 as 
‘une litterature qui avait plutot tendance a se mordre la queue’.170 The Quebecois hold on 
to their past and identity so fiercely as to stop their normal evolution and almost transform 
them into stereotypes. According to him, this is the case because Quebecois refuse to
acknowledge their 'americanity':171
Je voulais quelque chose qui soit plus proche de la culture antericaine que de la culture franfaise, 
aprSs tout je suis en Anterique. II n’y a que les Quebecois qui croient qu’ils sont en Europe, tous les 
immigrants savent que le Quebec se trouve en Anterique du Nord. D ’ailleurs le livre lui-meme 
(<Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer ) etait 6crit k l’antericaine.172
Trying to preserve their European, or more precisely their French heritage, is done at the 
expense of present and future time. It stops Quebecois from fully acknowledging their own 
individuality and originality, and realizing the potential offered by their unique position in 
Quebec. This is also Pierre Monette’s opinion, in an article published in Le Devoir in 1992:
Les autres nations de l’Anterique teussissent aujourd’hui k faire peser de leur c6te le poids des 
cultures hispanophone, portugophone et anglophone; ce n’est plus en Europe que se produisent la 
litterature et le cinema de langue espagnole, portugaise ou anglaise, mais en Argentine, au Btesil, 
aux Etats-Unis, etc. Le Quebec, lui, n’est pas encore sorti des jupes de sa ntere-patrie et continue k 
s’engluer dans une fideiite k la culture franfaise aussi infantile que sterile.173
In his article, Pierre Monette expresses ideas similar to those of migrant writers: not only 
has Quebec - as other previous colonies - not totally emancipated itself from its original 
mother country, but also it is oblivious to the conflict of expectations between Quebecois 
and neo-Quebecois that is developing within its borders.
Except for the French writers/characters who, apparently, move specifically to 
Quebec to find a piece of old France, migrants move mainly to Canada, with no particular 
province in mind at first. Their choice to settle in Quebec seems secondary and is often 
language-driven, since French is the official language in France and officially bilingual 
Haiti, or the language of education for other migrant writers/characters. They all migrate to 
Canada, an American country that will hopefully provide them with a better, safer life. 
This is very clear, for example, in Kattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983). Meir’s adventure 
starts off like that of many other migrants, with a dream of success, the American dream. 
He hopes to build himself a good comfortable wealthy life, starting with a hundred dollars
170 Laferrtere’s first novel, Comment faire V amour avec un negre sans se fatiguer, was published in 1985.
171 As we will see in the following paragraphs, Rigine Robin’s position is slightly different from that of  
Laferriere. For her, the issue does not so much lie in the lack o f acknowledgement o f their 'americanity' on 
the part o f the Quebecois, but on their unwillingness to share their wishful cultural monopoly over Quebec.
172 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p. 119-20.
173 Pierre Monette. ‘Nous sommes tous des immigrants’, Le Devoir, 10 juilletl992, B-8.
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in his pocket and a knowledge of both official national languages. His goal has little to do 
with Quebecois issues. Migrants like Meir and Commandant Mollo-Mollo are frustrated 
because they see the Quebecois agenda as an impediment to their dreams of success, as 
irrelevant in the American context: they all, to some degree, have left their past and 
country behind to build a new country, a new future; they all proceed with their project and 
so should the Quebecois!
In her postscript to a new edition of La Quebecoite,11A Regine Robin, after ten 
years, reflects on the impact of her novel in Quebec, but also on its main topics. In her 
view, La Quebecoite was emblematic of the migrant experience because it encapsulated all 
the emotions and vicissitudes encountered by newcomers, and mainly identified some of 
the hurdles presented by Quebecois society itself:
Choc culturel s’il s’en fut, parce que, francophone au depart ou pas, il [l’^crivain immigrant] est 
confronts k quatre entit^s qui ne sont en rien superposables. Comme tous les Emigrants, il vient au 
Canada, et si ce terme n’a pas toujours une signification Emotive pour les ycrivains qu6b£cois, il en 
a toujours une pour le nouvel arrivant, meme pour le nouvel arrivant cultivy, pas ali6n6, au courant 
des plaines d’Abraham, de Speak White et du martyre du p6re Br^beuf, II s’aper?oit trds vite que le 
Qudbec n’est pas une province comme les autres, qu’elle a bien sociologiquement parlant une 
sp6cificit6, une identity distincte dont la langue et le code civil ne sont que la pointe de 1’iceberg; 
qu’en r6alit6, il va se heurter k la fois k une sociability yminemment ouverte et sympathique [...] et k 
une fermeture due au poids de m6moire que l’imaginaire qu£bycois entretient sur sa propre identity 
[...]. [LQ, postscript, p.208]
In effect, resistance from Quebec to any new minority is an assertion of power. The 
Province has had to withstand the pressure of English domination for two centuries and 
preserve its identity and language. Quebecois people are not yet prepared to share their 
power with newcomers:
Partie du peuple-classe, de la petite nation dominye, la sociyty quybycoise se retrouve avec une vraie 
bourgeoisie, de vrais pauvres, et des Amyrindiens qui lui contestent sa place dans la hiyrarchie du 
malheur et sa place dans le mythe de la fondation de ce lieu. Les Quybycois deviennent des 
immigrants comme les autres k cette diffyrence prds, qu’arrivys au XVIIe ou au XVIIIe siycle ils ont 
eu le temps de se forger un imaginaire collectif et des mythes de fondation, de se constituer un 
vemaculaire qui n’appartient qu’& eux et qui est la marque identitaire par excellence, le stigmate qui 
sera retoumy en valeur supreme; ayant eu le temps de se forger un imaginaire de «peuple» et non 
pas de «minority». [LQ, postscript, p.212]
For her, the second referendum on the independence of Quebec in 1995 acted as a catalyst 
in the evolution of Quebec’s mentality. It marked the beginning of the realization that 
Quebecois will have to deal with migrants, and will have to share their status and 
privileges within the borders of Quebec:
174 Rygine Robin. La Quebecoite. Montryal: Editions Typo. 1993. p.207-24.
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Les interrogations [sur 1’identity] se sont probl6matis6es, une nouvelle conscience de P americanity 
s’est d^ploy^e, une nouvelle interrogation sur le pass6 et sur la m6moire. Une veritable 
reprobl^matisation de Pidentity. [LQ, postscript, p.213]
This is corroborated, as we have seen earlier, by the findings of Marc Briere’s team in Le 
Gout du Quebec - L ’apres - referendum 1995, which predicts that Quebec will give more 
leeway to minorities, overtly welcoming the advent of a multilingual society. And 
Laferriere, who considered Quebecois literature ‘malade de gravite’ in the late 1970s, also 
notices, twenty-five years later, the beginning of change in the Quebecois literary scene, 
which stems from the inclusion of migrant writers, despite their differance:
C’est la literature la plus dynamique en ce moment et sous peu, dans moins de vingt ans, elle 
6clatera sur la sc6ne mondiale. [...] L’apparition massive des Ycrivains de diverses origines [donne] 
une vigueur nouvelle h une literature qui avait plutot tendance k se mordre la queue.175
This evolution seems to suggest that migrant writers, by addressing and questioning their 
position within Quebecois society, have started to shift the focus from a defensive and 
exclusive Quebecois identity to a more open and varied one.
7 7/(Nous sommes tous des immigrants
To manage this shift, migrant writers have also used another element: the representation of 
minorities, other than their own. We have seen, in previous chapters, that migrant writers 
have often depicted their communities, via the intermediary of autobiographically inspired 
narratives, detailing their origins, their childhood, or their experience of the migration 
process. They also have presented their vision of Quebeckers, as we have seen above. By 
representing other minorities, migrant writers form an alliance between all minorities: not 
only do they speak for their own group, but they also give a voice to others. They try to 
include the views and perspectives of other communities to their own narratives, and, this 
way, show that their claims are not the product of one isolated community, but of all 
allophones.
In migrant writing, allophone communities appear through their neighbourhoods in 
the case of Regine Robin or Dany Laferriere, or in the form of secondary characters. These 
are often developed enough to play an important part in the plot, and their specific cultural 
aspects are frequently used to give more depth to their personality rather than to provide 
‘folkloric’ detail. In his short stories, for example, Naim Kattan examines Quebecois
175 Dany Laferriere. Op.cit. 2000. p.63
176 This title is taken from an article written by Pierre Monette {op.cit. 1992. B-8.)
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society from various angles and perspectives on the. In La Memoire sans frontieres, Louise 
Gauthier analyses some of Kaftan’s statements about on his work and remarks that his 
short stories are non-autobiographical sketches of life, which aim to understand other 
viewpoints and other choices.177 As such, his characters are of different ages, religions, 
cultures or nationalities and of either gender. In La Quebecoite (1983), Robin’s anonymous 
narrator lives in three areas of Montreal, which correspond to three cultural communities: 
Snowdon, Outremont and around the Marche Jean-Talon. Each time, she adopts a lifestyle 
in accordance with the communities around her and deplores the lack of communication 
and interaction between them:
Parfois au milieu des colldgues, des amis, elle serait prise d’une grande panique. Cela pourrait lui
venir en taxi, en autobus, au restaurant ou en traversant la rue. N ’y a-t-il rien d’universel ici?
DES GHETTOS
DES CLIVAGES
CHACUN SA LANGUE
SA COMMUNAUTE
CHACUN SON QUARTIER 
SON DEPUTE.
[ . . . ]
N ’y a-t-il rien d’universel ici?
Ciels cliv6s au rat6 de l’Histoire 
Au rat6 de 1’exil
solitudes mauves dress^es les unes contre les autres les unes en face des autres.
Comme le ciel est loin et quel silence givre sur les branches!
Le texte bruit des imaginaires getes. [LQ, p. 158]
Robin points out the isolation of the various communities within Qudbecois society, with a 
depiction that recalls the Canadian multicultural mosaic. With the repetition of the ironic 
negative question N ’y  a-t-il rien d ’universel ici?, Robin suggests that this solitude could be 
avoided by identifying elements that are common to all communities and transcend 
circumstantial differences and by forging an alliance based on the universality of the 
human condition.
With authors like Francis Bossus or Dominique Blondeau on the other hand, 
characters of other origins are not confined to background landscapes or characters. They 
are more developed and provide an opportunity for the authors to voice other opinions and 
histories, rather than give merely a glimpse of them. In Francis Bossus’s La Tentation du 
destin (1996), there are several secondary characters: an Italian brother and sister, who 
have migrated to America in the hope of making a fortune; Cloe, who is from the French 
Caribbean islands; and Prosper, who is originally from Cameroon. In the novel, Prosper is
177 Louise Gauthier. La Memoire sans frontieres. Sainte-Foy: Presses l’Universitd de Laval, collection culture 
& soci&6. 1997. p.76.
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an accessory character, who becomes the friend of Jules, the narrator, and helps him in his 
adventures. Instead of just outlining a succinct portrait of Prosper, Bossus brushes a 
slightly more developed psychology by telling Prosper’s story. Recalling their first 
meeting, Jules describes him in the following terms:
C’6tait un jeune Noir k la peau luisante, au visage rond, aux yeux globuleux et aux cheveux cr6pus k 
l’aspect laineux. [TD, p.70]
Prosper turns out to be quite a violent character, who is thief and an assaulter. This 
negative image, all too easily fitting prejudiced stereotypes, is in mitigation, explained by 
Prosper’s personal history of destitution:
II est une fois un ndgre, un pauvre n£gre, qui crdve k moiti6 de faim et qui ose encore rever. Ce 
ndgre, il a vingt ans, il parle et il 6crit le fransais, il est all6 k l’dcole des missionnaires, il a 6t6 un 
bon 616ve. On l’a baptist Prosper alors qu’il s’appelle Odonka. Et c ’est moi, le Prosper civilisd et 
cat6chis6 au nom d’un dieu k trois tetes (Tu te rends compte? C’est mieux que dans les histoires de 
sorciers), moi qui me retrouve im jour en plein Douala, errant dans les rues avec les chiens qui me 
mordent les chevilles, et avec des milliers de vagabonds qui se battent, s ’entretuent pour une bidre 
ou un morceau de pain, dorment d’un oeil dans les ruelles sur des tas d’ordures et repdrent de loin le 
policier ou le soldat. Je me m^prise. Je rumine ma cotere. Je ddsesp&re aussi. [TD, p. 91]
Here, Bossus justifies his character’s violence by giving him a violent past, in which he 
was robbed of his cultural identity and left with no self-confidence and no hope for the 
future in a country ruined by years of colonial abuse. By understanding Prosper’s past, 
Jules is able to see the man beyond the cliches and other stereotypes that he has been fed 
throughout his life.
Dominique Blondeau goes a step further and chooses migrants of other minorities 
than hers at the centre of her novel. These characters are given an equal share of the 
narrative and occupy centre-stage. In Les Feta de I ’exil (1991), there are three narrative 
female voices: Anastasia, Chloe and Madame Yu. Anastasia, who is the link between the 
other characters, is originally from a European country, but was brought up in Morocco 
(like Blondeau herself, who was bom in France but spent most of her youth in Morocco 
before migrating to Quebec). Chloe is a young black woman from the French Caribbean 
islands who migrated in the late 1970s; and Madame Ruan Lijun Yu is an old Chinese 
woman who migrated to follow her husband in the 1950s. The novel intertwines the voices 
and experiences of the three women who represent different ages, cultures and origins. In 
one novel, there are three viewpoints of the migration process in Quebec, three sets of 
reasons and reactions, etc., but all are bound by the common experience of exile (echoing 
Robin’s earlier ironic question, N ’y  a-t-il rien d ’universel ici?). It is also interesting to note 
the relationship between the three women. Chloe is Anastasia’s friend; she has listened to
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her in time of illness, and supported her when her partner left her. Anastasia and Chloe are 
united by an acute understanding of a curse or a stigma that eats away their lives:
Je le r6p6te, un point commun nous unissait, Nastasia et moi, plus fiddle qu’une passion parjur^e 
dans une seconde d’extase: son cancer et ma peau noire. [LFDE, p.219]
They both can relate to their alienation and frustration at being rejected for something 
which they have no power over and no responsibility for. The relationship between 
Anastasia and Madame Yu is quite different. Anastasia is a writer. She has had the idea of 
writing an article on a lonely old Chinese woman who shares a flat with half a dozen cats. 
Anastasia wishes to understand why this woman lives on her own, isolated from her 
community, and blacklisted by her neighbourhood.
On lui pardonnait mal son attitude d^daigneuse; elle, qui semblait k l’aise dans une perp&uelle 
solitude, elle, originaire d’un Etat aux mille 16gendes, aux mythes fabuleux, ignorait que le mystere 
derriere lequel elle se protegeait, recluse entre ses chats, se r6v61ait une menace plus dangereuse 
que la presence des animaux dans l ’appartement. Les indmdus redoutent le mystere. Elle dtait 
chinoise, de quoi vivait-elle? Pourquoi n ’habitait-ellepas le quartier de ses congeneres? Questions 
ddrangeantes que, dans son pays, on taisait pour ne pas tourmenter les dieux. [LFDE, p.95, my 
italics]
Before Anastasia even manages to talk to her, the old woman dies in a fire. From then on, 
Anastasia is obsessed with reconstructing the past of the woman. She starts writing her 
story, and becomes further isolated, refusing to speak even to her friend Chloe. Writing 
Madame Yu’s story is a catharsis for Anastasia: not only does she give a voice to the old 
woman who had retreated into silence, she gives herself the opportunity to express feelings 
that she had bottled up for years:
Elle doit gcrire, son destin s’imbriquant dans celui de Ruan Lijun. Le courage lui manque; elle 
voudrait se singulariser plus pr6cis6ment. Elle a commence par se nommer JE, apr&s des heures de 
travail entre nuits et jours indistincts. Elle se fond dans l’anonymat et dans le rejet: ON. Des ann^es 
durant, n’a-t-elle pas ni6 le pr£nom de Sarah? [LFDE, p. 102]
For Anastasia, Madame Yu is an alter ego. The experience of the old woman could have 
been hers, and vice-versa. Exile has made them similar, because it has severed the links 
that anchored them in the certainty of their culture. While reading the few pages that Chloe 
stole from Anastasia’s manuscript, she realizes that her friend and Madame Yu are so 
similar that, in the narrative, their personalities and histories seem to have merged:
Anastasia s’intdgre k l’histoire de Madame Yu. Le temps lui manque. A moins que la distance 
s^parant Changai de Marrakech n’ait plus d’importance. Chlo£ qui, la premiere, lut le r£cit a 6t6 
surprise par le role que s ’est librement compost Anastasia. Immigrerait-elle k son insu dans sa 
propre 6criture? Quel profil d^voilera-t-elle derridre celui de Ruan Lijun? [LFDE, p.96]
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Through writing, Anastasia is able to reach TuniverseT: the accuracy of her own personal 
history is not as important as capturing the feelings brought on by migration. Blondeau 
suggests that the alliance of minorities should be based on their common experience of 
migration, as they can all relate to it, and writing is one way to access and express this 
common knowledge.
One of the minorities represented by migrant writers is that of the Native 
Americans, who want to be recognized as a Nation and obtain a certain independence from 
the Quebec government. According to Le Gout du Quebec -  I ’apres referendum 1995, 
Native American delegations
... se r^clament du droit international pour revendiquer un statut de nation ou d’Etat. Elles 
invoquent le fait qu’elles ont une population permanente, un territoire d6fini, un gouvemement et la 
capacity d’&ablir des relations avec d’autres nations ou Etats, en plus de leur langue, de leur culture 
et de leurs traditions.178
Of course, the official recognition of Native Americans as a nation would involve Quebec 
in a territorial reorganisation, along with a restructuring of power and jurisdiction, because 
they could reclaim the territories that the European settlers confiscated. By endorsing 
Native American issues, migrant writers make a point about the legitimacy of Quebec’s 
demands and attitude with regard to immigration policy. Not only does it challenge 
Quebec’s authority, it also links migrant writers with the claim of the more tolerant 
Quebecois ‘pure-laine’ that Quebeckers are migrants too and that the territory they now 
occupy was not originally theirs. Dany Laferriere is openly taking sides -  not only in the 
situation in Quebec, but in the whole North American continent - from the beginning of his 
first novel published in Quebec, Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer 
(1999), with the following statement:
Dans les anndes 70, l’Amfrique 6tait encore handle sur le Rouge. A chaque hurlement entendu la 
nuit dans les dortoirs, on pouvait deviner, suivant la modulation, qu’un Huron, un Iroquois ou un 
Cheyenne venait d’ensemencer une jeune Blanche de son foutre rouge. Cela a dur£ jusqu’i  ce que 
chaque Indien ait 6cop6 d’une syphilis chronique. La race blanche anglo-saxonne 6tant de ce fait 
menac6e dans sa survie, ^Establishment arreta k temps le massacre. Les filles WASP furent traitees 
drastiquement k la p&iicilline, apr£s qu’on efit renvoy6 les 6tudiants indiens, dam  leurs reserves 
respectives achever en douce le genocide commence avec la Decouverte. [CFA, p. 18-9, my italics]
Here, Laferriere challenges the myth of the foundation of North American Nations -  
namely the United States of America, Canada and New France that later became Quebec, - 
by adopting the European point of view and mainly focusing on the ‘Discovery’ of the 
American continent by Christopher Columbus in 1492. Laferriere replaces it by an image
178 Marc Bridre (ed.). op.cit. 1996. p. 151.
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of alienation and gradual genocide of Native peoples. Furthermore, he underlines quite 
ironically that relations between the Europeans and the Native Americans are kept 
clandestine, if not sordid and exploitative, and are merely tolerated as long as they do not 
undermine the position of power of the European dominant class.
As for Mona Latif-Ghattas, she targets more specifically the case of Native 
Americans in Quebec. In Le Double Conte de I ’exil - published the year of the Oka Crisis 
in 1990 -,179 the central character is Madeleine/Manitakawa, a Native American, who, 
mocked and harassed because of her origin, changes her name and abandon her traditional 
way of life to disappear into Quebecois society. Her encounter with Feve, an illegal 
immigrant, makes her realize where her true identity lies and feel that she wants to live up 
to her new ideal. With this character, Latif-Ghattas shows that Native Americans, despite 
their claims, are the only minority that is not respected: other minorities are tolerated and 
their cultural identity -  officially at least -  encouraged, but Native Americans are faced 
with either total absorption or exclusion in reservations. There is no middle ground for 
them. Madeleine/Manitakawa believes that her origins guarantee her right to accept 
migrants on the territory that belonged to her ancestors:
Madeleine se leva calmement, lui prit les deux mains, le regarda dans les yeux avec cette force que 
personne ne soupfonnait et lui dit: «Je suis une Qu6b6coise, moi. Une Ancienne du “Kebec”. Tu 
sais ce que signifie “Kebec”? “1& oil passe le fleuve.” J’ai des droits sur cette terre et je te 
garderai...»  [LDCE, p. 127]
But of course, the authorities quickly contradict this claim when Feve is advised that his 
request to stay in Quebec has been refused:
C’est Madeleine qui les injuria encore et les accusa de cruaut6.
C’est Madeleine qui leur affirma que c’6tait une erreur, une erreur inhumaine, une autre injustice 
qu’ils pourront inscrire dans leur livre d ’histoire. [LDCE, p. 157-8, my italics]
Here, Latif-Ghattas echoes the dissonance between historical facts as presented by 
Europeans and as seen through the eyes of the Native Americans. In fact, at the end of the 
novel, Madeleine/Manitakawa undertakes her vengeance against the Quebecois 
government by rewriting and teaching history from the Native American point of view:
Alors, dit Madeleine k l’enfant, les Espagnols obligfcrent les Indiens k devenir chr&iens et k 
travailler dans les mines. Alors, ils se sont r6volt£s et se sont mis k d^truire tous les ranchs, et les 
chevaux s ’enfuirent et se mirent k galoper dans la nature, ils devinrent des chevaux sauvages, tu 
sais, les mustangs, ce sont leurs petits-enfants.
Alors, les Anglo-Saxons, eux, ne voulaient pas les Indiens, ils voulaient seulement leurs terres. 
C’6tait simple, ils les ont repousses vers 1’Quest, ou ils les ont extermin^s.
179 The Oka crisis was an act o f resistance from the Mohawks o f Kanesatake to the development o f a golf 
course on their ancestral territories. They built barricades and held them against the authorities for seventy- 
eight days. Despite on-going negotiations, the army intervention in August 1990 put an end to the crisis.
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Alors, les Indiens ont fini par comprendre qu’il fallait se soumettre et s ’adapter pour subsister.
Alors, cinq tribus d’Indiens se sont mises k s’adapter tout en gardant leurs traditions et leur culture. 
Ils ouvrirent des dcoles, composdrent un alphabet, publidrent des joumaux et rddigdrent une 
constitution. Mais, un Grand Malin alia dire k l’oreille du Blanc qu’on avait ddcouvert de l’or sous 
leur territoire.
Alors, les cinq tribus furent chass6es et d6port6es vers l’Oklahoma... [LDCE, p. 163-4]
Madeleine/Manitakawa shows her side of history to the little girl. She might not be able to 
reconquer the territory of Quebec, but she might be able to rewrite its history and regain 
some control over the future.180 Mona Latif-Ghattas also draws a parallel between Feve’s 
experience of migration and Madeleine/Manitakawa’s ancestral history. Feve was 
persecuted and forced to leave his country by the surrounding unbearable violence of war, 
an experience to which Madeleine/Manitakawa can relate both personally and from her 
people’s point of view. Of course, this also suggests a parallel with all migrants originating 
from dictatorial regimes, whose legal and human rights were not respected in their native 
land. This again contributes to the idea of an alliance between minorities, based on a 
shared experience. The parallel is complete when Feve visits Madeleine/Manitakawa’s 
reservation:
F6ve ddirait de bonheur. II se sentait accueilli par des paysages g6n6reux. Un dimanche, ils alterent 
k Kanawake oil ils furent re<?us par le chef du village qui avait connu le grand-pdre de Madeleine. 
FSve ddlirait de bonheur. C’est Strange, c ’est Strange, ici, quelque chose ressemblait k... chez lui... 
[LDCE, p. 146]
Feve feels at home in the Native American reservation, because he notices the similarities 
that exist between his experience and theirs. While authors like Bossus or Robin pointed to 
similarities between various experiences of migration, Mona Latif-Ghattas and, to a lesser 
degree, Laferriere stress the similarities between the experience of migrants and that of 
Native Americans, suggesting a possible alliance in the power struggle between the 
Quebecois majority and minorities.
Conclusion
In their work, migrant writers take a stand against an underlying attitude within Quebecois 
society that leads to the exclusion of other ‘ethnic’ minorities. They underline Quebecois
180 In Fictions de I ’identitaire au Quebec (Montreal: XYZ Editeur. 1991. p. 16), Sherry Simon reminds that 
‘le discours politique de l’identitaire relive done d’exigences qui n’ont parfois que peu k voir avec la 
plurality rlelle des identity au quotidien. L’identity culturelle, en d’autres mots, n’est jamais une donn£e; 
c’est un ensemble d’616ments puis^s dans le quotidien ou dans l’histoire et que l’on fafonne en vue 
d’objectifs precis’. In this case, Europeans construct a history excluding the Native Americans to avoid a 
challenge to their dominant position; Madeleine/Manitakawa presents an updated version that does just that.
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racist stereotypes and lazy lack of interest, which together maintain a pernicious climate of 
suspicion between the Quebecois ‘pure laine’ and allophones.
To reverse this situation, migrant authors propose a heterogeneous vision of 
Quebec, which includes not only other migrant minorities but also Native Americans. 
Their work appears to begin a dialogue and an alliance between minorities by underscoring 
common elements of experience brought about by migration, and by undermining the 
social hierarchy based on the time of settlement and country of origin. Authors also allude 
to the migrant history of the Quebecois themselves and remind their readers that, not so 
long ago, the Quebecois themselves were referred to as the ‘Negres blancs d’Amerique’ -  
in the provocative work of Pierre Vallieres, at least - and were the victims of social and 
cultural prejudice.
In this context, migrant authors embrace Native American claims, challenge the 
supremacy of Quebecois people of European descent over the territory, and bid for a 
general restructuring of society that would more fully reflect the multicultural face of 
Quebec, reduce social division and include differant points of view.
Chapter 9: A cosmopolitan vision of Quebec
Introduction
Migrant authors have dedicated a large proportion of their novels to defining their cultural 
identity and the consequences of the process of migration on it. They have also described 
the problems that they encountered when arriving in Quebec, and have shown that the 
cultural identity crisis can be overcome if one takes the time to distance oneself from the 
past and to identify the benefits of migration for the future.
Once they come to terms with the process of acculturation and its consequences, 
migrants are ready to start the process of ‘re-enculturation’. We have seen in the previous 
chapter that this process starts with challenging Quebecois society and pointing out the 
obstacles that the Quebecois desire for cultural supremacy in Quebec puts in migrants’ 
way. Having noticed the discordance and competition between minorities, migrant authors 
also try to appeal to other minorities by proposing a unifying vision of migrants that would 
be able to counterbalance the Quebecois majority.
In this final chapter, we will show how migrant authors dedicate part of their work 
to presenting a new image of Quebec and its cultural identity, based on hybridity of 
cultures (or transculture), on ‘imaginary cities’ and territories (to quote Regine Robin, 
Sarah M. Corse and Sherry Simon),181 and a redefinition of the francophone Quebecois 
identity to reflect the multicultural aspect of Quebec. In this new representation, migrants 
are shown to take an active part in the ‘devenir quebecois’,182 particularly by transforming 
the landscape of the national literature.
Hybridity and transculture
So far, we have studied elements that are specific to the respective cultures of the migrant 
authors studied, or the migrant literature. While describing their pasts and origins, migrant 
authors seem to remain outside Quebecois society, as they place themselves in the tradition
181 This expression is inspired by Rigine Robin in La Quebecoite (Montreal: Editions Typo. 1993. p. 186: 
Timaginaire de la ville’), Sherry Simon (Sherry Simon, et al. Fictions de I ’identitaire au Quebec. Montreal: 
XYZ 6diteur. 1991. p. 25: ‘Les frontieres de l’espace culturel sont generatrices de sens.’), and Sarah M.Corse 
{Nationalism and literature. The politics o f  culture in Canada and the United States. Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press. 1997.p.22: ‘The nation and its cultural expression in literature underlies, unifies, and makes 
meaningful the political formation o f the state.’), as they all suggest a link between the identification and 
legitimation of a nation and the cultural construction o f its borders, particularly in its national literature.
182 This expression, which implies a transformation, is borrowed from Marco Micone. Micone uses it to 
describe the future o f migrants in Quebec, once they have settled. See Micone, Marco, ‘La Parole immigr6e’ 
in Fulvio Caccia,. Sous le signe du phenix. Entretiens avec 15 createurs italo-quebecois. Montreal. Guernica. 
1985. p.263.
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of their own national literatures and remain within the boundaries of their communities. 
Even though their work is published in Quebec, it can still be placed under the banner of 
‘minor’ literature -  in the sense of Francis Pare’s definition183 -  because it does not refer 
to the dominant culture and stays on the margin of society, confined to minorities. When 
migrant authors describe the experience of migration and express criticism of the host 
society, they start the process of their re-enculturation by ‘making a space’ for themselves. 
In effect, they force the dominant culture to reconsider the ‘margin’ -  previously thought 
insignificant -  as a factor in the construction of national identity. In Les Litteratures de 
Vexiguite, Francis Pare analyses the terms of ‘minor’ and ‘dominant’, and what is at stake 
behind them:
C’est ainsi que l’institution litteraire dominante aime & representer ces cultures, dans le geste 
embryonnaire et sacral de la prise premiere de parole. Autant les ‘petites’ litteratures cherchent dans 
les discours dominants la confirmation de leur valeur dans l’institution litteraire, au sens large; 
autant ces ntemes discours dominants instituent leurs propres caracteristiques de domination en 
reptesentant les litteratures dominies, surtout celles des peuples autochtones, comme nai’vement 
porteuses, ptegnantes du pltenontene litteraire dans ses commencements mythiques. Ainsi ce qui est 
petit cherche ultimement a dominer; ce qui est multiple cherche ultimement a se reconcilier dam  
VUn. Le langage de I ’exi^uite [ .. .]  ne serait qu 'une strategic retorse pour parvenir a conquerir tout 
le territoire. [my italics] 84
For Pare, therefore, there exists a power struggle between minorities and dominant culture
• • • t t IOCin order to conquer or to preserve their imaginary territories. Each party has to defend its 
ground in order to protect its existence. This is exactly what migrant authors do when they 
challenge Quebecois society by pointing out -  as we have seen in the previous chapter - 
that it can be intolerant and blind to migrants’ problems and dilemmas, or when they 
present cultural minorities that cooperate and communicate. It is a provocation that will 
hopefully lead to a modification of the present boundaries between coexisting cultural 
identities in Quebec.
Migrant authors were no strangers to this cultural ‘battle’ before their migrations to 
Quebec, as most of them had already personally experienced a certain cultural hybridity 
that migration only reinforced. It was often the impossibility of expressing their alterity 
within the boundaries of their own country that led them to emigrate. Dominique
183 For Francis Pate, ‘minor’ cultures and literatures are those that exist on the margin o f  dominant ones and 
that strive to be recognised by, and compete with them. See Francois Pate. Les Litteratures de Vexiguite. 
Quebec: Les Editions du Nordir (collection Essai Le Nordir). 1992.
184 Ibid. p.39.
185 The idea o f imaginary territories is inspired by Sherry Simon, whose definition o f cultural identity is made 
in geographical terms: ‘Toute representation de l’identite culturelle etablit en fait un jeu complexe de 
frontieres, d’inclusion et d’exclusion.’ See Simon, Sherry, ‘Espaces incertains de la culture’, in Sherry; 
Simon et al. Fictions de Videntitaire au Quebec. Montreal. XYZ Editeur, collection etudes et documents. 
1991. p.9-52.
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Blondeau, for example, was bom in France but, like her character Anastasia, brought up in 
Morocco. This strong influence on her work has led us to include her in the group of 
Middle Eastern writers rather than the French. Haitian writers have also experienced this 
cultural ‘in-between’: their mother tongue is the vernacular Creole, but their language of 
education was French. Before the 1990s (when Haiti became officially bilingual), as soon 
as they attended school, Haitian children lived a double referential life. As we have 
previously seen, in their autobiographies, both Ollivier and Laferriere comment on the use 
of language as being indicative of different systems of values: Creole was used for daily 
life, French was for ‘intellectual’ life and official business; Creole is for legends, and 
voodoo stories, French is for literature. But Creole also refers to Haitian lifestyle, whereas 
French refers to colonialist France and to a lifestyle that is unknown to them. The use of 
languages in Haiti already hints at the tension between ‘here’ and ‘there’, ‘now’ and ‘then’, 
that exiles experience when they live in Quebec. A similar tension exists for the Jewish 
writers whose Jewishness is superimposed on their nationality. Regine Robin, of Polish 
extraction, was brought up in France, in the French education system, but she was aware, 
through her family life, that she also belonged to the Jewish community and that their 
collective history was different from that of most other French. Her memories and cultural 
elements are intricately connected and confirm her belonging to both her community and 
the dominant culture. Naim Kattan was in a similar position when he lived in the Baghdad 
Jewish community. He learnt his own culture within his community, but he also went to 
school outside the community, where he learnt Arabic and acquired a better understanding 
of the culture of the dominant group. He then went to the lycee frangais, where he was 
initiated into French language and culture and which later prompted him to emigrate to 
France then Quebec. As Louise Gauthier points out in La Memoire sans frontieres, 
Kattan’s name is a cultural crossroad because it is meaningful both in Hebrew and in 
Arabic:
Son nora avait d’ailleurs une double signification: en h^breu, Kattan veut dire petit, alors que Nairn
signifie charmant, agreable; en arabe, Kattan signifie cotonnier, et Naim, paradisiaque.186
As for Yves Navarre, his homosexuality could be seen as a form of cultural hybridity that 
underlies his life. In his autobiographical novel La Terrasse des audiences au moment de 
Vadieu (1990), Navarre describes his homosexual encounters as a secretive, almost 
clandestine enterprise, in the dark, in veiled terms. Even though his homosexuality is an
186 Gauthier, Louise, op.cit. 1997. p.74.
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open secret, he feels the need to conceal it in order to avoid homophobic remarks and to 
separate his sexual life in the gay community from the rest of his public life. This double 
belonging that seems so difficult to assume for Navarre finds expression, however, in his 
novels, in which his characters often find a way to combine both worlds.
Migrant authors also apply their experience of cultural hybridity in the construction 
of their characters. Mona Latif-Ghattas’s characters in Les Lunes de miel (1996), for 
example, show an overlap of cultural identities. All the characters are from Egypt, but they 
all belong to different backgrounds. Vava, for example, is a member of the Greek 
community whose founding members settled in Alexandria several centuries ago,187 while 
Liette and Raouf are respectively from the Jewish and Muslim communities. Some authors 
have preferred to include characters who are at the confluence of two or more languages 
and cultures, often being professional translators or assuming this position for other 
characters in the novels. Not only do they translate for others; they often explain cultural 
items and behaviour. Translators, as we have seen in the novels of Naim Kattan, Stanley 
Pean or Regine Robin, are at the intersection of different communities and facilitate the 
passage from one to the other(s). They render communication possible, because they 
combine two (or more) cultures and countries. Other characters, like Meir in La Fiancee 
promise (1983) or Camille in La Dame au fond de la cour (2000), come into contact with 
other communities and are adopted by them. In so doing, they eventually become the 
mouthpiece of these adoptive communities, because they are able to use their viewpoints as 
outsiders to facilitate interactions with the dominant culture and other minorities.
The extreme case of multiple identities is found in Regine Robin’s novels. All 
characters/narrators seem affected by a drifting identity syndrome (or Robin’s ‘derive 
identitaire’).188 It is impossible to determine the identity of the narrator(s) and other 
characters. The narrative voice keeps changing while retaining similar characteristics, 
inducing the reader to believe that either it is a different narrator or that the original one is 
just adopting a mask to blend in with the group he or she is in. Identity, memory and 
culture are the central topics of Robin’s novels and short stories. As we have seen 
previously, Robin suggests that memory and culture cannot be kept in a ‘perfect’ state and 
illustrates the process of ‘contamination’ in the short story ‘Journal de deglingue entre le
187 According to the website http://greece.org/alexandria/eka2, the Hellenic community settled in Alexandria 
in 63AD. The community has retained its language and traditions, but has dwindled from approximately 
150,000 members when the colony was founded to a mere 800 at the end o f the 20th century.
188 This expression is from Pierre L’H^rault, ‘Pour une cartographie de l’h6t6rog6ne’, in Sherry Simon et al. 
Fictions de Videntitaire au Quebec. Montreal: XYZ Editeur, collection 6tudes et documents. 1991. p.74.
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Select et CompuServe’ (p. 127-71) in L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres -  Biofictions (1999). 
She also shows how one can manipulate the concept of identity by ‘telling the story’: the 
narrator constructs a biographical narrative that remodels or reinterprets memories and 
events. Robin stresses the crucial part of creating and editing in telling one’s story: the 
organisation and logic of the narrative are essential because they change the perspective 
and show elements in a different light to oneself and to others.189 This illustrates the 
concept of identity as a careful narrative construct. Elements are chosen for their effects, 
their connotations, not for their truthfulness. Identity is no longer conceived as a fixed 
amalgam of biological facts -  such as unique fingerprints or DNA sequences - and 
historical and social events, it is a composed narrative with the purpose of conveying a 
specific image of oneself or, by extension, of one social group. This idea rejoins that of 
Sherry Simon in Fictions de I ’identitaire, in which she explains that
[La culture] n’est plus la transmission selective de valeurs sdres, elle n’est plus l’objet d’affinit^s 
Electives. Elle est un terrain surcharge de representations qui se disputent la dominance; elle est un 
ensemble mouvant de discours et d’institutions, double de communautes qui en font 
1’interpretation.190
For Simon, culture and cultural identity cannot be considered as monolithic entities; rather 
they are combinations of emotions, facts, and events that can and should be reorganised 
according to circumstances. It is the flexibility of the concept and its capacity for 
adaptation that ensures the survival of the cultural system.
Indeed, through their characters, migrant authors illustrate the complexity of this 
concept and what is at stake in the reformulation of culture. In The Politics o f Culture in 
Canada and the United States, Sarah M.Corse notices the shift of focus that exists in 
cultural studies. Recent theories, like post-colonialism and postmodernism, have shown the 
fundamental heterogeneity of national culture (and of its literature). Instead of presenting 
national identity (and of its literature) as a homogeneous entity, these theories stress that it 
is, in fact, a construction of motivations and tactics together with a reshaping of history:
The underlying premise o f the literary nationalists was that humanity is naturally divided into 
homogeneous, but distinctive groups marked by a unique set o f values and concerns and by a 
distinctive ‘national character’. This set o f nationalist ideas created a vision both o f  the nation itself
189 Like culture, identity is now seen as a construction o f ideas, desires and unconscious elements, which can 
be rearranged almost undefinitely in order to project an image adapted to the situation and moment. In 
L ’ldentite (Paris: PUF, collection Que sais-je?.1986), Alex Muchielli also shows that this rearrangement of 
elements requires similar editing and organising skills to those required when constructing a narrative. For 
Muchielli, identity is a selection o f information relevant to a situation at one time and in one place: ‘Nous 
avons vu, par ailleurs, que chaque identity est, k chaque instant, une construction, une Emergence de sens, 
resultant d’un ensemble de negotiations circulates entre les identity de chacun’ [p. 120].
190 Sherry Simon et al. op.cit. 1991. p.24.
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and of national literatures as naturally occurring, as arising without action on the part o f specifiable 
individuals. Reflection theories subsume these assumptions, ignoring the fact that national 
literatures are created by conscious human action, as indeed are nations themselves. Recent theorists 
of the nation, on the other hand, have amply demonstrated the constructed nature o f nations; they are 
‘imagined communities’ built as much in the minds o f their citizens as in military or cartographic 
exercises. National literatures, like nations, are created by the cultural work o f specific people 
engaged in an identifiable set o f activities.191
The last line of the above extract could be applied to the literature produced by migrant 
authors in Quebec. Migrant authors do not always admit to being the mouthpieces of their 
communities, but, by clearly referring to their cultural background, they assume a position 
that suggests that they are. Furthermore, their literary work is either inspired by their own 
experience or presents characters and situations that appear to be representative of their 
communities. In light of the above extract, we can also clearly identify the topics that they 
develop as underlying goals - a ‘battle plan’ - for their nations/communities, who are 
striving to assert their existence and power in a country in which they are a minority and in 
which the majority - as we have seen earlier - are often perceived as hostile. In terms of 
battle for ‘imaginary territories’, novels inspired by memory and the past could be 
interpreted as tracing and determining the borders of one’s territory. Acculturation and the 
crisis deriving from it would result in the territory shrinking under the pressure of attacks. 
And the period of re-enculturation would correspond to a counterattack; migrant authors 
seek allies in other minorities with whom to make common cause so as to push back the 
borders and expand their territories. Seen in this light, all novels by migrant authors take a 
subversive edge because they become part of a puzzle, whose purpose is to dismantle the 
unity of Quebecois identity and replace it by a new nous, that would refer to a multicultural 
society rather than a traditionally francophone catholic group.
Deconstructing the Quebecois nous
The claims against the collective nous - referring to the traditional francophone Quebecois 
- are expressed by the characters of novels by migrant writers. The main argument against 
the majority is that rather than being an inclusive collective, it deliberately excludes the 
part of Quebecois society which does not fit the criteria. In Questions o f cultural Identity, 
Stuart Hall shows that the underlying structure of identity is based on strategies and 
representations that enable the assertion of one’s difference from others:
191 Sarah M Corse. Nationalism and Literature -  The politics o f  Culture in Canada and the United States. 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 1997. p.7.
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Precisely because identities are constructed within, not outside, discourse, we need to understand
them as produced in specific historical and institutional sites within specific discursive formations
and practices, by specific enunciative strategies. Moreover, they emerge within the play o f specific
modalities of power, and thus are more the product o f the marking o f difference and exclusion, than
they are the sign o f an identical, naturally-constituted identity -  an ‘identity’ in its traditional
192meaning (that is, an all-inclusive sameness, seamless, without internal differentiation).
In the case of Quebec, ‘the marking of difference and exclusion’ has been as essential as 
elsewhere for their survival first and foremost because of English domination in the 
Canadian Confederation, supplemented by the growing Anglo-Saxon influence of the 
neighbouring United States. Gerard Bouchard remarks in La Construction d ’une culture
1 O'X(Le Quebec et I ’Amerique frangaise), that Quebecois culture is based on two principles,
namely homogeneity and difference:
II est remarquable en effet que le th6me de la difference ait erig6 en une sorte de valeur nationale 
et souvent traitd d’une fa?on dogmatique.194
According to Bouchard, homogeneity of the Quebecois culture is achieved through a 
common religion, common French origins and heritage, perpetuation of traditions, and the 
defence of the French language, at the expense of any other influence. For migrant writers 
therefore, the task is not only to make themselves heard and accepted in Qu6b6cois society. 
It is also to change the concept of Quebecois identity.
As we have seen earlier, most migrant writers express the difficulty they have in 
feeling involved in the Quebecois sense of patriotism, because any celebration of it denies 
the very existence and input of other migrants, be they allophone or francophone. Clement 
Moisan and Renate Hildebrand, who have published a chronological study of migrant 
writing in Quebec between 1937 and 1997, show that, although it is not a new 
phenomenon in Quebec, migrant authors’ claims of otherness and exclusion from dominant 
Quebecois culture is and dates from the late 1970s and early 1980s.195 In the wake of the 
Quiet Revolution in the 1960s, authors -  migrant or not - in Quebec have tended to put
192 S. Hall and P. Du Gay (eds.). Questions o f  Cultural Identity. London: SAGE Publications. 1996. p.4.
193 G. Bouchard (ed.). La Construction d ’une culture (Le Quebec et I ’Amerique frangaise). Sainte-Foy: 
Presses de l’Universitd de Laval. 1993.
194 Ibib. p.10.
195 'Clement Moisan et Renate Hildebrand. Ces Etrangers du dedans -  Une histoire de I ’ecriture migrante au
Quebec (1937-1997). Quebec: Editions Nota Bene. 2001.
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more emphasis on individuality and personal identity, and explore their differences rather 
than their similarities with the main culture:196
Les auteurs n£o-qu6b£cois, ceux qui commencent & publier vers 1975, sont de plus en plus 
pr6occup6s par cette relation de conflit, d’opposition ou de dissemblance par rapport h la 
composante majeure de la literature quebecoise.1 7
For migrant writers, exploring their otherness does not only mean exploring their origins in 
often autobiographical narratives that retrace an often enhanced way of life in their country 
of origin, or their experience of immigration in their country of adoption. It also involves 
exploring their feeling of estrangement from the dominant culture. Published in 1983, 
Regine Robin’s La Quebecoite depicted several attempts by a migrant character (or 
characters) to be accepted into Quebecois society. Despite similarities that should have 
eased the process of her integration (the main one being the common language), the 
Quebecoite feels that Quebecois society remains out of reach. She does not feel victimised 
by an attitude of deliberate exclusion on the part of the Quebecois people, but rather by an 
intangible feeling of not belonging. Ironically, the narrator feels excluded by the collective 
pronoun nous. This pronoun for her is never synonymous with inclusion but rather 
reinforces the fact that she does not belong and that nous refers to everybody else but her. 
The narrator expresses her feeling of foreignness and collects details from her surrounding 
environment that emphasize this feeling, but she mainly notices the recurrence of the 
pronoun nous that is used in advertisements, in newspaper articles, etc:
La peur de l’homogeneite 
de l’unanimite
du Nous excluant tous les autres 
du pure laine 
elle l’immigrante 
la differente
la deviante. [LQ, p. 133, my italics]
Although she logically understands the Quebecois cultural markers and symbols of 
identity, the narrator is aware that her own markers often interfere with her fully grasping a 
sense of belonging in Quebec:
Et puis la fleur de lys a pour elle d’&ranges connotations: royalistes, antis6mites, nobliaux imbus de 
leurs anciens privileges. [LQ, p. 134]
196 At the same time, Quebecois authors such as Michel Tremblay or Hubert Aquin voice their differences 
from the traditional, but often superficial, images o f Quebecois cultural identity. The use o f the vernacular in 
their work or the topic o f homosexuality are but a few examples o f their will to present alternative visions of
society, closer to reality and to Quebec modem cultural identity.
197 Clement Moisan et Renate Hildebrand. Op.cit. 2001. p. 143-44.
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Here, the symbol of the fleur de lys is turned upside down: the symbol of Quebecois 
identity and of francophone resistance to Anglophone culture in Quebec, the fleur de lys 
represents the opposite of an egalitarian regime for the narrator(s) of French extraction. For 
La Quebecoite, who seems fairly knowledgeable about her country and culture of adoption, 
her feeling of being excluded does not stem from a lack of knowledge but of nationalistic 
attachment to Quebec. She is able to identify and rationalise the external signs of identity, 
but not the feelings that are also an integral part of it. It is that part of irrational 
commitment to a territory, to a people that she cannot acquire, because there is no 
emotional and imaginary narratives that link her to her country of adoption. This feeling of 
non-inclusion -  rather than exclusion -  is still present twelve years later in Emile Ollivier’s 
Les Urnes scellees (1995). Through the mouthpiece of Estelle, Ollivier shows this implicit 
exclusion of migrants, particularly when national celebrations take place. Estelle, who has 
fled Haiti and settled in Qudbec for about twenty years, finally returns to Haiti after the fall 
of the Duvalier Regime in hope to start her life again there. Her disappointment with her 
Quebecois experience does not so much stem from acculturation and cultural differences, 
but in her perpetual exclusion from national identity in her country of adoption. No matter 
how much effort she puts into integrating and understanding the Quebdcois way of life, she 
always has the feeling of being an outsider:
Elle s’^tait forg6 sur le Quebec, le Canada, 1’extreme nord de Terrance, un jugement cat6gorique: 
elle n’aimait pas ces terres, non parce que l’dtd durait deux jours et demi et que le reste de Tann6e 
voyait un ciel en deuil d’oiseaux et d’&oiles filantes [...]; ni h cause de Timpossibility de p&i&rer le 
cceur des etres; le Quebec, en particulier, engonc6 dans une question nationale, se contemple le 
nombril; mais parce que, & force de vivre une autre vie rythm^e par d’autres fetes, d’autres cultes, 
d’autres drapeaux, elle avait Timpression d’assister, quotidiennement, h T6coulement de tout son 
etre. [C/5, p.286]
Estelle feels drained by the fact that, despite her material contribution to Quebecois 
society, symbolically, she is not ‘allowed’ to become part of it: there are no national 
celebrations for Neo-Quebecois’ contribution to society. She is kept outside, on the margin 
of it because the acknowledgment of her presence would jeopardize the organization of 
society. In previous chapters, we have seen that one of the symptoms of the crisis that 
migrants go through during the process of acculturation is a feeling of being almost 
invisible and mute.198 While this feeling may be attributed to menial work and general poor 
living conditions, another possible - and symbolic - explanation for it is, of course, the
198 Other allophone migrant writers have noticed and developed these topics in their work. One may think, for 
example, o f Marco Micone, whose fictional and critical work has influenced ways to analyse migrant identity 
and its inpact on the dominant culture.
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refusal to acknowledge their contribution to, and involvement in the development of 
Quebecois society, which feels a need to assert itself in an Anglo-Saxon country and 
continent.
It is therefore quite surprising that, in his article ‘Un travail de taupe: ecrire avec un 
stigmate de migrant’,199 Emile Ollivier describes the issues underlying the battle between 
Quebecois and migrant cultures as not so much an attempt to conquer cultural territories 
and destroy otherness, as opposition to the separation and isolation of cultures:
Ecrire au Quebec la dictature, l’exil, l’errance, c ’est mettre en paraltele des sols boulevers^s par des
occupations successives, des cultures qu’& maintes reprises on a tentd d’&ouffer, de museler, de
normaliser. C’est mettre en relief, un destin d’intellectuel en butte k la violence des pouvoirs, une
pens6e toujour obligee de se frayer un chemin k travers une contrainte quotidienne, harassante...200
Ollivier substitutes images of analogies for the images of battle. He also suggests that the 
rivalry between cultures does not only come from their differences, but also from the fear 
that their similarities inspire: if both migrant and dominant cultures refuse to draw too 
many parallels between them, according to Ollivier, it is because they fear that their 
resemblance might lead to a questioning of their individuality, and to the homogenisation 
of their cultural components. The goal of migrant writing is clearly not assimilation, but by 
drawing parallels between migrant and Quebecois cultures, migrant writers hope to open a 
dialogue between cultures, to find common ground. Beyond the specific individual 
background of migrants, they highlight the similarities between the past of francophone 
Quebecois and the present of newcomers. We have seen earlier that migrant authors try to 
undermine the predominance of the francophone Quebecois group by reminding them that 
they too are a migrant community in Quebec. But, more importantly, they also draw 
attention to the points of convergence between Quebecois and migrant paths by developing 
similar literary topics, such as nature and childhood, family, time and history, death, etc., 
which are, of course, universal topics, found in most literatures. The cultural specificities 
in the development of these topics only serve to highlight the universal dimension of 
human experience. They constitute the emotional factor that Estelle or the narrator(s) of La 
Quebecoite (1983) could not find or recreate in a foreign land.201 Cultural identity, in this 
context, is put into perspective. It becomes almost anecdotal compared to the universal and 
timeless experiences to which all cultural groups can relate. Moisan points out that even
199 Emile Ollivier, ‘Un travail de taupe: Ecrire avec un stigmate de migrant’, Possibles: L'Amerique 
inavouable, vol.8, No.4, 1984 (6td). p.l 11-17.
200 Ibid. p. 117.
201 As we have seen in chapter 6, migrants’ failure or success to resume their lives in the adoptive country 
depends on their ability to create a new set o f emotions and to distance themselves from the past.
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the topic of acculturation -  which one would class as a typically migrant topic - becomes 
relevant for the modem Quebecois readership because it is linked to traditional topics of 
Quebecois literature:
Ainsi, le dEracinement, un thEme privilEgiE par les auteurs immigrants, trouve son Equivalent dans 
les sous-thEmes de la maison et de la mEmoire que les auteurs quEbEcois ont beaucoup privilEgiEs, la 
maison reprEsentant une forme de refuge pour le colonisE ou le minoritaire, la mEmoire confortant 
faction en vue de sortir de cet Etat de domination.202
The militant aspirations of migrant literature are, therefore, echoed in Quebecois national 
work. Up to the Quiet Revolution of the 1960s, Quebecois literature was considered the 
base of cultural resistance and had to reflect the values of Quebecois society whose 
members felt colonized by the British. By the 1980s, the Quebecois had acquired a form of 
emancipation in the form of political power and laws (The famous Loi 101 guarantees the 
use of French language in schools, commercial advertising and the workplace on the 
territory of Quebec, and contributes to the process of bilinguism on a national level, for 
example; or the Quebecois are offered the choice of independence from Canada with the 
first referendum in 1980.) It is at this time that migrant literature in Quebec begins to assert 
itself and follows the same autonomist tendencies for its own purpose: defining its 
differences and asserting its claims against the dominant cultural and political power.
Migrant literature, therefore, hints at a different perception of Quebecois identity. 
Far from destabilising it, it emphasizes its formation, its movements, its changes, and its 
goals, and acts as a reminder of the founding principles of Quebecois literature. Echoing 
the goals of the dominant culture and literature, migrant authors point to possible common 
ground upon which to build a new QuebEcois identity. Rather than undermining the values 
of the dominant culture, migrant culture offers the alternative of sharing experiences while 
keeping one’s own specific traits. It is a middle ground between the Canadian mosaic of 
cultures, between which there is little interaction, and the defensive approach of Quebecois 
society, that tries to blank out minorities. Migrant authors propose a cultural intermediacy, 
in which cultural identity would evolve organically: cultural differences would be not be 
artificially eliminated or preserved, but simply respected, and the basis of integration 
would be shared human experience. This involves a shift of focus in the process of 
defining one’s identity: rather than a definition based on the exclusion of others, migrant 
authors suggest an ever-evolving identity, that constantly transforms itself when in contact
202 ClEment Moisan et Renate Hildebrand. 2001. op. cit., p. 183.
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with other cultures; this new definition of identity proposes opening oneself to otherness 
rather than attempting to limit and protect a set of values. As Moisan suggests,
Le dEracinement devient ainsi un dEplacement vers l’Autre, sans abandon ni de soi ni de son passE
qui se trouvent ainsi transformEs par la distance Etablie entre deux rEalitEs.203
This shift of focus in defining one’s identity, from asserting one’s ‘differance’ to 
embracing otherness, is the opportunity for migrants to integrate themselves fully into 
Quebecois society and to gain the recognition of their contribution to it. It is also the 
opportunity for Quebecois society to find new inspiration and renew its own traditional 
topics by taking account of the migrant perspective. In J ’ecris comme je  vis (2000), Dany 
Laferriere offers his observations on the evolution of Quebecois literature during the years 
that he has spent in Quebec:204
DL: Au dEbut, j ’Etais assez allergique k la littErature quEbEcoise qui me semblait malade de gravitE. 
Une lourdeur morale. Une angoisse sourde travaillait les oeuvres. Les Ecrivains se mEfiaient de tout 
ce qui pouvait rappeler le plaisir. Venant de quitter une dictature Etouffante, j ’espErais une sorte de
rEcrEation. On semblait vraiment prendre la chose au sErieux. [...]
BM: -As-tu remarquE une Evolution dans la littErature quEbEcoise?
DL: -EnormEment. C’est la littErature la plus dynamique en ce moment et sous peu, dans moins de 
vingt ans, elle Eclatera sur la scEne mondiale. Les deux grandes nouveautEs durant ces vingt 
demiEres annEes dans la littErature quEbEcoise, c ’est d’abord qu’elle a apprivoisE la ville [...], ce qui 
fait qu’un grand nombre des romans d’aujourd’hui ont MontrEal pour cadre. Et le deuxiEme point 
c’est Vapparition massive des ecrivains de diverses origines donnant une vigueur nouvelle a une 
litterature qui avaitplutot tendance a se mordre la queue, [my italics]205
For Laferriere, migrant influence softens the dogmatic rigidity of Quebecois literature, puts 
the tension between Francophones and Anglophones into perspective by setting it in the 
broader context of relationships between cultural minorities amongst others, and 
contributes to its rejuvenation by injecting new ideas, new energy, and new focus. These 
mutual influences between the cultures in presence in Quebec are a form of transculture.
Transculture and imaginary territories
In Ces Etrangers du dedans -  Une histoire de Tecriture migrante au Quebec (1937-1997), 
Moisan and Hildebrand attempt to offer a definition, or rather definitions of the term 
transculture:
L’approche abstraite considEre que l’autre n’existe pas; l’approche rEaliste, que les diffErences 
effacent l ’autre; 1’approche universaliste, que les mEcanismes en cause canalisent les diffErences. Ce 
sont en gros ce que nous venons de dEcrire sous la forme de l’uni-, du pluri-, et de l’interculturel. 
L’approche constructiviste tente de crEer des rapports dynamiques entre l’un et l’autre, un vEritable 
alter egotisme qui ne se contente pas de recevoir mais de vivre l’autre. Cette attitude est fondEe sur 
la fascination de l’autre et la volontE de le pEnEtrer, de le faire soi et de se faire lui. [...] Elle
203 Ibid., p. 174.
204 Dany LaferriEre emigrated to QuEbec in 1974.
205 Dany LaferriEre. J ’ecris comme je  vis. Genouilleux: La Passe du vent. 2000. p.63.
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entraine alors que Ton abandonne de part et d’autre certaines certitudes identitaires qui bloquent les 
passages afin que s ’6tablissent des transferts culturels entre les composantes ou les 616ments du 
syst^me.206
The concept of transculture appears to be the synthesis resulting from previous cultural 
theories. It does not suggest dealing with otherness in a single manner; on the contrary, its 
diversity of approaches reflects the diversity of attitudes towards otherness. The concept of 
transculture is intangible and versatile -  even more so than the notions of culture and 
identity - because its scope extends to several cultures, numerous territories, and an infinite 
combination of cultural elements, themselves determined by socio-economic and historical 
factors. The main idea that underlies transculture is migration: not necessarily a physical 
migration, but a dis-location of borders and values. In her book Questions o f Travel -  Post-
9ft7modern Discourses o f Displacement, Caren Kaplan analyses the migrant perspective in
terms of its critical position towards the dominant culture:
Due to the fact that Western culture tends to erase all signs o f this operation o f construction and to 
naturalize concepts o f  belonging and identity, the best manner o f recognizing the organizing 
principles or elements o f a culture is to embrace displacement. Thus, exile becomes the situation par 
excellence for the cultural critic -  distance and alienation enable profound insight [.. .].208
Not only are borders and boundaries pushed back, moved, remodelled infinitely to fit 
around an individual, but also individuals place themselves on the margin of the dominant 
culture, in areas that Kaplan calls ‘dynamic borders’. The margin is the point of encounter, 
interaction and hybridity between cultures. Kaplan also points out that the existence of 
these ‘dynamic borders’ forces a re-evaluation of the concepts of culture and identity 
undertaken in order to reflect the spectrum of views and cultural combinations that they 
generate:
Deconstructing the discourse o f exile requires imagining distance in less binary and more 
complicated ways. In the age o f telecommunications and transnational cultural production this might 
mean that distance does not inevitably lead to exile or war but to new subjectivities that produce 
new relationships to space as well as time so that distance is not only a safety zone or a field of  
tension but a terrain that houses new subjects o f criticism.209
More importantly, the acquisition of culture no longer appears to be a group duty, but 
rather a matter of individual choices. Belonging to a cultural group is important, but 
modem technology and an increased freedom of travel/movement allow people to choose
206 Cl&nent Moisan et Renate Hildebrand. 2001. op. cit., p. 17.
207 Caren Kaplan. Questions o f  Travel -  Postmodern Discourses o f  Displacement. Durham: Duke University 
Press. 1996.
208 Ibid. p. 115.
209 Ibid. p. 142.
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the cultural group(s) to which they wish to belong to. Whereas individuals used to inherit 
their culture from their ancestors and their peers, it seems that now, under the influence of 
migrant ideologies, individuals are allowed to take a proactive and editorial role in the 
making of their cultural identity: they are able to compose an ‘a la carte’ cultural identity, 
picking elements that appeal to them.
In fact, there is a hint of these reinvented territories and imagined identities in the 
novels of migrant authors. Whatever their reasons for emigrating, migrant authors and their 
characters create a mental picture of the country and the society in which they are going to 
live. These images are a mixture of facts, hearsay, and, to compensate for the unknown, 
fantasy. Before even setting foot in Quebec, they have - in their imaginations at least - 
crossed the borders, reinvented them and, in a way, appropriate their adoptive country. We 
have previously shown that the French image of Quebec, for example, reflects the ideas 
that the Province is still the sole surviving stronghold of old French values. They cherish 
the idea that Quebec is an enclave of an idealised past, and that the simple fact that they 
share the same language will allow them to be integrated into Quebecois society without 
any problem. Yves Navarre, particularly, comments repeatedly on the legendary 
friendliness of the Quebecois. Feeling rejected and betrayed by the French literary society, 
he hopes that the Qudbdcois will welcome him and recognise his talent as a writer. 
Describing his arrival in Quebec in La Terrasse des audiences au moment de Vadieu 
(1990), Navarre admits to being charmed by the honesty of people:
L’accueil, ici, partout, est heureux, sans aucun calcul, sobre, sans aucune manfere, ing6nu, il y a des 
poseurs de pi6ge comme partout ailleurs et je ne les ai pas encore rencontres. [TDA, p.366]
Navarre’s vision of Quebec is not only idealised, but also based on his own expectations. 
In his mind, he has made the Province a place to which he hopes to retreat, and in which he 
seeks recognition and respect.
In Latif-Ghattas’s Les Lunes de miel (1996), Vava and Toto, who have fled Egypt, 
have tried to settle in other countries and other parts of Canada. Unhappy with their 
previous attempts, they set their mind on Quebec. Their choice -  or rather Vava’s choice -  
is determined by language, but it was not the sole deciding factor:
Peut-etre qu’il serait bon de vivre enfin dans un pays qui avait la reputation d’etre la terre de 
l’avenir. IA, les enfants pourraient grandir dans la quietude, la civilisation, le respect de la loi et la 
liberte d’esprit. Toto serait enfin tranquille. [LDM, p.125]
It is interesting that, of all the arguments, the first to be presented is Quebec as ‘la terre de 
l’avenir’. In previous chapters, we have seen that Vava in particular, but also other Middle
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Eastern migrants, had been motivated by success and by the ‘American dream’. This is the 
first fantasy about settling in Quebec.210 The second is suggested by the use of the word 
civilisation. Proud of her European education, Vava considers herself ‘civilized’, i.e. well 
mannered and well-educated. In her opinion, she did not fit in Greek, then Italian society 
because she was misunderstood, but living in Vancouver for her is equivalent to living in a 
cultural desert: nothing is familiar because everything appears new; there are no marks of 
the past to hold onto. She is naturally drawn to Quebec because of its older history and its 
obvious landmarks that anchor the Province in the past. In her mind, Vava has composed a 
picture that provides a balance of opportunities for a better future and a foot in the -  
European -  past, which is so important to her.
Haitian writers have also described Quebec from the perspective of hopeful 
migrants, and often the image of the dreamed-of country is ambivalent. The positive aspect 
is that Quebec is a land of freedom and a safe place to live, but it is also a leap into the 
unknown that might compromise their cultural identity. In Marie-Celie Agnant’s Alexis, le 
fils de Raphael (2000), Alexis and his mother are applying for a visa to be able to live and 
work in the United States, but unexpectedly, they are sponsored by one of Alexis’s uncles 
to immigrate to Canada:
II s’agit d’un pays beaucoup plus agr^able que les Etats-Unis, dit-on. [AFR, p.65]
In comparison to the humiliating process to which they have been submitted as refugees, 
their application for Canadian citizenship appears easy and the country itself seems more 
welcoming. Instantly, Alexis’s idea about Quebec is one of acceptance devoid of 
victimization, even though this idealization is counterbalanced by the fear of the unknown 
brought on by the trying process of migration:
C’est comme emprunter les chaussures de quelqu’un qui n’a pas la meme pointure que soi, pour
s’engager sur une route inconnue. [AFR, p. 127-8]
This mixed emotion recalls the end of Dany Laferriere’s Le Cri des oiseaux fous (2000), in 
which the author flees to Montreal for his own safety, but is anxious at the thought that
210 Eva Hoffman recalls the same idealisation o f the American continent in Lost in Translation -  A Life in a 
new Language (New York: Penguin Group. 1989. p.84). The choice o f her parents is irrational and based on 
little facts: ‘This man, whom my father helped in some way at the beginning o f the war, offers to sponsor us 
as immigrants to Canada, which, he writes, is the real land o f milk and honey, the land o f opportunity, the 
place where you can grow rich and be happy. For my father, this is an irresistibly alluring vision -  to become 
a man o f means in the American way, a man o f substance. We don’t have the remotest idea o f what we might 
find or do there, but America -  Canada in our minds is automatically subsumed under that category -  has for 
us the old fabulous associations: streets paved with gold, the goose that laid the golden egg. There is also that 
book about Canada from the war. And, my father reminds my mother, whose impulses really draw her 
toward Israel, in Canada there is no war, and there never will be. Canada is the land o f peace.’
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nothing and nobody expects him. It seems that Haitian writers invent a partial picture of 
Quebec: on the one hand, they compose a mental image of safety and freedom; on the 
other hand, the picture is spoilt by the lack of concrete elements. All migrant characters 
seem to have formed a preliminary idea of Quebec, which is not based on any actual facts. 
It is a projection of their hopes and fears. The borders that they have crossed or invented 
were only in their imagination: they were getting accustomed to the idea of living in a new 
country.
This fantasy vision of Quebec presented through the characters reflects the
apprehension of migrants when faced with the prospect of settling in a foreign country. But
migrant authors do not stop there and strive to redefine the geography of the country, and
of Montreal in particular, through their own representation. Montreal has become one of
the main topics of Quebecois literature, particularly since the 1960s, as it is the scene
^ 1 1where almost a third of the novels published in Quebec take place. The city often 
appears as a symbol of cultural diversity, of modernity and of cultural dynamism, and, if it 
is often a representation of Quebecois cultural identity, some authors, such as Gabrielle 
Roy, have also shown that Montreal can also be the place where one meet and experience 
‘otherness’.212 It is therefore interesting and significant that migrant authors should 
appropriate this topic/place and redevelop it. We have seen that migrant authors describe 
parts of the city that appear to be exclusively inhabited by migrant communities. In Dany 
Laferriere’s Comment faire Vamour avec un negre sans se fatiguer (1999), Gerard 
Etienne’s La Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo (2000), Mona Latif-Ghattas’s Le 
Double Conte de I ’exil (1990), Naim Kattan’s La Fiancee promise (1983), Regine Robin’s 
La Quebecoite (1983) or Xaviere Senechal’s Le Pays d ’ailleurs (1999), migrant authors 
describe or allude to areas of Montreal (e.g. the Marche Jean-Talon in La Quebecoite, the 
Boulevard Saint-Laurent in La Fiancee Promise, and other multi-ethnic districts such as 
Cotes-des-Neiges in the novels of Laferriere, Etienne or Senechal) that have been 
reclaimed by migrant communities. Common to all the descriptions in these novels is the 
absence of Quebecois people and poverty: these areas seem to be populated only by
211 This number is extracted from Rosemary Chapman’s Siting the Quebec Novel (Oxford: Peter Lang. 2000. 
p.85-6). According to Chapman, ‘the Montreal novel constitutes over 31% o f the novels published on the 
1960s (the period o f the Revolution tranquille), almost 28% o f the total for the 1980s and almost 26.5% of  
the total for the 1930s. In fact, the figure for the 1940s, 19.43% o f the total o f novels published, is relatively 
low (particularly when one considers that about half o f the population o f Quebec live within the Montreal 
region).’
212 We refer to Rosemary Chapman’s second chapter o f Siting the Quebec Novel (Ibid.) in which she studies 
the representation o f Montreal in the work o f Michel Tremblay and Gabrielle Roy, and shows the ambivalent 
role o f the city in the cultural identity o f Qu6b£cois.
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struggling migrant communities. We have seen previously that Etienne, Latif-Ghattas, or 
Robin give insights into the world of migrant (and sometimes illegal) workers, operating 
underground, with little social and legal protection. Poverty rules their lives: if it takes the 
form of a bohemian lifestyle in Laferriere’s novel, it has dramatic consequences for 
characters like Adrienne in La Romance en do mineur de Maitre Clo (2000) because she 
feels ignored and ultimately violated and by her society of adoption, in which she hoped to 
find a better life. These descriptions of poverty, exploitation and menial labour -  which to 
a certain degree remain Gabrielle Roy’s vision of the working-class suburb of Saint-Henri 
in Bonheur d ’Occasion -  modify slightly the image of modernity and respect of cultural 
communities favoured by Quebecois authors. Migrant authors depict a cosmopolitan city; 
however, this cosmopolitanism does not imply solely developed and rich countries. It also 
includes ‘third world’ countries, i.e. parts of the world that are often overlooked, because 
of their colonial pasts as dominated countries. Therefore, not only do migrant authors 
suggest a redefinition of Montreal’s landscape and social boundaries, they also propose a 
redefinition of cosmopolitism, that would no longer be mainly Eurocentric and that would 
take other cultures into account.213 Moreover, with these images of social realities, migrant 
authors present a point of view that contradicts the elitist ‘pure-laine’ Quebecois (and 
Canadian) self-portrait as a successful and egalitarian country. They demand an 
acknowledgement of the contribution of all levels of society to the image of success. In 
order to gain recognition, migrant authors metaphorically retrace the map of Montreal, 
which includes the marginal areas of the city.
Migrant authors do not merely redraw a map that broadens the boundaries of the 
city; they also place their own landmarks on it. To places such as the Outremont suburb, 
the Parc Lafontaine, the Rue Sainte Catherine or even Ta Main’ that form the background 
of most Montreal novels, migrant authors also add their own geographical locations. 
Chinatown, Little Italy, the Jean Talon area or the Jewish suburbs on the Plateau Mont- 
Royal are used as geographical markers of the migrant influence on the city.214 These 
places are particularly present and represented in Regine Robin’s La Quebecoite (1983).
2,3 According to the websites http://www.statcan.ca/english/census96/febl7/eolpq.htm and 
http://www.ercomer.org/metropolis/proceedings/Montreal.html, an increased immigration rate in Quebec in 
the early 1990s led people from a wider range o f nationalities (such as the Philippines or Sri Lanka) to 
emigrate to Quebec. The proportion o f refugees also increases compared to that o f economic immigrants. 
From the 1990s particularly, there is a surge o f political refugees from countries such as the former 
Yougoslavia or Sri Lanka.
214 Some of these areas have previously figured in Qu6b6cois literature, but often the trace o f migrants on the 
neighbourhood is not mentioned. One may also think o f the Jewish Montreal featured in anglophone 
literature in Quebec, notably in the novels o f Mordecai Richler.
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The narrator comments on the artificiality of places such as these. They represent the 
physical entre-deux or hybridity of cultures. They are simultaneously the representation of 
otherness for the dominant culture, and the representation of the influence of the culture of 
adoption on migrant communities. For the dominant culture, these areas have a foreign feel 
because one might be exposed to foreign languages, foreign food, and people whose 
behaviour suggests a foreign way of life. The names of Little Italy or Chinatown in 
themselves suggest that their inhabitants have transformed or built a place that attempts to 
re-create the lifestyle that they abandoned when they left their country of origin. But, as the 
narrator of La Quebecoite points out, these suburbs have also become a caricature of the 
culture that they are supposed to have preserved. In her view, the ‘preservation’ of culture 
has crystallized around language of course, but also cultural cliches that are displayed - 
almost boastfully - by each community:
DES GHETTOS
DES CLIVAGES 
CHACUN SA LANGUE
SA COMMUNAUTE 
CHACUN SON QUARTIER 
SON DEPUTE.
SES GATEAUX. SON JOURNAL. SA RELIGION 
SON FOLKLORE, SES POMPONS.
CHACUN SON HISTOIRE 
SEULS
APART
NOUS. VOUS. EUX. [LQ, p. 158, my italics]
It seems that these places of hybridity maintain a certain cohesion of cultural minorities, 
but they also ensure that borders between ‘new’ migrants and Quebecois are kept visible. 
Communities are not fooled by the artificiality of these places: they are a snapshot of their 
cultural identities, in which cultural characteristics have been voluntarily fixed in order to 
be preserved and passed on. Transformation would be equivalent to the destruction of the 
little trace left of their origins. Regine Robin, for example, implies that Little Italy is as 
artificially constructed as the fantasy attraction park of Disney Land:
Un Disney Land italien. Une vraie ou une fausse Italie comment savoir? Le besoin d’etre 1& 
ensemble, de pouvoir 6voquer le pays, la ville, le village? Peut-etre! [LQ, p. 181]
Real and fake elements are mixed to become cultural markers of identity. These, even 
though caricatural and inaccurate, appear as necessary for migrant communities as the 
bilingual signs or the renaming of streets with French names, etc that Quebecois people 
negotiated and obtained through legislation, including the famous ‘Loi 101’.
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These hybrid urban places in migrant novels appear to be enclaves of 
cosmopolitism, of cultural reinvention. These enclaves of ethnicity are also enclaves in 
which cultural identities have become detached from their place of origin, and have re­
invented themselves in the neutrality and anonymity of a modem urban metropolis. Within 
their novels, migrant writers create or rather re-invent an imaginary territory. Regine Robin 
names it ‘ville imaginaire’ {LQ, p. 186), Naim Kattan an ‘entre-deux’ {LFP, p. 198), and 
Jacques Derrida describes it as a ‘ville franche’.215 Derrida derives his notion of the ‘ville 
franche’ from that of the medieval one. A ‘ville tranche’ is a safe place, within its own 
boundaries and independent from external and more powerful influence. Anyone, 
irrespective of his or her religion or culture, is welcome and offered protection for as long 
as he or she respects the rules. The ‘ville tranche’ is therefore an independent place, with 
its own mles and logic, in which all cultural opinions coexist and are equally respected. 
This is the common denominator to the three terms employed above, and self- 
determination is the key to its creation, as Meir remarks in La Fiancee promise (1983) 
referring to Quebec:
-Ici, nous sommes entre les deux, dit-il. Nous pouvons puiser de toutes parts: le meilleur et le pire. 
[LFP, p. 198]
The city becomes a crossing point between cultures of course, but also periods of time. We 
have seen that it seemed that time had been stopped in places such as Chinatown or Little 
Italy, but the city also seem to be the place where present and past collide. In Robin’s 
L ’Immense Fatigue des pierres (1999), the main character of the short story ‘Mere perdue 
sur le World Wide Web’ (p.99-125) is confronted with a lifestyle that he thought had 
disappeared during the Second World War:
Au d&our d’une rue, il vit apparaitre quatre ou cinq hassidim en costume avec leur caftan et leur 
shtrai'ml, ce bonnet de fourrure qu’ils portaient aux jours de fete par tous les temps, et leurs 
chaussettes blanches qui leur montaient jusqu’aux genoux. Barbus, maigres et blafards, ils 
avanfaient gravement, lentement comme dans un film au ralenti. II resta p&rifte. La demi&re fois 
qu’il avait vu une scSne semblable, c ’&ait en Pologne, en 1937, Fannie de la mort de son p&re et de 
leur depart pour la France. II avait sept ans. Depuis, rien. Ces gens, c ’&ait la reincarnation du Shetl, 
d’un monde qui etait parti en fumee. II prit peur. Montreal lui sembla une ville etrange, la ville des 
fantomes. [IFDP, p. 109-10]
It seems that the ‘ville imaginaire’, therefore, allows migrant authors to reconcile not only 
the opposition between ‘here’ and ‘there’ by representing the diversity and interaction of 
cultures, but also the opposition between ‘now’ and ‘then’ by reconstructing artefacts that 
symbolise their past.
215 See Jacques Derrida. Cosmopolites de tous les pays -  encore un effort. London: Routledge. 2001.
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Babelisme and dislocation
The city in migrant novel is also the place of babelisme: all voices are heard and have 
equal rights to be heard. We have seen previously that migrant writers have used their 
work not only to represent their own cultural identity within the landscape of Quebecois 
literature, but also to consolidate their places beside the Quebecois in the construction of 
the country, be it intellectually or materially. Their work contains words, cultural elements 
and references that belong to their place of origin, making their novels themselves an 
example of babelisme. By mixing languages and cultures, babelisme contributes to 
creating a cosmopolitan ‘ville franche’, but cultural codes become jumbled. In La Langue 
et le nombril, Chantal Bouchard gives a definition of cultural identity and details the role 
of sharing a cultural code within a community:
Qu’est-ce qui perraet k un groupe humain quelconque de se reconnaftre comme une communauty? A 
cette question, il est d’usage de r^pondre: le partage d’un certain nombre de caractdristiques, de 
coutumes et d’int6rets communs, le fait de vivre dans un meme espace, la possibility de 
communication entre les membres du groupe, 1’identification des individus k la collectivity, etc. 
Mais la culture ne se rysume pas k une ensemble de croyances et de coutumes communes k un 
groupe humain, elle constitue un vyritable code de significations permettant k l’individu 
d’interpryter le monde dans lequel il vit et de se dyfinir lui-meme dans cet univers. Cet ensemble de 
significations est partagy par tous les membres d’une communauty, il est acquis progressivement, 
comme le langage, par la vie dans le groupe, et il conditionne aussi la perception, de meme que la 
compryhension qu’a l’individu des yvynements et des choses qui l ’entourent.216
Bouchard insists that culture is a ‘code of meanings’ shared by members of a community 
and serves the purpose of interpreting the world in the same manner. In migrant novels of 
Quebec, we have observed that authors voluntarily alter this code or introduce new 
elements in the form of new words. They widen the cultural code by adding their own 
references, and in doing so, they take their place within the cultural code. These additions 
to the dominant culture result in a progressive hybridisation of the dominant culture by 
creating passageways between cultures and cultural communities and altering the hierarchy 
between them. We have seen that languages make the borders of communities permeable 
because they can be used as a mask or disguise to infiltrate another community; but they 
also contribute to the collision of present and past because language is, as we have seen, 
invested with emotions and memories. Babelisme, therefore, is an instrument to 
cosmopolitanize society by contributing to mixing cultural codes and references into a new 
cosmopolitan code that continues to evolve and change simultaneously through the 
interactions between cultural groups.
216 Chantal Bouchard. La Langue et le nombril -  histoire d ’une obsession quebecoise. Quybec: Fides. 1998. 
p.19.
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For most migrant writers studied in this thesis, this process of jumbling cultures is 
shown in parallel with the assertion of their origins whose memory is preserved in their 
novels. (We have previously seen the importance of autobiographical aspects in migrant 
authors’ work, and particularly in that of Haitian and French authors.) However, Regine 
Robin, Emile Ollivier, Naim Kattan and even Dany Laferriere to a lesser extent, in their 
most recent work, propose a vision of cosmopolitanism and babelisme that goes beyond 
the boundaries of a single ‘ville imaginaire’ or an individual’s sense of national cultural 
identity. In interviews and other critical material, Ollivier, Kattan and Laferriere, consider 
themselves migrant writers,217 in the sense that they feel they do not belong to one specific 
geographical place, but have experience of cosmopolitanism and find themselves at the 
confluence of cultures that we have described above. Ollivier illustrates this life of 
intermediacy through the character of Adrien in Les Urnes scellees (1995). Adrien has 
always considered himself primarily Haitian and his exile was supposed to be a temporary 
measure to escape the Duvalier dictatorship. His return visit to Haiti changes his view by 
bringing the realisation that he is unable to return permanently to Haiti because Quebec has 
become just as much part of him as Haiti was, and that he is now tom between the two:218
II retoume k Montreal. II revient k la case depart et rejoint ainsi le cortege de tous les errants, des 
sans-patrie, des d6racin6s en rupture avec leur passd, culpabilisds d’avoir suntecu k tent 
d’holocaustes. Ils ont souvent perdu leurs points de repdre, vivent tant bien que mal, connaissent k la 
longue de grandes jois, cteent de nouvelles families, poussent de nouvelles racines et puis, un beau 
jour, non ils ne meurent pas, ils s’absentent & pas feutrds. [US, p.293]
We have observed previously that, for the fictional migrant characters, realizing one’s 
hybridity makes it impossible to return permanently to one’s country of origin. This 
translates into living permanently in the ‘ville imaginaire’, in which the characters 
maintain their cultural identity while trying to control other cultural influence. As for
217 See the following material in conjonction with authors’views on their status as migrant writers:
Na'fm Kattan. ‘Comment devient -  on 6crivain francophone’, La Licome, 27, 1993. p.401-404, and Id., 
‘Creation et ddplacement’, Possibles: Parler d ’ailleurs d ’ici, vol. 17, No2, 1993 (printemps). p.39-46; Dany 
Laferriere. J ’ecris comme je  vis. Genouilleux: La Passe du vent. 2000; Emile Ollivier. ‘Un travail de taupe: 
ecrire avec un stigmate de migrant’, Possibles: L Amerique inavouable, vol.8, No4, 1984 (dte). p.l 11-117, et 
Id., ‘Autoportrait’, Lettres Quebecoises, No 102, 2001 (€t€). p.7; Francine Bordeleau. ‘Emile Ollivier: 
recriture pour desceller la ntemoire’, Lettres Quebecoises, No 102. 2001 (6t6). p.8-10; Stanley P6an. ‘Emile 
Ollivier: entre nostalgie et luciditd’, Lettres Quebecoises, No 102. 2001 (6t6). p .l 1-12.
We have not found equivalent evidence regarding other authors considered in this thesis, but we hope to have
proved that their work clearly points towards a similar point o f view.
218 Other migrant authors have developed similar situations, in which characters become aware of their 
hybridity. In Neil Bissoondath’s The Worlds within her (London: Vintage, 2001), for example, the main 
character has migrated to Quebec as a child and has no conscious memories o f her country o f origin. The 
death of her mother leads her to return and to rediscover her origins. By doing so, the character reclaims her 
past, her origin, and more importantly, becomes aware o f her multiple cultural allegiance.
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migrant authors, they state that their ‘ville imaginaire’ is their creative work. Within the 
boundaries of their own creation, they can, at will, explore their memory and the cultural 
combination brought by migration. This is, for example, what Kattan concludes in his 
article ‘creation et deplacement’:
II [P^crivain] s’apercevra alors qu’en changeant de langue et de culture, il n’a fait que se d^placer, 
qu’am£nager k nouveau une distance. II l’aurait fait de toute fafon, diff<5remment. L&, il le fait dans 
P acceleration et le drame, presse, pousse, violente. S’il sait resister, il absorbera le choc, ajoutera le 
choc, ajoutera k sa richesse des biens inconnus et, en persistant, ecrivain, il se recree en creant.219
For Kattan, therefore, writing fits Derrida’s definition of the ‘ville franche’, as it is a place 
of negotiation between memory and present, between origin and adoption, between 
languages. Emile Ollivier also suggests that writing has provided him with a sense of 
stability and continuity, counterbalancing the chaotic experience of migration:
Riflexion faite, une vie n’est pas un conglomfrat de tranches s6par6es; elle est tout simplement une 
totality. Comme un langage, elle est constitute de flux inconscients, de faisceaux de relations, de 
rtseaux de consciences, d’hybridation, de juxtaposition et que sais-je encore? Car, au fond, nous 
sommes le produit des etres que nous avons croises, des vivants qui nous entourent, des 
contemporains mais aussi des morts, de ceux qui nous ont prtctdts, ceux qui forment la tradition, 
ceux dont on se nourrit, y compris les etres imaginaires, les etres de papier. Les plissements, les 
crevasses et les longs rubans de flottements, d’incertitudes et d’hesitations jaillissent comme des 
coultes de laves ardentes provenant des soubresauts d’un octan souterrain: ils paraissent hors 
d’atteinte d’une observation directe mais I ’icriture, miracle! les met a maportee. Therapiepour la 
subsistance, cadeau pour les sens, bouee pour Vesprit, elle permet le devoilement progressif de 
profondeurs abyssales insoupgonnies. . .22° [my italics]
For Ollivier - as for Laferriere whose work is conceived as his ‘American autobiography’-, 
writing is instrumental in producing a synthesis of experiences and a combination of 
cultural influences which allow him to transcend his personal experience and create 
universal narratives.
However, Regine Robin’s latest work L 'Immense Fatigue des pierres -  Biofictions 
(1999) proposes a slightly different position in the sense that writing is not so much a place 
of synthesis, but rather a space in which all experiences coexist and all borders seem to 
dissolve almost completely. Whereas the narrator(s) in La Quebecoite (1983) evolved 
within the boundaries of Montreal, the characters of L 'Immense Fatigue des pierres -  
Biofictions (1999) seem to be going back and forth between countries without ever settling 
anywhere for long. The landscapes of any urban metropolis themselves seem to be reduced 
to sketched details or an international airport. Robin no longer puts emphasis on the origins
219 Naim Kattan. ‘Creation et ddplacement’, Possibles: Parler d ’ailleurs d ’ici, vol. 17, N o 2 ,1993 (printemps). 
p.46.
Emile Ollivier. ‘Autoportrait’, Lettres Quebecoises, No 102. 2001 (6td). p.7.
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of her characters, but on movement and on the fact that they are on a life-long journey. In 
this book, the internet is omnipresent and is the main source of information and 
communication. It becomes the meeting and connecting ‘place’ of the separate characters 
of the short stories. With the use of the internet, geographical place becomes almost 
irrelevant as it allows its users to reach information and other people around the world and 
to be part of a community without physically meeting anyone. It contradicts the definition 
of Chantal Bouchard that we have mentioned above, because it allows people to come 
together and share the same cultural code without actually living together and within the 
same territorial boundaries. In Robin’s work, the internet appears to be the dislocation of 
culture as it has been conceived until now. It is important to note also that not only are the 
characters de-territorialized, they are also de-personalised: as internet users in Robin’s 
short stories adopt pseudonyms, change gender, nationality, age, etc., they could be 
anybody. The boundaries between one individual and ‘others’ seem to blur too, as 
characters reinvent their past by putting it into narratives and ‘improving’ it with borrowed 
episodes, or even ‘borrow’ someone else’s life and identity. This is accompanied by the 
use of several languages to suit the circumstances: if languages are sometimes invested of 
emotions and memories, they are more often devoid of sentimental value and merely 
instrumental in the character’s journey. In the mishmash of information on the internet, all 
cultural and personal combinations become possible. It is the extreme case of babelisme: 
once all geographical and personal borders have disappeared, there is no ‘other’, or, 
alternatively, ‘otherness’ invests everything. Individuals are faced with an infinity of 
choices and combinations, and the answer provided by one cultural code is no longer 
sufficient to understand the modem world, represented here by modem technology. It 
seems that, for Robin, cultural identity can no longer be considered in terms of origin, 
gender, age, geographical location, etc., but rather as a sum of influences and interests, 
always changing and evolving, or, as Emile Ollivier puts it, a ‘produit des etres que nous 
avons croises’. Hybridity seems an inevitable process, despite efforts to preserve the past 
or cultural identities from the surrounding turmoil of codes. Even though this process has 
always existed, Robin shows that it is accelerated by an increased mobility as access to 
means of transport becomes easier and as means of transport themselves are faster and 
more numerous. The development of modem technology and telecommunications plays a 
great part in this extended freedom of movement, as virtual travel and identity offer 
potentially endless opportunities to transform existing social and cultural combinations and 
to reinvent oneself.
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Conclusion
If migrant writing in Quebec allows its authors to re-create their past and the main source 
of their cultural identity, it is also a place of hybridity. Migrant authors use their own 
ambivalence and their multiple cultural allegiances to position their presence within the 
geographical boundaries of the country and of the city, but also to infiltrate the imaginary 
boundaries of Quebecois culture. This process leads them to slowly detach themselves 
from the limitations of belonging to a geographical space, and to create an imaginary one -  
a ‘ville franche’, an ‘entre-deux’ -  in which they can negotiate the multitude of influences 
with which they are faced during their journey of migration.
The creation of this ever-increasing imaginary space of migrant literature within the 
Quebecois culture challenges the very unity of the ‘nous Quebecois’ because not only does 
it introduce ‘otherness’ into a cultural group that sees itself as tight-knit and united by the 
same values, but it also introduces the idea of similarities which challenge the concepts of 
uniqueness and difference upon which nations traditionally base their claim of 
independence.
Migrant authors propose a remodelling of the culture of Quebec that does not try so 
much to eliminate others as to coexist and exchange cultural elements with others. Their 
writing becomes the privileged space in which to portray an ever-evolving culture that 
retains ingredients of the past but combines it with elements of the present and aspects 
‘borrowed’ from other cultures. By emphasizing the importance of the journey in the 
formation of identity rather than focusing solely on origins, migrant authors aim to avoid 
the unproductive stagnation of introverted cultural identity, and to establish stronger links 
with the dominant Quebecois culture.
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Conclusion
The study of four groups of migrant writers in Quebec has provided an overview of the 
major themes that they treat. It is hardly a surprise that memory, exile and alterity 
constitute the main thematic focus of their work and the centre of their preoccupations. 
Authors transpose these topics into narratives that explore their past (be it personal or 
collective), their motivations for leaving their birthplace, their feelings upon abandoning 
their country and arriving in a new one, their confrontation with the population and the 
culture of the country of adoption, and their coming to terms with their new way of life. 
They show migrants’ experience in terms of a journey, almost an epic voyage in Emile 
Ollivier’s lyrical style. Instead of conforming to the cliches of poverty and menial work 
commonly associated with immigrants, authors portray migrants as makers of their own 
destiny, and emphasize their achievements. Writing has also a cathartic effect as migrant 
authors voice their angst at becoming ‘other’, ‘strangers to themselves’.221 By exploring 
the past and their origins, they assert their specificity, or to use Derrida’s word, their 
‘differance’. Writing (or re-writing) the past is not giving in to nostalgia: it is a way of 
tracing the borders of one’s identity up to the time of migration and, therefore, to the 
present; it is a way of determining one’s imaginary territory that comprises a sum of 
experiences and upon which an individual or a people has based his, her or their 
uniqueness. The revival of the past in migrant writing achieves the continuity that 
migrants’ lives seem to lack as a result of their displacement and of the necessary changes 
it has brought on. Through the process of writing, past and present coexist and collide, 
challenging the boundaries imposed by time and space and allowing interaction between 
both set of experiences. Constantly shuttling between two periods of time and various 
geographical locations, migrant authors are led to see themselves as hybrids, striving to 
reconcile the cultures and worlds that are part of them.
Their work, indeed, is a place of exchange and dialogue, reflecting the influence of, 
and the attraction for, each world of experience. It shows the constant negotiations that 
migrants have to enter into in order to keep a balance between the different forces and 
influences that rule their lives. To keep living within the boundaries of the present and of 
their country of adoption, they must consent to change and to adapt. Change, for migrants,
221 This refers to Julia Kristeva’s Strangers to ourselves (New York: Columbia University Press. 1991), 
which explores the concept of otherness. Kristeva argues that otherness often takes the obvious and external 
form o f foreignness, but it is also an intrinsic part o f each individual that represents one’s unconscious or 
uncontrollable aspects. Otherness is the fear of the unknown and the unexpected.
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has often been seen and represented as a renunciation or a necessary sacrifice, but, from 
the 1980s on, migrant authors start re-claiming the right to retain their past. Their work 
acts as an intermediary, a transition between worlds and times, in which they try out 
different scenarios of migration, or in which they can explore their memory and express 
their nostalgia at will. In any case, writing is a way of exploring Otherness. Not only do 
authors review the elements that make them different from members of Quebecois society, 
they also explore how their displacement has made them different from who they were 
before they emigrated and from the people they left behind. Of course, their origins and 
present lives have shaped their identity, but migrants identify a third type of element that 
makes their life slightly different from those associated with the dominant culture: the gaps 
and the areas of collision between both worlds, in which the meaning of cultural codes and 
geographical boundaries is challenged or lost in the Babel of voices and languages. This 
uncertainty is conveyed through their writing. Transplanted in an environment for which 
they have not necessarily been prepared by their cultural upbringing, migrant authors use 
their writing as a tool to search for new codes of interpretation, not only for themselves but 
also for their society of adoption. Their work is a place of dialogue -  or the beginning of 
one -  held in the hope of finding an understanding, a new common code of representations 
that includes migrants’ views.
The introduction of migrant elements - such as foreign words, references to alien 
cultural elements or events, migrant characters - in narratives introduces an obvious 
appearance of ‘otherness’ in Quebecois literature, but migrant authors take a step further 
by depicting Quebecois society itself from their point of view. They force Quebecois 
people to look at themselves through foreign eyes. By voicing their own preoccupations, 
francophone migrant authors change the perspective on Quebecois preoccupations, such as 
the century-old debate between Anglophones and Francophones. They alter the imaginary 
borders of the country of adoption to include their own, and redraw the map of the city to 
place their own landmarks. They do not aim at the deconstruction of Quebecois society, 
but at that of the hierarchy of cultures within it. Reluctant to take sides in the 
Anglophones/Francophones debate and in that of independence without guarantee for their 
own place and role within the Quebecois territory, the work of migrant authors show that it 
is now time to claim their share of the country, to re-claim their input into its cultural and 
social life, and to take a more visible stand in the discussion about the future of Quebec. 
This position -  it seems - is reflected in the negative answer to the second referendum in 
1995, which again proposed the independence of Quebec but did not address the role and
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place of migrants in it. The representation of the de-construction of borders in migrant 
writing in Quebec suggests a redefinition of cultural identity for individuals as well as for 
groups. Rather than proposing a concept of identity that excludes otherness, they offer one 
that welcomes it and that encourages diversity. They also highlight the active role of 
individuals in this redefinition as the core of movement and hybridity between cultures. 
Cultural identity is no longer considered as something one inherits, it is something that one 
becomes, the sum of experiences that one collects and adopts on one’s life journey. This 
theory reduces the concept of culture to individual choice. As a result, one is able - and 
encouraged - to compose and freely transform one’s cultural identity around one’s personal 
interests, and regardless of nationalist allegiances.
While redefining cultural identity as a journey, migrant writing in Quebec also 
highlights the fact that, as well as being a sum of elements and artefacts, culture is above 
all a malleable mass of influences. Most migrants’ cultural codes become almost obsolete 
from the moment they leave their country of origin. It is crucial for them to adapt fast to 
their new lives, and migrant writing shows the importance of constantly altering and 
updating one’s cultural code in order to make sense of the present. 'While retaining the 
essential characteristics of one’s past, one should ensure that culture remains flexible 
enough to adapt to new situations and places, for fear of becoming disconnected from both 
past and present and losing oneself. The ability to adapt is also a valuable lesson for 
Quebecois society. In a world where technologies and communications speed up 
exchanges and interactions between cultures, and where economic powers encourage mass 
production to compete in a global market, migrant experience proposes a way to deal not 
only with Otherness but also to resist the pressure from dominant forces to smooth out 
differences so as to achieve a social and cultural homogeneity beyond borders. Migrant 
writing in Quebec shows a cosmopolitan society that preserves and respects differences 
and divergences, but also creates links that connect groups. Their coexistence is made 
possible because each group is more aware of its own borders but is also prepared to 
compromise and negotiate its ground. Migrant literature in Quebec offers an alternative 
cultural ideology and focus: the representation of Quebec no longer tends to be that of a 
bastion of Francophone resistance to an Anglo-Saxon world; it is a cosmopolitan society 
that responds to the challenges of the present and is not afraid of the cultural changes 
ahead. Its resilience lies in its ability to remember its migrant essence.
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